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ON SOME STABILITY PROPERTIES

OF POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS

Dorota Budzik

Institute of Mathematis and Computer Siene

Jan Dªugosz University in Cz�stohowa

Armii Krajowej 13/15, 42-200 Cz�stohowa, Poland
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Abstrat. In this paper we present onditions under whih a funtion F with

a ontrol funtion f , in the following sense

‖∆n+1
y

F (x)‖ ≤ ∆n+1
y

f(x), x ∈ R,

an by uniformly approximated by a polynomial funtion of degree at most n.

1. Introdution

We start with the notation and de�nitions used in this paper.

De�nition 1. Let (G,+) stand for an Abelian group. Let f : R → G be

a given funtion and let y ∈ R be �xed. Then a di�erene operator ∆y is

de�ned by the formula

∆yf(x) = f(x + y) − f(x), x ∈ R,

and, for a positive integer n, by

∆n+1
y f(x) = ∆y∆

n
yf(x), x ∈ R.

De�nition 2. A map f : R → G is alled a polynomial funtion of degree at

most n if and only if

∆n+1
y f(x) = 0

for all x, y ∈ R.

De�nition 3. A map f : R → G is alled a monomial funtion of order n if

and only if

∆n
yf(x) = n!f(y)

for all x, y ∈ R.
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It is easy to see that a monomial funtion of order n is a polynomial funtion

of degree at most n.

De�nition 4. Let I ⊂ R be an open interval and let f : I → R be a funtion.

A funtion f is alled onvex of order n, or shortly n�onvex (n ∈ N), if and
only if

∆n+1
y f(x) ≥ 0

for every x ∈ I and every y ∈ (0,+∞) suh that x + (n + 1)y ∈ I.

A funtion f : I → R is onave of order n, or shortly n�onave, if and

only if −f is n�onvex. The above notions are due to [3�5℄.

In [1℄ we have proved the following

Theorem 1. Let (S,+) be an Abelian semingroup and let (Y, ‖ · ‖) be

a k�dimensional real normed linear spae. Let further f : S → R be a funtion

suh that ∆n
yf(x) ≥ 0 for all x, y ∈ S, and F : S → Y be a mapping suh

that the inequality

‖n!F (y) − ∆n
yF (x)‖ ≤ n!f(y) − ∆n

yf(x)

holds for all x, y ∈ S.

Then there exists a monomial mapping M : S → Y of order n suh that

‖F (x) − M(x)‖ ≤ k · f(x)
for all x ∈ S.

In this paper we onsider the funtional inequality

‖∆n+1
y F (x)‖ ≤ ∆n+1

y f(x),

and we look for the onditions implying the existene of a polynomial funtion

P suh that

‖F (x) − P (x)‖ ≤ k · f(x).

We shall use the following theorem whih was proved in [5℄:

Theorem 2. Let n ∈ N and let I ⊂ R be an interval. If f : I → R is

n�onave, g : I → R is n�onvex and f(x) ≤ g(x), x ∈ I, then there exists

a polynomial w of degree at most n suh that f(x) ≤ w(x) ≤ g(x), x ∈ I.

2. Results

Theorem 3. Let (Y, ‖ · ‖) be a k-dimensional real normed linear spae. Let

further f : R → R be a funtion suh that f(x) ≥ 0, x ∈ R, and F : R → Y

be a mapping suh that the following inequality

‖∆n+1
y F (x)‖ ≤ ∆n+1

y f(x) (1)

holds for all x, y ∈ R.
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Then there exists a polynomial mapping P : R → Y suh that

‖F (x) − P (x)‖ ≤ kf(x), x ∈ R.

Proof. Assume that F : R → Y and f : R → R satisfy (1). Then for every

y∗ ∈ Y ∗, ‖y∗‖ = 1 and for all x, y ∈ R we have

−∆n+1
y f(x) ≤ ∆n+1

y y∗ ◦ F (x) ≤ ∆n+1
y f(x).

Hene

∆n+1
y (y∗ ◦ F + f)(x) ≥ 0 (2)

and

∆n+1
y (y∗ ◦ F − f)(x) ≤ 0 (3)

for every y∗ ∈ Y ∗, ‖y∗‖ = 1 and for all x, y ∈ R.

Let {e1, . . . , ek} be a basis of Y suh that ‖ei‖ = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Let
further y∗i : Y → R be a projetion onto the ith axis, i.e. y∗i (y1e1 + . . . ykek) =
yi for (y1, . . . , yk) ∈ R

k, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Clearly, y∗i ∈ Y ∗ and ‖y∗i ‖ = 1 for all

i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
For every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we de�ne funtions pi : R → R and qi : R → R

by the following formulas:

pi(x) := y∗i ◦ F (x) + f(x), x ∈ R (4)

and

qi(x) := y∗i ◦ F (x) − f(x), x ∈ R. (5)

Sine f(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ R, we infer that

pi(x) ≥ qi(x)

for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and for all x ∈ R.

From (2) we dedue that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} the funtion pi is

n�onvex. From (3) we have that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} the funtion qi

is n�onave.

By virtue of Theorem 2, we infer that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} there exists

a polynomial funtion wi of degree at most n suh that

qi(x) ≤ wi(x) ≤ pi(x), x ∈ R. (6)

Then, by (4), (5) and (6), we obtain

|y∗i ◦ F (x) − wi(x)| ≤ f(x) (7)

for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and for all x ∈ R.

Now, we de�ne a funtion P : R → Y by the formula

P (x) = w1(x) · e1 + . . . + wk(x) · ek, x ∈ R.
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The funtion P is, of ourse, a polynomial funtion of degree at most n. We

have also, by (7),

‖F (x) − P (x)‖ = ‖

k∑

i=1

(y∗i (F (x)) − wi(x))ei‖

≤

k∑

i=1

|y∗i (F (x)) − wi(x)| · ‖ei‖ ≤ k · f(x)

for all x ∈ R.

Ger [2℄ onsidered the operator

δn
y f(x) := ∆n+1

y−x

n+1

f(x).

Then f is n�onvex if and only if

x ≤ y ⇒ δn
y f(x) ≥ 0.

Analogially we an prove Theorem 4.

Theorem 4. Let I ⊂ R be an open interval and let (Y, ‖ · ‖) be

a k�dimensional real normed linear spae. Let further F : I → Y and

f : I → R be mappings suh that the following inequality

‖δn
y F (x)‖ ≤ δn

y f(x)

holds for all x, y ∈ I.

If f(x) ≥ 0, x ∈ I, then there exists a polynomial mapping P of degree at

most n suh that

‖F (x) − P (x)‖ ≤ kf(x), x ∈ I.
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Abstrat. This artile is a ontinuation of the investigations ontained in the pre-

vious paper [2℄. We deal with the following onditional funtional equation:

f(x)f(y) �=
1

λ2
implies f(x ⋆ y) =

f(x) + f(y) + 2λf(x)f(y)

1 − λ2f(x)f(y)

with λ �= 0.

1. Introdution

If (G, ⋆) is a group or a semigroup and F stands for an arbitrary binary

operation in some set H, then a solution of the funtional equation

f(x ⋆ y) = F (f(x), f(y))

is alled a homomorphism of strutures (G, ⋆) and (H,F ).
Let J ⊂ IR be a nontrivial interval and I ⊂ IR be an interval suh that

I + I ⊂ I. Let further F : J × J −→ J be a given map. Funtional equations

of the form

f(x + y) = F (f(x), f(y)), x, y ∈ I,

have nononstant ontinuous solutions if and only if there exists an open inter-

val onstituting a ontinuous group with respet to the assoiative operation

F. All suh solutions are stritly monotoni (see Azél [1℄). Here we onsider

a rational funtion F : {(x, y) ∈ IR : xy �= 1
λ2 } −→ IR of the form

F (u, v) =
u + v + 2λuv

1 − λ2uv
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with λ �= 0. This is a rational two-plae real-valued funtion de�ned on a dis-

onneted subset of the real plane IR2 that with every λ ∈ IR \ {0} satis�es

the equation

F (F (x, y), z) = F (x, F (y, z))

for all (x, y, z) ∈ IR3 suh that produts xy, yz, F (x, y)z, xF (y, z) are not

equal to λ−2. Rational funtions with suh or similar properties are termed

assoiative operations.

A homogra� funtion ϕ : IR \ {1} −→ IR given by the formula

ϕ(x) =
x

λ − λx
, x �= 1,

satis�es the funtional equation

f(x + y) =
f(x) + f(y) + 2λf(x)f(y)

1 − λ2f(x)f(y)

for every pair (x, y) ∈ IR2 \ D, where

D = {(x, 1 − x) : x ∈ IR} ∪ {(x, 1) : x ∈ IR} ∪ {(1, x) : x ∈ IR}.

We shall determine all the funtions f : G −→ IR, where (G, ⋆) is a group,

that satisfy the funtional equation

f(x ⋆ y) =
f(x) + f(y) + 2λf(x)f(y)

1 − λ2f(x)f(y)
. (1)

By a solution of the funtional equation (1) we understand any funtion

f : G −→ IR that satis�es the equality (1) for every pair (x, y) ∈ G2 suh

that f(x)f(y) �= λ−2. Thus we deal with the following onditional funtional

equation:

f(x)f(y) �=
1

λ2
implies f(x ⋆ y) =

f(x) + f(y) + 2λf(x)f(y)

1 − λ2f(x)f(y)
(E)

for all x, y ∈ G.

The solution of equation (E) in the ase λ = 1 was desribed in [2℄.

2. Main result

We proeed with a desription of solutions of (E).

Theorem. Let (G, ⋆) be a group and λ ∈ IR \ {0} be �xed. A funtion

f : G −→ IR yields a nononstant solution to the funtional equation

f(x)f(y) �= λ−2 implies f(x ⋆ y) =
f(x) + f(y) + 2λf(x)f(y)

1 − λ2f(x)f(y)
(E)
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for all x, y ∈ G if and only if either

f(x) :=

{

1
λ

for x ∈ H,

− 1
λ

for x ∈ G \ H

or

f(x) :=

{

A(x)
λ−λA(x) for x ∈ Γ

− 1
λ

for x ∈ G \ Γ

or

f(x) :=











1
λ

for x ∈ Γ \ Z

0 for x ∈ Z

− 1
λ

for x ∈ G \ Γ,

where (H, ⋆), (Γ, ⋆) are subgroups of the group (G, ⋆), (Z, ⋆) is a subgroup of

the group (Γ, ⋆), and A : Γ −→ IR is a homomorphism suh that 1 �∈ A(Γ).

Proof. Assume that f is a nononstant solution of equation (E), i.e.

f(x)f(y) �= λ−2 implies f(x ⋆ y) =
f(x) + f(y) + 2λf(x)f(y)

1 − λ2f(x)f(y)

for all x, y ∈ G. Hene

λ2f(x)f(y) �= 1 implies λf(x ⋆ y) =
λf(x) + λf(y) + 2λ2f(x)f(y)

1 − λ2f(x)f(y)
.

Thus, it is easy to obserwe that (E) states that the funtion g := λf satis�es

the following funtional equation:

g(x)g(y) �= 1 implies g(x ⋆ y) =
g(x) + g(y) + 2g(x)g(y)

1 − g(x)g(y)

for all x, y ∈ G. From the theorem proved by the author in [2℄ we onlude

that g is of the form

g(x) :=

{

1 for x ∈ H,

−1 for x ∈ G \ H

or

g(x) :=

{

A(x)
1−A(x) for x ∈ Γ

−1 for x ∈ G \ Γ
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or

g(x) :=







1 for x ∈ Γ \ Z

0 for x ∈ Z

−1 for x ∈ G \ Γ,

where (H, ⋆), (Γ, ⋆) are subgroups of the group (G, ⋆), (Z, ⋆) is a subgroup of

the group (Γ, ⋆), and A : Γ −→ IR is a homomorphism suh that 1 �∈ A(Γ).
This means that f is of the form as above.

It is easy to hek that eah of the funtions above yields a solution to the

equation (E). Thus the proof has been ompleted.

The following remark gives the form of onstant solutions to equation (E).

Remark. Let (G, ⋆) be a group. The only onstant solutions of equation (E)

are f = − 1
λ
, f = 0 and f = 1

λ
.

To hek this, assume that f = c ful�ls (E). Then

c2 �=
1

λ2
=⇒ c = 2c

1 + λc

1 − λ2c2
,

i.e.

c ∈

{

−
1

λ
,
1

λ

}

or c = 0 or 1 = 2
1 + λc

1 − λ2c2
,

whene

c ∈

{

−
1

λ
, 0,

1

λ

}

,

whih was to be shown.

Remark. Solutions of (1) for λ ∈ {−1, 1} in the lass of ontinuous funtions

an be found in [1℄.
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Abstrat. Arzelá [1℄ onsidered the weaker form of uniform onvergene whih is

as good as uniform onvergene of sequenes of funtions in respet to ontinuity

of the limit of a sequene of ontinuous funtions. Some generalization of suh

onvergene an be found in [5℄. Similar kinds of onvergene of funtion sequenes

were onsidered in [3℄ and [4℄. In our artile we generalize those kinds of onvergene

for funtions de�ned in a topologial spae with values in a topologial spae.

In the artile we use terminology whih is explained in Engelking's mono-

graph �General Topology� [2℄. Among others, we use the notion of a star

with respet to an open over. If X is a topologial spae and α is a over

of this spae, then the star St(x, α) of a point x ∈ X with respet to the

over α is de�ned as the union of all the sets from α whih ontain the

point x, i.e.

St(x, α) =
⋃

{U : x ∈ U ∧ U ∈ α}

De�nition 1 Let X, Y be topologial spaes and f , fn, n ∈ N, be funtions

de�ned in X with values in Y . It is said that (fn)∞n=1 is quasi-uniformly

onvergent to f if:
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(1) (fn)∞n=1 onverges pointwise to f ;

(2) for eah open over α of Y and eah n ∈ N there exist k ∈ N and

n1, . . . , nk ≥ n suh that if t ∈ X, then

fn1
(t) ∈ St(f(t), α) ∨ fn2

(t) ∈ St(f(t), α) ∨ . . . ∨ fnk
(t) ∈ St(f(t), α).

Theorem 1 Let X be a ompat spae and Y be an arbitrary topologial

spae. If fn : X → Y , where n ∈ N, f : X → Y are ontinuous funtions and

(fn)∞n=1 is pointwise onvergent to f , then (fn)∞n=1 is quasi-uniform onver-

gent to f .

Proof. Let us take an arbitrary open over α of Y . For an arbitrary, but

�xed, positive integer m denote:

Am = {t ∈ X : fm(t) ∈ St(f(t), α)} .

Sine (fn)∞n=1
is pointwise onvergent, the equality

X =
⋃

m≥n

Am (1)

is satis�ed. Additionally, the set Am is open for eah m ≥ n.
Indeed, if t ∈ Am, then fm ∈ St(f(t), α), i.e. one an �nd V ∈ α

suh that f(t) ∈ V . Continuity of both fm and f implies the existene

of neighborhoods W1, W2 of t suh that f(W1) ⊂ St(f(t), α) and

fm(W2) ⊂ St(f(t), α).
Now, let W0 = W1 ∩ W2. Of ourse, W0 is a neighborhood of t and for

eah t′ ∈ W0 we have fm(t′) ∈ St(f(t′), α), i.e. W0 ⊂ Am. We have shown

that the set Am is open for eah m ≥ n.
By the above, by the fat that X is ompat and by (1), one an �nd

positive integers k and n1, . . . , nk ≥ n suh that

X = An1
∪ . . . ∪ Ank

.

Hene

fn1
(t) ∈ St(f(t), α) ∨ . . . ∨ fnk

(t) ∈ St(f(t), α)

for t ∈ X. Finally, ombining this with the pointwise onvergene, we get

that (fn)∞n=1 is quasi-uniformly onvergent to f . �

We shall use the symbol C(f) for the set of all points of ontinuity of

a funtion f .
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De�nition 2 Let I be a σ-ideal of subsets of X. A funtion f from a topo-

logial spae X to a topologial spae Y is said to be I-ontinuous if X \C(f)
belongs to I.

Theorem 2 Let X be a topologial spae, Y be a regular one and fn, f be

funtions from X to Y for eah positive integer n. Let I be a σ-ideal of

subsets of X suh that X /∈ I. If (fn)∞n=1
is I-ontinuous for eah n ∈ N and

(fn)∞n=1 is quasi-uniformly onvergent to f , then f is I-ontinuous as well.

Proof. Let

E =
∞⋂

n=1

C(fn), (2)

where C(fn) denotes the set of points of ontinuity for fn. We will show that

the set C(f) of points of ontinuity for f ontains the set E.

Let x ∈ E and U be an arbitrary neighborhood of f(x). By regularity of

the spae Y , there exists an open set V suh that

f(x) ∈ V ⊂ cl(V ) ⊂ U. (3)

Consider the family α = {U,X \ cl(V )} whih forms an open over of Y . By

pointwise onvergene of (fn)∞n=1 to f , there exists n0 suh that

fn(x) ∈ V (4)

for eah n ≥ n0. By the seond ondition of quasi-uniform onvergene, one

an �nd indexes n1 ≥ n0, . . . , nk ≥ n0 suh that

fn1
(t) ∈ St(f(t), α) ∨ fn2

(t) ∈ St(f(t), α) ∨ . . . ∨ fnk
(t) ∈ St(f(t), α)

for eah t ∈ X. By the fat that f(x) ∈ V , fni
(x) ∈ V and fni

is ontinuous,

we infer that there exists a neighborhood Wi of x suh that f(Wi) ⊂ V for

eah i = 1, . . . , k.

Let W0 =

k⋂

i=1

Wi. Thus, W0 is a neighborhood of x and if t ∈ W0, then

there exists nj suh that fnj
(t) ∈ V and fnj

(t) ∈ St(f(t), α). This means

that f(t) ∈ U for eah t ∈ W0, i.e. the inlusion f(W0) ⊂ U holds.

In the onsequene, f is ontinuous at eah point x ∈ E. Now, onditions

X \ C(f) ⊂ E and E ∈ I imply that X \ C(f) ∈ I, i.e. f is I-ontinuous and

the proof is omplete. �
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De�nition 3 Let X, Y be topologial spaes and f , fn, n ∈ N, be funtions

de�ned on X with values in Y . A sequene (fn)∞n=1 is alled St-monotonially

onvergent to f if for every x ∈ X, for every n ∈ N and for every open over

of Y the impliation

fn(t) ∈ St(f(t), α) =⇒ fn+1(t) ∈ St(f(t), α)
holds.

Theorem 3 If X and Y are topologial spaes, fn, f are funtions from

X into Y , then (fn)∞n=1 onverges uniformly to f if and only if (fn)∞n=1 is

quasi-uniform and St-monotonially onvergent to f .

Proof. It is known that uniform onvergene implies quasi-uniform on-

vergene. It is not di�ult to see that uniform onvergene also implies

St-monotoni onvergene.

Now, assume that (fn)∞n=1 is quasi-uniformly and St-monotonially on-

vergent to f . Let us hoose an arbitrary open over α of Y . By quasi-uniform

onvergene, one an �nd k ∈ N and n1, . . . , nk ≥ n suh that

fn1
(t) ∈ St(f(t), α) ∨ fn2

(t) ∈ St(f(t), α) ∨ . . . ∨ fnk
(t) ∈ St(f(t), α) (5)

for eah t ∈ X. By (5), we infer that for t ∈ X there exists ni suh that

fni
(t) ∈ St(f(t), α), whene by St-monotoni onvergene for eah p ∈ N we

have:

fni+p(t) ∈ St(f(t), α).

Let n0 = max{n1, . . . , nk}. Obviously, if t ∈ X and n ≥ n0, then

fn(t) ∈ St(f(t), α),

whih proves that (fn)∞n=1 is uniformly onvergent to f . �
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Abstrat. We show that the one-sided regularizations of the generator of any uni-

formly ontinuous set�valued Nemytskij operator, ating between the spaes of fun-

tions of bounded variation in the sense of Shramm, is an a�ne funtion. Results

along these lines extend the study [1℄.

1. Introdution

Let (X, | · |) and (Y, | · |) be two real normed spaes, C be a onvex one in X
and I = [a, b] ⊂ R (a, b ∈ R, a < b) be an interval. Let cc(Y ) be the family of

all non-empty onvex and ompat subsets of Y . We onsider the Nemytskij

operator, i.e. the omposition operator de�ned by (HF )(t) = h(t, F (t)), where
F : I −→ C, h : I × C −→ cc(Y ) is a given set-valued funtion. It is shown

that if the operator H maps the spae ΦBV (I;C) of funtions of bounded

Φ-variation in the sense of Shramm into the spae BSΨ(I; cc(Y )) of set�

valued funtions of bounded Ψ-variation in the sense of Shramm, and is
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uniformly ontinuous, then the one-sided regularizations h− and h+ of h with

respet to the �rst variable, are a�ne with respet to the seond variable. In

partiular,

h−(t, x) = A(t)x + B(t) for t ∈ I, x ∈ C,

for some funtion A : I −→ L(C, cc(Y )) and B ∈ BSΨ(I; cc(Y )), where

L(C, cc(Y )) stands for the spae of all linear mappings ating from C into

cc(Y ).

2. Preliminaries

We start by realling some very basi fats as de�nitions and known re-

sults onerning the spae of funtions of bounded variation in the sense of

Shramm.

Let F be the set of all onvex funtions φ : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) suh that

φ(0) = φ(0+) = 0 and lim
t−→∞

φ(t) = ∞. Then we have

Remark 1. If φ ∈ F , then φ is ontinuous and stritly inreasing

(see [1, 7℄).

A sequene Φ = (φi)
∞
i=1 of funtions from F satisfying the following two

onditions:

(i) φn+1(t) ≤ φn(t) for all t > 0 and n ∈ N,

(ii)
∞
∑

n=1
φn(t) diverges for all x > 0,

is said to be a Φ�sequene.

Let I = [a, b] (a, b ∈ R, a < b) be an interval. For a set X we denote by

XI the set of all funtions f : I → R.

If In = [an, bn] is a subinterval of the interval I (n = 1, 2, . . . ), then we

write f(In) := f(bn) − f(an).

De�nition 1. Let Φ = (φn)∞n=1 be a Φ�sequene and (X, | · |) be a real

normed spae. A funtion f ∈ XI is of bounded Φ-variation in the sense of

Shramm in I if

vΦ(f) = vΦ(f, I) := sup
m

∑

n=1

φn

(

|f(In)|
)

< ∞, (1)

where the supremum is taken over all m ∈ N and all non�ordered olletions

of non�overlapping intervals In = [an, bn] ⊂ I, n = 1, . . . ,m ([18℄).
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It is known that for all a, b, c ∈ I, a ≤ c ≤ b we have vΦ(f, [a, c]) ≤
vΦ(f, [a, b]) (that is vΦ is inreasing with respet to the interval) and

vΦ(f, [a, c]) + vΦ(f, [c, b]) ≤ vΦ(f, [a, b]).

In what follows we denote by VΦ(I,X) the set of all funtions f ∈ XI

of bounded Φ-variation in the Shramm sense and by ΦBV (I,X) the linear

spae of all funtions f ∈ XI suh that vΦ(λf) < ∞ for some onstant λ > 0.

In the spae ΦBV (I,X) the funtion ‖ · ‖Φ de�ned by

‖f‖Φ := |f(a)| + pΦ(f), f ∈ ΦBV (I,X),

where

pΦ(f) := pΦ(f, I) = inf
{

ǫ > 0 : vΦ

(

f/ǫ
)

≤ 1
}

, f ∈ ΦBV (I,X), (2)

is a norm (see for instane [14℄).

For X = R, the linear normed spae (ΦBV (I,R), ‖ · ‖Φ) was studied by

Shramm [18, Theorem 2.3℄. The funtional pΦ(·) de�ned by (2) is alled the

Luxemburg-Nakano-Orliz seminorm [5, 25, 26℄.

It is worth mentioning that the symbol ΦBV (I, C) stands for the set of

all funtions f ∈ ΦBV (I,X) suh that f : I −→ C and C is a subset of X.

Let cc(X) be the family of all non-empty onvex ompat subsets of X,

and let D be the Pompeiu-Hausdor� metri in cc(X), i.e.

D(A,B) := max
{

e(A,B), e(B,A)
}

, A,B ∈ cc(X), (3)

where

e(A,B) = sup
{

d(x,B) : x ∈ A
}

, d(x,B) = inf
{

d(x, y) : y ∈ B
}

. (4)

It is easy to hek that the Pompeiu-Hausdor� metri D is invariant with

respet to translation, i.e.

D(A,B) = D(A + Q,B + Q) (5)

(see [4, Lemma 3℄) for all A,B ∈ cc(X) and bounded nonempty subset

Q of X.

De�nition 2. Let Φ = (φn)∞n=1 be a Φ�sequene and F : I −→ cc(X).
We say that F has bounded Φ-variation in the Shramm sense if

wΦ(F ) := sup

m
∑

n=1

Φn (D(F (tn), F (tn−1))) < ∞, (6)
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where the supremum is taken over all m ∈ N and all non�ordered olletions

of non�overlaping intervals In = [an, bn] ⊂ I, i = 1, . . . ,m.
From now on, let

BSΦ(I, cc(X)) :=
{

F ∈ cc(X)I : wΦ(λF ) < ∞ for some λ > 0
}

. (7)

For F1, F2 ∈ BSΦ(I, cc(X)) put

DΦ(F1, F2) := D (F1(a), F2(a)) + pΦ(F1, F2), (8)

where

pΦ(F1, F2) := inf
{

ǫ > 0 : Sǫ(F1, F2) ≤ 1
}

(9)

and

Sǫ(F1, F2) := sup
m

∑

n=1

φn

(

1

ǫ
D

(

F1(tn) + F2(tn−1);F2(tn) + F1(tn−1)
)

)

, (10)

where the supremum is taken over the same olletion ([an, bn])mn=1 as in

De�nition 2. Then (BSΦ(I, cc(X)),DΦ) is a metri spae, and it is omplete

if X is a Banah spae [24, Lemma 5.4℄.

Taking into aount [23, Theorem 3.8 (d)℄ and [24, ondition 5.6℄, we get

the following

Lemma 1. Let Φ = (φn)∞n=1 be a Φ�sequene and F1, F2 ∈ BSΦ(I, cc(X)).
Then, for λ > 0,

Sλ(F1, F2) ≤ 1 if and only if pΦ

(

F1, F2

)

≤ λ.

In what follows, let(X, | · |), (Y, | · |) be two real normed spaes and C be

a onvex one in X. Given a set-valued funtion h : I × C −→ cc(Y ) we set

the omposition operator H : CI → cc(Y )I generated by h as:

(Hf)(t) := h(t, f(t)), f ∈ CI , t ∈ I. (11)

Moreover, let us denote by A(C, cc(Y )) the spae of all additive funtions

and by L(C, cc(Y )) the spae of all set-valued linear funtions, i.e. the spae of

all set-valued funtions A ∈ A(C, cc(Y )) whih are positively homogeneous [1℄.

Now we quote the following lemma given by Nikodem.

Lemma 2. ([15, Theorem 5.6℄). Let (X, | · |), (Y, | · |) be normed spaes

and C a onvex one in X. A set-valued funtion F : C −→ cc(Y ) satis�es

the Jensen equation

F
(x + y

2

)

=
1

2

(

F (x) + F (y)
)

, x, y ∈ C, (12)
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if and only if there exist an additive set-valued funtion A : C −→ cc(Y ) and a

set B ∈ cc(Y ) suh that F (x) = A(x)+B for all x ∈ C.

3. The omposition operator

Now we will present our main result.

Theorem 1. Let (X, | · |) be a real normed spae, (Y, | · |) a real Banah

spae, C a onvex one in X and suppose that Φ = (φn)∞n=1 and Ψ = (ψn)∞n=1

are Φ�sequenes. If the omposition operator H generated by a set-valued

funtion h : I × C −→ cc(Y ) maps ΦBV (I, C) into BSΨ(I, cc(Y )) and

is uniformly ontinuous, then the left regularization of h, i.e. the funtion

h− : I × C −→ cc(Y ) de�ned by

h−(t, x) := lim
s↑t

h(s, x), t ∈ I, x ∈ C,

exists and

h−(t, x) = A(t)x + B(t), t ∈ I, x ∈ C,

for some A : I −→ A(X, cc(Y )) and B : I −→ cc(Y ). Moreover, if 0 ∈ C,

then B ∈ BSΨ(I, cc(Y )) and the linear set-valued funtion A(t) is ontinuous.

Proof. For every x ∈ C, the onstant funtion I ∋ t −→ x belongs to

ΦBV (I, C). Sine H maps ΦBV (I, C) into BSΨ(I, cc(Y )) for every x ∈ C,

the funtion I ∋ t −→ h(t, x) belongs to BSΨ(I, cc(Y )). Now the omplete-

ness of cc(Y ) with respet to the Pompeiu-Hausdor� metri [24, Lemma 6.12℄

implies the existene of the left regularization h− of h.

By the assumption, H is uniformly ontinuous on ΦBV (I, C). Let

ω : R
+ −→ R

+ be the modulus of ontinuity of H, that is

ω(ρ) := sup
{

DΨ

(

H(f1),H(f2)
)

: ‖f1−f2‖Φ ≤ ρ; f1, f2 ∈ ΦBV (I, C)
}

, ρ > 0.

Hene we get

DΨ

(

H(f1),H(f2)
)

≤ ω
(

‖f1 − f2‖Φ

)

for f1, f2 ∈ ΦBV (I, C). (13)

From the de�nition of the metri DΨ and (13), we obtain

pΨ

(

H(f1);H(f2)
)

≤ ω
(

‖f1 − f2‖Φ

)

for f1, f2 ∈ ΦBV (I, C). (14)

From Lemma 1, if ω
(

‖f1 − f2‖Φ

)

> 0, the inequality (14) is equivalent to

Sω(‖f1−f2‖Φ)

(

H(f1),H(f2)
)

≤ 1, f1, f2 ∈ ΦBV (I, C). (15)
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Therefore, for any a < α1 < β1 < α2 < β2 < · · · < αm < βm = b, αi, βi ∈ I,
i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}, m ∈ N, the de�nitions of the operator H and the funtional

Sǫ, imply

∞
∑

i=1

ψi

(D
(

h(βi, f1(βi)) + h(αi, f2(αi));h(βi, f2(βi)) + h(αi, f1(αi))
)

ω
(

‖f1 − f2‖Φ

)

)

≤ 1.

(16)

For α, β ∈ R, α < β, we de�ne funtions ηα,β : R −→ [0, 1] by

ηα,β(t) :=















0 if t ≤ α
t− α

β − α
if α ≤ t ≤ β

1 if β ≤ t .

(17)

Let us �x t ∈ I. For arbitrary �nite sequene a < α1 < β1 < α2 < β2 <
· · · < αm < βm < t and x1, x2 ∈ C, x1 �= x2, the funtions f1, f2 : I −→ X
de�ned by

fℓ(τ) :=
1

2

[

ηαi,βi
(τ)(x1 − x2) + xℓ + x2

]

, τ ∈ I, ℓ = 1, 2, (18)

belong to the spae ΦBV (I, C). From (18) we have

f1(τ) − f2(τ) =
x1 − x2

2
, τ ∈ I,

therefore

‖f1 − f2‖Φ =
∣

∣

∣

x1 − x2

2

∣

∣

∣;

moreover

f1(βi) = x1; f2(βi) =
x1 + x2

2
; f1(αi) =

x1 + x2

2
; f2(αi) = x2.

Using (16), we get

∞
∑

i=1

ψi





D
(

h(βi, x1) + h(αi, x2);h
(

αi,
x1+x2

2

)

+ h
(

βi,
x1+x2

2

))

ω
(∣

∣

∣

x1−x2

2

∣

∣

∣

)



 ≤ 1. (19)

Fix a positive integer m. We have

m
∑

i=1

ψi





D
(

h(βi, x1) + h(αi, x2);h
(

αi,
x1+x2

2

)

+ h
(

βi,
x1+x2

2

))

ω
(∣

∣

∣

x1−x2

2

∣

∣

∣

)



 ≤ 1. (20)
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From the ontinuity of ψi, passing to the limit in (20) when α1 ↑ t, we
obtain that

m
∑

i=1

ψi









D

(

h−(t, x1) + h−(t, x2); 2h
−

(

t,
x1 + x2

2

))

ω

(

∣

∣

∣

x1 − x2

2

∣

∣

∣

)









≤ 1.

Hene,

∞
∑

i=1

ψi

(

D
(

h−(t, x1) + h−(t, x2); 2h
−

(

t, x1+x2

2

))

ω
(∣

∣

x1−x2

2

∣

∣

)

)

≤ 1,

and, by (ii),

D
(

h−(t, x1) + h−(t, x2); 2h
−
(

t,
x1 + x2

2

))

= 0.

Therefore,

h−
(

t,
x1 + x2

2

)

=
h−(t, x1) + h−(t, x2)

2

for all t ∈ I and all x1, x2 ∈ C.

Thus, for eah t ∈ I, the funtion h−(t, ·) satis�es the Jensen funtional

equation in C. Consequently, by Lemma 2, for every t ∈ I there exist an

additive set�valued funtion A(t) : C −→ cc(Y ) and a set B(t) ∈ cc(Y ) suh
that

h−(t, x) = A(t)x + B(t) for x ∈ C, t ∈ I, (21)

whih proves the �rst part of our result.

The uniform ontinuity of the operator H : ΦBV (I, C) −→ BSΨ(I, cc(Y ))
implies the ontinuity of the funtion A(t) so that A(t) ∈ L(C, cc(Y ))
[15, Theorem 5.3℄. Putting x = 0 in (21) and taking into aount that

A(t)0 = {0} for t ∈ I, we get

h−(t, 0) = B(t), t ∈ I,

whih implies that B ∈ BSΨ(I, cc(Y )).

Remark 2. The ounterpart of Theorem 1 for the right regularization h+

of h de�ned by

h+(t, x) := lim
s↓t

h(s, x), t ∈ I,

is also true.
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Remark 3. Taking ψn(t) = ψ(t) (t ≥ 0) , we obtain the main result

of [1℄.

Remark 4. Denote by S the set of all funtions f ∈ ΦBV (I, C) suh that

f(t) =
1

2
[ηα,β(t)(x1 − x2) + x + x2] ,

where ηα,β is de�ned by (17) and x = x1 or x = x2. It follows from the argu-

ment used in the proof that Theorem 1 remains valid if the uniform ontinuity

of the operator H is postulated only on the set S.
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Abstrat. A ring A is alled right (left) semihereditary if all �nitely generated right

(left) ideals of A are projetive. In this paper we onsider non-ommutative semi-

hereditary rings and show their onnetion with non-ommutative valuation rings.

We also present some riterion for a module to be �at.

1. Introdution

Historially semihereditary rings ome from homologial algebra and their

de�nition was �rst appeared in [1℄.

De�nition 1. [1℄ A ring A is alled right (left) semihereditary if all �nitely

generated right (left) ideals of A are projetive.

If a ring A is an integral domain, i.e. a ommutative ring without divisors

of zero, then semihereditary domains oinide with Prüfer domains. Prüfer

domains were de�ned in 1932 by H. Prüfer, and sine that time they play

a entral role in the development of the lassial ring theory. Reall that an

integral domain is alled a Prüfer domain if all its �nitely generated ideals

are invertible. Sine in the ase of integral domains any ideal is invertible

if and only if it is projetive, we obtain that any Prüfer domain is exatly

a semihereditary domain. Prüfer domains naturally arise from valuation rings

of �elds, sine for any prime ideal P of a valuation ring A the loalization

AP of A is a Prüfer domain. So semihereditary domains an be onsidered as

a global theory for lassial valuation rings.
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In the non-ommutative ase there are di�erent generalizations of valua-

tion rings. If we onsider invariant valuation rings of division rings whih

were introdued by Shilling in [6℄, then we obtain that any invariant valua-

tion ring is a semihereditary ring in the sense of de�nition 1. So semihered-

itary rings an be onsidered as some generalizations of Prüfer domains for

non-ommutative rings. Another generalization of non-ommutative valuation

rings were introdued and studied by Dubrovin in [3℄. These rings were named

Dubrovin valuation rings after him. In this non-ommutative valuation the-

ory any Dubrovin valuation ring of a simple Artinian ring Q is exatly a loal

semihereditary order of Q. So semihereditary orders an be onsidered as the

global theory for Dubrovin valuation rings. Dubrovin valuation rings found

a large appliations. More information about these rings and semihereditary

orders in simple Artinian rings an be found in the book [5℄.

Semihereditary rings are also interesting from homologial point of view,

sine they belong to the lass of rings with weak global dimension ≤ 1.

All rings onsidered in this paper are assumed to be assoiative with 1 �= 0,
and all modules are assumed to be unital. We write U(A) for the group of

units of a ring A, and D∗ for the multipliative group of a division ring D.

We refer to [4℄ for general material on theory of rings and modules.

2. Semihereditary rings and valuation rings

For the ase of non-ommutative rings there are di�erent generalizations for

valuation rings. First onsider the generalization whih was proposed in 1945

by Shilling [6℄, who extended the onept of a valuation on a �eld to that on

a division ring.

De�nition 2. Let G be a totally ordered group (written additively) with the

order relation ≥. Add to G a speial symbol ∞ suh that x+∞ = ∞+x = ∞
for all x ∈ G. Let D be a division ring. A valuation on D is a surjetive map

v : D → G ∪ {∞} whih satis�es the following relations:

1) v(0) = ∞,

2) v(xy) = v(x) + v(y);

3) v(x + y) ≥ min(v(x), v(y)), whenever x + y �= 0,

for any x, y ∈ D.

Then A = {x ∈ D : v(x) ≥ 0} is a ring whih is alled the (invariant)

valuation ring of D with respet to valuation v, and U = {u ∈ D∗ : v(u) = 0}
is alled the group of valuation units.

In the general ase we obtain the following de�nition.
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De�nition 3. [6℄ A subring A of a division ring D is alled an invariant

valuation ring of D if there is a totally ordered group G and a valuation

v : D → G of D suh that A = {x ∈ D : v(x) ≥ 0}.

The next proposition gives the basi properties of invariant valuation rings.

Proposition 1. Let A be an invariant valuation ring of a division ring D
with respet to a valuation v. Then

1. aA ⊆ bA or bA ⊆ aA for any a, b ∈ A.

2. Eah ideal of A is two-sided.

3. A is a right and a left Ore domain. Therefore it has a left and right

division ring of frations.

4. Any �nitely generated ideal of A is prinipal.

As an immediately onsequene of this proposition we obtain the following.

Proposition 2. Any invariant valuation ring of a division ring D is semi-

hereditary and Bézout ring.1

The following theorem gives the equivalent de�nitions of a invariant valu-

ation ring.

Theorem 1. Let A be a ring with a division ring of frations D whih is

invariant in D. Then the following statements are equivalent:

1. A is an invariant valuation ring of some valuation v on D.

2. For any element x ∈ D∗ either x ∈ A or x−1 ∈ A.

3. The set of prinipal ideals of A is linearly ordered by inlusion.

4. A is a uniserial ring.2

De�nition 4. A subring A of a division ring D is alled a total valuation

ring if for eah x ∈ D∗ we have x ∈ A or x−1 ∈ A.

Theorem 1 states that any invariant valuation ring is a total valuation ring,

but not onversely. Note that in the ase of integral domains the notions of

invariant valuation rings and total valuation rings are equivalent to the notion

of a lassial valuation ring of a �eld. Theorem 1 also states that any invariant

totally valuation ring is uniserial. War�eld [7℄ showed the onnetion of total

valuation rings with semihereditary rings in the ase of loal rings.

1Reall that a ring A is alled a right Bézout ring if any its �nitely generated ideal is

prinipal.
2Reall that a ring A is alled uniserial if all ideals of A are linearly ordered with respet

to inlusion.
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Theorem 2. For a loal ring A the following properties are equivalent:

(i) A is uniserial and semihereditary.

(ii) A is a total valuation ring.

The next type of non-ommutative valuation rings was introdued and

studied by Dubrovin [3℄.

De�nition 5. Let S be a simple Artinian ring. A subring A of S, with

Jaobson radial J(A), is alled a Dubrovin valuation ring if

1) A/J(A) is a simple Artinian ring;

2) for eah s ∈ S \ A there are a1, a2 ∈ A suh that sa1 ∈ A \ J(A) and

a2s ∈ A \ J(A).

Note that every Dubrovin valuation ring is a total valuation ring if and only

if A/J(A) is a division ring. Hene, if S is a �eld, then Dubrovin valuation

rings of S are exatly the usual valuation rings. The lass of Dubrovin valua-

tion rings is muh wider than the lass of total valuation rings. The following

theorem gives the basi haraterizations of Dubrovin valuation rings.

Theorem 3. [5℄ Let A be a subring of a simple Artinian ring Q. Then the

following onditions are equivalent:

(1) A is a Dubrovin valuation ring of G.

(2) A is a loal semihereditary order in Q.

(3) A is a loal Bézout order in Q.

3. Semihereditary rings and �at modules

While semisimple rings and hereditary rings are de�ned uniquely by their

projetive global dimension, for semihereditary rings we have the following

statement whih gives the equivalent haraterization of semihereditary rings.

Theorem 4. [2℄ Let A be a ring. The following onditions are equivalent:

1. A is a left semihereditary ring.

2. w.gl.dimA ≤ 1 and A is a right oherent ring.3

3. Every torsion-less right A-module is �at.

Note that semihereditary rings are not de�ned uniquely by the �atness

property. There are examples of rings with weak global dimension ≤ 1 whih

are not semihereditary. Note also that for any ring A, w.gl.dimA ≤ 1 if and

only if every ideal of A is �at. The riteria for modules to be �at are very

important. In this setion we give one of suh riteria.
3Reall that a ring A is alled right oherent if the diret produt of an arbitrary family

of opies of A is �at as a right A-module.
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Theorem 5. Let 0 → X → P → M → 0 be an exat sequene of right A-

modules, where P is projetive. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) M is a �at module.

(2) For any x ∈ X there is a θ ∈ HomA(P,X) with θ(x) = x.

(3) For any x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ X there is a θ ∈ HomA(P,X) with θ(xi) = xi

for all i.

Proof.

(1) =⇒ (2). Let P be a projetive module, and M a �at module. By the

Kaplansky theorem (see e.g. theorem 5.5.1 [4℄), P is projetive if and only if

there is a system of elements {pi ∈ P : i ∈ I} and a system of homomorphisms

{ϕi}, ϕi : P → A suh that any element p ∈ P an be written in the form

p =
∑

i

pi(ϕi(p)),

where only a �nite number of elements ϕi(p) ∈ A are not equal to zero.

If x ∈ X, then x = pi1a1 + pi2a2 + . . .+ pimam, where ai = ϕi1(x) ∈ A. Let

I = Aa1+Aa2+ . . .+Aam. Sine M is �at, x ∈ X∩PI = XI, by the �atness

test (see e.g. proposition 5.4.11 [4℄). Therefore x =
∑

xjcj, where xj ∈ X and

cj ∈ I. Now eah cj =
∑
i

bijai, so x =
∑
i

x′iai, where x′i =
∑
j

xjbij . De�ne

θ : P → X by θ(pik) = x′k, while θ sends all the other system elements pi of

P into 0. Then

θ(x) = θ(

m∑

k=1

pikak) =

m∑

k=1

(θ(pik)ak) =

m∑

k=1

x′kak = x.

(2) =⇒ (1). Let x ∈ X ∩ PI, where I is a left ideal in A. Then x =
pi1a1 + pi2a2 + . . .+ pirar, where ai ∈ A. De�ne Ix = Aa1 +Aa2 + . . .+Aar,

whih is a �nitely generated left ideal in A. It is lear that Ix ⊆ I, and so

x ∈ XIx ⊂ XI. Let θ ∈ HomA(P,X) with θ(x) = x. Then x = θ(pi1)a1 +
θ(pi2)a2 + . . . + θ(pir)ar ∈ XIx. Therefore x ∈ X ∩ PI ⊆ XIx ⊆ XI. From

the �atness test (see e.g. proposition 5.4.11 [4℄) it follows that M is �at.

(2) =⇒ (3). This is proved by indution on n. Let x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ X.

If n = 1, then the existene of θ follows from (2). Assume that n > 1 and

(3) holds for all k < n. Let θn : P → X be a homomorphism suh that

θn(xn) = xn. Let yi = xi − θn(xi) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. By indu-

tion hypothesis, there exists a homomorphism θ′ suh that θ′(yi) = yi for

i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. Now de�ne θ = θ′ + θn − θ′θn ∈ HomA(P,X). Then

θ(xn) = θ′(xn) + θn(xn) − θ′θn(xn) = θ′(xn) + xn − θ′xn = xn,
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θ(xi) = θ′(xi) + θn(xi) − θ′θn(xi) = θ′(xi) + (xi − yi) − θ′(xi − yi) =

= xi − yi + θ′(yi) = xi

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1. So θ is a required homomorphism.

(3) =⇒ (2) follows by taking n = 1.

From this theorem it immediately follows the theorem whih was �rst

proved by Villamayor and was given by Chase in his paper [2℄.

Theorem 6. [2℄ Let 0 → X → F → P → 0 be an exat sequene of right

A-modules, where F is free with a basis {ei : i ∈ I}. Then the following

statements are equivalent:

(1) P is a �at module.

(2) For any x ∈ X there is a θ ∈ HomA(F,X) with θ(x) = x.

(3) For any x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ X there is a θ ∈ HomA(F,X) with θ(xi) = xi

for all i.
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Abstrat. In the presented paper we study some properties of preponderantly

ontinuous funtions and funtions satisfying the property A1. For any family F of

real-valued funtions we de�ne MAXF = {g : max{f, g} ∈ F for all f ∈ F} and

MINF = {g : min{f, g} ∈ F for all f ∈ F}. The aim of the paper is to �nd MINF
for two disussed lasses of funtions.

1. Preliminaries

Let R, N be the set of real numbers and natural numbers, respetively. Next,

let I denote a losed interval, U any open subset of R and Int(A) is the interior
of a set A ⊂ R in the natural metri. Let λ stand for Lebesgue measure in R.

For eah measurable set E ⊂ R we de�ne the lower and upper density of E at

x0 ∈ R by:

d (E, x0) = lim inf
λ(I)→0,x0∈I

λ(I∩E)
λ(I) and d (E, x0) = lim sup

λ(I)→0,x0∈I

λ(I∩E)
λ(I) .

If d (E, x0) = d (E, x0), we denote this ommon value by d(E, x0) and all it

the density of E at x0. In a similar way, we also de�ne the one-sided lower and

upper density of the set E at the point x0: d+ (E, x0), d− (E, x0), d
+

(E, x0)

and d
−

(E, x0). It is easy to hek that d (E, x0) = min{ d+ (E, x0) , d− (E, x0)}

and d (E, x0) = max{ d
+

(E, x0) , d
−

(E, x0)}. If d+ (E, x0) = d
+

(E, x0)

(d− (E, x0) = d
−

(E, x0)), then we denote this ommon value by d+(E, x0)
(d−(E, x0)) and all it the right (the left) density of E at x0.

There are a few nonequivalent de�nitions of preponderant density and pre-

ponderant ontinuity [3]. We will use the following.
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De�nition 1. [1, 3] A point x0 ∈ R is said to be the point of preponderant

density in Denjoy sense of a measurable set E ⊂ R if d (E, x0) > 1
2 .

Similarly, we an de�ne the preponderant density in Denjoy sense of a mea-

surable set E ⊂ R at the right and at the left. Moreover, a point x0 ∈ R is

the point of preponderant density in Denjoy sense of a measurable set E ⊂ R

i� it is the point of preponderant density in Denjoy sense of the measurable

set E at the right and at the left.

De�nition 2. [1, 3] A funtion f : U → R is said to be preponderantly on-

tinuous in Denjoy sense at x0 ∈ U if there exists a measurable set E ⊂ U

ontaining x0 suh that d (E, x0) > 1
2 and f|E is ontinuous at x0. A funtion

f : U → R is said to be preponderantly ontinuous in Denjoy sense if it is

preponderantly ontinuous in Denjoy sense at eah point x0 ∈ U . The lass

of all funtions whih are preponderantly ontinuous in Denjoy sense will be

denoted by PD.

Grande [2] de�ned a property of real funtions alled the property A1.

Based on this, we may de�ne a similar property, whih extends the notion of

preponderant ontinuity.

De�nition 3. [2, 3] A funtion f : U → R is said to have the property A1 in

Denjoy sense at x0 ∈ U if there exist measurable sets E1 ⊂ U and E2 ⊂ U

ontaining x0 suh that x0 is the point of preponderant density in Denjoy sense

of both sets E1 and E2, f|E1
is upper semi-ontinuous at x0 and f|E2

is lower

semi-ontinuous at x0. A funtion f : U → R has the property A1 in Denjoy

sense if it has the property A1 in Denjoy sense at eah x0 ∈ U . The lass of

all funtions whih have the property A1 in Denjoy sense will be denoted by

GPD.

Corollary. PD ⊂ GPD.

2. Auxiliary lemmas

We will present some known fats and the useful lemma.

Theorem 1. [3, Corollary 9 ] GPD ⊂ B1 and PD ⊂ B1, where B1 is the set

of Baire lass 1 funtions.

Theorem 2. [3, Theorem 2 ]

(i) A measurable funtion f : U → R is preponderantly ontinuous in Denjoy

sense at x0 ∈ U i� lim
n→∞

d
(

{x ∈ U : |f(x) − f(x0)| < 1
n
}, x0

)

> 1
2 ,
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(ii) A measurable funtion f : U → R has the property A1 in Denjoy sense

at x0 ∈ U i� lim
n→∞

d
(

{x ∈ U : f(x) < f(x0) + 1
n
}, x0

)

> 1
2 and

lim
n→∞

d
(

{x ∈ U : f(x) > f(x0) −
1
n
}, x0

)

> 1
2 .

Theorem 3. [3, Corollary 6 ] Let E =
∞
⋃

n=1
[an, bn], where bn+1 < an for

every n and x0 = lim
n→∞

an. Then

1. d+ (E, x0) = lim inf
n→∞

λ ([x0, an] ∩ E)

λ ([x0, an])

2. d
+

(E, x0) = lim sup
n→∞

λ ([x0, bn] ∩ E)

λ ([x0, bn])
.

Lemma 1. Let 1
2 < γ < 1, x ∈ R and let E be a measurable subset of R

suh that d
+
(E, x) = c > 0. Then there exists a sequene of losed intervals

{In = [an, bn] : n ≥ 1} for whih x<. . .< bn+1 < an < . . . , d+
( ∞

⋃

n=1
In, x

)

= γ,

and d
+
(

E ∩
∞
⋃

n=1
In, x

)

≥ 1
2c.

Proof. Let cn = x+ 1
n
for n ∈ N. Hene lim

n→∞

λ([cn+1, cn])

λ([x, cn+1])
= lim

n→∞

1
n(n+1)

1
n+1

= 0.

Put U1
n = [cn+1, cn+1 + γ(cn − cn+1)] and U2

n = [cn − γ(cn − cn+1), cn]
for n ≥ 1. Then λ(U1

n) = λ(U2
n) = γλ([cn+1, cn]), [cn+1, cn] = U1

n ∪ U2
n and

λ(E ∩ U1
n) + λ(E ∩ U2

n) ≥ λ(E ∩ [cn+1, cn]). It follows that for eah n ≥ 1 we

an �nd a losed interval Jn ⊂ [cn+1, cn] suh that λ(Jn) = γλ([cn+1, cn]) and

λ(E ∩ Jn) ≥ 1
2λ(E ∩ [cn+1, cn]). Hene λ

( ∞
⋃

n=1
Jn ∩ [x, ck]

)

= γλ([x, ck]) for

k ≥ 1.
Let z ∈ (x, c1). There is k ≥ 1 suh that z ∈ [ck+1, ck]. Then

λ
(

∞
⋃

n=1

Jn∩[x, z]
)

= λ
(

∞
⋃

n=k+1

Jn

)

+λ(Jk∩[ck+1, z]) ≤ γλ([x, z])+λ([ck+1, ck]),

λ
(

∞
⋃

n=1

Jn∩[x, z]
)

= λ
(

∞
⋃

n=k+1

Jn

)

+λ(Jk∩[ck+1, z]) ≥ γλ([x, z])−λ([ck+1, ck])

and

λ
(

∞
⋃

n=1

Jn ∩ E ∩ [x, z]
)

≥ λ
(

∞
⋃

n=k+1

Jn ∩ E
)

≥
1

2
λ([x, z] ∩ E) − λ([cn+1, cn]).
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Therefore

γ − 1
n

= γ −
1
n
− 1

n+1
1

n+1

≤

λ
( ∞

⋃

n=1
Jn ∩ [x, z]

)

λ([x, z])
≤ γ +

1
n
− 1

n+1
1
n

= γ + 1
n+1

and

λ
( ∞

⋃

n=1
Jn ∩ E ∩ [x, z]

)

λ([x, z])
≥

1

2

λ(E ∩ [x, z])

λ([x, z])
−

1
n
− 1

n+1
1
n

=
1

2

λ(E ∩ [x, z])

λ([x, z])
− 1

n
.

It follows that d+
( ∞

⋃

n=1
Jn, x

)

= γ and d
+
( ∞

⋃

n=1
Jn ∩ E, x

)

≥ 1
2d

+
(E, x).

We have proven that d+

(

∞
⋃

n=1
Jn, x

)

= γ and d
+
(

E ∩
∞
⋃

n=1
Jn, x

)

≥ 1
2d

+
(E, x),

but the elements of the sequene need not be disjoint.

Let {In : n ≥ 1} be a sequene of losed intervals suh that In ⊂ IntJn

for all n ∈ N and d
+
(

∞
⋃

n=1
(Jn \ In), x

)

= 0. Then the sequene {In : n ≥ 1}

possesses all the required properties.

3. MAXF and MINF for PD and GPD

De�nition 4. For any family F of funtions from U to R we de�ne

MINF = {g : U → R : ∀f∈F min{f, g} ∈ F} .

and

MAXF = {g : U → R : ∀f∈F max{f, g} ∈ F} .

Remark 1. Observe that max{f, g} = −min{−f,−g} and if F has the prop-

erty f ∈ F ⇒ −f ∈ F , then

MAXF = {g : U → R : − g ∈ MINF}.

We will �nd MAXF and MINF for PD and GPD.

Lemma 2. MINPD ⊂ PD and MINGPD ⊂ GPD.

Proof. To prove it, it su�es to take any f ∈ MINPD (f ∈ MINGPD)

and for eah x0 ∈ U de�ne a onstant funtion g(x) = f(x0) + 1. Then

g ∈ PD ∩ GPD and, sine min{f, g} ∈ PD (min{f, g} ∈ GPD), it is easy

to verify, applying Theorem 2, that f is preponderantly ontinuous in Denjoy

sense at x0 (g has the property A1 in Denjoy sense at x0).
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Lemma 3. If f ∈ PD (f ∈ GPD) and g is approximately ontinuous, then

max{f, g},min{f, g} ∈ PD (max{f, g},min{f, g} ∈ GPD).

Proof. Fix any x0 ∈ U . Sine f ∈ PD (f ∈ GPD), there exists a mea-

surable set E (there exist two measurable sets E1 and E2) suh that x0 ∈ E

(x0 ∈ E1∩E2), x0 is a point of Denjoy preponderant density of E (of both sets

E1 and E2) and f|E is ontinuous at x0 (f|E1
is upper semi-ontinuous at x0 and

f|E2
is lower semi-ontinuous at x0). Similarly, sine g is approximately on-

tinuous at x0, there exists a measurable set F suh that x0 ∈ F , d(F, x0) = 1
and g|F is ontinuous at x0. Then min{f, g}|E∩F and max{f, g}|E∩F are

ontinuous at x0 (min{f, g}|E1∩F , max{f, g}|E1∩F are upper semi-ontinuous

at x0 and min{f, g}|E2∩F , max{f, g}|E2∩F are lower semi-ontinuous at x0).

Moreover, d(E ∩ F, x0) ≥ d(E, x0) − d(R \ F, x0) > 1
2 ( d(E1 ∩ F, x0) > 1

2
and d(E2 ∩ F, x0) > 1

2 ). It follows that min{f, g} and max{f, g} are prepon-

derantly ontinuous in Denjoy sense at x0 (min{f, g} and max{f, g} satisfy

the property A1 in Denjoy sense at x0). Sine x0 was an arbitrary point,

min{f, g},max{f, g} ∈ PD (min{f, g},max{f, g} ∈ GPD).

Lemma 4. If g ∈ PD is not approximately lower semi-ontinuous at x0 ∈ U ,

then there exists f ∈ PD suh that min{f, g} �∈ GPD.

Proof. We may assume that g is not approximately lower semi-ontinuous at

x0 at the right. Then there exists ε > 0 suh that d
+
({x > x0 : f(x) <

f(x0) − ε}, x0) = c > 0. Applying Lemma 1, we an �nd a sequene of

losed intervals {In = [an, bn] : n ≥ 1} suh that x0 < . . . < bn+1 < an < . . . ,

d+
(

∞
⋃

n=1
In, x0

)

= 1
2 + 1

4c and d
( ∞

⋃

n=1
In∩{x > x0 : f(x) < f(x0)−ε}, x0

)

> 1
2c.

Pik a sequene of pairwise disjoint losed intervals {Jn = [cn, dn] : n ≥ 1} suh

that In ⊂ Int(Jn) and d
( ∞

⋃

n=1
(Jn \ In), x0

)

= 0. De�ne a funtion f : U → R

letting

f(y) =























g(x0) if y ∈
(

U \ (x0, d1)
)

∪
∞
⋃

n=1
In,

g(x0) − 2ε if y ∈
∞
⋃

n=1
[dn+1, cn],

linear on eah interval [cn, an] and [bn, dn], n = 1, 2, . . . .

Obviously, min{f(x0), g(x0)} = g(x0) and f ∈ PD, beause f is ontinuous

at eah point exept at x0 and x0 is a point of preponderant density in Denjoy

sense of
(

E \ (x0, d1

)

∪
∞
⋃

n=1
In. Let E = {y : min{f(y), g(y)} > g(x0) − ε}.
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Then E ∩
∞
⋃

n=1
[dn+1, cn] = ∅ and

d(E, x0) ≤ d+(E, x0) ≤ d+
(

E ∩
∞
⋃

n=1

In, x0

)

+ d
+
(

∞
⋃

n=1

(Jn \ In), x0

)

=

= d+
(

∞
⋃

n=1

In, x0

)

− d
+
(

∞
⋃

n=1

In ∩ {x > x0 : f(x) < f(x0) − ε}, x0

)

≤

≤
1

2
+

1

4
c −

1

2
c =

1

2
−

1

4
c <

1

2
.

This implies that min{f, g} does not have the property A1 in Denjoy sense at

x0 and min{f, g} �∈ PGD, whih ompletes the proof.

Theorem 4. MINPD = A, where A is the set of approximately ontinuous

funtions.

Proof. By Lemma 3, we have inlusion A ⊂ MINPD.

Suppose that g is not approximately ontinuous at x0. If g is not approxi-

mately lower semi-ontinuous at x0, then applying Lemma 4, we obtain that

g �∈ MINPD. Assume that g is not approximately upper semi-ontinuous at

x0 ∈ U . Without loss of generality we may assume that g is not approximately

upper semi-ontinuous at x0 at the right. Then we an �nd ε > 0 suh that

d
+(

{x > x0 : f(x) > f(x0) + ε}, x0

)

= c > 0.

As it was shown earlier, we an �nd ε > 0 and two sequenes {In =
[an, bn] : n ≥ 1}, {Jn = [cn, dn] : n ≥ 1} of losed intervals suh that x0 <

. . . < dn+1 < cn < . . . , In ⊂ Int(Jn) for n ∈ N, d+
( ∞

⋃

n=1
In, x0

)

= 1
2 + 1

4c,

d
+
( ∞

⋃

n=1
(Jn \ In), x0

)

= 0 and d
+
( ∞

⋃

n=1
In ∩{x > x0 : f(x) > f(x0)+ ε}, x0

)

>

1
2c. De�ne f : U → R letting:

f(y) =























g(x0) + 2 · ε if y ∈
(

U \ (x0, d1)
)

∪
∞
⋃

n=1
In,

g(x0) − 2 · ε if y ∈
∞
⋃

n=1
[dn+1, cn],

linear on the intervals [cn, an] and [bn, dn], n = 1, 2, . . . .

It is lear that f ∈ PD, sine it is disontinuous only at x0 and x0 is a point

of preponderant density in Denjoy sense of
(

U \ (x0, d1)
)

∪
∞
⋃

n=1
In. Moreover,

min{f(x0), g(x0)} = g(x0). Let E = {x ∈ U : |min{f(y), g(y)} − g(x0)| < ε}.
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Then E ∩
∞
⋃

n=1
[dn+1, cn] = ∅ and

d(E, x0) ≤ d+(E, x0) ≤ d+
(

E ∩
∞
⋃

n=1

In, x0

)

+ d
+
(

∞
⋃

n=1

(Jn \ In), x0

)

=

= d+
(

∞
⋃

n=1

In, x0

)

− d
+
(

∞
⋃

n=1

In ∩ {x > x0 : f(x) < f(x0) − ε}, x0

)

≤

≤
1

2
+

1

4
c −

1

2
c =

1

2
−

1

4
c <

1

2
.

Therefore min{f, g} is not Denjoy preponderantly ontinuous at x0. It follows

that min{f, g} �∈ PD. We have proven that if g �∈ A, then g �∈ MINPD.

Hene MINPD ⊂ A, whih ompletes the proof.

Applying Remark 1, we have:

Corollary.

MAXPD = A.

Theorem 5. MINGPD = GPD ∩ {f : f is approximately lower semi-onti-

nuous}.

Proof. Let g ∈ MINGPD. Remark 1 and Lemma 4 imply that g ∈ GPD and

g is lower semi-ontinuous.

Let f, g : U → R, f, g ∈ GPD, x0 ∈ I and g be approximately lower semi-

ontinuous at x0. If min{f(x0), g(x0)} = g(x0), then

{y ∈ U : g(y) < g(x0) + ε} ⊂
{

y ∈ U : min{f(y), g(y)} < g(x0) + ε
}

and if min{f(x0), g(x0)} = f(x0), then

{y ∈ U : f(y) < f(x0) + ε} ⊂
{

y ∈ U : min{f(y), g(y)} < f(x0) + ε
}

for eah ε > 0. In both ases x0 is a point of preponderant density in Denjoy

sense of
{

y ∈ U : min{f(y), g(y)} < min{f(x0), g(x0)} + ε
}

for eah x0 ∈ I and eah ε > 0, beause f, g ∈ GPD.

On the other hand, the set {y ∈ U : g(y) > g(x0)−ε}∩{y : f(y) > f(x0)−ε}
is ontained in

{

y ∈ U : min{f(y), g(y)} > min{f(x0), g(x0)} − ε
}

. Sine

f ∈ GPD and g is approximately lower semi-ontinuous at x0, we have

d
(

{y : f(y) > f(x0) − ε}, x0

)

>
1

2
and d

(

{y : g(y) > g(x0) − ε}, x0

)

= 1.
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Therefore

d
({

y ∈ U : min{f(y), g(y)} > min{f(x0), g(x0)} − ε
}

, x0

)

≥

≥ d
(

{y ∈ U : f(y) > f(x0)−ε}, x0

)

−d
(

R\{y ∈ U : g(y) > g(x0)−ε}, x0

)

≥

≥ d
(

{y ∈ U : f(y) > f(x0) − ε}, x0

)

.

Hene

lim
ε→0+

d
({

y ∈ U : min{f(y), g(y)} > min{f(x0), g(x0)} − ε
}

, x0

)

≥

≥ lim
ε→0+

d
(

{y ∈ U : f(y) > f(x0) − ε}, x0

)

>
1

2
.

It follows that min{f, g} has property A1 in Denjoy sense at x0. Sine x0 was

an arbitrary point of U , we have min{f, g} ∈ GPD. Therefore g ∈ MINGPD.

This ompletes the proof.

Corollary.

MAXGPD = GPD ∩ {f : f is approximately upper semi-ontinuous}.
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Abstrat. In this paper we onsider the Poisson integrals of funtions of two vari-

ables for Hermite and Laguerre expansions in the spaes Lp(R2; exp(−z2
1 − z2

2)) and

Lp
(

R
2
+; (z1z2)

α exp(−z1 − z2)
)

, respetively. We state some estimates of the rate of

onvergene of the Poisson integrals.

1. Introdution

In [1℄ Mukenhoupt onsidered the Poisson integral A(f) of a funtion

f ∈ Lp (R+; zα exp(−z)), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, α > −1, R+ = [0,∞), de�ned by

A(f)(r, y) = A(f ; r, y) =

∞
∫

0

K(r, y, z) f(z) zα exp(−z) dz,

where

K(r, y, z) =
∞
∑

n=0

rnn!

Γ(n+ α+ 1)
Lα

n(y)Lα
n(z)

=
(ryz)−

α
2

1 − r exp

(−r(y + z)

1 − r

)

Iα

(

2(ryz)
1

2

1 − r

)

, 0 < r < 1,

Lα
n is the nth Laguerre polynomial and Iα is the modi�ed Bessel funtion.

Referene [1℄ also onsidered the Poisson integral of a funtion

f ∈ Lp(R; exp(−z2)) for Hermite expansions de�ned by

B(f ; r, x) =

∫ ∞

−∞

P (r, x, z)f(z) exp
(

−z2
)

dz, 0 < r < 1,
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with the Poisson kernel

P (r, x, z) =

∞
∑

n=0

rnHn(x)Hn(z)√
π 2nn!

=
1

√

π(1 − r2)
exp

(−r2x2 + 2rxz − r2z2

1 − r2
)

,

where Hn is the nth Hermite polynomial. Some approximation properties of

these operators are given in [2℄.

Let us onsider the operator U(f):

U(f) (r, y1, y2) = U(f ; r, y1, y2)

=

∞
∫

0

∞
∫

0

K(r, y1, z1)K(r, y2, z2) f(z1, z2) (z1z2)
α exp(−z1 − z2) dz1 dz2,

where f ∈ Lp
(

R
2
+; (z1z2)

α exp(−z1 − z2)
)

, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, α > −1.
This paper ontains some properties of the above operator and of operator

W (f) de�ned by

W (f) (r, y1, y2) = W (f ; r, y1, y2)

=

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

P (r, y1, z1)P (r, y2, z2)f(z1, z2) exp
(

−z2
1 − z2

2

)

dz1 dz2,

where f ∈ Lp
(

R
2; exp(−z2

1 − z2
2)

)

, 0 < r < 1. The norm of a funtion f in

Lp
(

X2;w(z1, z2)
)

is given by

‖f‖p =



















(
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

|f(t1, t2)|pw(t1, t2) dt1 dt2

)
1

p

, 1 ≤ p <∞,

sup
(t1,t2)∈R2

ess |f(t1, t2)|, p = ∞,

where X = R+ and w(z1, z2) = (z1z2)
α exp(−z1 − z2), or X = R and

w(z1, z2) = exp(−z2
1 − z2

2), respetively.
We state some estimates of the rate of onvergene of the integrals U(f)

and W (f) using the lassial moduli of ontinuity.

2. Auxiliary results

In this setion we shall give some properties of the above operators whih

we shall apply to the proofs of the main theorems. We begin this setion by

realling the following results of Tozek and Wahniki [2℄.

Let ϕn,y(z) = (z − y)n, n ∈ N = {1, 2, ...}, y, z ∈ X, where X = R+ or

X = R, respetively.
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Lemma 1. For eah y ∈ R+ we have

A(1; r, y) = 1,

A(ϕ1,y; r, y) = (1 − r)(1 + α− y),
A(ϕ2,y; r, y) = (1 − r)

{

y2(1 − r) + 2(α+ 2)ry − 2(α+ 1)y

+(α+ 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)} ,
A(ϕ4,y; r, y) = (1 − r)2

{

y4(r − 1)2 − 4α(r − 1)2y3 − 4(4r2 − 5r + 1)

+ 6(α+ 4)(α + 3)r2y2 − 12(α + 3)(α + 2)ry2

+ 6(α+ 2)(α + 1)y2 − 12(α + 3)(α + 2)(r − 1)y

+ (α+ 4)(α + 3)(α + 2)(α + 1)(r − 1)2
}

.

Lemma 2. For eah y ∈ R

B(1; r, y) = 1,

B(ϕ1,y; r, y) = −y(1 − r),

B(ϕ2,y; r, y) = (1 − r)
{

y2(1 − r) +
1

2
(r + 1)

}

,

B(ϕ4,y; r, y) = (1 − r)2
{

(r − 1)2y4 − 3(r2 − 1)y2 +
3

4
(r + 1)2

}

holds.

From the de�nitions of U and W we easily obtain:

Lemma 3. If f1, f2 ∈ Lp (R+; zα exp(−z)), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, α > −1, then

U(f ; r, y1, y2) = A(f1; r, y1)A(f2; r, y2)

for (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
+, 0 < r < 1, where f(z1, z2) = f1(z1)f2(z2), z1, z2 ∈ R+.

Lemma 4. If f1, f2 ∈ Lp
(

R; exp(−z2)
)

, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, then

W (f ; r, y1, y2) = B(f1; r, y1)B(f2; r, y2)

for (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
, 0 < r < 1, where f(z1, z2) = f1(z1)f2(z2), z1, z2 ∈ R.

Applying Lemmas 1 and 2, it is easy to prove the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 5. For every (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
+ it follows that

U(1; r, y1, y2) = 1,

U(ϕ1,yi
; r, y1, y2) = (1 − r)(1 + α− yi),

U(ϕ2,yi
; r, y1, y2) = (1 − r)

{

y2
i (1 − r) + 2(α + 2)ryi − 2(α + 1)yi

+ (α+ 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)} ,
U(ϕ4,yi

; r, y1, y2) = (1 − r)2
{

y4
i (r − 1)2 − 4α(r − 1)2y3

i − 4(4r2 − 5r + 1)

+ 6(α + 4)(α + 3)r2y2
i − 12(α + 3)(α+ 2)ry2

i

+ 6(α + 2)(α + 1)y2
i − 12(α + 3)(α+ 2)(r − 1)yi

+ (α+ 4)(α + 3)(α + 2)(α + 1)(r − 1)2
}

for 0 < r < 1, i = 1, 2.

Lemma 6. For every (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
it follows that

W (1; r, y1, y2) = 1,

W (ϕ1,yi
; r, y1, y2) = −yi(1 − r),

W (ϕ2,yi
; r, y1, y2) = (1 − r)

{

y2
i (1 − r) +

1

2
(r + 1)

}

,

W (ϕ4,y1
+ ϕ4,y2

; r, y1, y2) = (1 − r)2
{

(r − 1)2(y4
1 + y4

2)

−3(r2 − 1)(y2
1 + y2

2) +
3

2
(r + 1)2

}

for 0 < r < 1, i = 1, 2.

Using the Hölder inequality and Lemma 5, we obtain

Lemma 7. For (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
+ and 0 < r < 1 we have

U (|ϕ1,yi
| ; r, y1, y2) ≤ (1 − r) 1

2

{

y2
i (1 − r) + 2(α + 2)ryi − 2(α+ 1)yi

+ (α + 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)}
1

2 , i = 1, 2.

Similarly we get

Lemma 8. For 0 < r < 1 and (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
we have

W (|ϕ1,yi
| ; r, y1, y2) ≤ (1 − r) 1

2

{

y2
i (1 − r) +

1

2
(r + 1)

}
1

2

, i = 1, 2.

Applying the Riesz-Thorin theorem, it is easy to prove
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Lemma 9. Let f ∈ Lp
(

R
2
+; (z1z2)

α exp(−z1 − z2)
)

, where α > −1 and

1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Then U(f ; r, ·, ·) ∈ Lp
(

R
2
+; (z1z2)

α exp(−z1 − z2)
)

and

‖U(f ; r, ·, ·)‖p ≤ ‖f‖p (1)

for 0 < r < 1.

In a similar fashion we an prove the following theorem for operator W .

Lemma 10. Let f ∈ Lp
(

R
2; exp(−z2

1 − z2
2)

)

, where 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Then

W (f ; r, ·, ·) ∈ Lp
(

R
2; exp(−z2

1 − z2
2)

)

and ‖W (f ; r, ·, ·)‖p ≤ ‖f‖p for

0 < r < 1.

3. The rate of onvergene

In this setion we present some estimates of the rate of onvergene of the

integrals U and W . We state this estimates using the lassial modulus of

ontinuity de�ned by

ω(f ; δ1, δ2) = sup
0<h1≤δ1
0<h2≤δ2

{

sup
(y1,y2)∈X2

|f(y1 + h1, y2 + h2) − f(y1, y2)|
}

,

δ1, δ2 > 0, where X = R+ or X = R, respetively.

Theorem 1. Let f ∈ C(R2
+) ∩ Lp

(

R
2
+; (z1z2)

α exp(−z1 − z2)
)

, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞

and α > −1. Then

|U(f ; r, y1, y2) − f(y1, y2)| ≤ 6ω (f ; δ1, δ2)

for 0 < r < 1 and (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
+, where

δi = (1 − r) 1

2

{

y2
i (1 − r) + 2(α+ 2)ryi

−2(α+ 1)yi + (α+ 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)}
1

2 , i = 1, 2.

Proof. First we suppose that f ∈ C1(R2
+) ∩ Lp

(

R
2
+; (z1z2)

α exp(−z1 − z2)
)

,

1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, α > −1. Let f(z1, z2) − f(y1, y2) = λy1
(z1, z2) + τy2

(z1, z2)
for every (z1, z2) ∈ R

2
+, where

λy1
(z1, z2) =

z1
∫

y1

∂

∂u
f(u, z2) du, τy2

(z1, z2) =

z2
∫

y2

∂

∂v
f(y1, v) dv.
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Observe that

|λy1
(z1, z2)| =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

z1
∫

y1

∂

∂u
f(u, z2) du

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

z1
∫

y1

du

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

· sup
(y1,y2)∈R

2
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂f(y1, y2)

∂y1

∣

∣

∣

∣

= |z1 − y1| · sup
(y1,y2)∈R

2
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂f(y1, y2)

∂y1

∣

∣

∣

∣

and

|τy2
(z1, z2)| ≤ |z2 − y2| · sup

(y1,y2)∈R
2
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂f(y1, y2)

∂y2

∣

∣

∣

∣

.

Using Lemma 7, we get

U (|λy1
| ; r, y1, y2) ≤ U (|ϕ1,y1

| ; r, y1, y2) sup
(y1,y2)∈R

2
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂f(y1, y2)

∂y1

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ (1 − r) 1

2

{

y2
1(1 − r) + 2(α+ 2)ry1 − 2(α+ 1)y1

+(α+ 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)}
1

2 sup
(y1,y2)∈R

2
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂f(y1, y2)

∂y1

∣

∣

∣

∣

,

U (|τy2
| ; r, y1, y2) ≤ (1 − r) 1

2

{

y2
2(1 − r) + 2(α + 2)ry2 − 2(α + 1)y2

+(α+ 2)(α+ 1)(1 − r)}
1

2 sup
(y1,y2)∈R

2
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂f(y1, y2)

∂y2

∣

∣

∣

∣

.

Hene we have

|U (f ; r, y1, y2) −f(y1, y2)| ≤ U (|λy1
| ; r, y1, y2) + U (|τy2

| ; r, y1, y2)
≤ (1 − r) 1

2

{

y2
1(1 − r) + 2(α+ 2)ry1 − 2(α+ 1)y1

+ (α+ 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)}
1

2 sup
(y1,y2)∈R

2
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂f(y1, y2)

∂y1

∣

∣

∣

∣

+ (1 − r) 1

2

{

y2
2(1 − r) + 2(α+ 2)ry2 − 2(α+ 1)y2

+ (α+ 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)}
1

2 sup
(y1,y2)∈R

2
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂f(y1, y2)

∂y2

∣

∣

∣

∣

.

Let f ∈ C(R2
+)∩Lp

(

R
2
+; (z1z2)

α exp(−z1 − z2)
)

, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, α > −1 and

let fδ1,δ2 be the Steklov funtion of a funtion f of two variables given by the
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formula

fδ1,δ2(y1, y2) =
1

δ1δ2

δ1
∫

0

δ2
∫

0

f(y1 + u, y2 + v) du dv for (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
+, δ1, δ2 > 0.

If f ∈ C(R2
+) ∩ Lp

(

R
2
+; (z1z2)

α exp(−z1 − z2)
)

, then

fδ1,δ2 ∈ C1(R2
+) ∩ Lp

(

R
2
+; (z1z2)

α exp(−z1 − z2)
)

for �xed δ1, δ2 > 0 and

sup
(y1,y2)∈R

2
+

|fδ1,δ2(y1, y2) − f(y1, y2)| ≤ ω(f ; δ1, δ2),

sup
(y1,y2)∈R

2
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂

∂y1
fδ1,δ2(y1, y2)

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ 2δ−1
1 ω(f ; δ1, δ2),

sup
(y1,y2)∈R

2
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂

∂y2
fδ1,δ2(y1, y2)

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ 2δ−1
2 ω(f ; δ1, δ2)

for all δ1, δ2 > 0.
Moreover, for f ∈ Lp

(

R
2
+; (z1z2)

α exp(−z1 − z2)
)

we an write

|U(f ; r, y1, y2) − f(y1, y2)|
≤ |U(f − fδ1,δ2 ; r, y1, y2)| + |U(fδ1,δ2 ; r, y1, y2) − fδ1,δ2(y1, y2)|

+ |fδ1,δ2(y1, y2) − f(y1, y2)|,
(2)

where (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
+, δ1, δ2 > 0.

Now, from the �rst part of this proof we have

|U(fδ1,δ2 ; r, y1, y2) − fδ1,δ2(y1, y2)|

≤ 2ω(f ; δ1, δ2)
{

δ−1
1 (1 − r) 1

2

[

y2
1(1 − r) + 2(α + 2)ry1 − 2(α + 1)y1

+(α+ 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)]
1

2 + δ−1
2 (1 − r) 1

2

[

y2
2(1 − r) + 2(α+ 2)ry2

−2(α+ 1)y2 + (α+ 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)
]

1

2

}

.

Observe that

|U(f −fδ1,δ2; r, y1, y2)| ≤
∞
∫

0

∞
∫

0

K(r, y1, z1)K(r, y2, z2) (z1z2)
α exp(−z1 − z2) dz1 dz2

× sup
(y1,y2)∈R

2
+

|fδ1,δ2(y1, y2)−f(y1, y2)| ≤ U(1; r, y1, y2)ω(f ; δ1, δ2) ≤ ω(f ; δ1, δ2)
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and

|fδ1,δ2(y1, y2) − f(y1, y2)| ≤ ω(f ; δ1, δ2).

From (2) we have

|U(f ; r, y1, y2) − f(y1, y2)|

≤
{

1 + δ−1
1 (1 − r) 1

2

[

y2
1(1 − r) + 2(α+ 2)ry1 − 2(α+ 1)y1

+(α+ 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)]
1

2 + δ−1
2 (1 − r) 1

2

[

y2
2(1 − r)

+2(α+ 2)ry2 − 2(α+ 1)y2 + (α+ 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)]
1

2

}

2ω(f ; δ1, δ2)

for 0 < r < 1, δ1, δ2 > 0 and all (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
+. Setting

δ1 = (1 − r) 1

2

(

y2
1(1 − r)+ 2(α+ 2)ry1− 2(α + 1)y1+ (α + 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)

)
1

2,

δ2 = (1 − r) 1

2

(

y2
2(1 − r)+ 2(α + 2)ry2− 2(α+ 1)y2 + (α+ 2)(α + 1)(1 − r)

)
1

2

for �xed (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
+, we get the required inequality.

In a similar fashion we obtain:

Theorem 2. Let f ∈ C(R2) ∩ Lp
(

R
2; exp(−z2

1 − z2
2)

)

, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Then

|W (f ; r, y1, y2) − f(y1, y2)| ≤ 6ω (f ; δ1, δ2)

for 0 < r < 1 and (y1, y2) ∈ R
2
, where

δi = (1 − r)
{

y2
i (1 − r) +

1

2
(r + 1)

}

, i = 1, 2.
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Abstrat. This artile onsiders a part of games theory by Penney. We intuitionally

believe that a shorter series is always a better one. We will prove that this is not

always so, and a longer series may happen to be better (see also [1℄). In the ase of

Penney's game, in whih players an hoose their series, the proved theorems an be

a part of a player's game strategy.

De�nition 1. Let k ∈ N and k ≥ 1. Eah result of the k-fold variation of the

{H,T} set, whih is a result of the k-fold oin toss, is alled a series of heads

and tails. We mark its length as |α|.

De�nition 2. Let α and β be series of heads and tails. We an say that

the series α is not inluded in the series β if it is not the subsequene of the

suessive elements of the series β.

De�nition 3. Let α and β be series of heads and tails. Let the series α be

k long and the series β be l long. Let us also assume that the series α is

not inluded in the β one. We repeat a oin toss so long that we get k last

results forming the series α or l last results forming the series β. We all this

experiment waiting for one of the two stated series of results and mark it as

δα−β (see [3℄, pp. 406�415).

Let us onsider a game of two players, Gα and Gβ. In the game they

ondut the experiment δα−β . If the waiting �nishes with the series α � the
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player Gα wins, and if it �nishes with the series β � the player Gβ wins. We

shall all this game the Penney game
1 and mark it as gα−β .

Let us onsider the waiting of δα−β . The sequene ω having its elements

from the set {H,T} is a result of the experiment δα−β if it ful�lls the following

onditions:

� the subsequene of k last results forms the series α or the subsequene

of l last results forms the series β, and

� no subsequene of k or l suessive results forms the series α or β.

We mark the set of all suh sequenes (results of the experiment δα−β) as

Ωα−β.

If the result ω of the experiment δα−β is an n-element sequene, it is a spei�

result of an n-fold oin toss. Its probability equals
(

1
2

)n
.

Let pα−β be a funtion of ω,

pα−β(ω) =

(

1

2

)|ω|

for ω ∈ Ωα−β,

and |ω| be the ω sequene length (the number of elements). This funtion is

the distribution of probability in the set Ωα−β , and the pair (Ωα−β, pα−β) is

a probabilisti model of the waiting δα−β.

Let us state two opposite events in the spae (Ωα−β, pα−β):

A = {the waiting δα−β gives the series α at the end},

B = {the waiting δα−β gives the series β at the end}.

De�nition 4. If P (A) = P (B), we say that the series α and β are equally

good and mark them as α ≈ β.

De�nition 5. If P (A) > P (B), we say that the series α is better than the

series β and mark them as α ≫ β.

In the game gα−β we ondut the experiment δα−β . If the event A ours,

the player Gα wins. If the experiment ends with the event B, the game winner

is the player Gβ . Stating the probability of the events A and B, we an also

determine the fairness of the Penney game. If the series α and β are equally

good, the players have equal hane to win. The game gα−β is fair. If one of

the series is better than the other, the players hanes to win are not equal

and the game is not fair.

1Proposed by Walter Penney, see [2℄.
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Let δα−β be waiting for one of two series of heads and tails and k and l
be the lengths of series α and β. Let m ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . ,min{k, l}}, α(m), β(m)

mean sequenes of �rst m elements of series α and β, respetively, and α(m),

β(m) mean last m elements of the series α and β, respetively. Let us de�ne

the sets

Aα = {m : α(m) = α(m)}, Aβ = {m : α(m) = β(m)},

Bβ = {m : β(m) = β(m)}, Bα = {m : β(m) = α(m)},

and the following sums

α : α =
∑

j∈Aα

2j , α : β =
∑

j∈Aβ

2j ,

β : β =
∑

j∈Bβ

2j , β : α =
∑

j∈Bα

2j .

Theorem 1. In the probabilisti spae of δα−β the equation

P (B)

P (A)
=

α : α − α : β

β : β − β : α
,

alled the Conway equation, is true
2
.

Remark 1. From the preeding equation, we an tell that if

µ :=
α : α − α : β

β : β − β : α
,

then

µ > 1 ⇔ β ≫ α,

µ = 1 ⇔ α ≈ β,

µ < 1 ⇔ α ≫ β.

Example 1. Let α = HTHTHT and β = HHTHTH . Let us notie that

α(1) = T 
= H = α(1), so 1 /∈ Aα. Analogously

HTHTHT
HTHTHT

}

⇒ 2 ∈ Aα,
HTHTHT
HTHTHT

}

⇒ 3 /∈ Aα,

HTHTHT
HTHTHT

}

⇒ 4 ∈ Aα,
HTHTHT
HTHTHT

}

⇒ 5 /∈ Aα,

2Disovered by John Horton Conway; the proof of its orretness is shown in [4℄.
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HTHTHT

HTHTHT

}

⇒ 6 ∈ Aα.

Therefore

Aα = {2, 4, 6},

so

α : α = 22 + 24 + 26 = 84.

In the same way, we ome to the following:

α : β = 0, β : β = 66, β : α = 42,

so
α : α − α : β

β : β − β : α
=

84 − 0

66 − 42
=

21

6
> 1.

Therefore HHTHTH≫HTHTHT , and this means that gHTHTHT−HHTHTH

is not a fair one.

Let δα−β be waiting for one of the series α or β. Let us assume that

|α| > |β|. Intuitionally we an presume that the series β, being shorter than

the series α, is a better one.

Let us onsider two series: α = HHTT...TT and β = TT...TT . The series

are suh that |α| = |β| + 1 = k + 1, where k ≥ 2. In this ase

α : α = 2k+1, α : β =

k−1
∑

j=1

2j ,

β : β =

k
∑

j=1

2j , β : α = 0.

From the Conway equation we know that

P (A)

P (B)
=

β : β − β : α

α : α − α : β
=

k
∑

j=1

2j

2k+1 −

k−1
∑

j=1

2j

.

Let us notie that

n
∑

j=1

2j is a sum of �rst n elements of the geometrial sequene

whih has the �rst element 2 and the quotient 2, so
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n
∑

j=1

2j = 2
1 − 2n

1 − 2
= 2n+1 − 2. (1)

Therefore
k

∑

j=1

2j

2k+1 −
k−1
∑

j=1

2j

=
2 · 2k − 2

2 · 2k − 2k + 2
=

1 − 1
2k

1
2 + 1

2k

>
1
1
2

,

and
P (A)

P (B)
> 2,

so α ≫ β even if the series α is longer than the β one.

If we narrow our onsideration to pairs of series that di�er by more than one

element in length, we an easily see that the shorter series is a better one.

Theorem 2. Let δα−β be waiting for one of the α or β series of heads and

tails whih lengths ful�ll the ondition |α| ≥ |β|+2. Then the series β is better

than the series α.

Proof. Let α and β be series of heads and tails and |α| = k, |β| = l. Let

m ≥ 2 be suh a number that k = l + m. As the series annot inlude eah

other, we have

{k} ⊂ Aα ⊂ {1, 2, 3, ..., k}, Aβ ⊂ {1, 2, 3, ..., l − 1},

{k} ⊂ Bβ ⊂ {1, 2, 3, ..., l}, Bα ⊂ {1, 2, 3, ..., l − 1},

whih leads us to the following approximations:

2k ≤ α : α ≤
k

∑

j=1

2j , 0 ≤ α : β ≤
l−1
∑

j=1

2j

2l ≤ β : β ≤
l

∑

j=1

2j , 0 ≤ α : β ≤
l−1
∑

j=1

2j .

Then

β : β − β : α

α : α − α : β
≤

l
∑

j=1

2j − 0

2k −

l−1
∑

j=1

2j

.
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From (1) we get

l
∑

j=1

2j

2k −

l−1
∑

j=1

2j

=
2 · 2l − 2

2m+l − (2l − 2)
<

2 · 2l

2m · 2l − (2l − 2)
=

2

2m − (1 − 2
2l )

<
2

4 − 1
,

therefore
β : β − β : α

α : α − α : β
< 1.

Considering the remark 1, we get β ≫ α.
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Abstrat. The time-frational heat ondution equation with the Caputo derivative

of the order 0 < α < 2 is onsidered in a bounded domain. For this equation dif-

ferent types of boundary onditions an be given. The Dirihlet boundary ondition

presribes the temperature over the surfae of the body. In the ase of mathematial

Neumann boundary ondition the boundary values of the normal derivative are set,

the physial Neumann boundary ondition spei�es the boundary values of the heat

�ux. In the ase of the lassial heat ondution equation (α = 1), these two types

of boundary onditions are idential, but for frational heat ondution they are

essentially di�erent. The mathematial Robin boundary ondition is a spei�ation

of a linear ombination of the values of temperature and the values of its normal

derivative at the boundary of the domain, while the physial Robin boundary ondi-

tion presribes a linear ombination of the values of temperature and the values of

the heat �ux at the surfae of a body.

1. Introdution

The onventional theory of heat ondution is based on the lassial (loal)

Fourier law, whih relates the heat �ux vetor q to the temperature gradient

q = −k grad T, (1)
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where k is the thermal ondutivity of a solid. In ombination with a law of

onservation of energy,

ρC
∂T

∂t
= −divq (2)

with ρ being the mass density, C the spei� heat apaity, the Fourier law

leads to the paraboli heat ondution equation

∂T

∂t
= a∆T, (3)

where a is the thermal di�usivity oe�ient.

It should be noted that Eq. (1) is a phenomenologial law whih states the

proportionality of the �ux to the gradient of the transported quantity. It is

met in several physial phenomena with di�erent names.

For example, it is well known that from mathematial viewpoint the Fourier

law (1) in the theory of heat ondution and the Fik law in the theory of

di�usion,

J = −kc grad c, (4)

where J is the matter �ux, c is the onentration, kc is the di�usion ondu-

tivity, are idential. In ombination with the balane equation for mass,

ρ
∂c

∂t
= −divJ, (5)

the Fik law leads to the lassial di�usion equation

∂c

∂t
= ac ∆c. (6)

Here ac is the di�usivity oe�ient.

Similarly, the lassial empirial Dary law, desribing the �ow of �uid

through a porous medium, states proportionality between the �uid mass �ux

J and the gradient of the pore pressure p,

J = −kp grad p, (7)

and leads to the paraboli di�usion equation for the pressure

∂p

∂t
= ap ∆p. (8)

Though we will onsider heat ondution, it obvious that the disussion

onerns also di�usion as well as the theory of �uid �ow through the porous

solid.
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Nonlassial theories of heat ondution in whih the Fourier law and the

standard heat ondution equation are replaed by more general equations,

onstantly attrat the attention of the researhers. For an extensive biblio-

graphy on this subjet see [1�11℄ and referenes therein.

2. Nonloal generalizations of the Fourier law

For materials with time nonloality (with memory) the e�et at a point x at

time t depends on the histories of auses at a point x at all past and present

times. In the theory proposed by Gurtin and Pipkin [12℄ the law of heat

ondution is given by general time�nonloal dependene

q(t) = −k

∫

∞

0

K(u) grad T (t − u)du. (9)

Using substitution τ = t − u leads to the following equation

q(t) = −k

∫ t

−∞

K(t − τ) grad T (τ)dτ. (10)

Choosing 0 instead of −∞ as a �starting point�, we obtain

q(t) = −k

∫ t

0

K(t − τ) grad T (τ)dτ (11)

and the heat ondution equation with memory [13℄:

∂T

∂t
= a

∫ t

0

K(t − τ)∆T (τ)dτ. (12)

The time-nonloal dependenes between the heat �ux vetor and the tem-

perature gradient with the �long-tale� power kernel K(t − τ) were onsidered

in [5, 8, 9℄ (see also [14℄)

q(t) = −
k

Γ(α)

∂

∂t

∫ t

0

(t − τ)α−1 grad T (τ)dτ, 0 < α ≤ 1; (13)

q(t) = −
k

Γ(α − 1)

∫ t

0

(t − τ)α−2 gradT (τ)dτ, 1 < α ≤ 2, (14)

where Γ(α) is the gamma funtion. Equations (13) and (14) an be interpreted

in terms of frational integrals and derivatives

q(t) = −kD1−α
RL grad T (t), 0 < α ≤ 1; (15)
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q(t) = −kIα−1grad T (t), 1 < α ≤ 2, (16)

where Iαf(t) and Dα
RLf(t) are the Riemann�Liouville frational integral and

derivative of the order α, respetively [15�18℄:

Iαf(t) =
1

Γ(α)

∫ t

0

(t − τ)α−1f(τ)dτ, α > 0, (17)

Dα
RLf(t) =

dn

dtn

[

1

Γ(n − α)

∫ t

0

(t − τ)n−α−1f(τ)dτ

]

, n − 1 < α < n. (18)

The onstitutive equations (15) and (16) yield the time-frational heat

ondution equation

∂αT

∂tα
= a∆T, 0 < α ≤ 2, (19)

with the Caputo frational derivative of order 0 < α ≤ 2

dαf(t)

dtα
=

1

Γ(n − α)

∫ t

0

(t − τ)n−α−1
dnf(τ)

dτn
dτ, n − 1 < α < n. (20)

3. Boundary onditions

The Dirihlet boundary ondition (the boundary ondition of the �rst kind)

spei�es the temperature over the surfae of the body under onsideration

T
∣

∣

S
= g0(xS , t). (21)

For frational heat ondution equations, two types of Neumann boundary

ondition (the boundary ondition of the seond kind) an be onsidered: the

mathematial ondition with the presribed boundary value of the normal

derivative
∂T

∂n

∣

∣

∣

S
= G0(xS , t) (22)

and the physial ondition with the presribed boundary value of the heat �ux

D1−α
RL

∂T

∂n

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

S

= G0(xS , t), 0 < α ≤ 1,

Iα−1
∂T

∂n

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

S

= G0(xS , t), 1 < α ≤ 2.

(23)
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In the ase of the lassial heat ondution equation (α = 1), these two types

of boundary ondition are idential, but for frational heat ondution they are

essentially di�erent. Similarly, the mathematial Robin boundary ondition

(the boundary ondition of the third kind) is a spei�ation of a linear om-

bination of the values of temperature and the values of its normal derivative

at the boundary of the domain

(

c1T + c2

∂T

∂n

)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

S

= H0(xS , t) (24)

with some nonzero onstants c1 and c2, while the physial Robin boundary

ondition spei�es a linear ombination of the values of temperature and the

values of the heat �ux at the boundary of the domain. The ondition of onve-

tive heat exhange between a body and the environment with the temperature

Te leads to

(

hT + kD1−α
RL

∂T

∂n

)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

S

= hTe(xS , t), 0 < α ≤ 1,

(

hT + kIα−1
∂T

∂n

)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

S

= hTe(xS , t), 1 < α ≤ 2,

(25)

where h is the onvetive heat transfer oe�ient.
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Abstrat. The problem of general desription of the group of automorphisms of

any Witt ring W seems to be very di�ult to solve. However, there are many types

of Witt rings, whih automorphism are desribed preisely (e.g. [1℄, [2℄, [4℄, [5℄, [6℄,

[7℄, [8℄). In our paper we haraterize automorphisms of abstrat Witt rings (f. [3℄)

isomorphi to powers of Witt rings of quadrati forms with oe�tients in �nite �elds

with harateristi di�erent from 2.

1. Introdution

A Witt ring of quadrati forms is one of the entaral notion in bilinear

algebra. Investigation of automorphisms of Witt rings is a natural problem,

when we onsider suh objets. The speial property of automorphisms of

a Witt ring W is the fat that every automorphism of W has to preserve the

dimension of forms or, in other words, it has to send one-dimensional forms

to one-dimensional forms. In the abstrat Witt ring theory an automorphism

of a Witt ring W = (R,G) is suh an automorphism σ of the ring R that

σ(G) = G. Introduing abstrat Witt rings in [3℄, Marshall showed that every

Witt ring of quadrati forms over a �eld F ful�lls axioms of abstrat Witt

rings ontained in his book [3℄, where as a distinguished group G one an

take the group F ∗/F ∗2 of square lasses of the feld F . We say that an ab-

strat Witt ring W = (R,G) is realized by a �eld F if there exist a Witt

ring of quadrati forms over the �eld F and suh a ring isomorphism between

W and W (F ), whih maps the group G into the group F ∗/F ∗2. In our pa-

per we onsider Witt rings whih are powers of Witt rings realized by �nite

�elds with harateristi di�erent from 2 and we investigate their groups of

automorphisms.
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In proofs of our results we use the notion of quaternioni struture (G,Q, q)
assoiated to a Witt ring W = (R,G). Here q is a surjetion q : G×G → Q
and four suitable axioms hold (for details see [3, Chapter 2℄). By the the-

ory presented in [3℄, ategories of Witt rings and quaternioni strutures are

naturally equivalent. Therefore, the group of automorphisms of quaternioni

struture is isomorphi to the group of automorphisms of assoiated Witt

ring. By Marshall (f. [3℄), σ ∈ Aut(G) is an automorphism of quaternioni

struture (G,Q, q) if q ful�lls the following onditions:

1. σ(−1) = −1,

2. q(a, b) = 0 ⇔ q(σ(a), σ(b)) = 0.

Hene, we an investigate group automorphisms σ ∈ Aut(G) instead of auto-

morphisms of a Witt ring W = (R,G).

Let W = (R,G) be a Witt ring realized by a �nite �eld with harateristi

di�erent from 2 and let (G,Q, q) be the quaternioni struture assoiated to

W . There are two ases.

1) W ∼= Z/2Z[C2] ∼= W (F5), where Z/2Z[C2] denotes the group ring of

2-element yli group C2 with oe�ients in the ring Z/2Z. Then the

group G is isomorphi to F
∗

5
/F

∗2

5
= {1, x} and the distinguished element

is −1 = 1.

2) W ∼= Z/4Z ∼= W (F3). Then the group G is isomorphi to F
∗

3
/F

∗2

3
= {1,−1}

(−1 	= 1).

In both ases the set Q = {0}, hene q(a, b) = 0 for all a, b ∈ G.

2. Witt rings of �nite �elds and their powers

Theorem 1. Let W = (R,G) be a Witt ring realized by a �nite �eld with

harateristi di�erent from 2. Then every automorphism of the group Gk,

k ∈ N, mapping the distinguished element −1 into itself indues an automor-

phism of a Witt ring W k.

Proof.

Sine q(a, b) = 0 for all a, b ∈ G, it follows that quaternioni map q does not

in�uene on the form and the number of automorphisms of quaternioni stru-

ture (G,Q, q). This means that every automorphism of the group G suh that

σ(−1) = −1 is an automorphism of (G,Q, q).

Finally, by the onstrution of powers of Witt rings and quaternioni stru-

tures (see [3, Chapter 5, �4℄), we onlude that every automorphism of the

group Gk, k ∈ N, mapping the distinguished element −1 ∈ Gk into itself is an

automorphism of quaternioni struture (Gk,Qk, qk), onsequently it indues

an automorphism of a Witt ring W k.
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Corollary 1. Let W = (R,G) be a Witt ring realized by the Galois �eld F5.

Then the group of automorphisms of the Witt ring W ′ = (W k, Gk) is isomor-

phi to GL(k, F2).

Proof. Let W ′ = (W k, Gk). Then 1 = −1 in G and onsequently in Gk,

hene any automorphism of the group Gk is an automorphism of the quater-

nioni struture (Gk,Qk, qk). In fat, the group Gk is a vetor spae over

the two-element Galois �eld F2 and dimF2
Gk = k. Let B = {b1, . . . , bk} be

a basis of the vetor spae of Gk over F2 and let σ ∈ Aut(G,Q, q). Then

a system of vetors {σ(b1), . . . , σ(bk)} is another basis of the vetor spae

Gk over F2. Every σ(bi), 1 ≤ i ≤ k an be represented as a ombination of

vetors from basis B as follows: σ(bi) = αi1b1 + . . . + αikbk. De�ne a map

Φ: Aut(Gk,Qk, qk) → GL(k, F2) by the following formula:

Φ(σ) =









α11 α12 . . . α1k

α21 α22 . . . α2k

. . . . . . . . . . . .
αk1 αk2 . . . αkk









.

The map Φ is a group isomorphism (this follows from uniqueness of represen-

tation of vetors σ(bi) in the basis B).

Corollary 2. Let W = (R,G) be a Witt ring realized by the Galois �eld

F3. Then the group of automorphisms of the Witt ring W ′ = (W k, Gk) is

isomorphi to the a�ne group Aff(k − 1, F2).

Proof. Let W ′ = (W k, Gk). In this ase we have 1 	= −1 in G. Consider the

map Φ de�ned in the previous proof. We want to �nd all σ ∈ Aut(Gk) suh

that σ(−1) = −1, thus we �x the last vetor in the basis B as bk = −1. For

all the automorphisms whih preserve that vetor, we get the following form

of the map Φ:

Φ(σ) =













α11 α12 . . . α1k

α21 α22 . . . α2k

. . . . . . . . . . . .
αk−1,1 αk−1,2 . . . αk−1,k

0 0 . . . 1













.

So in this ase we have blok matries of the form

[

A a
0 1

]

. Let us examine

the form of the produt of this kind of matries:
[

A a
0 1

]

·

[

B b
0 1

]

=

[

AB bA + a
0 1

]

.
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On the other hand, a�ne transformations have the form: f(x) = xA + a
and g(x) = xB + b, hene the omposition of them has the form: f(g(x)) =
f(xB + b) = (xB + b)A + a = AB + (bA + a).

Therefore, the map given by f(Φ) =

[

A a
0 1

]

is a group isomorphism

between Aut(G,Q, q) and Aff(k − 1, F2).

Summarizing the results of the paper, we an write out the groups of

automorphisms of Witt rings of two types:

Aut((Z/2Z[C2])
k) ∼= Aut((W (F5))

k) ∼= GL(k, F2),

Aut((Z/4Z)k) ∼= Aut((W (F3))
k) ∼= Aff(k − 1, F2) ∼= F

k−1

2
⋉ GL(k − 1, F2).
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Abstrat. The number puzzle SUDOKU (Number Plae in the U.S.) has re-

ently gained great popularity. We point out a relationship between SUDOKU and

4-dimensional Latin ubes. Namely, we assign the ells 4-tuples of numbers � oor-

dinates in 4-dimensional spae and then onsider the game plan as a 4-dimensional

ube. We also mention some variants of SUDOKU.

Reently the SUDOKU puzzle beame popular in Europe. This game ame

into existene about 30 years ago in the U.S. The name of the game � a number

puzzle � is derived from Japanese words SU (number) and DOKU (single), and

the game beame popular in Japan in the year 1986. SUDOKU was introdued

in Europe in 2004, in the well know British journal The Times. As the signs

for numbers are ommon to many languages, the game spread very quikly

and beame popular in many other ountries. In the U.S. the SUDOKU game

is usually alled Number Plae. For more information we advise to onsult the

Internet.

The game plan of the SUDOKU puzzle is a grid onsisting of 9×9 squares,

alled ells. The grid is further divided into 3 × 3 subgrids or regions. Some

ells ontain numbers ranging from 1 to 9, known as givens. They are usually

insribed into ells whih are symmetrial with respet to the enter of the

game plan (see Figure 1). The aim of the game is to insribe a number from

1 to 9 into eah of the empty ells, so that eah row, olumn and region

ontains only one instane of eah numeral. To simplify our formulas, we

shall use numbers from the set M = {0, 1, 2, . . . , 8} instead of {1, 2, 3, . . . , 9}.
From the point of view of mathematis, there arise many questions onern-

ing SUDOKU. Several papers have onsidered the questions onneted with
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solving the game. These are question of the type: For whih on�gurations

of the givens does the game possess a unique solution? How many solutions

does the game have? What is the best time omplexity of an algorithm solv-

ing SUDOKU? Here, however, we shall onsider a di�erent viewpoint. We

shall label the individual ells by quadruples of numbers � oordinates, and

represent the game plan by a 4-dimensional ube (also alled a hyperube).

The goal of the paper is to show some onnetions between the SUDOKU

puzzle, Latin squares and their 4-dimensional analogies. The reader an get

himself aquainted with 4-dimensional Latin ubes (Latin hyperubes) whih

have been getting an ever greater attention of mathematiians reently. Hene

the text o�ers a small exursion into the 4-dimensional spae and it an also

inspire sienti� researh for both teahers and students. The involved reader

an design di�erent variations of the SUDOKU puzzle. These modi�ations

an be adjusted with respet to the age and apabilities of the solver.

Figure 1 shows a SUDOKU puzzle (the numbers insribed are from the

set M = {0, 1, 2, . . . , 8}) and Figure 2 shows its solution in the ternary,

i.e. base-3 numeral system. The ternary numbers range from 00 (dei-

mal 0) to 22 (deimal 8) and we onsider them as ordered pairs of numerals

[i, j], 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2. Eah ordered pair ours exatly one in eah row, olumn

and region. We reommend the reader to divide the solution from Figure 2 into

two tables � one ontaining the �rst numerals and the other one ontaining

the seond numerals of the ternary numbers. In both tables, eah row, olumn

and region will ontain exatly three ourrenes of the numbers 0, 1, 2. This
property might give the reader a new perspetive on the SUDOKU puzzle or

even help him solving it.

4 6 7 0

8 0 3

6 7 3 1 2

7 5 3

8 3 0 2 7

2 1 8

3 8 2 6 5

1 4 0

7 6 4 1

11 02 10 20 21 01 22 12 00

01 22 00 12 11 02 21 10 20

20 12 21 00 22 10 01 11 02

00 20 11 21 02 12 10 01 22

22 10 01 11 00 20 12 02 21

12 21 02 01 10 22 00 20 11

10 11 22 02 01 00 20 21 12

02 01 20 22 12 21 11 00 10

21 00 12 10 20 11 02 22 01

Figure 1 Figure 2

Beause we assume that most of the readers have never before enountered

the notion of a hyperube (i.e. a 4-dimensional ube), whih we shall use later

in this text, we shall �rst simplify the SUDOKU puzzle into its �3-dimensional

version� and demonstrate its relation to the usual 3-dimensional ube. Figure 3

shows a ube onsisting of 3 × 3 × 3 ells. Letters A, B, C denote three of
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its nine layers. Eah layer onsists of 3 × 3 ells. To obtain the seond and

the third triple of layers, we have to �ut� the ube using two planes parallel

to the base and the side fae of the ube, respetively. The numbers from

the set M = {0, 1, 2, . . . , 8} are insribed into the ells in suh a way that the

numbers in eah of the nine layers are pairwise di�erent.

Figure 3

Let us assign a triple of oordinates to eah ell in the natural way, as

shown in Figure 4. (The ommas between the oordinates are omitted in the

piture.) We an now formalize the notion of a layer: a layer is a nine-tuple of

ells whih have the same oordinate in one of the three positions. Eah layer

is determined by one of its elements (ells) and two of the three diretions

given by the edges of the ube.

a(111) a(112) a(113) a(211) a(212) a(213) a(311) a(312) a(313)

a(121) a(122) a(123) a(221) a(222) a(223) a(321) a(322) a(323)

a(131) a(132) a(133) a(231) a(232) a(233) a(331) a(332) a(333)

Figure 4

Exerise: Figure 5 shows a ube with numbers insribed into one third of

its ells. Insribe a number from the set M = {0, 1, 2, . . . , 8} into eah ell so

that eah number ours in eah layer exatly one.

Figure 5

After this �3-dimensional trip�, let us return to SUDOKU.

When the SUDOKU puzzle is solved, i.e. when the 9 × 9 grid orretly

ompleted, then eah row and olumn of the grid ontains a permutation
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of the set M . In mathematis, a grid with this property is alled a Latin

square. Formally: a Latin square of order n is an n × n matrix (table)

Rn = |r(k, l); 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n| omprising n2 numbers r(k, l) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , n−1}
with the property that eah row and olumn is a permutation of the set

{0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. The SUDOKU puzzle ontains an additional onstraint

that eah region is a permutation of the set M .

We assign to eah ell of the game plan a quadruple of numbers � its

oordinates � as in Figure 6. The �rst pair of the quadruple determines the

region, and the seond pair the position in the partiular region.

A hyperube of order n is a 4-dimensional matrix

An = |a(i, j, k, l); 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n|

omprising n4 elements a(i, j, k, l).

a(1111) a(1112) a(1113) a(1211) a(1212) a(1213) a(1311) a(1312) a(1313)

a(1121) a(1122) a(1123) a(1221) a(1222) a(1223) a(1321) a(1322) a(1323)

a(1131) a(1132) a(1133) a(1231) a(1232) a(1233) a(1331) a(1332) a(1333)

a(2111) a(2112) a(2113) a(2211) a(2212) a(2213) a(2311) a(2312) a(2313)

a(2121) a(2122) a(2123) a(2221) a(2222) a(2223) a(2321) a(2322) a(2323)

a(2131) a(2132) a(2133) a(2231) a(2232) a(2233) a(2331) a(2332) a(2333)

a(3111) a(3112) a(3113) a(3211) a(3212) a(3213) a(3311) a(3312) a(3313)

a(3121) a(3122) a(3123) a(3221) a(3222) a(3223) a(3321) a(3322) a(3323)

a(3131) a(3132) a(3133) a(3231) a(3232) a(3233) a(3331) a(3332) a(3333)

Figure 6

A row of a hyperube An of order n is an n-tuple of elements whose oor-

dinates di�er on exatly one position. A layer of a hyperube is an n2-tuple of

elements, whose oordinates di�er on exatly two positions. A layer is deter-

mined by one of its elements and two diretions. There are four diretions in

a hyperube; they are given by its edges. Eah pair of diretions de�nes a lay .

(Note: We use the notions of diretion and lay in a similar sense as in analyti

geometry. There, diretion (lay) denotes a one-dimensional (two-dimensional)

vetor spae and together with a point it de�nes a straight line (plane).) Eah

diretion is ontained in three lays. Two di�erent layers of a hyperube have

the same lay if and only if they are disjoint. An order n hyperube ontains

6n2 layers belonging to six lays.)

Let us return to the table in Figure 6. We know now that it shows the

oordinates of the ells of an order 3 hyperube. The 3×3 bloks bounded by

thik lines represent the 9 layers of the hyperube whih have the same lay.
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For example, the element a(1, 1, 1, 1) is ontained in four rows whih omprise

the following elements:

1-diretion: (a(1, 1, 1, 1), a(1, 1, 1, 2), a(1, 1, 1, 3)),

2-diretion: (a(1, 1, 1, 1), a(1, 1, 2, 1), a(1, 1, 3, 1)),

3-diretion: (a(1, 1, 1, 1), a(1, 2, 1, 1), a(1, 3, 1, 1)),

4-diretion: (a(1, 1, 1, 1), a(2, 1, 1, 1), a(3, 1, 1, 1)).

These rows are ontained in four di�erent diretions whih we have de-

noted by numbers 1,2,3,4. Six layers of the hyperube whose lays are pairwise

di�erent and whih ontain the element a(1, 1, 1, 1) are given by quadruples

of orner ells (the symbol (a-b)-lay denotes the lay whih is given by the

diretions a and b):

(1-2)-lay: a(1, 1, 1, 1), a(1, 1, 1, 3), a(1, 1, 3, 1), a(1, 1, 3, 3),

(1-3)-lay: a(1, 1, 1, 1), a(1, 1, 1, 3), a(1, 3, 1, 1), a(1, 3, 1, 3),

(1-4)-lay: a(1, 1, 1, 1), a(1, 1, 1, 3), a(3, 1, 1, 1), a(3, 1, 1, 3),

(2-3)-lay: a(1, 1, 1, 1), a(1, 1, 3, 1), a(1, 3, 1, 1), a(1, 3, 3, 1),

(2-4)-lay: a(1, 1, 1, 1), a(1, 1, 3, 1), a(3, 1, 1, 1), a(3, 1, 3, 1),

(3-4)-lay: a(1, 1, 1, 1), a(1, 3, 1, 1), a(3, 1, 1, 1), a(3, 3, 1, 1).

Using this terminology, we an formulate the rules of the SUDOKU puzzle

in the following way: Numbers from the set M are insribed into some ells

of an order 3 hyperube. Insribe a number from M into eah empty ell so

that eah layer with lay (1-2) and (1-3) and (2-4) ontains all numbers from

the set M .

We would obtain di�erent versions of SUDOKU if we required having all

numbers from M in layers with di�erent lays.

Next we show how to �ll in suh a table in a ertain speial ase. First

though, we have to de�ne two notions: orthogonal Latin squares and a Latin

hyperube.

Two Latin squares Rn = |r(k, l)| and Sn = |s(k, l)| of order n are said to

be orthogonal if all the ordered pairs [r(k, l), s(k, l)] are pairwise di�erent. It

has been known sine Leonhard Euler's time that pairs of orthogonal Latin

squares an be onstruted for all odd n using the following formulas:

r(k, l) = (k + l + a) mod n, s(k, l) = (k − l + b) mod n (1)

for all 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n, where a, b are arbitrary integers. The elements of the

table in Figure 7 are pairs [r(k, l), s(k, l)] of elements of two orthogonal Latin

squares R9 a S9 of order 9 whih have been obtained using the above equations

with a = b = 0.
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2, 0 3, 8 4, 7 5, 6 6, 5 7, 4 8, 3 0, 2 1, 1

3, 1 4, 0 5, 8 6, 7 7, 6 8, 5 0, 4 1, 3 2, 2

4, 2 5, 1 6, 0 7, 8 8, 7 0, 6 1, 5 2, 4 3, 3

5, 3 6, 2 7, 1 8, 0 0, 8 1, 7 2, 6 3, 5 4, 4

6, 4 7, 3 8, 2 0, 1 1, 0 2, 8 3, 7 4, 6 5, 5

7, 5 8, 4 0, 3 1, 2 2, 1 3, 0 4, 8 5, 7 6, 6

8, 6 0, 5 1, 4 2, 3 3, 2 4, 1 5, 0 6, 8 7, 7

0, 7 1, 6 2, 5 3, 4 4, 3 5, 2 9, 1 7, 0 8, 8

1, 8 2, 7 3, 6 4, 5 5, 4 6, 3 7, 2 8, 1 0, 0

Figure 7

The Frenh De la Hire knew already 300 years ago that a magi square

an be onstruted using a pair of orthogonal Latin squares. (A magi square

of order n is an n × n matrix Mn = |m(k, l); 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n| onsisting of n2

onseutive positive integers m(k, l) suh that the sums of elements in eah

row, olumn and on both diagonals are the same.)

Setting a = 3 and b = 4 and using the formula

m(k, l) = 9 · r(k, l) + s(k, l) + 1,

we obtain a magi square M9 = |m(k, l); 1 ≤ k, l ≤ 9| of order 9 whose

elements are from the set {0, 1, 2, . . . , 92 − 1}. The hoie of the parameters

a, b ensures that not only the sums in the rows and olumns, but also on the

diagonals are the same.

When we generalize the notion of a Latin square to four dimensions, we

obtain a Latin hyperube. A Latin hyperube of order n is a hyperube

Tn = |t(i, j, k, l); 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n|,

whose elements are from the set {0, 1, 2, . . . , n−1} and eah row and diagonal

ontains a permutation of this set.

Consider two Latin hyperubes Tn = |t(i, j, k, l)| and Un = |u(i, j, k, l)| of
order n given by the following formulas:

t(i, j, k, l) = r(i, (r(j, r(k, l))) = (i + j + k + l) mod n,

u(i, j, k, l) = s(i, (s(j, s(k, l))) = (i − j + k − l) mod n;

with Rn and Sn being a pair of orthogonal Latin squares given by formu-

las (1). The 9× 9 grid from Figure 8, whih is a SUDOKU solution, has been

onstruted using the formula

v(i, j, k, l) = t(i, j, k, l) · n + u(i, j, k, l). (2)
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The areful reader may notie that not only all the layers with the three lays

(1-2), (1-3) and (2-4) ontain all the elements of M but that the same is true

for all the layers with a fourth lay. We have obtained this property thank to

a suitable hoie of the pair of Latin hyperubes. For a di�erent hoie of the

pair of Latin squares (obtained for example by a di�erent hoie of a and b) we

obtain di�erent Latin hyperubes of order n and hene a di�erent hyperube

� a di�erent game plan ompletion. Moreover, the onstrution based on (2)

is suh that the sums of the numbers in all the rows of the hyperube are the

same for every hoie of the parameters a, b. Applying suitable exhanges of

rows and olumns, we an obtain di�erent grids (SUDOKU solutions). (You

an �nd more details on Latin squares and hyperubes in Internet or [3℄.)

3 1 8 7 5 0 2 6 4

7 5 0 2 6 4 3 1 8

2 6 4 3 1 8 7 5 0

1 8 3 5 0 7 6 4 2

5 0 7 6 4 2 1 8 3

6 4 2 1 8 3 5 0 7

8 3 1 0 7 5 4 2 6

0 7 5 4 2 6 8 3 1

4 2 6 8 3 1 0 7 5

Figure 8

The above text poses more questions than it gives answers. Sine the

formulas are true for every odd n, the reader may think of game plans of

di�erent sizes.

The reader an also design numerous variations of the SUDOKU puzzle,

inspired for example by the following notes:

1. Assume that a hyperube of order 3 ontains in some of its ells numbers

from the set {0, 1, 2}. The aim of the game is to �ll in the missing numbers

so that eah row ontains eah of the numbers 0, 1, 2 exatly one. Hene, the

solution of the puzzle is a Latin hyperube of order 3. (A onstrution of suh

hyperubes is given in [3℄.)

2. Instead of the 9 × 9 grid we an onsider a m2 × m2 grid onsisting

of m2 regions ontaining m × m ells. Some ells ontain numbers from the

set N = {1, 2, 3, . . . ,m2}. The aim of the game is to �ll in the missing numbers

so that eah row, olumn and region ontains a permutation of the set N . (The

formulas (1) and (2) are valid for all odd n.) In our experiene the version

with m = 2 is suitable for young kids from 6 to 10 years of age.
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5 4 3 2 6 1

2 1 6 5 3 4

4 3 5 1 2 6

1 6 2 4 5 3

6 2 1 3 4 5

3 5 4 6 1 2

Figure 9

3. We an obtain a di�erent SUDOKU puzzle if we drop the requirement

that the regions are squares. For example, the 6×6 grid in Figure 9 is divided

into retangular regions with 3 × 2 ells.
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Abstrat. In this paper we establish an approximation of subquadrati funtions,

whih satisfy the ondition

∃ ǫ > 0 ∀ x ∈ X |ϕ(2x) − 4ϕ(x)| ≤ 3ǫ,

by quadrati funtions.

1. Introdution

Let X be a group and let R denotes the set of all reals. A funtion ϕ : X → R

is said to be subquadrati i� it satis�es the inequality

ϕ(x + y) + ϕ(x − y) ≤ 2ϕ(x) + 2ϕ(y) (1)

for all x, y ∈ X. If the sign � ≤ � in the inequality above is replaed by � = �,

then we say that ϕ is a quadrati one.

Setion 2 of this paper ontains some basi properties of subquadrati

funtions whih play a ruial role in our proofs of the main theorems of this

paper.

At the beginning of the third part of this paper, we will onsider the prob-

lem of approximation of a subquadrati funtion ϕ : X → R, whih satis�es

the following ondition

∃ ǫ > 0 ∀ x ∈ X |ϕ(2x) − 4ϕ(x)| ≤ 3ǫ, (2)

by a quadrati funtion ω : X → R.
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At the end of this setion, we will present some onditions for subquadrati

funtions de�ned on a topologial group having additional properties or on R
N ,

under whih we will establish an approximation of funtions of this type by

ontinuous quadrati funtions.

2. Some basi properties

At the beginning of this setion we remind one of basi properties of sub-

quadrati funtions whih is proved in [1℄, [2℄.

Lemma 1. [1℄, [2℄ Let X = (X,+) be a group and let ϕ : X → R be a sub-

quadrati funtion. Then

ϕ(0) ≥ 0

and

ϕ(kx) ≤ k2ϕ(x), x ∈ X,

for eah positive integer k.

In [2℄ it was proved that if for some positive integer k > 1 a subquadrati

funtion ϕ : X → R satis�es equality

ϕ(kx) = k2ϕ(x), x ∈ X, (3)

in the ase when the domain of the funtion onsidered is a linear spae, then

it has to be a quadrati one. Essentially, the same argumentation yields the

validity of the next lemma if the domain is a group and the ondition (3) is

replaed by another.

Lemma 2. Let X = (X,+) be a group and let ϕ : X → R be a subquadrati

funtion. If for every x ∈ X there exists some positive integer k > 1 suh that

ϕ(kxx) ≥ kx
2ϕ(x),

then ϕ(2x) ≥ 4ϕ(x) for every x ∈ X.

Lemma 3. Let X = (X,+) be an Abelian group. If a subquadrati funtion

ϕ : X → R satis�es the ondition

ϕ(2x) ≥ 4ϕ(x)

for all x ∈ X, then it is a quadrati funtion.
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Proof. Let x, y ∈ X. Then

ϕ(x + y) + ϕ(x − y) ≤ 2ϕ(x) + 2ϕ(y) =
1

2
[4ϕ(x) + 4ϕ(y)] ≤

≤
1

2
[ϕ(2x) + ϕ(2y)] =

1

2
[ϕ ((x + y) + (x − y)) + ϕ ((x + y) − (x − y))] ≤

≤ ϕ(x + y) + ϕ(x − y).

Thus ϕ is a quadrati funtion.

Now, using Lemmas 2 and 3, the Theorem 1 from [2℄ has the following form:

Theorem 1. Let X = (X,+) be an Abelian group and let ϕ : X → R be

a subquadrati funtion. If for every x ∈ X there exists some positive integer

k > 1 suh that

ϕ(kxx) ≥ kx
2ϕ(x),

then ϕ is a quadrati funtion.

By a topologial group we mean a group endowed with a topology suh

that the group operation as well as taking inverses are ontinuous funtions.

We adopt the following de�nition.

De�nition 1. We say that 2-divisible topologial group X has the property (1
2 )

if and only if for every neighbourhood V of zero there exists a neighbourhood

W of zero suh that
1
2W ⊂ W ⊂ V .

At the end of this setion we present Theorem 2 whih was proved in [3℄.

Theorem 2. [3℄ Let X be a uniquely 2-divisible topologial Abelian group hav-

ing the property (1
2 ), whih is generated by any neighbourhood of zero in X.

Assume that a subquadrati funtion ϕ : X → R satis�es the following ondi-

tions:

(i) ϕ(0) ≤ 0;

(ii) ϕ is loally bounded from below at a point of X;

(iii) ϕ is upper semiontinuous at zero.

Then ϕ is ontinuous everywhere in X.
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3. The main result

The next lemma plays a ruial role in our proofs. This lemma is valid for an

arbitrary funtion de�ned on a semigroup with values in a normed spae.

Lemma 4. Let X be an arbitrary semigroup, Y a normed spae and let

f : X → Y be an arbitrary funtion. If there exists ǫ > 0 suh that the

inequality

‖f(2x) − 4f(x)‖ ≤ 3ǫ (4)

holds for every x ∈ X, then the inequality

‖4−nf(2nx) − f(x)‖ ≤ (1 − 4−n)ǫ (5)

holds for every x ∈ X and n ∈ N.

Proof. Let x ∈ X. By indution, we show that for every n ∈ N the inequality

(5) holds. For n = 1, by (4), we have

4

∥

∥

∥

∥

1

4
f(2x) − f(x)

∥

∥

∥

∥

≤ 3ǫ.

Thus

∥

∥

∥

∥

1

4
f(2x) − f(x)

∥

∥

∥

∥

≤
3

4
ǫ =

(

1 −
1

4

)

ǫ.

Now assume that (5) holds for n ∈ N. Then we have

∥

∥4−n−1f(2n+1x) − f(x)
∥

∥ ≤

≤

∥

∥

∥

∥

1

4n+1
f(2n+1x) −

1

4n
f(2nx)

∥

∥

∥

∥

+

∥

∥

∥

∥

1

4n
f(2nx) − f(x)

∥

∥

∥

∥

=

=
1

4n

∥

∥

∥

∥

1

4
f(2(2nx)) − f(2nx)

∥

∥

∥

∥

+

∥

∥

∥

∥

1

4n
f(2nx) − f(x)

∥

∥

∥

∥

≤

≤
1

4n

3

4
ǫ +

(

1 −
1

4n

)

ǫ =

(

1 −
1

4n+1

)

ǫ

for n + 1, whih ompletes the indution. �

Applying Lemma 4, we will prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 3. Let X be an arbitrary Abelian group and let ϕ : X → R be a sub-

quadrati funtion. If there exists ǫ > 0 suh that the inequality

|ϕ(2x) − 4ϕ(x)| ≤ 3ǫ (6)

holds for every x ∈ X, then there exists a quadrati funtion ω : X → R suh

that

0 ≤ ϕ(x) − ω(x) ≤ ǫ

for every x ∈ X.

Proof. It follows by Lemma 1 that for arbitrary x ∈ X and n ∈ N we have

ϕ(2nx) ≤ 4nϕ(x). (7)

Whene

ϕ(2nx)

4n
≤ ϕ(x), x ∈ X, n ∈ N. (8)

Let us �x x ∈ X. We will onsider the sequene
{

ϕ(2nx)
4n

}

n∈N

. For arbitrary

m,n ∈ N, by Lemma 4, we have

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

4n+m
ϕ(2n+mx) −

1

4n
ϕ(2nx)

∣

∣

∣

∣

=
1

4n

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

4m
ϕ(2n+mx) − ϕ(2nx)

∣

∣

∣

∣

=

=
1

4n

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

4m
ϕ(2m2nx) − ϕ(2nx)

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤
1

4n

(

1 −
1

4m

)

ǫ <
1

4n
ǫ,

whih means that for every x ∈ X the sequene
{

ϕ(2nx)
4n

}

n∈N

is a Cauhy

sequene and onsequently onverges. Let

ω(x) := lim
n→∞

ϕ(2nx)

4n
, x ∈ X.

On letting n → ∞ in (8), we obtain

ω(x) ≤ ϕ(x), x ∈ X. (9)

Sine ω(2x) = 4ω(x) for every x ∈ X, by Theorem 1, ω is a quadrati funtion.

Again, by Lemma 4, we have

∣

∣

∣

∣

ϕ(2nx)

4n
− ϕ(x)

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤

(

1 −
1

4n

)

ǫ, x ∈ X. (10)
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Whene, on letting n → ∞, we obtain

|ω(x) − ϕ(x)| ≤ ǫ, x ∈ X. (11)

By (9) and (11), we have

0 ≤ ϕ(x) − ω(x) ≤ ǫ

for every x ∈ X. This ends the proof.

As a onsequene of Theorem 3, we have the following orollary.

Corollary 1. Let X be a uniquely 2-divisible Abelian topologial group hav-

ing the property

(

1
2

)

, whih is generated by any neighbourhood of zero in X.

Assume that a subquadrati funtion ϕ : X → R satis�es the following ondi-

tions:

(i) ∃ ǫ > 0 ∀ x ∈ X |ϕ(2x) − 4ϕ(x)| ≤ 3ǫ;

(ii) ϕ is upper semiontinuous at zero in X;

(iii) ϕ is loally bounded from below at a point of X.

Then the funtion ω, whih appears in thesis of Theorem 3, is ontinuous.

Proof. Due to the upper semiontinuoity of ϕ at zero, the funtion ω is also

upper semiontinuous at zero [5, p. 131℄.

If ϕ is loally bounded from below at some point x0 ∈ X, then by the

inequality

ϕ(x) − ǫ ≤ ω(x) ≤ ϕ(x) + ǫ, x ∈ X,

the funtion ω is also loally bounded from below at the point x0 ∈ X. Sine

the quadrati funtion ω satis�es the ondition ω(0) = 0, then aording to

Theorem 2, it is ontinuous. This ompletes the proof.

Now, let X = R
N . In this ase we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Let A ⊂ R
N

be a set of positive inner Lebesgue measure or of the

seond ategory with the Baire property. If a subquadrati funtion ϕ : R
N → R

satis�es the following onditions:

(i) ∃ ǫ > 0 ∀ x ∈ X |ϕ(2x) − 4ϕ(x)| ≤ 3ǫ;

(ii) ϕ is bounded on A,

then there exists a ontinuous quadrati funtion ω : R
N → R suh that

0 ≤ ϕ(x) − ω(x) ≤ ǫ

for every x ∈ R
N
.
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Proof. Due to Theorem 3, there exists a quadrati funtion ω : R
N → R suh

that

0 ≤ ϕ(x) − ω(x) ≤ ǫ, x ∈ R
N . (12)

Therefore, we have

ϕ(x) − ǫ ≤ ω(x) ≤ ϕ(x), x ∈ R
N . (13)

Sine ϕ is bounded on the set A, there exist real onstants m,M suh that

m ≤ ϕ(x) ≤ M, x ∈ A. (14)

Inequalities (13) and (14) imply

m − ǫ ≤ ω(x) ≤ M, x ∈ A. (15)

Finally, ω is a bounded funtion on the set A. A quadrati funtion is a poly-

nomial funtion of degree 2. Due to Theorem 3 from [4, p. 386℄, ω is ontin-

uous in R
N .

We end our paper with the following orollary.

Corollary 2. Let A ⊂ R be a set of positive inner Lebesgue measure or of the

seond ategory with the Baire property. If a subquadrati funtion ϕ : R → R

satis�es the following onditions:

(i) ∃ ǫ > 0 ∀ x ∈ X |ϕ(2x) − 4ϕ(x)| ≤ 3ǫ;

(ii) ϕ is bounded on A,

then

ϕ(x) ≥ cx2

for every x ∈ R, where c is a real onstant .

Proof. Due to Theorem 4, there exists a ontinuous quadrati funtion

ω : R → R suh that

ω(x) ≤ ϕ(x), x ∈ R. (16)

Sine ω : R → R is a ontinuous quadrati funtion, then it takes the form

ω(x) = cx2, x ∈ R, (17)

where c ∈ R is a onstant. By (16) and (17), we obtain the thesis of the

Corollary 2.
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Abstrat. Let (G, +) be a uniquely 2-divisible Abelian group. In the present paper

we will onsider the solutions of funtional equation

[f(x + y)]
2
− [f(x − y)]

2
+f(2x+2y)+f(2x−2y) = f(2x)[f(2y)+2g(2y)], x, y ∈ G,

where f and g are omplex-valued funtions de�ned on G.

1. Introdution

We know many trigonometri identities. To us, important will be the follow-

ing:

[

sin

(

x + y

2

)]2

−

[

sin

(

x − y

2

)]2

= sin(x) sin(y), x, y ∈ R, (1)

sin(x + y) + sin(x − y) = 2 sin(x) cos(y), x, y ∈ R, (2)

sinh(x − y) = sinh(x) cosh(y) − cosh(x) sinh(y), x, y ∈ R. (3)

Let (G,+) be a uniquely 2-divisible Abelian group and f, g :G→C. Equation

(1) translates into the well known sine funtional equation [1, 8℄

[

f

(

x + y

2

)]2

−

[

f

(

x − y

2

)]2

= f(x)f(y) for all x, y ∈ G, (4)
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and (2) gives rise to the familiar osine funtional equation [1, 6, 7℄

f(x + y) + f(x − y) = 2f(x)g(y) for all x, y ∈ G, (5)

and (3) leads to the Azel-Dhombres funtional equation [1℄

f(x − y) = f(x)g(y) − g(x)f(y) for all x, y ∈ G. (6)

From now on, fo and fe stand for the odd and the even part of a funtion f .

Theorem 1 (Azél and Dhombres [1℄). Let (G,+) be a uniquely 2-divi-

sible Abelian group. Then f, g : G → C satisfy equation (6) if and only if

(i) f = 0 and g is arbitrary; or

(ii) there exists an additive funtion A : G → C and a onstant α ∈ C suh

that f(x) = A(x), g(x) = αA(x) + 1, x ∈ G; or

(iii) there exists an exponential funtion m : G → C and onstants β, γ ∈ C

suh that f(x) = βmo(x), g(x) = γmo(x) + me(x), x ∈ G.

From the system of equations

{

f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y),

f(xy) = f(x)f(y),

we get the Dhombres funtional equation (see [2℄)

f(x + y) + f(xy) = f(x) + f(y) + f(x)f(y)

for funtions f mapping a given ring into another one. A di�erent system of

the funtional equations has been studied by Ger [3, 4, 5℄. Here we onsider

the sum of equations (4) and (5).

2. Main results

We replae x by 2x and y by 2y in (4) and (5). Summing up these funtional

equations side by side, for all x, y ∈ G, we get

[f(x + y)]2−[f(x − y)]2+f(2x + 2y)+f(2x − 2y)=f(2x)[f(2y)+2g(2y)]. (7)

Remark 1. Put x=y=0 in (7), so that we have f(0)=0 ∨ f(0)=2 − 2g(0).

Lemma 1. Let (G,+) be a uniquely 2-divisible Abelian group and let funtions

f, g : G → C satisfy equation (7). In this ase

(i) if f = 0, then g is arbitrary;

(ii) if g = 0, then f = 0 or f = 2.
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Proof. Ad (ii). For g = 0, putting y = x in (7), we get

f(x) = [f(0)]2 − f(0) = f(0)[f(0) − 1] = γ, x ∈ G. (8)

From equation (7) we obtain

γ2 − γ2 + 2γ = γ2,

whene γ = 0 ∨ γ = 2. By (8), we onlude that f = 0 ∨ f = 2.

Lemma 2. Let (G,+) be a uniquely 2-divisible Abelian group and let nonzero

funtions f, g : G → C be funtions de�ned by

f(x) = aA(x) + f(0), g(x) = bA(x) + g(0), x ∈ G, (9)

with some additive funtion A : G → C and a, b ∈ C satisfy equation (7). In

this ase we have the following possibilities:

(i) If f(0) = 0, then f(x) = aA(x), g(x) = 1, x ∈ G.

(ii) If f(0) �= 0, then f(x) = f(0), g(x) = 1 − 1
2f(0), x ∈ G.

Proof. Applying (9) to (7), we have

[aA(x+ y)+ f(0)]2− [aA(x− y)+ f(0)]2 +aA(2x+2y)+2f(0)+aA(2x− 2y)

= [aA(2x) + f(0)][(a + 2b)A(2y) + f(0) + 2g(0)], x, y ∈ G.

From the properties of additive funtion A for all x, y ∈ G, we infer that

[2−f(0)−2g(0)][2aA(x)+f(0)]+2f(0)[a−2b]A(y)=8abA(x)A(y). (10)

Case 1. Assume that f(0) = 0. Then equation (10) has a form

aA(x)[1 − g(0) − 2bA(y)] = 0, x, y ∈ G. (11)

If a = 0∨A = 0∨ (a �= 0∧A �= 0∧ b �= 0), then we get f = 0, a ontradition.

Hene we have only one possibility (a �= 0 ∧ A �= 0 ∧ b = 0). Consequently,

equation (11) gives g(0) = 1. From (9) we obtain (i).

Case 2. Let f(0) �= 0. By Remark 1 and equation (10), we get the relation

A(y)[f(0)(a − 2b) − 4abA(x)] = 0, x, y ∈ G.

If A = 0, then (ii). Assume that A �= 0. From above we have

f(0)(a − 2b) = 4abA(x), x ∈ G.

Therefore (a = 0 ⇒ b = 0) ∨ (b = 0 ⇒ a = 0), the ase (ii). If a �= 0 ∧ b �= 0,
then A = 0, a ontradition.
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Now, we formulate some properties of the exponential funtion without a proof.

Lemma 3. Let (G,+) be a uniquely 2-divisible Abelian group. Then a nonzero

exponential funtion m : G → C has the following properties

(i) me(x + y) + me(x − y) = 2me(x)me(y), x, y ∈ G;

(ii) [mo(x + y)]2 − [mo(x − y)]2 = mo(2x)mo(2y), x, y ∈ G;

(iii) mo(x + y) + mo(x − y) = 2mo(x)me(y), x, y ∈ G;

(iv) mo(2x) = 2mo(x)me(x), x ∈ G;

(v) [me(x + y)]2 − [me(x − y)]2 = mo(2x)mo(2y), x, y ∈ G;

(vi) mo(x + y) − mo(x − y) = 2me(x)mo(y), x, y ∈ G.

Lemma 4. Let (G,+) be a uniquely 2-divisible Abelian group and let nonzero

funtions f, g : G → C be funtions de�ned by

f(x) = amo(x) + bme(x), g(x) = cmo(x) + dme(x), x ∈ G, (12)

with some exponential funtion m : G → C and a, b, c, d ∈ C satisfying equa-

tion (7). Then we have the following possibilities:

(i) f(x) = amo(x), g(x) = me(x), x ∈ G; or

(ii) f(x) = b �= 0, g(x) = 1 − 1
2b, x ∈ G; or

(iii) f(x) = bmo(x) + bme(x), g(x) = 1
2bmo(x) + (1 − 1

2b)me(x), x ∈ G; or

(iv) f(x) = −bmo(x) + bme(x), g(x) = −1
2bmo(x) + (1 − 1

2b)me(x), x ∈ G.

Proof. Inserting funtions (12) into equation (7), for all x, y ∈ G, we obtain

[amo(x + y) + bme(x + y)]2 − [amo(x − y) + bme(x − y)]2 + a[mo(2x + 2y)

+mo(2x − 2y)] + b[me(2x + 2y) + me(2x − 2y)]

= [amo(2x) + bme(2x)][(a + 2c)mo(2y) + (b + 2d)me(2y)].

From above and Lemma 3, we get

[b2 − 2ac]mo(x)mo(y) + b[a − 2c]me(x)mo(y)

+a[2 − b − 2d]mo(x)me(y) + b[2 − b − 2d]me(x)me(y) = 0, x, y ∈ G. (13)

Diretly from the de�nition (12), we see that f(0) = b and g(0) = d. Moreover,

from Remark 1 we infer that b = 0 or b = 2(1 − d).
Now we shall distinguish two ases regarding the value of funtion f at

zero.
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Case 1. Let f(0) = b = 0. Then, by (13), we onlude that

amo(x)[−cmo(y) + (1 − d)me(y)] = 0, x, y ∈ G.

If a = 0 or mo = 0, then also f = 0. Hene

−cmo(y) + (1 − d)me(y) = 0, y ∈ G. (14)

Putting y = 0 in (14) and using mo(0) = 0, we have d = 1. Jointly with (14),

for all y ∈ G, this implies that −cmo(y) = 0, whene c = 0, whih ends the

proof of (i).

Case 2. Assume that f(0)=b �= 0. Set b=2(1−d) in (13). Then, we get

mo(y)[(b2 − 2ac)mo(x) + b(a − 2c)me(x)] = 0, x, y ∈ G. (15)

Subase 2.1. Let mo = 0. By equation (12), we onlude that f = bme,

g = dme. Replaing y by −y in (7), we arrive at

[f(x−y)]2−[f(x+y)]2+f(2x−2y)+f(2x+2y)=f(2x)[f(2y)+2g(2y)]. (16)

Subtrating (7) and (16), we get

[f(x + y)]2 = [f(x − y)]2, x, y ∈ G.

Putting here y = x and replaing x by x
2 , we obtain f2 = b2. The ase f = −b

is impossible. In other words, we have (ii): f = b, me = 1, g = d = 2−b
2 =

1 − 1
2b.

Subase 2.2. Suppose mo �= 0. Then (15) yields

(b2 − 2ac)mo(x) + b(a − 2c)me(x) = 0, x ∈ G. (17)

Putting x = 0, we have a = 2c. From (17), for all x ∈ G, we get

(b2 − 4c2)mo(x) = 0, i.e. b2 = 4c2. If a = 2c ∧ b = 2c, then we have the

ase (iii). However, a = 2c ∧ b = −2c yields (iv).

Theorem 2. Let (G,+) be a uniquely 2-divisible Abelian group. Then fun-

tions f, g : G → C satisfy equation (7) if and only if

(i) f = 0 and g is arbitrary; or

(ii) f(x) = α �= 0, g(x) = 1 − 1
2α, x ∈ G; or

(iii) there exists an additive funtion A :G→C suh that f =A, g=1; or

(iv) there exists an exponential funtion m : G→C and some onstant β ∈ C

suh that f =βmo, g=me; or
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(v) there exists an exponential funtion m : G → C suh that f(x)=f(0)mo(x)

+ f(0)me(x), g(x) = f(0)
2 mo(x) +

(

1 −
f(0)

2

)

me(x), x ∈ G; or

(vi) there exists an exponential funtion m : G → C suh that f(x) =

−f(0)mo(x)+f(0)me(x), g(x) = −
f(0)
2 mo(x)+

(

1 −
f(0)

2

)

me(x), x ∈ G.

Proof. From Lemma 1 we obtain (i) and (ii) for α = 2. Assume that f �= 0
and g �= 0. Putting x = 0 in (7), we get

[f(y)]2 − [f(−y)]2 + f(2y) + f(−2y) = f(0)[f(2y) + 2g(2y)], y ∈ G.

Let 2C := f(0). Thus, from above

f(2y) + f(−2y) − 2C[f(2y) + 2g(2y)] = [f(−y)]2 − [f(y)]2, y ∈ G. (18)

Interhanging the roles of x and y in (7), we obtain

[f(y+x)]2−[f(y−x)]2+f(2y+2x)+f(2y−2x)

=f(2y)f(2x)+2f(2y)g(2x), x, y ∈ G.
(19)

Subtrating (7) and (19), we get

[f(y−x)]2−[f(x−y)]2+f(2x−2y)−f(2y−2x)

=2f(2x)g(2y)−2f(2y)g(2x), x, y ∈ G.
(20)

Applying (18) for y equal x − y, we reive

f(2x−2y)+f(−2x+2y)−2C[f(2x−2y)+2g(2x−2y)]

=[f(−x+y)]2−[f(x−y)]2, x, y ∈ G.
(21)

By (20) and (21), we get the relation

(1 − C)f(2x − 2y) − 2Cg(2x − 2y) = f(2x)g(2y) − f(2y)g(2x), x, y ∈ G.

Replaing x by x
2 and y by y

2 , we obtain

(1 − C)f(x − y) − 2Cg(x − y) = f(x)g(y) − f(y)g(x), x, y ∈ G. (22)

Case 1. Let f(0) = 0 ⇒ C = 0. Thus, from (22) we get

f(x − y) = f(x)g(y) − f(y)g(x), x, y ∈ G,
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By Theorem 1 (ii), we infer that f(x) = A(x), g(x) = αA(x) + 1 for some

additive funtion A and some onstant α. In view of Lemma 2 for a = 1,
b = α, f(0) = 0, g(0) = 1, we dedue that

f(x) = A(x), g(x) = 1, x ∈ G.

This is the ase (iii) of our theorem. By Theorem 1 (iii), we get

f(x) = βmo(x), g(x) = γmo(x) + me(x), x ∈ G.

For a = β, b = 0, c = γ, d = 1 in Lemma 4 (i) we have the ase (iv), i.e.

f(x) = βmo(x), g(x) = me(x), x ∈ G.

Case 2. Assume that f(0) �= 0. Then g(0) = 1 − C, and (22) gives

g(0)f(x − y) − f(0)g(x − y) = f(x)g(y) − f(y)g(x), x, y ∈ G. (23)

Subase 2.1. If g(0) = 0, then f(0) = 2. By (23), we infer that

g(x − y) = g(x)
f(y)

2
− g(y)

f(x)

2
, x, y ∈ G. (24)

Theorem 1 (ii) yields g(x) = A(x), f(x)
2 = αA(x)+1 for some additive funtion

A and some onstant α. Thus

f(x) = 2αA(x) + 2, g(x) = A(x), x ∈ G.

By Lemma 2 for a = 2α, b = 1, f(0) = 2, g(0) = 0, we get f = 2, g = 0. This
is the ase (ii). Theorem 1 (iii) leads us to

f(x) = 2γmo(x) + 2me(x), g(x) = βmo(x), x ∈ G.

From Lemma 4 (ii) for a = 2γ, b = 2, c = β, d = 0, we get (ii) of the theorem.

The ase (iii) for f(0) = 2 gives (v), and (iv) gives (vi).

Subase 2.2. Let f(0) �= 0 and g(0) �= 0. Thus, from (23) for

F (x) := g(0)f(x) − f(0)g(x), G(x) :=
g(x)

g(0)
, x ∈ G,

we onlude that

F (x − y) = F (x)G(y) − F (y)G(x), x, y ∈ G. (25)

Again, by Theorem 1 (ii), we obtain

g(x) = g(0)αA(x) + g(0), f(x) =
1 + f(0)g(0)α

g(0)
A(x) + f(0), x ∈ G.
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By Lemma 2 (ii) for a = 1+f(0)g(0)α
g(0) , b = g(0)α, we get (ii) of the theorem.

Further, Theorem 1 (iii) yields

F (x) := g(0)f(x) − f(0)g(x) = βmo(x), x ∈ G,

G(x) :=
g(x)

g(0)
= γmo(x) + me(x), x ∈ G,

or, equivalently,

g(x) = g(0)γmo(x) + g(0)me(x), x ∈ G,

f(x) =
β + γf(0)g(0)

g(0)
mo(x) + f(0)me(x), x ∈ G.

Now, using Lemma 4 for a = β+γf(0)g(0)
g(0) , b = f(0), c = γg(0), d = g(0),

the ase (ii) gives (ii) of our theorem, however (iii) yields (v), and (iv) gives

(vi).
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Abstrat. In this paper we give an analytial method of solution to the problem of

orretion of the tehnial system parameters in order to redue the planned ommon

risk of tehnial system safety violation.

In the artile [1℄ we onsidered the possibility and assumptions under whih

the ommon risk (riterion) y = f(x) of tehnial system safety violation is

expressed as a sum of partiular risks ui(x) on a ertain threats for safety

violation, i.e.

y = f(x) = u1(x) + u2(x) + . . . + un(x). (1)

Let ui(x) be a polynomial

ui(x) = Ci ·

m∏

j=1

x
aij

j , Ci > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (2)

and the vetor x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) of some parameters xj be positive.

The matrix A = (aij) is alled an exponent matrix. Suppose that the ma-

trix A = (aij) =

(
B

H

)

, where the basis B is an m × m matrix (| B |�= 0)

and the submatrix H ontains d rows of matrix A, whih do not belong to the

basis B. The di�ulty level is haraterized by this number d: d = n−m. The

oe�ients aij and Ci are got by methods of linear regression analysis [2℄.

A seleted set (vetor) x will be alled a projet of system safety.
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Suppose that the projet x∗ ensures the minimum value y∗ = f(x∗) of the

ommon risk y (see [3℄); then the projet x∗ will be alled a perfet projet.

Numerial method for obtaining the values y∗ and x∗ was proposed in [4,5℄.

Assume that the perfet projet x∗ is not aepted on aount of osts.

Therefore, a maximum aeptable risk ȳ suh that y∗ < ȳ is given, and the

requirement y = f(x) < ȳ should be ful�lled (for more details we refer the

reader to [5, 6℄).

Let x(1) = (x
(1)
1 , x

(1)
2 , . . . , x

(1)
m ) of some parameters x

(1)
1 be a projet satis-

fying y = f(x) ≤ ȳ for x = x(1).

The value y(1) = f(x(1)) will be alled the planned risk of tehnial system

safety violation. By the above, we have y∗ ≤ y(1) ≤ �y.

On the basis of projet x(1) and x∗, reomendations on possible improve-

ment of the planned parameters x
(1)
j , j = 1, 2, . . . ,m should be given.

In other words, we should propose a new projet x̃ suh that the value

ỹ = f(x̃) of the ommon risk is less than the planned risk. Furthermore, it

satis�es the inequality y∗ ≤ ỹ < y(1).

In order to solve this problem we shall need some results of the Theorem

whih is proved below. Aording to this Theorem, the funtion y = f(x) of

(1) satis�es the inequality

f(x∗) < f((x(1))λ · x1−λ
∗

) < f(x(1)). (3)

Here (x(1))λ · x1−λ
∗

= x̃ is a new projet with parameters

x̃j = (x
(1)
j )λ · x1−λ

j∗ (4)

for eah λ from the interval 0 < λ < 1.
The number ȳ is the value of the ommon risk for the improved projet.

Substituting the di�erent values λ ∈ (0; 1) in (4), we obtain the set of new

projets x̃, eah of whih satis�es f(x̃) ≤ ȳ.

The ommon risk ỹ for the new projet x̃ is less than or equal to y(1) :

f(x̃) ≤ f(x(1)). For this reason, it is advisable to hange the projet x(1) by

the projet x̃.

Example. Let the ommon risk be given as a funtion

y = f(x) =
1

100
·

(

2x2
1 · x2 + 3x1 · x

2
2 + 4

1

x1
·

1

x2

)

of the parameters x1, x2. Let ȳ=0.109 be the maximum aeptable value of

this risk.

Minimizing the funtion y = f(x) aording to [3℄, we get the minimum

value y∗=0.085 of the riterium and the perfet projet x∗ with parameters

x1∗ = 1.08 and x2∗ = 0.72.
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Assume that the projet x∗ is not aepted on aount of osts. Suppose

that the projet x(1) =[1.04;1.04℄ is brought up for disussion. Substituting

x(1) into (1) yields the value of the ommon risk: y(1) = f(x(1)) = 0.093, whih

satis�es the inequality y(1) < ȳ = 0.109.

It is neessary to propose an improved projet x̃.

Solution. Take a number λ ∈ (0; 1), for example, λ = 0.4 and de�ne the new

projet x̃ = [x̃1, x̃2], where x̃1 = 1.040.4 ·1.080.6 = 1.07, x̃2 = 1.040.4 ·0.720.6 =

0.84. It an be easily heked that the orresponding value ỹ = f(x̃) = 0.086.

If the new projet satis�es us for the eonomi reason, then x̃ an be aepted

beause ỹ < y(1).

Now these alulations will be substantiated for d = 1.

Theorem. Let A = (aij) be the matrix orresponding to the riterion

y = f(x) of (1). Further A0 = (A,1), where 1 is a olumn of ones, is a square

and nonsingular matrix. Moreover a unique solution δ = (δ1, δ2, . . . , δn) =
(0, 0, . . . , 0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

m

, 1) · A−1
0 of the equality δ · A0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸

m

, 1) is positive: δ > 0.

Suppose that f(x) ≤ y and y∗ ≤ y; then the following statements are true:

1. The vetor x∗ with the omponents

xj∗ =

n∏

i=1

(
δi · y∗

Ci

)kji

, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (5)

is one of the solutions of the inequality f(x) ≤ ȳ, where kji are the elements

of the inverse matrix B−1 = (kji). Similarly, the vetor

xj =

n∏

i=1

(
δi · ȳ

Ci

)kji

, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (6)

is the solution of the same inequality f(x) ≤ ȳ.

2. Suppose that α(1) = (α
(1)
1 , α

(1)
2 , . . . , α

(1)
n ) and α(2) = (α

(2)
1 , α

(2)
2 , . . . , α

(2)
n )

are the solutions of the so alled generative inequality

αδ1
1 · αδ2

2 · · ·αδn
n ≥ r, (7)

where αi > 0, α1 + α2 + · · · + αn = 1, and r =
∏n

i=1 C
δi
i

y
.

Substituting these solutions into (6) in plae of δi, we obtain two solutions:

x(1) = (x
(1)
1 , x

(1)
2 , . . . , x

(1)
m ) > 0 and x(2) = (x

(2)
1 , x

(2)
2 , . . . , x

(2)
m ) > 0 of the

inequality f(x) ≤ ȳ.
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Then for any number λ ∈ [0; 1] the vetor x̃ = (x(1))λ · (x(2))1−λ with the

omponents x̄j = (x
(1)
j )λ · (x

(2)
j )1−λ is the solution of the same inequality

f(x) ≤ ȳ, i.e.

(f(x(1)) ≤ ȳ, f(x(2)) ≤ ȳ) ⇒ (f(x̃) ≤ ȳ). (8)

Moreover,

(

xj ∈
[

x
(1)
j , x

(2)
j

]

, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m
)

=⇒



y =

n∑

i=1

Ci

m∏

j=1

x
aij

j ∈ [y∗, y]



 (9)

Proof.

1. Aording to [3℄, the vetor x∗ with omponents from (5) guarantees

that f(x) of (1) has a minimum at x∗: f(x∗) = y∗. Under the onditions of the

Theorem, it follows that x∗ is the solution of f(x) ≤ ȳ, i.e. f(x∗) = y∗ ≤ ȳ.

Let us onsider inequality (7) and the vetor α = δ with omponents αi = δi

for whih the minimum y∗ =
∏n

i=1(
Ci

δi
)δi is ourred (see [3℄).

We laim that the inequality αδ1
1 · αδ2

2 · · ·αδn
n ≤ δδ1

1 · δδ2
2 · · · δδn

n is ful-

�lled for �xed numbers δi > 0, where δ1 + δ2 + . . . + δn = 1 and arbitrary

numbers αi > 0, where α1 + α2 + . . . αn = 1. Indeed, if the funtion g(α)
has the form g(α) = αδ1

1 · αδ2
2 · · ·αδn

n , then there exists the Lagrange funtion

L = ln g(α) + λ(1 − (α1 + α2 + . . . αn)). Consider the equations L′

αi
=

( δi

αi
− λ) = 0, so δi

αi
= λ, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. From these equations we obtain

δi = λαi,
∑n

i=1 δi = λ ·
∑n

i=1 αi, and λ = 1.

Thus, the funtion g(α) has an extremum at the point with omponents

αi = δi. Sine L′′

α2
i

= − δi

α2
i

< 0 and L′′

αiαj
= 0, (i�=j), we see that the matrix

(L′′

αiαj
) of seond partial derivatives for the Lagrange funtion is negative

de�nite. This means that the funtion g(α) takes the maximum at the point

with omponents αi = δi. Hene g(α) = αδ1
1 · αδ2

2 · · ·αδn
n ≤ δδ1

1 · δδ2
2 · · · δδn

n .

An equality sign is ahieved if and only if αi = δi. Now the inequality yields

(αδ1
1 ·αδ2

2 · · ·αδn
n ≥ q) ⇒ (δδ1

1 ·δδ2
2 · · · δδn

n ≥ q). This relationship and Theorem 1

from [3℄ show that the vetor α (= δ) with omponents αi = δi is one of the

solutions of (7) orresponding to the solution (6) of the inequality f(x) ≤ ȳ.

2. Suppose that x(1) = (x
(1)
1 , x

(1)
2 , . . . , x

(1)
m ) > 0 is the solution of f(x) ≤ ȳ.

The parameters x
(1)
j are reeived under hange of δi by α

(1)
i in (6), where α(1)

is one of the solutions of the generative inequality (7).

Then, by the results of [3℄, there exist x
(1)
m+1 = x

(1)
m+2 = . . . = x

(1)
m+n−1 = 1,

x
(1)
m+n =

∏n
i=1

(

α
(1)
i ·ȳ

Ci

)δi·µ

≥ 1 suh that the vetor ln(x(1))
′

= (ln x
(1)
1 , ln x

(1)
2 ,
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. . . , ln x
(1)
m+n) is the solution of the equation A1 · ln x

′

= ln b(α), where the

matrix A1 = (A.In) and b(α) = (ln(α1·ȳ
C1

, ln(α2·ȳ
C2

, . . . , ln(αn·ȳ
Cn

).

Similarly, if x(2) > 0 is the solution of f(x) ≤ ȳ with omponents x
(2)
j ,

j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, whih are reeived under substitution of δi by α
(2)
i in (6),

where α(2) is one of the solutions of the generative inequality (7), then there

exist x
(2)
m+1 = x

(2)
m+2 = . . . = x

(2)
m+n−1 = 1, x(2) =

∏n
i=1

(

α
(2)
i ·ȳ

Ci

)δi·µ

≥ 1 suh

that the vetor ln(x(2))
′

= (ln x
(2)
1 , ln x

(2)
2 , . . . , ln x

(2)
m+n) is the solution of the

equation A1 · ln x
′

= ln b(α).

Suppose that λ ∈ [0; 1]. Sine A1(λ ln(x(1))
′

+ (1 − λ) ln(x(2))
′

) =
λA1 · ln(x(1))

′

+ (1 − λ)A1 · ln(x(2))
′

= λ ln b(α) + (1 − λ) ln b(α) = ln b(α),
we see that the vetor ln(x̃)

′

= λ ln(x(1))
′

+ (1 − λ) ln(x(2))
′

, where

x̃
′

= (x(1))
′λ · (x(2))

′(1−λ), is the solution of the inequality A1 · ln x
′

= ln b(α).

The elements x̃
′

j = (x
(1)
j )

′λ · (x
(2)
j )

′(1−λ) are omponents of the vetor x̃
′

.

Thus, from the formulas for (x
(1)
j )

′

and (x
(2)
j )

′

, it follows that

x̃
′

j = x̃j = (

n∏

i=1

(

α
(1)
i · ȳ

Ci

)kij

)λ · (

n∏

i=1

(

α
(2)
i · ȳ

Ci

)kij

)1−λ, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m,

x̃
′

m+1 = x̃
′

m+2 = . . . = x̃
′

m+n−1 = 1,

x̃
′

m+n = (

n∏

i=1

(

α
(1)
i · ȳ

Ci

)δi·µ

)λ · (

n∏

i=1

(

α
(2)
i · ȳ

Ci

)δi·µ

)1−λ ≥ 1.

Here µ is equal to the sum of omponents of the row matrix (−an · B−1, 1),
where an is the last row of the exponent matrix A. These expressions and

the results of [3℄ allow us to reah the onlusion that the vetor x̃
′

with

omponents x̃
′

j = x̃j = (x
(1)
j )λ · (x

(2)
j )1−λ, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m is the solution of

the inequality f(x) ≤ ȳ. Hene the relationship (8) holds.

Sine λ is any number in [0;1℄, then min(x
(1)
j , x

(2)
j ) ≤ x̃j ≤ max(x

(1)
j , x

(2)
j ),

i.e. x̃j ∈ [x
(1)
j , x

(2)
j ].

Therefore, the inequality f(x) ≤ ȳ is ful�lled for all vetors x = x̃ with

omponents xj = [x
(1)
j , x

(2)
j ]. Moreover, sine y∗ = f(x∗) and y∗ ≤ ȳ, then

(

xj ∈
[

x
(1)
j , x

(2)
j

]

, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m
)

=⇒
(

y =
∑n

i=1 Ci

∏m
j=1 x

aij

j ∈ [y∗, y]
)

.

Thus, we have proved the relationship (9).
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Abstrat. It is well known that Feistel Network (FN) is the foundation of many

symmetri iphers used in pratie. In this paper we present some remarks and ex-

perimental results on SAT based ryptanalysis of several modi�ed versions of FN.

We investigate di�erent ryptographi funtions used in FN shema for better un-

derstanding their properties from a seurity point of view. In our work we study the

notions widely used in many iphers: the xor funtion, bits rotations, permutations

and S−boxes.

1. Introdution

Boolean SATis�ability problem is the well known and elebrated NP-omplete

problem [2℄. The Boolean enoding of some system models and heking sat-

is�ability of obtained formulas sometimes gives the answer to the question

about important system's properties [1, 8℄. So far, there is no known algo-

rithm that solves e�iently all the instanes of SAT. It is generally believed

that no suh e�etive algorithm an already exist. On the other hand, in many

instanes a lot of Boolean formulas an be solved surprisingly e�iently, even

very large formulas appearing naturally in desription of various industrial

systems as well as in deision and optimization problems [1, 2, 7℄. There are

many ompeting algorithms searhing for a satisfying valuation for a given

Boolean formula. A lot of them are highly optimised versions of the DPLL

proedure of [4℄ and [5℄. Usually SAT-solvers take input formulas in the on-

juntive normal form (CNF). It is a onjuntion of lauses, where a lause is

a disjuntion of literals, and a literal is a propositional variable or the om-

plement of a propositional variable.
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In this paper we use SAT for investigation of seurity properties of sev-

eral modi�ed versions of FN, that is some easy but very important ipher

used as a basis for many strong symmetri iphers applied in pratie (see, for

example, [9℄). We show how using several di�erent ryptographi funtions

as a main funtion F in FN an hange seurity properties and omputa-

tional omplexity of FN's SAT based ryptanalysis. We show this on the well

known funtions used in many other symmetri iphers: the xor funtion, bits

rotation, permutation and S−box. Carrying out urrent researh we want to

hek how SAT ryptanalysis works in the simple ases disussed in order to

have the ability to selet some other iphers used in pratie for future study.

Their ryptanalysis may be promising.

The methodology is similar to that used in [3℄ and [8℄, and this paper

presents an investigation additional to our previous paper [6℄.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the seond setion, we

introdue all the basi information on the FN ipher to the extent neessary for

explaining our Boolean enoding method. The third setion gives a proess of

a diret Boolean enoding of FN and the main funtions whih are onsidered.

In the fourth setion, we present some experimental results whih have been

obtained. Some onlusions and remarks onerning the future work are given

in the last setion.

2. Feistel Network

This setion presents the basi information on FN whih is needed for un-

derstanding the Boolean enoding of investigated iphers. It is well known

that FN is a symmetri-key blok algorithm widely used as a design priniple

of many symmetri iphers, inluding the famous Data Enryption Standard

(DES). FN has the advantage that its enryption and deryption proedures

are almost idential, requiring only a reversal of the key shedule. FN is an

iterated algorithm whih is exeuted many times on the same input. Due to

a simple struture and easy hardware implementation, Feistel-like networks are

widely used as a omponent of various ipher designs. Some famous, strong

and used in pratie FN are the following: MISTY1, Skipjak, Blow�sh, RC5,

Two�sh (see, for example, [9℄).

Consider a given bit blok M that represents a plaintext. Let F denote the

round main funtion of FN and K1, . . . ,Kn denote a sequene of keys obtained

in some way from the main key K for the rounds 1, . . . , n, respetively. We

use the symbol ⊗ for denoting the exlusive-OR (xor) operation.

The basi operations of FN are spei�ed as follows:
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1. break the plaintext blok M into two equal length parts denoted by

(L0, R0);

2. for eah round i = 0, 1, . . . , n ompute:

a) Li+1 = Ri,

b) Ri+1 = Li ⊗ F (Ri,Ki).

Then the iphertext sequene is (Rn+1, Ln+1).

The struture of FN allows for an easy method of deryption. For expla-

nation of the deryption proedure of FN, let us reall the basi properties of

operation ⊗:

1. x ⊗ x = 0,

2. x ⊗ 0 = x,

3. x ⊗ (y ⊗ z) = (x ⊗ y) ⊗ z.

A given iphertext (Rn+1, Ln+1) is derypted by omputing

Ri = Li+1, Li = Ri+1 ⊗ F (Li+1,Ki)

for i = n, n − 1, . . . , 0.

It is easy to see that (L0, R0) is the plaintext again. Observe that we have

the following equations:

Ri+1 ⊗ F (Li+1,Ki) = (Li ⊗ F (Ri,Ki)) ⊗ F (Li,Ki)

= Li ⊗ (F (Ri,Ki) ⊗ F (Li,Ki)) = Li ⊗ 0 = Li.

It should be noted that the power of the ipher depends on the hoie of the

funtion F . In pratie, many di�erent solutions are used in this ase. In

the next setions we investigate four of them: the xor funtion, bits rotation,

permutation, and S−box.

3. Boolean enoding for ryptanalysis

This setion presents a diret Boolean enoding of FN versions with di�erent

funtions F . As it was mentioned above, FN onstitutes the basi struture

for many well respeted symmetri iphers. Hene, its Boolean enoding will

be helpful in the SAT-based ryptanalysis whih we want to pursue in the

future.

For our explanation we onsider FN with a 64-bit blok of a plaintext and

a 32-bit key. Let p1, . . . , p64, k1, . . . , k32 and c1, . . . , c64 be the propositional
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variables representing a plaintext, a key, and a iphertext, respetively. Ob-

serve that following the Feistel algorithm for the �rst, left half of a plaintext

we have:
32∧

i=1

(ci ⇔ pi+32).

It is easy to see that for the seond, right half of a plaintext we have:

32∧

i=1

(ci ⇔ (pi ⊗ F (ki, pi+32)).

Hene the enoding formula for one round of FN is as follows:

Φ1
Feistel :

32∧

i=1

(ci ⇔ pi+32) ∧

32∧

i=1

(ci ⇔ (pi ⊗ F (ki, pi+32)).

In the ase of t rounds of FN we have the following: Let (p1
1, . . . , p1

64),
(k1, . . . , k32) be a plaintext and a key vetors of variables, respetively. By

(pj
1, . . . , p

j
64) and (ci

1, . . . , ci
64) we desribe the vetors of variables represent-

ing input of the jth round for j = 2, . . . , t and output of the ith round for

i = 1, . . . , t − 1. We denote by (ct
1, . . . , ct

64) the variables of a ipher vetor

after the tth round.

The formula whih enodes the whole tth round of a Feistel Network is as

follows:

Φt
F eistel :

32∧

i=1

t∧

s=1

(cs
i ⇔ ps

i+32) ∧

32∧

i=1

t∧

s=1

[cs
i+32 ⇔ (ps

i ⊗ F (ki, p
s
i+32))] ∧

∧

64∧

i=1

t−1∧

s=1

(ps+1
i ⇔ cs

i ).

Observe that the last part of Φt
F eistel states that the outputs from the sth

round are the inputs of the (s + 1)th round.

As we an see, the obtained formula is a onjuntion of ordinary, or rather

simple, equivalenes. This is important from the viewpoint of translating into

CNF. The seond advantage of this desription is that we an automatially

generate the formula for many investigated rounds.

It is well known that the seurity of FN ipher depends on the funtion

F . In our investigation, as a simple instantiation of the funtion F , we �rstly

use the funtion xor, denoted as before without any other hanges of the used
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bits. In this ase we obtain the following formula that enodes the funtion F

in the onsidered ipher:

F (ki, p
s
i+32) ⇔ (ki ⊗ ps

i+32).

The seond onsidered approah is adding the rotation of key's bits into

F . If we use one right rotation for one round of FN, we arrive at the following

formula:

F (ki, p
s
i+32) ⇔ (ki⊕s ⊗ ps

i+32),

where ⊕ denotes + modulo 32.
The third example presents some permutation in the funtion F . In this

work we onsider the PC permutation � one of permutations used in the DES

ipher [9℄. In this ase we get the following formula:

F (ki, p
s
i+32) ⇔ (ki ⊗ ps

PC(i)⊕32).

The last, most powerfull, onsidered modi�ation of the funtion F is

adding the S−box into F . Like before, we use the �rst S−box used in DES

ipher [9℄. Firstly, we inrease the length of the blok half from 32 to 48 by

repeating the proper bits like in the DES algorithm. Observe that eah of

S−boxes of this type is the matrix with four rows and sixteen olumns, where

in eah row we have one di�erent permutation of numbers belonging to Z16.

These numbers are denoted in binary form as four-tuples of bits. Following

this, we an onsider eah S−box as a funtion of the type Sbox : {0, 1}6 →
{0, 1}4.

For simpliity, let us denote by x the vetor (x1, . . . , x6) and by Sk
box(x)

the kth oordinate of the value Sbox(x) for k = 1, 2, 3, 4.
We an enode the S−box as the following Boolean formula:

ΦSbox
:

∧

x∈{0,1}6

(

6∧

i=1

(¬)1−xiri ⇒

4∧

j=1

(¬)1−S
j

box
(x)qj),

where (r1, . . . , r6) is the input vetor of the S−box and (q1, . . . , q4) is the

output one. Additionally, by (¬)0r and (¬)1r we mean r and ¬r, respetively.

Using this, we an enode the S−box used as 256 simple impliation. This

number is equal to the size of the S−box matrix. Due to the strongly irregular

and random harater of S−boxes, we are sure that this is the simplest method

of their Boolean enoding. Having them, we an enode any given number

of rounds of modi�ed FN as a Boolean propositional formula. The next step

of our investigation is applying our ryptanalysis proedure to the obtained

formulas.
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Enoding Enoding Solving Solving

Rounds Variables Clauses Time Memory Time Memory

(s.) (MB) (s.) (MB)

4 672 9952 0.008 8 0.012 8

8 1248 19808 0.016 8 0.181 9

12 1824 29664 0.021 9 90.74 25

16 2400 39520 0.028 9 11370.5 231

Table 1: Experimental results with S−box.

4. Cryptanalysis proedure and experimental results

The ryptanalysis proedure used in our investigation proeeds as follows:

1) enode a single round of the ipher onsidered as a Boolean propositional

formula;

2) generate automatially the formula enoding an iterated desired number

of rounds;

3) onvert the obtained formula into the CNF form;

4) (randomly) hoose a plaintext and the key vetor as the 0, 1 valuation

of the variables representing them in the formula;

5) insert the hosen valuation into the formula;

6) alulate the orresponding iphertext using an appropriate key and

insert it into the formula;

7) run some SAT-solver to �nd a satisfying valuation, inluding a valuation

of the key variables.

To test how the SAT based ryptanalysis works for the funtions men-

tioned above we have used the previously outlined proedure for four di�erent

number of rounds of a modi�ed version of the FN: 4, 8, 12, and 16. The

obtained results show that the SAT based ryptanalysis is similar to other

methods of ryptanalysis. The SAT based ryptanalysis proeeds along very

well with simple funtions suh as xor, rotations, and permutations. The re-

sults obtained for these features show a stritly linear relationship to reeive

the key from the known plaintext iphertext pair with inreasing the number

of iterations of the algorithm.

In the ase of adding the S−box into the funtion F we obtain results

that show an exponential relation to reeiving the key with inreasing the

number of iterations of the algorithm. We an see these results in Table 1.
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In this Table we show the number of variables and lauses of the enoding

formula obtained for proper iterations of FN, time of generating the formula

and time of searhing key satis�able valuation (break the key).

The omputer used to perform the experiments was equipped with the

proessor Intel Pentium D (3000 MHz), 2 GB main memory, the operating

system Linux, and the SAT-solver MiniSat.

5. Conlusion and the future work

In this paper we have shown how the SAT based ryptanalysis works for break-

ing some modi�ed versions of Feistel Network. We have investigated four dif-

ferent main funtions of FN using the xor funtion, bits rotation, permutation,

and S−box. The obtained results show that this type of ryptanalysis proeeds

well with the iphers with the xor funtion, bits rotation, and permutation.

Using the S−box in ipher algorithm inreases omputational omplexity of

this type ryptanalysis into an exponential one. The next step of our work will

onsist in hoosing some of the iphers used in pratie that have funtions

simply from the SAT based ryptanalysis and trying to break them. We hope

that this investigation will be helpfull in hoosing suh iphers. We are sure

that the Kazumi ipher will be a good example for our work. Clearly, the

suess of our method depends on �nding a ipher whih an be broken.
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Abstrat. Our paper presents the ways of hiding information with the usage of

a digital piture. A branh of siene that deals with hiding messages in the wider

media is alled steganography. Due to the rapid expansion of Internet and the as-

soiated inrease in data exhange, this �eld appears to be a subjet of interest.

In this paper we present our own algorithms of hiding data in pitures and their

implementations.

1. Introdution

1.1. Introdution to steganography

This artile onerns steganography � the �eld related to ryptography. While

ryptography hides the ontent of the information through its enryption,

steganography tries to hide the fat of its ourrene.

There is the following division of steganographi systems: Pure Stegano-

graphy, Private Key Steganography, and Publi Key Steganography.

Kerkho�s priniple says that the ryptosystem should be seure even if

all the details of its operation (besides the key) are known. Modi�ation

of the least signi�ant bit is a lassi representative of methods of replaing

(substitution). The last bit (e.g. pixel omponent values) is replaed by a bit

(or bits) from the message.
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1.2. Steganography in pitures

Steganography for pitures, as well as for other media, uses a arrier (in this

ase a piture) to forward a on�dential message. Just as in other ases, in

steganography it is so important to prepare the arrier (media) that it does

not arouse any suspiion of outsiders.

In addition to normal hiding, digital images allow for the usage of spei�

properties of the graphi format in whih the image is saved, in order to

provide on�dential information. One of the tehniques that allow us to hide

information in a piture is to modify the least signi�ant bit (Least Signi�ant

Bit) [4, 5℄. As its name indiates, the tehnique involves the modi�ed least

signi�ant bits of a numerial value desribing the intensity of the olor at the

seleted loation of a piture.

Generally, with the LSB method in an image, we an hide any information

stored in the form of onseutive bits. It is not important, whether it is a text

message, the enrypted text message or other image, or any other type of

binary �le. The only limitation is the apaity of the media. In the example

piture of 800x600 pixels in size, assuming the modi�ation of only one bit

of blue and one bit of green, we an send a seret message on a maximum of

120 000 bytes.

2. Proposed algorithm for steganography in pitures

2.1. Algorithm

In this hapter we present the algorithm for generating an image with the

hidden information in it (a text). There are two approahes to this problem:

the �rst, when a key and a text are hidden together in a piture, and the

seond, when a key is outside the piture. In the last ase, the key an be

delivered to the addressee through an enrypted onnetion, hidden in another

image or delivered through another way. The key to our algorithm onsists of

a pair of numbers. The �rst number is a generator of multipliative group Zp

and the seond is a prime number p. The group generator is found by using

the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let p−1 have a deomposition into prime fators p−1= p1p2...pk,

then g ∈ Zp is a generator of multipliative group Zp if and only if gp−1/pi �= 1
for eah 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Theorem 2. The number of generators of the group Zp is φ(φ(p)), where φ
is the Euler funtion.

In the algorithm 1 an input is an array of size of k onsisting of primes that

are fators of p − 1. The algorithm returns the generator of a multipliative

group Zp.
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm of reating the generator

Ingresso: d[k] - array of prime divisors p − 1
Usita: g - generator

1 Choose randomly g from the range < 2, p − 2 >;

2 per i ← 0 a k − 1 fai

se (gp−1/d[i] = 1) allora
go to step 1;

3 return g

Suppose that we have generated a prime number p greater than the number

of bits of a bitmap and a generator of the group Zp. Now we show an example

of an algorithm to hide a text in the image. If the number of pixels in our

bitmap is n, we an put 3n bits of text in this piture. This means that we

put at most 3n/8 bytes of text in the bitmap. In our algorithm, we will put

2 pixels in eah pixel of the bitmap. The realization will take two approahes

here: the �rst, when the information will be plaed in two �xed RGB olors

(green, blue), and the seond, when the information will be plaed in any two

of the three olors (in the sequene: red olor with green, red with blue and

green with blue). Let us assume then that we have k bytes of text (k < n/4),
whih are inluded in the bitmap.

Algorithm 2: Algorithm of hiding text in an image

Ingresso: t[k] - array of text, b[n] - array of values of bitmap pixels

Usita: b[n] - array of values of bitmap pixels

1 per i ← 0 a k − 1 fai

2 t[i℄ divide into four bloks of two bits;

3 ompute the suessive four values:

g4i mod p, g4i+1 mod p, g4i+2 mod p, g4i+3 mod p;
4 put the next blok of the text in plaes of the b[n] array determined

by instrution 3 (from instrution 2).

5 return b[n];

Note: when some of values alulated in point 3 is bigger than n − 1 of

the index of the last bitmap pixel, we alulate the next value.

Generating the plaes on a bitmap, in whih the bits of hidden text will

be plaed, is ahieved by a speial ase of linear pseudo-random number

generator. Generators of this type have been proposed by Amerian math-

ematiian Derrik Lehmer [1℄. In the generator, pseudo-linear onseutive
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numbers are alulated based on a reursive pattern: Xn+1 = aXn mod N
(X0 < N and a < N).

Theorem 3. If N = p is prime, the linear generator has a maximum period

equal to p if and only if a is a primitive root of p.

In our ase the plaes, where the bits of hidden text are put, are analogous

to that of the generator for a = g and N = p.

2.2. Implementation

In order to present the method and e�etiveness of the proposed solutions,

we presented an example implementation of one of the variants of the pro-

posed algorithm. A hidden message is the Latin text `Lorem ipsum ...' This

text was taken from publily available soures that the reader an �nd at

http://lipsum.om.

Carrier of seret information is a photograph of 768x1024 pixels and saved

as 24-bit bitmap in BMP format. Comparison of the appearane of the image

before enoding and after hiding the information is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The original arrier (without modi�ation) is shown on the left, while

the image-bearer of hidden information ounting 1000 words is presented on

the right.
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As we an see, omparing `with the naked eye' the two pitures has a small

hane of deteting any suspiious elements in any of them. The hidden mes-

sage in this photo onsists of 1,000 words, whih use 6717 haraters (bytes).

Modi�ation of the least signi�ant bit of olor is virtually undetetable to the

human eye. It should be noted that in the real situation the original image

should be removed in order to hinder the diret omparison. In a situation,

where an attaker has the original image, he an make a simple `byte by byte'

omparison of both images, whih immediately reveals that the piture shown

in Figure 1 on the right has undergone some editing.

3. Steganoanalysis � χ
2 test

Frequently used attak is a test based on hi-square test. It assumes that in

an ordinary image the distribution of least signi�ant bits of the value 1 is not

the random normal distribution. Introdution of the message may hange the

distribution of ones in suh a way that it is lose to a normal distribution.

Preparation for this test begins from ounting the number of ourrenes

of all possible values of ertain olor (this is to reate a histogram). Then, the

values are grouped in pairs of di�erent values in the last bit (eah pair has

a value of even and odd). In a typial photograph, eah pair of the numbers of

odd and even values should deviate from equilibrium. In the ase of pitures

with a hidden message, this number will move towards equality (if the image is

analyzed with noise only). The most important advantage is that the attaker

does not need to have an original piture.

Chi-square test is based on verifying the hypothesis that the last bits of the

image have normal distribution. If there is no suh distribution, the piture

probably does not ontain any hidden information. If not, the piture may

ontain a hidden message.

Implementation of hi-squared test involves drawing up statistis:

χ2 =
∑

i

(oi − ei)
2

ei
,

where o is the observed number of ones on the last bit, while e is an expeted

number estimated on the basis of the normal distribution [2℄, [3℄, [4℄.

Cheking the piture with the message in Figure 1 (right) by using the test

does not qualify the piture as a suspeted one, the same the original piture

in Figure 1 (left). However, �lling in this piture the last bits by the random

value (noise) results in qualifying suh images as suspeted.

Details of the hi-squared test auxiliary values are given in Table 1.
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Blue olor Green olor

Value of χ2 312.548 365.336

Number of degrees of freedom 123 124

Table 1: Values of hi-squared test for aepting the hypothesis ounted for

a piture with a hidden message.

4. Summary

In this paper, our arrier was a 24-bit bitmap. It should be noted that high-

quality sanners o�er 30- or 36-bit sample depth. With 30-bit RGB olor is

derived after 10 bits per omponent, and a 36-bit, eah omponent is a 12-bit.

In these ases, 3 bits (for 10-bit omponent) an be plaed in eah omponent,

and in the seond ase � 5 bits of onealed information.

Another interesting issue is the fat that di�erent areas of the piture are

more or less suseptible to steganoanalysis. In areas where every pixel has

a olor di�erent from its neighbors, the hanges aused by plaing hidden bits

in them are di�ult to detet.
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Abstrat. In this study we presented an algorithm for an unonstrained optimiza-

tion of a ontinuous objetive funtion, inspired by the Di�usion Monte Carlo method

using a weight-based implementation. In this algorithm a loud of replias explores

the solution spae. Replias are moved and evaluated after eah step. Eah replia

arries an additional parameter (weight) whih re�ets the quality of its loal so-

lution. This parameter is updated after eah step. Most ine�ient replias, i.e.

replias with the lowest weights, are oasionally replaed with their highest weight

ounterparts. In our study we present the basi implementation of the algorithm

and ompare its performane with other approahes, inluding the previously used

implementation of DMC algorithm with a �utuating population.

1. Introdution

Finding a global minimum of a nontrivial multidimensional funtion is a hal-

lenging problem in many areas of siene and engineering [1, 2℄. Many of

these problems belong to the lass of NP-hard problems, whih make them

extremely di�ult to solve � exept for a relatively small and simple ases.

There is a large number of algorithms for solving various types of global

minimum problems (GOP), unfortunately there is no generi algorithm whih

an be applied to a wide seletion of GOP. Most of the algorithms rely on

the spei� harateristis of the optimized funtion, although there are also

more general methods, e.g. geneti algorithms [3℄, and other evolutionary

approahes [4℄.
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In our study we present a di�erent approah to the global minimum prob-

lem, inspired by the Di�usion Monte Carlo method [5, 6℄ used in quantum

physis and hemistry. We have already used a di�erent implementation of

this algorithm in other studies [7�10℄ with a promising results.

In this paper we present a weight-based implementation of the DMC op-

timization sheme and ompare it with the algorithm used in the previous

study.

In the next setions we disuss the details of the algorithm, show the e�-

ieny of both approahes on a set of simple problems, and disuss the strong

and weak points of both shemes.

2. Methodology

The DMC algorithm is often used in omputational physis and hemistry to

solve numerially a time dependent Shrödinger equation by a random walk of

a loud of replias of a quantum system. Based on the weights distribution of

replias, the approximate wave-funtion of the system an be obtained. Two

implementations of the algorithms are used. One, suggested by Anderson [5℄,

involves the modi�ations of the population size (kill/lone proess). Another

approah, used by Suhm and Watts [6℄, uses ontinuous weighting method.

In this study we applied the Suhm and Watts implementation of the DMC

algorithm. The following proedure was used in our simulations:

Initialize population. The initial population of replias is randomly

generated. Eah replia represents a possible solution (i.e. the vetor of

objetive funtion variables). The size of the population Nrep is an empirial

parameter and depends on the problem. The additional parameter (weight)

is assigned to eah replia. The usual value of the initial weight is 1
Nrep

.

Move replias. Eah replia is moved randomly with displaement ∆x
generated from the Gaussian distribution with µ = 0 and σ depending on the

problem:

xn+1 = xn + ∆x. (1)

Calulate objetive funtion values and modify weights. The ob-

jetive funtion value is alulated for eah replia. The weight (wi) of eah

replia is then modi�ed aording to Eq. 2, where fi is the objetive funtion

value of the replia i, f̄ is the mean value alulated over the total population,

τ is the empirial parameter, and n is the step number,

wi,n+1 = wi,n exp [−(fi − f̄)τ ]. (2)
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After the modi�ation, weights of all replias are renormalized to avoid nu-

merial errors (under�ows or over�ows).

Exhange replias. During the simulation, some replias explore regions

of the solution spae with high objetive funtion values. To avoid the un-

neessary omputations, these replias are oasionally removed. Eah time

the replia is removed from the population, the replia with the largest weight

is loned and the weight is divided between both opies. This proedure

eliminates worst solutions while keeping the population size onstant.

Chek for stopping riteria. In our study we use a �xed number of

steps, although other riteria an also be used.

In our study we use two test funtions, namely Akley's problem in

N-dimensions [11℄ and Griewangk's problem [12℄. Akley's problem is a mul-

timodal, non-separable, di�erentiable and salable funtion de�ned as:

F (�x) = −20 · exp
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where �x = {x1, x2, . . . , xN}, and xi ∈ (−32.768, 32.768). It has a known

optimal solution for �x = {0, 0, . . . , 0}, and F (�x) = 0.
Griewangk's problem is also a multimodal, non-separable, di�erentiable

and salable funtion de�ned as:
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, (4)

where �x = {x1, x2, . . . , xN}, and xi ∈ (−600, 600). It has a known optimal

solution for �x = {0, 0, . . . , 0}, and F (�x) = 0.
In our study we performed two sets of tests for eah funtion, using the

number of dimensions Ndim = 5 and Ndim = 20, respetively. For eah test we

performed DMC simulations using the randomly generated initial population

of Nrep = 100 replias, and the �xed number of steps, Nsteps = 1000. The

empirial parameter τ was set as 0.5 in all the DMC runs, and the value

of σ was equal to 0.5 for Akley's problem and 5.0 for Griewangk's one (to

aount for its larger solution spae). After eah step 10% of the population

was replaed.

The values of the simulation parameters were based on the eduated guess

based on results from [8℄, although we are aware that these values may not be

optimal for our test funtions.
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For a referene, we used results from a blind searh, simple random walk,

and the DMC approah based on variable population size � DMC-VP (the

details of this method an be found in [10℄). In the �rst method, Nrep random

solution andidates in eah of the Nsteps steps are generated and evaluated.

In the seond one, replias are moved randomly aording to the Gaussian

distribution with a given σ value, but without the modi�ation of the popu-

lation. In order to better ompare both DMC approahes, we used the same

simulation parameters in both DMC runs.

The omputational ost of all approahes is similar, therefore their perfor-

mane an be diretly ompared.

All experiments were repeated three times to remove possible artifats.

Eah time, the di�erent initial population was used for random walk and DMC

runs. The averaged values from these experiments were used for omparison

of the algorithms e�ieny.

3. Results and disussion

Results of the simulations are shown in Table 1. The values finit are the best

solutions from the initial (randomly generated) populations. In the ase of the

blind searh, eah sampling is independent and therefore the initial solution

is de�ned as the result of �rst Nrep samples. The values of fbest are the best

solutions found during the simulation. The value fbest/finit gives the fator,

by whih the initial solution was improved during the simulation. All the

values in Table 1 are averaged over three independent runs.

Table 1: Simulation results.

Test funtion: Akley's Griewangk's

Ndim = 5

Method finit fbest
fbest

finit

finit fbest
fbest

finit

Blind searh

18.09

6.99 0.386

31.01

2.10 0.068

Random walk 11.27 0.623 18.39 0.593

DMC-VP 0.59 0.033 0.19 0.006

DMC-CW 0.66 0.036 0.12 0.004

Ndim = 20

Method finit fbest
fbest

finit
finit fbest

fbest

finit

Blind searh

20.40

18.78 0.921

315.22

161.19 0.511

Random walk 19.44 0.953 292.42 0.928

DMC-VP 4.66 0.228 1.31 0.004

DMC-CW 3.92 0.192 1.19 0.004
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The results obtained from both DMC-VP and DMC-CW simulation learly

outperform other approahes. In the ase of Griewangk's problem the improve-

ment of the initial solution is very good for both Ndim = 5 and Ndim = 20
ases, while for blind searh and random walk the e�ieny is not only muh

worse, but it also deteriorates for a larger problem size. There is no signi�-

ant di�erene between DMC-VP and DMC-CW results, both algorithm give

similar results.

Akley's problem seems to be more hallenging for all algorithms. The

improvement for DMC is not as good as in the previous ase, espeially for

Ndim = 20, where the fator of the solution improvement is only 0.2. Nev-

ertheless, the e�ieny of both DMC algorithms is muh better than other

methods, e.g. for Ndim = 20 both random walk and blind searh were able to

redue the initial solution by less than 10%. Both DMC-VP and DMC-CW

runs give similar results, although DMC-CW is slightly better for Ndim = 20.

From the e�ieny point of view, both DMC algorithms give similar results.

However, the DMC-CW approah has several advantages over the DMC-VP.

The �xed size of the population is easier to implement and handle in the

omputer storage (stati vs. dynami). The DMC-VP population size an

drastially hange (population explosion or annihilation) if inorret parame-

ters are used. The DMC-CW does not use random number generator in the

modi�ation phase, reduing the possible error from the low quality random

numbers (although random numbers are still used for moving replias).

Unfortunately, there are also several disadvantages of the DMC-CW sheme:

The range of weights inreases very fast and must be normalized to avoid

over�ows and under�ows. Some replaement strategy must be used to remove

ine�ient replias without inhibiting the exploration proess.

4. Conlusions

In this study we have presented a new global optimization approah based

on the Di�usion Monte Carlo method with ontinuous weighting (DMC-CW).

We have shown that performane of this algorithm is similar to the DMC im-

plementation with variable population size, while urrent approah is easier to

implement and is more stable numerially. Both DMC algorithms outperform

algorithms based on the blind searh and simple random walks.

Both DMC shemes used in the urrent study are oneptually simple,

they are easy to implement on a multiproessor mahine. They require only

the value of the objetive funtion. Therefore, they are good andidates for

a general global optimization sheme, although they require the large number

of funtion evaluation, so their usage is limited to inexpensive funtions, whih

an be quikly and heaply alulated.
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Abstrat. Three algorithms for �nding the shortest path between two verties with

arbitrary labels of any fratal graph Hanoi S(k, n) and the exat estimation of the

minimal distane between these verties for the ase k ≥ 3 and n < k are proposed.

1. Introdution

The problem �Multi-peg Tower of Hanoi� has many variations and generaliza-

tions in di�erent diretions [1℄.

In this paper we onsider the following generalization: initial and terminal

on�gurations are any arbitrary (no regular) legal distributions of n disks

among k pegs; our goal is to get from a given arbitrary initial state to one

of the di�erent states by the shortest path between legal on�gurations [2℄.

The shortest sequenes of moves leading from a given initial on�guration

to a given terminal on�guration is equal to the shortest path between two

verties Vi , Vj of the speial graph (graph Hanoi) with speial labels [3℄.

This problem for k = 3 was investigated by Andreas Hinz in [3℄. If the ini-

tial on�guration is any arbitrary (no regular) node and terminal on�guration

is perfet (regular) on�guration, the shortest sequenes of moves leading from

a given initial on�guration to a given on�guration is equal, on the average,

to (2/3) ∗ (2n − 1).
We onsider these problem for the ase k ≥ 3.
The main result of the proposed artile is an algorithm for �nding the

shortest path (A,B) between arbitrary verties with labels A and B of a fratal

graph Hanoi H(k, n) for the ase n < k and k ≥ 3.
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Some omponents in the labels A and B may oinide. This means that the

disks in the appropriate on�guration A are installed in the same manner as

required in a given on�guration B. Suh omponents are painted (olored).

As building a path (A,B), a growing number of omponents will be olored.

Bearing in mind the need to minimize the number of moves, note that when

k > n, eah disk an be moved to its desired loation at most in two moves.

Therefore, eah omponent of the label A in the path (A,B) an be hanged

at most two times.

2. The exat estimation of the minimal distane

between verties of S(k, n) for k ≥ 3 and n < k

Theorem. For a graph H(k, n) with k ≥ 3 and n < k, the minimal distane

between the verties with arbitrary labels A and B in the path (A,B) is

equal to

d(A,B) = 2(n − n0) − n1, (1)

where n is the number of omponents in A, n0 the number of invariable om-

ponents, n1 the number of omponents whih are variable one-o�.

Proof. The proof is arried out by indution with respet to n.

1. For n = 1 we have one variable omponent and two ases:

1a) Our omponent is variable one-o�.

It is lear that d(A,B) = 1. On the other hand, n1 = 1 , n0 = 0 and from

our formula we have d(A,B) = 2 ∗ 1 − 1 = 1.

1b) Our omponent does not hange.

Then d(A,B) = 0. On the other hand, n1 = 0 , n0 = 1 and from our formula

we have d(A,B) = 2 ∗ (1 − 1) − 0 = 0.

2. Our indution hypothesis for the parameter n = m is

d(Am, Bm) = 2(m − mm
0 ) − mm

1

3. For n = m + 1 we have three ases:

3a) The new omponent does not hange.

Then mm+1
0 = mm

0 + 1, mm+1
1 = mm

1 , and d(Am+1, Bm+1) = d(Am, Bm) + 0
= d(Am, Bm) = 2(m − mm

0 ) − mm
1 = 2(m − mm

0 + 1 − 1) − mm
1 =

= 2((m + 1) − (mm
0 + 1)) − mm

1 = 2((m + 1) − mm+1
0 ) − mm+1

1 .

3b) The new omponent is variable one-o�.

Then mm+1
1 = mm

1 +1, mm+1
0 = mm

0 , and d(Am+1, Bm+1) = d(Am, Bm)+1
= 2(m − mm

0 ) − mm
1 + 1 = 2(m − mm

0 ) −mm
1 + 1 + 2 − 2 = 2((m + 1) − mm

0 )
−(mm

1 + 1) = 2((m + 1) − mm+1
0 ) − mm+1

1 .

3) The new omponent is variable twie.
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Then mm+1
1 = mm

1 , mm+1
0 = mm

0 , and d(Am+1, Bm+1) = d(Am, Bm) + 2 =
= 2(m−mm

0 )−mm
1 +2 = 2((m+1)−mm

0 )−mm
1 = 2((m+1)−mm+1

0 )−mm+1
1 .

Our statement is true for all possible ases.

Remark. This result allows us to prove the minimal feature of the path

(A,B) built by our algorithm.

3. Sets of invariable omponents of the label A

being variable one-o� or invariable

The �rst step in the proess of �nding the shortest path (A,B) is to build the

set of invariable omponents in the label A.

Algorithm 1.

Soure data: A = a1a2 . . . an, B = b1b2 . . . bn, where [ai], [bi] ∈ {1, . . . , k},
k > n.

Output data: Z � the set of invariable omponents in the label A.

1. The set of olored omponents Z = ∅, the set of analyzed omponents

M = ∅. i := 1.

2. If i = n+1, then go to step 5. Otherwise, we go (from left to right) and

ompare ai with bj (only no painted).

If ai ∈ M or ai ∈ Z, then i := i + 1 and go to step 2.

If [ai] �= [bi], then M := {ai} ∪ M , i := i + 1 and go to step 2.

If [ai] = [bi], then j = i, and go to step 3.

3. We ompare bi with bj (only no painted), where j < i. If [bi] = [bj ],
then i := i + 1 and go to step 2.

If [bj ] �= [bj−1] and [bj ] �= [bj−2] and . . . and [bj ] �= [b1], we ompare ai with

aj (only no painted), where j < i.

If [aj] �= [aj−1] and [aj] �= [aj−2] and . . . and [aj ] �= [a1], then Z := {aj}∪Z,
M := {aj} ∪ M and go to step 4.

If [bj ] = [bj−1] or [bj ] = [bj−2] or . . . or [bj ] = [b1], or [aj ] = [aj−1] or

[aj ] = [aj−2] or . . . or [aj] = [a1], then M := {aj} ∪ M , i := i + 1 and go to

step 2.

4. We have s:=j+1. If s > n, then i := i + 1 and go to step 2.

Otherwise, we ompare [aj ] with [as], where s = j + 1, j + 2, . . . , n.

If [aj ] �= [as], go to step 4.

If s is suh that [aj ] = [as], where j < s ≤ n, we ompare [as] with [bs].

If [as] �= [bs], then M := {as} ∪ M , i := i + 1 and go to step 2.

If [as] = [bs], then j = s and go to step 3.
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5. Stop. All the elements of the set Z are painted omponents.

Eah omponent of the label A in the path (A,B) an be hanged at most

two times. Elements of Z are invariable omponents in the label A.

The following algorithm (A2) reates the set V 1 of omponents of A whih

are variable one-o�. The algorithm A2 is based on veri�ation of properties

to be satis�ed by elements from V 1.

Properties of omponents to reate the set V 1:

1) ∃ai([ai] = p) ∧ ∀j(j < i)([aj ] �= p) ⇒ (ai ∈ V 1)

2) ∃bi([bi] = q) ∧ ∀j(j < i)([bj ] �= q) ⇒ (ai ∈ V 1)

3) ∃ai([ai] �= [bi]) ∧ (bi−1 ∈ Z) ⇒ (ai ∈ V 1)

4) ∃ai([ai] = p = [bi]) ∧ ∃j(j < i)([aj ] = p)(bj−1 ∈ V 1) ⇒ (ai ∈ V 1)

5) ∃ai([ai] = p) ∧ ∃j(j < i)([aj ] = p) ∧ ([bi] = q �= p)([bj ] = q) ⇒ (ai /∈ V 1)

6) ∃ai([ai] = p) ∧ ∃j(j < i)([aj ] = p) ∧ ([bi] = p)([bj ] �= p) ⇒ (ai /∈ V 1)

7) ∃ai([ai] = p = [bi]) ∧ ∃j(j < i)([aj ] �= p)(bj ] = p) ⇒ (ai /∈ V 1)

In these propetries we assume the values p, q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}.
We use the algorithm A2 for the proof of the minimal feature of the path

whih ia reated by the following algorithm A3.

4. An algorithm for �nding of the shortest path

between the labels A and B

The next step in our proess of �nding the shortest path between verties with

labels A and B is to onstrut a sequene of verties labeled

A0 = A,A1, A2, . . . , Am = B. The labels Ai and Ai+1 have only one di�erent

element from n omponents.

To store intermediate data in the following algorithm A3, we use a stak

struture with the LIFO maintenane order.

When we transfer the disks, we use free pegs. In the relevant operations

on labels the so-alled free number should be used. We should have enough

free numbers, temporarily used in the onstrution of paths.

Algorithm 3.

Soure data: The verties labeled A = a1a2 . . . an and B = b1b2 . . . bn,

where [ai], [bi] ∈ {1, . . . , k}, k > n; a set Z; a set of numbers W �= ∅; a stak

S = ∅.

Output data: The shortest path (A,B) = A0 = A,A1, A2, . . . , Am = B.

1. A = a1a2 . . . an, B = b1b2 . . . bn, Z, W �= ∅, a stak S = ∅, A = A0,

m = 0, i := n.
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2. If i = 0, then go to step 5. Otherwise, we go from right to left in Am.

If ai ∈ Z, then i := i − 1 and go to step 2.

Otherwise, we ompare [ai] and [bi].

The following three situations are possible.

2.1. [ai] �= [bi] = l.

If ∀bi(bi /∈ Z)∃j(j < i)([bi] �= l) and ∀ai(ai /∈ Z)∃j(j < i)([aj ] �= [ai]) and

∀ai(ai �= l), then we hange the value of the omponent ai and have [ai] = l.

We have a new label Am+1, a new set W and Z := Z ∪ {ai}. We hange

i := i − 1 and go to step 2.

2.2. [ai] = q, [bi] = l, q �= l.

To the left of the omponent ai = ai1, we have the omponents ai2, ai3, . . . , ais

suh that [ai2] = [ai3] = . . . = [ais] = q, and to the left of the omponent

bi = bi1, we have the omponents bi2, bi3, . . . , bit suh that [bi2] = [bi3] = . . . =
[bit] = l.

In this ase, we hange the ontent of omponents ai = ai1, ai2, . . . , ai(s−1)

twie. The exeption is made for the omponent ais, whih ontent we

shall hange one-o� later. First, we hange the ontent of eah omponent

ai = ai1, ai2, . . . , ai(s−1) on a free number w ∈ W . Thereafter, we write it

down ai = ai1, ai2, . . . , ai(s−1) to a stak S and reate new labels. Later we

hange the set W := W ′ and go to step 4.

2.3. [ai] = [bi] = l.

Then [ai] = l∗ ∈ W. Thereafter, we reate a new label Am+1, a new W and

modernize a stak S. Then j = i and go to step 3.

3. j := j − 1. If j = 0, then i := i − 1 and go to step 4.

Otherwise, we analyze aj .

If [aj ] = [ai] = l, we ompare [aj ] and [bj ].

If [aj ] = [bj ] = l, then [aj ] = l∗ ∈ W, we reate a new label Am+1 and new

sets W , S.

If [aj ] �= [ai] = l, we ompare [bj ] and [ai]. If [bj ] �= [ai], go to step 3.

If [bj] = [ai], then S := {aj} ∪ S and go to step 3.

4. If S = ∅, then i := i − 1 and go to step 2.

We analyze the next element from the stak S.

Our ations are similar to those in step 2.

We have new labels and new elements for S,Z,W.

Thereafter, S := S − {a∗} and go to step 4.

5. If | Z |= n, go to step 6. Otherwise, i := i − 1 and go to step 2.

6. Stop. We have the shortest path (A,B) :

A = A0 → A1 → A2 → . . . → Am = B.
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Example. Let us build the shortest path between verties with labels A and

B in the graph S(10, 9) with 109 verties.

1. A = 10 1 3 1 2 9 9 4 3, B = 8 1 2 1 2 4 4 4 3, S = ∅, W = {5, 6, 7, 8}, Z = {a2, a4}.

2. i = 9. We analyze a9. We have [a9] = [b9] = 3 and [a3] = 3. We should hange

this omponent by a free number [a9] = 5. Then A1 = 10 1 3 1 2 9 9 4 5, W = {6, 7, 8},
S = (a9), Z = {a2, a4}.

3. We analyze a3, beause [a3] = [a9] = 3. We annot hange [a3] = 2, beause
[a5] = 2, S = (a3, a9).

4. We analyze the element a3 from the stak S. We annot hange [a3] = 2,
beause [a5] = 2. We annot hange [a5] = 2, beause [b3] = 2. We have A2 =
10 1 3 1 6 9 9 4 5, W = {7, 8}, S = (a5, a9), Z = {a2, a4}.

We analyze the element a3 one again. We an hange [a3] = 2 and have A3 =
10 1 2 1 6 9 9 4 5, W = {3, 7, 8}, S = (a5, a9), Z = {a2, a3, a4}.

We analyze the element a5 from the stak S and have A4 = 10 1 2 1 2 9 9 4 5,
W = {3, 6, 7, 8}, S = (a9), Z = {a2, a3, a4, a5}.

We analyze the element a9 from the stak S and have A5 = 10 1 2 1 2 9 9 4 3,
W = {5, 6, 7, 8}, S = (), Z = {a2, a3, a4, a5, a9}.

2. We analyze a8. As [a8] = [b8] = 4, we should hange this omponent on a free

number [a8] = 5. Then A6 = 10 1 2 1 2 9 9 5 3, W = {6, 7, 8}, S = (a8),
Z = {a2, a3, a4, a5, a9}.

3. We have [b6] = 4 and S = (a6, a7, a8).

4. We annot hange [a6] = 4, beause [a7] = 9. We should hange [a7] = 6.
Then S = (a7, a8) and A7 = 10 1 2 1 2 9 6 5 3, W = {7, 8}, S = (a7, a8), Z =
{a2, a3, a4, a5, a9}. Thereafter, we an hange [a6] = 4. Then A8 = 10 1 2 1 2 4 6 5 3,
A9 = 10 1 2 1 2 4 4 5 3,A10 = 10 1 2 1 2 4 4 4 3,A11 = 8 1 2 1 2 4 4 4 3,W = {5, 6, 7, 9, 10},
S = ∅, Z = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9}.

5. | Z |= 9. d(A, B) = 11.

From our estimation (1) with n0 = 2 and n1 = 3, the minimal distane be-

tween verties with labels A and B for our example should be equal to d(A, B) =
= 2(9− 2)− 3 = 11. With the help of the algorithm A3 we have built the path with

the length 11. So the onstruted path is the shortest one.
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Abstrat. In this paper, researh in the �eld of modular omputing strutures

de�ned on sets of Gaussians are presented. The basis of the qualitatively new teh-

nique for the organization of high-speed parallel omputations in a omplex plane is

presented by quadrati minimum redundant modular number systems (QMRMNS).

1. Introdution

For the organization of high speed parallel information proessing, the quadra-

ti modular number systems (QMNS) are the most adjusted and onvenient

among number systems with omplex ranges. In suh systems all the mod-

ules m1,m2, . . . ,mk an be represented as produts of pairs of the omplex-

onjugate multipliers [1℄. Using quadrati minimal redundant modular od-

ing, the essentially higher optimality of omputer proedures an be reahed

in omparison with the use of standard omplex modular oding. This is

aused by a property of arithmetial losing of the quadrati minimal redun-

dant modular odes, i.e. by the possibility of performane of all arithmetial

operations (inluding not modular) without transition to real omponents of

omplex ranges. Our study is aimed at implementation of this distintive

feature of QMNS.

2. Quadrati modular number system

Let us onsider QMNS de�ned by means of the set of pairwise prime natu-

ral modules m1,m2, . . . ,mk suh that all of them are representing as prod-

uts of two onjugated integer omplex numbers (ICN): ml = pl p̄l, where
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pl = p
′

l + ip
′′

l , p̄l = p
′

l − i p
′′

l ; p
′

l, p
′′

l ∈ Z; p
′

l > 0, p
′′

l > 0 and (p
′

l, p
′′

l ) = 1;
l = 1, 2, . . . , k.

Aording to the theorem 3 from [1℄ for modules of type m = p p̄, the
Cartesian produt 〈·|p × 〈·|p̄ is isomorphi to the set

| · |‖p‖ × | · |‖p̄‖ = | · |m × | · |m,

whih in one's part is isomorphi to the omplete set of residues 〈·|m. There-

fore, in the QMNS with modules m1,m2, . . . ,mk every ICN X = X
′

+ iX
′′

from a range 〈·|Mk
= | · |Mk

×| · |Mk
an be uniquely presented by the omplex

modular ode (MC)

((X
′

1
; X

′′

1
), (X

′

2
; X

′′

2
), . . . , (X

′

k; X
′′

k)), (1)

where

(X
′

l; X
′′

l ) = (Rpl
(X);Rp̄l

(X)), (2)

Rpl
(X) = Rpl

(X
′

,X
′′

) = |X
′

+ JlX
′′

|‖pl‖,

Rp̄l
(X) = Rp̄l

(X
′

,X
′′

) = |X
′

− JlX
′′

|‖p̄l‖,

Jl =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

p
′′

l

p
′

l

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

‖pl‖

, l = 1, 2, . . . , k. (3)

The main advantage whih is reahed with the use of omplex-onjugate

modules onsists in simpliity of performane of multipliation operations

modulo p
′

l and p
′′

l . The given operations require only two real multipliations

modulo ml in ontrast to standard omplex multipliation modulo ml whih

demands four real multipliations and two real additions [1℄. At the same time

the addition operations with respet to the pair of omplex modules (p
′

l, p
′′

l )
and real module ml are idential with respet to omplexity.

3. Quadrati minimal redundant modular number
system

E�ieny of QMNS arithmeti essentially rises by use of minimal redundant

modular oding whih, as it is known, leads to simpli�ation of not modular

proedures [2℄. Aording to [2, 3℄, in order that the MC (1) should be the

minimal redundant it is enough that the real and imaginary parts of the

oded ICN, X = X
′

+ iX
′′

, should be elements of the range D = Z
−
2M

= {−M,−M +1, . . . ,M −1}, where M =
k−1
∏

l=0

mi, m0 is the auxiliary natural

module satisfying the ondition mk >= 2m0 + ρ.
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Deoding mapping in quadrati minimal redundant modular number sys-

tem (QMRMNS) is realized by the relations

X
′

=

k−1
∑

l=1

Ml,k−1|M
−1

l,k−1
χ

′

l|ml
+ I(X

′

)Mk−1, (4)

X
′′

=

k−1
∑

l=1

Ml,k−1|M
−1

l,k−1
χ

′′

l |ml
+ I(X

′′

)Mk−1, (5)

where χ
′

l = |X
′

|ml
, χ

′′

l = |X
′′

|ml
, l = 1, 2, . . . , k; I(X

′

) and I(X
′′

) are the

interval indexes of the ICN X
′

and X
′′

, respetively [2�4℄.

Due to the simpliity of realization of the interval-modular forms (IMF)

(4) and (5), appliation of QMRMNS for parallel information proessing in

the omplex plane provides exlusively high e�ieny not only on modular

segments of omputing proesses but also on the segments ontaining not

modular operations.

As follows from [1℄, in the onsidered QMRMNS the operations of modu-

lar addition, subtration and multipliation for any ICN A = A
′

+ iA
′′

and

B = B
′

+ iB
′′

(A
′

, A
′′

, B
′

, B
′′

∈ D) are realized by the same general rule:

((A
′

1; A
′′

1), (A
′

2; A
′′

2), . . . , (A
′

k; A
′′

k)) ◦ ((B
′

1; B
′′

1), (B
′

2; B
′′

2 ), . . . , (B
′

k; B
′′

k)) =

= ((|A
′

1
◦ B

′

1
|m1

; |A
′′

1
◦ B

′′

1
|m1

), (|A
′

2
◦ B

′

2
|m2

; |A
′′

2
◦ B

′′

2
|m2

), . . .

. . . , (|A
′

k ◦ B
′

k|mk
; |A

′′

k ◦ B
′′

k |mk
)), (6)

where A
′

l, A
′′

l and B
′

l, B
′′

l are the digits of quadrati MC of the numbers A
and B modulo ml, aordingly (see (1)�(3)), l = 1, 2, . . . , k; ◦ ∈ {+,−, ·}.

As for the problem of performing not-modular operations in the

QMRMNS, the IMF (3) and (4) for the real and imaginary parts of elements

X = X
′

+ iX
′′

(X
′

, X
′′

∈ D) are of importane for its solution.

Theorem. In the QMRMNS with pairwise prime odd modules m1,m2,. . .,
mk−1,mk ; mk >= 2m0 + ρ (m0 >= ρ), the IMF of the real and imaginary

omponents of arbitrary ICN X = X
′

+ iX
′′

= ((X
′

1
; X

′′

1
), (X

′

2
; X

′′

2
), . . . ,

(X
′

k; X
′′

k)) (see (1)�(3)) suh that (X
′

; X
′′

) ∈ D × D are de�ned as follows:

X
′

=
k−1
∑

l=1

Ml,k−1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

X
′

l + X
′′

l

2Ml,k−1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ml

+ I(X
′

)Mk−1, (7)

X
′′

=
k−1
∑

l=1

Ml,k−1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

X
′

l − X
′′

l

2Jl Ml,k−1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ml

+ I(X
′′

)Mk−1, (8)
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where interval indexes I(X
′

) and I(X
′′

) of ICN X
′

and X
′′

, respetively, are

alulated in aordane with expressions (15)�(17) from [2℄, when

χl = χ
′

l = |X
′

|ml
=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

X
′

l + X
′′

l

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ml

(l = 1, 2, . . . , k), (9)

χl = χ
′′

l = |X
′′

|ml
=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

X
′

l − X
′′

l

2Jl

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ml

(Jl =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

p
′′

l

p
′

l

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ml

; l = 1, 2, . . . , k). (10)

Proof. For the proof of formulated theorem it is su�iently to evaluate

the digits χ
′

l and χ
′′

l by analogous digits X
′

l and X
′′

l of the given number X
for all l = 1, 2, · · · , k. Then the reeived expressions should be substituted

into formulas (4), (5) as well as into the alulated relations for the interval

indexes I(X
′

) and I(X
′′

).

As follows from (2) and (3), the pairs of residues (χ
′

l; χ
′′

l ) and (X
′

l;X
′′

l ) are

onneted with eah other by the set of equations

{

|χ
′

l + Jl χ
′′

l |ml
= X

′

l,

|χ
′

l − Jl χ
′′

l |ml
= X

′′

l .
(11)

Addition and subtration of the equalities modulo ml in (11) gives

{

|2χ
′

l|ml
= |X

′

l + X
′′

l |ml
,

|2Jl χ
′′

l |ml
= |X

′

l − X
′′

l |ml
.

(12)

As the real and imaginary parts of multipliative omponents pl = p
′

l + ip
′′

l

and p̄l = p
′

l − i p
′′

l of modules ml = pl p̄l satisfy the ondition (p
′

l, p
′′

l ) = 1,
then on the basis of equality (p

′

l)
2 + (p

′′

l )2 = ml, by the rule of ontraries, it is

easy to prove that (ml, p
′

l) = 1 and (ml, p
′′

l ) = 1. This provides an existene

of the element Jl =

∣

∣

∣

∣

p
′′

l

p
′

l

∣

∣

∣

∣

ml

and its multipliative inverse
∣

∣

∣

1

Jl

∣

∣

∣

ml

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

p
′

l

p
′′

l

∣

∣

∣

∣

ml

in

the ring Zml
= {0, 1, · · · ,ml − 1}. Furthermore, in view of the fat that all

the modules m1,m2, . . . ,mk are odd, then in the ring Zml
there are also the

residues
∣

∣

1

2

∣

∣

ml

and
∣

∣

∣

1

2Jl

∣

∣

∣

ml

for all l = 1, 2, . . . , k. Hene, from (12) it follows

that

(χ
′

l ; χ
′′

l ) =





∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

X
′

l + X
′′

l

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ml

;

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

X
′

l − X
′′

l

2Jl

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ml



 .
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Therefore substitution of (9) and (10) into (4) and (5), aordingly, gives

the desired IMF (7) and (8) for numbers X
′

and X
′′

, orrespondingly.

Due to the theorem, the methods of performane of not modular operations

in the real MRMNS [3℄ are propagated in the trivial way to QMRMNS.

Let us onsider, for example, the proedure of transformation with saling

of positional ode of the ICN X = X
′

+iX
′′

into quadrati minimal redundant

MC (QMRMC). In ontrast to a ase of omplex MRMNS [1, 3℄, in whih

the required transformation is redued to orresponding transformations of

the positional odes of the real and imaginary parts of the given number X,

for forming the resulting quadrati MC both numbers X
′

and X
′′

should be

used jointly (see (1), (2)).

Let for the ICN X = X
′

+ iX
′′

be neessary to generate the QMRMC of

the approximate value X̂ = X̂
′

+ i X̂
′′

= X/S = (X
′

+ iX
′′

)/S, where S is

some natural sale, for example S = 2h , h is a natural number. Aording to

the method of approximation desribed in [3, p. 240℄, the value X̂ is de�ned

by the equality

X̂ =

n−1
∑

j=0

(Fj(Xj

′

, h) + i Fj(Xj

′′

, h)),

where Fj(Xj
′

, h) =⌋Fj(Xj
′

) 2−h⌊, Fj(Xj
′′

, h) =⌋Fj(Xj
′′

) 2−h⌊ ; the symbol

⌋x⌊ designates the rounding of a real number x; Xj
′

and Xj
′′

are the additive

omponents of positional odes of the integer real numbers X
′

and X
′′

, n is

the number of suh omponents.

Therefore, aording to (1)�(3), for digits of QMRMC the following for-

mulas are true:

Rpl
(X̂) = |X̂

′

+ JlX̂
′′

|ml
=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

n−1
∑

j=0

Rl

′

(Xj

′

, Xj

′′

, j)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ml

, (13)

Rp̄l
(X̂) = |X̂

′

− JlX̂
′′

|ml
=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

n−1
∑

j=0

Rl

′′

(Xj

′

, Xj

′′

, j)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ml

, (14)

where

Rl

′

(Xj

′

, Xj

′′

, j) =
∣

∣

∣
(Fj(Xj

′

, h) + Jl Fj(Xj

′′

, h))
∣

∣

∣

ml

, (15)

Rl

′′

(Xj

′

, Xj

′′

, j) =
∣

∣

∣(Fj(Xj

′

, h) − Jl Fj(Xj

′′

, h))
∣

∣

∣

ml

. (16)
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It is supposed that bit apaity of numbers Xj
′

, Xj
′′

and j allow the

generation of residues (15) and (16) by means of table method. In this ase

expressions (13) and (14) an be implemented within ⌊log l⌋+1 modular lok

intervals, where ⌊x⌋ designates the integer part of a real number x.
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Abstrat. The �rst step to make transitional systems more e�ient is to minimize

the number of their states. A bisimulation relation is a mathematial tool that helps

in searhing for equivalent systems, what is useful in the minimization of algorithms.

For two transition systems bisimulation is a binary relation assoiating systems whih

behave in the same way in the sense that one system simulates the other and vie-

versa. The de�nition for lassial systems is lear and simple, but what happens with

nondeterministi, probabilisti and quantum systems? This will be the main topi

of this artile.

1. Introdution

During the last �fty years many sientists have been searhing for new om-

putation models. They have developed probabilisti automata, models of

�nite automata over in�nite words, timed automata, hybrid automata, et.

We an �nd their ontologial review in the artile [5℄. In 1997 Kondas and

Watrous formulated the model of 1-way quantum �nite automata (1QFA) [4℄;

in the same year, independently, Moore and Cruth�eld de�ned the quantum

�nite automata [6℄. Later, the model of quantum automata was evolved by

Ambainis in many works (see e.g. [1℄). This artile present the de�nition of

the bisimulation relation for di�erent types of automata. The main fous will

be on a �nite reative probabilisti automaton and a one-way quantum �nite

automaton.
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2. De�nitions of models

A transition system is a four-tuple TS = (S,E, T, s0), where S is a set

of states with the initial state s0, E is a set of events, T ⊆ S × E × S is a

transition relation (as usual, the transition (s, a, s1) is written as s
a
→ s1) [5℄.

The more omplex example of a transition system is a nondeterministi

�nite automaton whih is a tuple NFA = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F ), where Q is a �nite

set of states with the start state q0, Σ is a �nite set of input symbols, δ is

a transition partial funtion δ : Q×Σ �→ 2Q, F ⊆Q is a set of �nal states [3℄.

A Markov hain is the transition system, in whih the probability of

reahing the given state is onsidered. A �nite Markov hain is a pair

MC = (Q, δ), where Q is a set of states, δ is a transition funtion

(δ : Q �→ D(Q), where D(Q) is a disrete probability distribution) [10℄.

If q ∈ Q and δ(q) = P with P (q′) = p > 0, then the Markov hain is

said to go from the state q to the state q′ with probability p. We an �nd

the di�erent notations of the same phenomenon: q � P , q
p
� q′, δ(q) = P ,

δ(q)(q′) = p. Let us onsider further extension of this model. A �nite

reative probabilisti automaton is a tuple PA = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F ), where
Q is a �nite set of states, Σ is a �nite set of input symbols, δ : Q×Σ �→ D(Q)
is a transition partial funtion, q0 ∈ Q is an initial state, F ⊆ Q is a set of

�nal (aepting) states [10℄.

Figure 1: The PA example

After eah step, a probabilisti automaton is in a superposition of states:

p0q0 + p1q1 + ... + pnqn, where p0 + p1 + ... + pn = 1.

To de�ne a quantum automaton we need a brief introdution to the theory

of quantum omputing. In quantum mehanis the possible states of n-level
quantum mehanial system are represented by unit vetors (alled "the state

vetors") residing in a omplex Hilbert spae Hn (alled "the state spae").

For the desription of this system an ortonormal basis is used:

|x1〉, |x2〉, . . . , |xn〉, where the basis vetors |xi〉 are alled the basis states.

Any quantum state an be expressed by a superposition of basis states:

α1|x1〉+α2|x2〉+ · · ·+αn|xn〉, where αi is a omplex number known as a prob-
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ability amplitude. The probability of observing the state xi is equal to |αi|
2,

with the normalization |α1|
2 + |α2|

2 + · · · + |αn|
2 = 1. Time evolution of

quantum system is represented by a unitary matrix (it has an inverse equal to

its onjugate transpose). This is a stronger ondition than that in the proba-

bilisti systems, it auses a phenomenon of interferene e�ets and guarantees

that the time evolution of quantum state is reversible [2℄.

A one-way quantum �nite automaton (de�ned by Kondas and Wa-

trous) is a tuple 1QFA = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, Qa, Qr), where Q is a �nite set of states,

Σ is a �nite set of input symbols, δ is a transition partial funtion, q0 ∈ Q is

an initial state, Qa ⊂ Q and Qr ⊂ Q are sets of aepting and rejeting states.

Figure 2: The 1-way QFA example

Qa and Qr are alled non-halting states; Qn = Q\(Qa ∪ Qr). The symbols ⌊
and ⌉ mark the beginning and the end of the word on the tape. The working

alphabet of automaton is Γ = Σ ∪ {⌊, ⌉} [4℄.

The transition funtion δ : Q × Γ × Q �→ C represents the amplitude with

whih an automaton being urrently in a state |q〉, reading the symbol σ, will
hange a state to |q′〉. For σ ∈ Γ, Vσ is a linear transformation de�ned by:

Vσ(|q〉) =
∑

q′∈Q δ(q, σ, q′)|q′〉 [1℄, [4℄.

3. Bisimulation

First, we must ask the question: when are two proesses (states) behavioraly

equivalent? Seondly, what does it mean for two systems to be equal with

respet to their ommuniation strutures? The bisiumlation relation will

allow us to �nd the answers.

Two transition systems TS1 = (T,Σ, δT , t0) and TS2 = (S,Σ, δS , s0) are

bisimilar i� there is a relation R ⊆ S × T suh that (s0, t0) ∈ R and for all

pairs (s, t) ∈ R and for all σ ∈ Σ the following holds: whenever δT (t, σ) = t′,
then there exists s′ ∈ S suh that δS(s, σ) = s′ and (s′, t′) ∈ R, and whenever

δS(s, σ) = s′, then there exists t′ ∈ T suh that δT (t, σ) = t′, and (s′, t′) ∈ R.

The states s and t are alled bisimilar whih is denoted by s ≈ t [7℄, [10℄.
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There is a simple way to determine whether two systems are bisimilar �

by playing a game. This is a game between two persons: the Player and the

Opponent. The Player tries to prove that systems are bisimilar, the Opponent

intends otherwise. The Opponent opens the game by hoosing a transition

from the initial state of one of the systems. The Player has to �nd an equally

labelled transition from the initial state of the seond system, new states are

the starting points for the next turn. If one of the players annot move � the

other wins this turn of the game. The Player loses abundantly if there are no

orresponding transition for Opponent's move. The Player wins any in�nite

turn of the game or any repeated on�guration.

Figure 3: Example of nonbisimilar and bisimilar automata

In the �rst ase, after reading the symbol 0 the Player must be in a state

t1 or t2, then the road runs out to him, aordingly, or for the symbol 2 or 1.
Systems are not bisimilar.

In the seond example, we see that for eah state and eah symbol the

Player will always �nd a orresponding way in the seond automaton, so the

automata are bisimilar.

4. Bisimulation for probabilisti and quantum
systems

To de�ne a bisimulation relation for probabilisti and quantum automata, one

an wonder how to ompare distributions of probabilities. For this purpose

we use the following de�nitions.

Let R ⊆ S × T be a relation between sets S and T . Let P1 ∈ D(S)
and P2 ∈ D(T ) be probability distributions. De�ne P1 ≡R P2 i� there exists

a distribution Pr ∈ D(S × T ) suh that Pr(s, T ) = P1(s) for any s ∈ S,
Pr(S, t) = P2(t) for any t ∈ T , Pr(s, t) �= 0 i� (s, t) ∈ R [10℄.

Let R be an equivalene relation on the set S and let P1, P2 ∈ D(S) be

probability distributions. Then P1 ≡R P2 ⇐⇒ ∀C ∈ S/R : P1(C) = P2(C),
where C is an abstrat lass [10℄.
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Let R be an equivalene relation on the set S, A be an arbitrary set, and

let P1, P2 ∈ D(S) be probability distributions. Then P1 ≡R,A P2 ⇐⇒ ∀C ∈
S/R,∀a ∈ A : P1(a,C) = P2(a,C) [10℄.

An equivalene relation on a set of states Q of a Markov hain (Q, δ) will

be a bisimulation relation i� ∀(q, t) ∈ R the following holds: if δ(q) = P1, then

there exists δ(t) = P2 suh that P1 ≡R P2.

Let PA1 = (S,Σ, δS) and PA2 = (T,Σ, δT ) be two probabilisti automata,

then there exists a bisimulation relation R ⊆ S × T if for all pairs (s, t) ∈ R
and for all σ ∈ Σ we have: if δS(s, σ) = P1, then there exists a probability

distribution P2 suh that for some t ∈ T there exists δT (t, σ) = P2 and

P1 ≡R,Σ P2 [10℄.

Figure 4: Bisimilar PA

Finally let us go to the bisimulation of the quantum automata, in this ase

we have to ompare the linear operators.

For the given operator Vσ we de�ne vσ(S) =
∑

q′∈S |δ(q, σ, q′)|2 (the sum

of squares of the values of ruthless amplitudes), where S ⊆ Q.

Let R be an equivalene relation on the set S, A be an arbitrary set,

and V1, V2 be unitary operators orresponding to transitions of the quantum

system. Then V1 ≡R,A V2 ⇐⇒ ∀C ∈ S/R, ∀a ∈ A : v1a(C) = v2a(C).

Figure 5: Bisimilar 1-way QFA

Let 1QFA1 = (S,Σ, δS) and 1QFA2 = (T,Σ, δT ) be two one-way quantum

�nite automata. Then there exists a bisimulation relation R ⊆ S ×T if for all

pairs (s, t) ∈ R and for all σ ∈ Σ we have: if V1σ(|s〉) =
∑

s′∈S δS(s, σ, s′)|s′〉,
then there exists V2σ(|t〉) =

∑
t′∈T δT (t, σ, t′)|t′〉 suh that V1 ≡R,Σ V2.
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5. Summary

A bisimulation relation an be a great tool to searh for systems that simulate

eah other, and therefore their behavior is analogous to the same symbols,

ations, impulses.

The simple way for heking whether or not two lassial systems are

bisimilar is a game, but for probabilisti and quantum systems we have to

onsider the sum of probabilities and amplitudes.

Bisimulation an also be a foundation for relations useful, for example, in

minimization of systems [8℄, [9℄.
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Abstrat. The investigation of strong automorphisms of Witt rings is a di�ult

task beause of variety of their strutures. Cordes Theorem, known in literature as

Harrison-Cordes riterion (f. [1, Proposition 2.2℄, [3, Harrison's Criterion℄), makes

the task of desribing all the strong automorphisms of a given (abstrat) Witt ring

W = (G, R) easier. By this theorem, it su�es to �nd all suh automorphisms σ of

the group G that map the distiguished element −1 of the group G into itself (i.e.

σ(−1) = −1) in whih the value sets of 1-fold P�ster forms are preserved in the

following sense: σ(D(1, a)) = D(1, σ(a)) for all a ∈ G. We use the above riterion

and the well-known struture of the group G as a vetor spae over two-element �eld

F2 for searhing all automorphisms of this group. Then we hek Harrison-Cordes

riterion for found automorpisms and obtain all the automorpisms of a Witt ring W .

The task is easy for small rings (with small groups G). For searhing of all strong

automorpisms of bigger Witt rings we use a omputer whih automatizes the proe-

dure desribed above. We present the algorithm for �nding strong automorphisms

of a Witt rings with �nite group G and show how this algorithm an be optimized.

1. Searhing of automorphisms of Witt rings

Consider Witt rings in terminology of Marshall [2℄. Let W = (R,G) be

a Witt ring, where the group G is �nite. We are interested in �nding all

automorphisms of the given �nitely generated Witt ring W . By de�nition, the

map σ is an automorphism of a Witt ring W if σ is suh an automorphism of
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the ring R that σ(G) = G. Cordes in [1℄ has formulated the usefull riterion

for σ to be an automorphism of a Witt ring: any σ ∈ Aut(G) indues an

automorphism of a Witt ring W i�

1) σ(−1) = 1;

2) D(1, σ(a)) = σ(D(1, a)) for all a ∈ G,

where by D(1, a) we denote the value set of a 1-fold P�ster form (1, a). The

above statement, alled nowadays the Harrison-Cordes riterion (f. [3℄),

allows us to investigate automorphisms of simpler struture of the group G
instead of automorphisms of the ring R.

As we know, G is a group of exponent 2, so it an be onsisered as a vetor

spae over F2. Hene, we an onsider automorphisms of vetor spae G(F2)
(see Algorithm 1). For this purpose we hoose a basis B of that vetor spae

(step 1). If |G| = 2n, then B of vetor spae G(F2) onsists of n elements of G.

If we hoose another basis B′ (step 2), we an reate a map between B and B′.

Finding all suh bases we an build all maps from B′ to other bases inluding

their permutations of bases (step 3). Then we extend the obtained maps to

a whole group G via known representation of vetors of G as a ombinations

of elements of the basis B. Finally, we have to hek whether the obtained

automorphisms of the group G full�l the Harrison-Cordes riterion. As a re-

sult, we get all suh automorphisms of the vetor spae G(F2) whih an be

extended to automorphisms of Witt ring W = (R,G). This is equivalent to

the ase that we have found all strong automorphisms of W .

Algorithm 1 Searh for automorphisms of vetor spae G(F2)

INPUT: dim A = n, |G|;
OUTPUT: A set of all automorphisms of G(F2)
1: Finding a basis B of G(F2).
2: Searh for every bases of G(F2).
3: Make maps from basis B to every bases of G(F2) (inluding B and permu-

tations of all bases).

4: Extend reated maps to all group G.

5: Chek if the obtained maps ful�ll the Harrison-Cordes riterion.

The algorithm 1 is easy to handle in the ase when the ardinality of the

group G generating a Witt ring W = (R,G) is small. Then we an alulate

every automorphisms of W by hand (see example 1). When ardinality of G
grows up, the task beomes muh ompliated and takes a lot of time (ompare

example 2). In order to aelerate alulation, we have written a omputer

program whih realizes the above algorithm. Thanks to the program, we an
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�nd automatially all automorphisms for all non-isomorphi Witt rings with

the group G being �nite. The only limitation is the power of a omputer and

the time needed for its work.

Example 1. 1. Let W ∼= Z/2Z[C4] be the group ring of 4-element yli

group C4 with oe�ients in the 2-element ring Z/2Z. Then W is a Witt ring

with 4-element group G. The vetor spae G(F2) has two-element basis, and

it is easy to alulate all their 6 automorphisms.

2. Take W ∼= Z/2Z[C2]
4 � a Witt ring, whih is the 4th power of a Witt ring

Z/2Z. Then a suitable vetor spae G(F2) has ardinality 16 and 4-element

basis. It turns out that |Aut(G(F2))| = 20160, and it is rather di�ult task

to alulate all this automorphisms by hand.

2. Optimalisation of algorithm and experimental
results

In this setion we shall show how we have optimized algorithm 1 in order

to aelerate searhing automorphisms with the help of omputer. We make

some rationalization in the step 1.

We start from the following equivalene relation ∼ whih determines the

equivalene lasses of elements of a group G with respet to equiardinality

of the value sets of 1-fold P�ster forms. We say that g1 ∼ g2 i� |D(1, g1)| =
|D(1, g2)|. The relation ∼ introdues the partition of the set of all elements

of group G into the equivalene lasses, whih we all types (of elements)

and denote by T (with subsripts when needed). For the sake of simpliity

of notation we index them with m onseutive natural numbers, where m is

the number of all the equivalene lasses. Let B = {b1, . . . , bn} be a basis

of the spae G(F2). Then T = {Tj1, . . . , Tjn} is alled the type of basis B
if the elements bi are of type Tji for eah 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In general, a system

(w1, w2, . . . , wn) of elements of G is of type T = (Tj1, . . . , Tjn) if wi ∈ Tji for

1 ≤ i ≤ n. Clearly, n and m do not have to be idential. We do not assume

that the sets Tji are pairwise di�erent for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Repetitions are allowed.

It seems essential to start o� with suh a basis B = {b1, . . . , bn} for whih

the number of all possible tuples (w1, w2, . . . , wn) is the smallest possible.

Hene, our goal is to �nd a basis of suh a type T = {Tj1, . . . , Tjn} whih is

minimal in the sense that a system of types {Tj1, . . . , Tjn} has the smallest

possible ardinality.

The algebrai program AP (see algorithm 2) searhes for a minimal type,

in whih a basis exist, by omputing the determinants. Here the determinants

are omputed aording to the Laplae expansion algorithm. The algebrai

program AP takes the dimension n of a vetor spae G(F2) as its input as
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Algorithm 2 proedure AP(n, T )
Variable: min ← 0; j ← 1; j ← 1; T ← ∅;

<g> /* n-tuple of elements in type T */

Return values:

AP () :T /* a minimal type T in whih a basis exists */

det() : {1,0} /* a value of determinant of matrix M */

build_matrix() :M /* a matrix of salars of n elements of group G */

INPUT: a dimension n and a set T of all types T
OUTPUT: a minimal type T = (Tj1, Tj2, . . . , Tjn) in wih a basis exists

1: repeat

2: T ← T j ∈ T
3: j ← j + 1
4: min ← 0
5: repeat

6: <g>←<g>i∈ T
7: M ← build_matrix(< g >)

8: if det(M) = 1 then

9: min = 1;

10: end if

11: i ← i + 1
12: until (min = 1)

13: until (min = 1)

14: return T

well as a set T of types T in the ardinality inreasing order, represented as

the lists of 0-1 sequenes. The AP program gives an n-tuple of types (step

2), generates n elements of a group G belonging to these types (step 6). Then

for eah n-tuple it omputes the determinant of the n × n matrix of salars

(step 8 and 7, respetively). If for a given type the determinant of all suh

matries is equal 0, the AP program onsiders the next type. Otherwise, it

returns a minimal type in whih a basis exists and terminates.

Notie that if there is no linearly independent set of vetors of type T , the
algebrai AP program must perform all the omputations of determinant of

|T | possible systems of n vetors. Sine the number of ombinations depends

exponentially on a dimension of vetor spae G(F2), so the omplexity of

algebrai program AP depends exponentially on the dimension too.

Our algorithm is implemented in C++ language. Our experiments were

arried out on an IBM PC mahine with an Intel Pentium IV 3.2 GHz pro-

essor, 1024 MB RAM memory and Linux operating system.

Below we present an example involving a Witt ring with rather big group
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G, whih automorphisms annot be alulated by hand and the group of all

automorpisms is not desribed until now.

Example 2. Consider a Witt ring W = (R,G) with the group

G = G1 × G2 × G3 suh that |G| = 29, where

G1 = {(1, 1, 1), (1,−1, 1), (1, 1, x), (1, 1, y), (1, 1, xy), (1,−1, x), (1,−1, y), (1,−1, xy)},

G2 = {(1, 1, 1), (1,−1, 1), (1, 1, x), (1, 1, y), (1, 1, xy), (1,−1, x), (1,−1, y), (1,−1, xy)},

G3 = {(1, 1, 1), (−1,−1,−1), (1, 1,−1), (1,−1, 1), (1,−1,−1), (−1, 1, 1), (−1, 1,−1), (−1,−1, 1)}.

Aording to Algorithm 1, we hoose some basis of G(F2), namely

B = (g2, g3, g4, g9, g17, g25, g74, g129, g257). Let us hek what type has that

basis. Knowing the value sets of 1-fold P�ster forms we deompose the group

G into 5 types. For the sake of simpliity of notation, we denote the type

Tj by its index j, for 1 ≤ j ≤ m; for example, the type T3 will be denoted

by 3. Hene, the type T of n-elements of group G will be n-tuple of indies

(j1, j2, . . . , jn) of types, where ∀n
i=11 ≤ ji ≤ m and n = dim G(F2).

Type 1 2 3 4 5

Cardinality 56 336 8 104 8

It follows that the type of our basis B is T = (1, 1, 1, 4, 2, 2, 5, 1, 1) and we

must �nd all bases in |T | = 178 862 731 407 360 possible systems of n vetors.

With the help of algorithm 2, we have found a basis in minimal type.

Last 10 from 117 heked types are presented in Table 1. As we an see, the

type (5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3) has the smallest ardinality between all the types

in whih basis of G(F2) exists.

AP

Type T |T | se. result

(5,3,3,3,1,1,1,1,1) 213909696 293.07 NOT EXISTS

(5,5,5,5,4,3,3,1,1) 251130880 269.96 NOT EXISTS

(5,5,5,4,3,3,3,1,1) 251130880 302.70 NOT EXISTS

(5,5,5,5,4,4,4,3,3) 285539072 314.83 NOT EXISTS

(5,5,5,4,4,4,3,3,3) 285539072 165.72 NOT EXISTS

(5,5,5,3,3,1,1,1,1) 287955360 316.66 NOT EXISTS

(5,5,5,5,5,3,2,1,1) 289766400 265.74 NOT EXISTS

(5,5,3,3,3,3,2,1,1) 289766400 343.82 NOT EXISTS

(5,5,5,5,5,4,4,4,4) 321868820 294.82 NOT EXISTS

(5,4,4,4,4,3,3,3,3) 321868820 153.97 EXISTS

Sum: 3850.03

Table 1: The results for the group of example 2.1.

The algorithm 1 has been improved yet. In [4℄ the autors showed that for

Witt rings, whih have −1 �= 1 in G, we an hoose suh a basis of minimal
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type that the distinguished element −1 is one of the vetor of that basis. In

the next step all bases of minimal type with one �xed vetor −1 are searhed.

Therefore, we an map a hoosen basis into all another ones suh that the

map preserves the vetor −1. In that way the �rst ondition of the Harrison-

Cordes riterion is ful�lled and we redue thea number of hoosen vetors in

eah basis to n − 1.
Another rationalization proposed in [4℄ onsists in oding the problem of

searhing of minimal type as a propositional formula and using newest SAT-

solvers � very e�etive tool for very�ng satis�ability of that formula. The

autors have showed that the time of �nding minimal type with the help of

SAT-solvers is shorter than in our algorithm 2.

We laim that algorithm 1 an be improved in another way too. We leave

it for our future work.
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Abstrat. The problem of alulating routing probabilities in paket synhronous

networks, suh as optially-swithed paket networks, involves enumerating paket

arrangements. Previously we published a method for enumerating the most probable

paket arrangements, and in this artile we present its novel graph interpretation and

evaluate the method for several stop onditions and for the Poisson and geometri

probability distributions of arriving pakets.

1. Introdution

Optial paket swithing (OPS) is a tehnology that ould be deployed in

future optial networks with paket swithing [1℄. In synhronous OPS pakets

are sent out a node at the beginning of a time slot, and pakets last one time

slot. Performane evaluation of OPS networks an be used for o�-line network

planning and on-line evaluation to proatively provision optial resoures with

OpenFlow [2℄.

One of the problems in the performane evaluation of synhronous OPS

is the enumeration of the possibilities of paket arrivals at a node, whih we

all paket arrangements or just arrangements. Enumerating all arrangements

may be impratial and unneessary, and so in [3℄ we published an algorithm

whih e�iently �nds any number of the most probable arrangements.
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2. Problem statement

A �ow is a sequene of pakets grouped together aording to a given rite-

rion, suh as the same soure and destination nodes. A �ow is desribed by

a probability distribution of the number of pakets that arrive at a node in

a time slot. There are R �ows for whih the probability distribution funtions

are given by vetor F = (f1, . . . , fr, . . . , fR). We assume that the distribution

funtions fr are independent.

An arrangement takes plae at a node in every time slot, and it is de-

sribed by a disrete random variable X = (x1, . . . , xr, . . . , xR), where xr is

a disrete random variable of the number of pakets that belong to �ow r.

The probability of arrangement X an be alulated as given by Eq. (1):

P (X,F ) =

R∏

r=1

fr(xr). (1)

Arrangement X an be alternatively desribed by a random variable

Y = (y1, . . . , yr, . . . , yR), where the number of pakets xr is the yrth most

probable for �ow r. For distribution fr(xr), we an �nd the value of xr that

yields the highest value of fr(xr), i.e. the mode, and denote it Γr(1). The

next most probable number is Γr(2), and Γr(yr) for the further yr-th most

probable number of pakets.

The number of possible arrangements is the produt of the domain sizes

of �ow distributions. If a distribution for a �ow is in�nite, the number of

arrangements is in�nite too. Even if the number of arrangements if �nite,

enumerating all of them may be unneessary.

Instead of enumerating arrangements in an arbitrary order, we �nd a se-

quene Xe = (x1,e, . . . , xr,e, . . . , xR,e) of the most probable arrangements,

where X1 is the most probable one, while the next arrangements Xe have

noninreasing probabilities, i.e. P (Xe, F ) ≥ P (Xe+1, F ).

3. Algorithm

The algorithm �nds e�iently any number of the most probable arrangements,

and stops aording to the stop ondition provided by the user. In this setion

we present a novel graph interpretation of the algorithm.

There is given a weighted direted graph. A vertex represents an arrange-

ment, and the label of the vertex represents the probability of the arrange-

ment. The soure vertex represents arrangement Y1. An edge leaving vertex

Ye represents a possible way of obtaining a di�erent arrangement by hanging

in arrangement Ye the number of pakets of a single �ow to the next most
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(1, 1)

(1, 2)

(2, 1)

(1, 3)

(2, 2)

(3, 1)

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Figure 1: A graph of the possible arrangements for two �ows.

probable value. The weight of an edge is negative and represents the derease

in probability of arrangement Ye aused by the hange.

Figure 1 depits a graph for two �ows, but the vertex labels and edge

weights are omitted. The soure vertex Y1 = (1, 1) is the most probable, and

from it two new arrangements an be obtained: (1, 2) and (2, 1), but whih of

them is Y2 depends on their probabilities.

In suh a graph, the algorithm �nds the longest paths from the soure

vertex to other vertexes. For this purpose we adapted the Dijkstra algorithm,

even though the input data violates the onditions of the Dijkstra algorithm,

that the edges are nonnegative and that vertex labels are nondereasing.

The adaptation involved a number of hanges. First, the vertexes in the

priority queue are sorted not with inreasing labels, but with dereasing labels,

as we searh for vertexes with dereasing probabilities. Seond, the relaxation

of an edge is performed not when there is an edge that yields a lower label

of a vertex, but when an edge yields a higher label of a vertex. Finally, the

soure vertex is labeled not with zero, but with the probability of the most

probable arrangement.

4. Evaluation

The evaluation disussed in this setion was implemented as part of the test

suite of the OPUS software. The program �le is test/test_arr_queue., and

is available for download at [4℄.

Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 show results of �nding arrangements for �ve stop

onditions. In eah of the �gures there are two sub�gures, one for the �ows of

the Poisson distribution, the other for the �ows of the geometri distribution.

The reported values are a funtion of the number of �ows R.

A stop ondition, when met, auses the algorithm to stop �nding further

arrangements. A number of stop onditions an be devised, but we de�ne

�ve stop onditions. They an be used separately or in a ompound state-

ment. The algorithm stops when: 1) a number of found arrangements reahes

a given value, 2) the aggregate probability of found arrangements exeeds

a given value, 3) the ratio of the probability of the found arrangement to
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Figure 2: Aggregate probability of onsidered arrangements.
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Figure 3: The number of onsidered arrangements.

the probability of the most probable arrangement drops below a given value,

4) the size of the priority queue of arrangements exeeds the given value, 5) the

exeution time exeeds the given value.

Eah bar in the �gures reports a mean value of a sample of 100 test ases.

A test ase has the parameters of its �ows hosen at random: for the Poisson

�ows the intensities λ ∈ (0, 1), for the geometri �ows the probabilities of

suess p ∈ (0.5, 1). The standard errors of the means are small, and they are

not reported in the �gures. Results for eah of the �ve onditions are shown

in eah �gure with the same bars: the blak bars ( ) are for the limit of

1000 on the number of arrangements, the gray bars ( ) are for the limit

of 0.5 on the aggregate probability, the white bars ( ) are for the limit of

10−2 on the probability ratio, the heked bars ( ) are for the limit of 1000

on the arrangement queue size, and the slashed bars ( ) are for the limit

of 10 ms on the exeution time.
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Figure 4: The time needed to �nd the arrangements.
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Figure 5: The size of the queue.

Figure 2a shows the aggregate probability of the onsidered arrangements.

For up to 6 �ows, the number of onsidered arrangements were enough to re-

sult in the aggregate probabilities above 0.9. For 10 �ows the probability was

slightly above 0.7. Clearly, the stop ondition for the number of onsidered

arrangements yields aggregate probability that dereases faster than a linear

funtion as the number of �ows dereases. The other onditions gave results of

similar harateristi, but the time ondition gave the least dereasing aggre-

gate probabilities as the number of �ows inreased. Figure 2b shows similar

results for the geometri �ows. Figures 3, 4, 5 show the results on a logarith-

mi sale. Most of the results are an exponential funtion of the number of

�ows, as the bars in the plots raise and fall like a linear funtion. However,

there is one exeption: the exeution time with the limit on the queue length

(Fig. 5, slashed bars) depends slightly on the number of �ows, whih suggests

that the operation of inserting of an element into the queue dominates.
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5. Conlusion

The evaluation showed that the proposed algorithm �nds e�iently the most

probable arrangements, beause we adopted the e�ient Dijkstra algorithm.

However, as the number of �ows inreases, the number of arrangements re-

quired to obtain a given aggregate probability inreases exponentially. For

a small number of �ows the algorithm performs satisfatorily, but for larger

number of �ows the algorithm is rendered unusable, beause the number of

arrangements to onsider (i.e. the size of the problem) grows exponentially.

In the future work, one ould researh how the algorithm performed had

the distributions been orrelated.
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VERIFYING RTECTL PROPERTIESOF A TRAIN CONTROLLER SYSTEMSBo»ena Wo¹na-Szze±niak, Agnieszka Zbrzezny,Andrzej ZbrzeznyInstitute of Mathematis and Computer SieneJan Dªugosz University in Cz�stohowaal. Armii Krajowej 13/15, 42-200 Cz�stohowa, Polande-mail: {b.wozna, agnieszka.zbrzezny, a.zbrzezny}�ajd.zest.plAbstrat. In the paper we deal with a lassi onurreny problem � a faulty trainontroller system (FTC). In partiular, we formalise it by means of �nite automata,and onsider several properties of the problem, whih an be expressed as formulaeof a soft real-time branhing time temporal logi, alled RTECTL. Further, we verifythe RTECTL properties of FTC by means of SAT-based bounded model heking(BMC) method, and present the performane evaluation of the BMC method withrespet to the onsidered problem. The performane evaluation is given by means ofthe running time and the memory used.1. IntrodutionConurreny is a property of systems that allows to perform multiple ompu-tations in parallel and it is ubiquitous in omputer siene today, for example,it is the ore feature of today operating systems. Conurreny is widespreadbut error prone - typial error inludes rae onditions and mutual exlusionviolations; errors that are unknown in sequential omputations. Traditionalreliability measures suh as simulation and testing fail in the presene of on-urreny, due to the di�ulties of reproduing erroneous behaviour.Model heking [3℄ is an automated tehnique designed to establish ina formal and preise way that spei� properties are satis�ed by a given sys-tem. Its main idea onsists in representing a (�nite) state system as a Kripke



154 Bo»ena Wo¹na-Szze±niak, Agnieszka Zbrzezny, Andrzej Zbrzeznystruture M , expressing a spei�ation by a logial formula ϕ, and hekingautomatially whether the formula ϕ holds in the model M . Unfortunately,the pratial appliability of model heking is strongly restrited by the state-spae explosion problem, whih is mainly aused by representing onurrenyof operations by their interleaving. Therefore, there are many di�erent redu-tion tehniques aimed at minimising models. The major methods inlude ap-pliation of partial order redutions [10℄, symmetry redutions [6℄, abstrationtehniques [4℄, OBDD-based symboli storage methods [1℄, and SAT-basedbounded [2, 9℄ and unbounded [8℄ model heking.The RTCTL language [5℄ is a propositional branhing-time temporal logiwith bounded operators, whih was introdued to allow spei�ation and rea-soning about time-ritial orretness properties. It makes possible to diretlyexpress bounded properties like, for example, �property ϕ will our in lessthan 10 unit time�, or �property ϕ will always be asserted between 2 and 8unit time�. Note that properties like above an be expressed using nested ap-pliations of the next state operators, however the resulting CTL formula anbe very omplex and umbersome to work with. RTCTL, by allowing boundson all temporal operators to be spei�ed, provides a muh more ompat andonvenient way of expressing time-bounded properties.In the paper we investigate a �nite state systems modelled via a networkof �nite automata. In partiular, we deal with a faulty train ontroller system(adapted from [7℄) � a lassi onurreny problem. We model it as a networkof �nite automata, and verify using a SAT-based bounded model heking(BMC) method for RTCTL properties.The rest of the artile is strutured as follows. In the next setion weprovide the main formalisms used throughout the paper, i.e., �nite automata,the RTCTL language together with its universal and existential subsets, andSAT-based BMC for the existential part of RTCTL (RTECTL). In setion 3we show how our SAT-based BMC for RTECTL works by means of the faultytrain ontroller system. In setion 4 we onlude our paper.2. Preliminaries2.1. Finite automata and parallel ompositionGiven is a set PV of propositional variables, eah of whih represents funda-mental properties of the system in question. A �nite automaton, we onsiderin the paper, is a mathematial struture A = (Σ, S, s0, T, V ) that onsists ofa �nite set of ations (Σ), a �nite set of states (S), an initial state (s0), a tran-sition relation (T ⊆ S × S) de�ning rules for going from one state to anotherdepending upon the input ation, and a valuation funtion (V : S → 2PV )



Verifying RTECTL properties of a train ontroller system 155whih assigns to every state a set of propositional variables that are assumedto be true at this state.Typially onurrent systems are designed as olletions of interatingomputational proesses that may be exeuted in parallel. Therefore, we as-sume that a onurrent system is modelled as a network of automata that runin parallel and ommuniate with eah other via exeuting shared ations.There are several ways of de�ning a parallel omposition of a few automata.We adapt the standard de�nition, namely, in the parallel omposition thetransitions not orresponding to a shared ation are interleaved, whereas thetransitions labelled with a shared ation are synhronised.The following de�nition formalises the above disussion. Let Ai = (Σi, Si,

s0i , Ti, Vi) be an automaton, for i = 1, . . . ,m. We take Σ =
⋃m

i=1 Σi, andfor σ ∈ Σ we de�ne a set Σ(σ) = {1 ≤ i ≤ m | σ ∈ Σi} that gives theindies of the omponents that synhronise at σ. A parallel omposition of
m automata Ai is the automaton A = (Σ, S, s0, T, V ), where Σ =

⋃m
i=1 Σi,

S =
∏m

i=1 Si, s0 = (s01, . . . , s
0
m), V ((s1, . . . , sm)) =

⋃m
i=1 Vi(si), and a tran-sition ((s1, . . . , sm), σ, (s′1, . . . , s

′
m)) ∈ T i� (∀j ∈ Σ(σ)) (sj, σ, s

′
j) ∈ Tj and

(∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} \ Σ(σ)) s′i = si.2.2. The RTCTL languageLet p ∈ PV , and I be an interval in IN = {0, 1, . . . } of the form: [a, b) and
[a,∞), for a, b ∈ IN1. Hereafter by left(I) we denote the left end of theinterval I, i.e. left(I) = a, and by right(I) the right end of the interval I, i.e.
right([a, b)) = b− 1 and right([a,∞)) = ∞. The language RTCTL is de�nedby the following grammar:
ϕ:= true | false | p | ¬p | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | EXϕ | AXϕ | E(ϕUIϕ) | A(ϕUIϕ) |

EGIϕ | AGIϕ

UI and GI are the operators for bounded �until� and �globally�, respetively.
E and A are the existential and universal path quanti�ers, respetively. The re-maining bounded temporal operators are de�ned in the standard way: O(αRIβ)
def
= O(βUI(α ∧ β)) ∨ OGIβ, OFIα

def
= O(trueUIα), where O ∈ {E,A}.RTACTL is the fragment of RTCTL suh that the formulae are restrited tothe positive Boolean ombinations of AXϕ, AGϕ and A(ϕUψ). Negationan be applied to propositions only.RTECTL is the fragment of RTCTL suh that the formulae are restrited tothe positive Boolean ombinations of EXϕ, EGϕ and E(ϕUψ). Negationan be applied to propositions only.1Note that the remaining forms of intervals an be de�ned by means of [a, b) and [a,∞).



156 Bo»ena Wo¹na-Szze±niak, Agnieszka Zbrzezny, Andrzej ZbrzeznyA model for RTCTL is the automaton A = (Σ, S, s0, T, V ) as de�ned in theprevious setion. Note that this �nite automaton an be viewed as a standardKripke struture or labelled transition system.Let A = (Σ, S, s0, T, V ) be a model. A path of A is an in�nite sequene
π = (s0, s1, . . . ) of states suh that (sj, sj+1) ∈ T for eah j ∈ IN. For a path
π = (s0, s1, . . . ), we take π(j) = sj. By Π(s) we denote the set of all thepaths starting at s ∈ S, O ∈ {E,A}, and # = ∃π ∈ Π(s) if O = E, otherwise
# = ∀π ∈ Π(s). Given the above, the formal semantis of RTCTL is de�nedreursively as follows:
• A, s |= true, • A, s 6|= false ,
• A, s |= p i� p ∈ V (s), • A, s |= ¬p i� p 6∈ V (s),
• A, s |= α ∧ β i� A, s |= α and A, s |= β,
• A, s |= α ∨ β i� A, s |= α or A, s |= β,
• A, s |= OXα i�#(A, π(1) |= α),
• A, s |= O(αUIβ) i� #(∃m ∈ I)[A, π(m) |= β and (∀j < m)A, π(j) |= α],
• A, s |= OGIα i� #(∀m ∈ I)[A, π(m) |= α].We end the setion by de�ning the notions of validity and the model hek-ing problem. Namely, a RTCTL formula ϕ is valid in A (denoted A |= ϕ)i� A, s0 |= ϕ, i.e., ϕ is true at the initial state of the model A. The modelheking problem asks whether A |= ϕ.2.3. SAT-based BMC for RTECTLIn this setion we give an overview of a SAT-based BMC method for theexistential fragment of RTCTL (RTECTL) [11℄. As usual, we start by de�ning
k-paths, and (k, l)-loops, and then in turn we de�ne a bounded semantis forRTECTL, whih is later used for translation to SAT.Given are a model A = (Σ, S, s0, T, V ) and a bound k ≥ 0. A k-path isthe pre�x of length k of a path in Π. By Pk we denote a set of all the k-paths.By Pk(s) we denote a set of all the k-paths πk with πk(0) = s. A (k, l)-loop isa k-path πk = (πk(0), . . . , πk(l), . . . , πk(k)) suh that πk(l) = πk(k), for some
0 ≤ l < k. A funtion loop : Πk → 2IN identi�es these k-paths that are loopsand it is de�ned as: loop(πk) = {l | 0 ≤ l < k and πk(l) = πk(k)}.De�nition 1 Given are a bound k ∈ IN, a model A, and RTECTL formulae
α, β. A, s |=k α denotes that α is k−true at the state s of A. The relation |=kis de�ned indutively as follows:
• A, s |=k true, • A, s 6|=k false,
• A, s |=k p i� p ∈ V (s), • A, s |=k ¬p i� p 6∈ V (s),
• A, s |=k α ∨ β i� A, s |=k α or A, s |=k β,
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• A, s |=k α ∧ β i� A, s |=k α and A, s |=k β,
• A, s |=k EXα i� k > 0 and (∃π ∈ Πk(s))A, π(1) |=k α,
• A, s |=k E(αUIβ) i� (∃π ∈ Πk(s))(∃0 ≤ m ≤ k)(m ∈ I and A, π(m) |=k βand (∀0 ≤ j < m)A, π(j) |=k α),

• A, s |=k EGIα i� (∃π ∈ Πk(s))((k ≥ right(I) and (∀j ∈ I) A, π(j) |=k α) or
(k < right(I) and (∃l ∈ loop(π))(∀min(left(I), l) ≤ j < k)A, π(j) |=k α)).A RTECTL formula ϕ is valid in model A with bound k (denoted A |=k ϕ)i�A, s0 |=k ϕ, i.e., ϕ is k−true at the initial state of the model A. The boundedmodel heking problem asks whether A |=k ϕ.The following theorem, whih an be proven by indution on the length ofa RTECTL formula, states that there exists a bound suh that bounded andunbounded semantis are equivalent. This implies that the model hekingproblem (A |= ϕ) an be redued to the bounded model heking problem(A |=k ϕ).Theorem 1 Let A be a model and ϕ a RTECTL formula. Then, the followingequivalene holds: A |= ϕ i� there exists k ≥ 0 suh that A |=k ϕ.We an also show even the stronger property, namely, we an prove that

ϕ is k−true in A if and only if ϕ is k−true in A with a number of k−pathsredued to fk(ϕ), where the funtion fk : RTECTL→ IN is de�ned as follows:
• fk(true) = fk(false) = fk(p) = fk(¬p) = 0, where p ∈ PV ,
• fk(α ∧ β) = fk(α) + fk(β),
• fk(α ∨ β) = max{fk(α), fk(β)},
• fk(Xα) = fk(α) + 1,
• fk(E(αUIβ)) = k · fk(α) + fk(β) + 1,
• fk(EGIα) = (k + 1) · fk(α) + 1.Given are a model A = (Σ, S, s0, T, V ), a bound k ≥ 0, and a RTECTLformula ϕ. The problem of heking whether A |=k ϕ holds an be translatedto the satis�ability problem of the following propositional formula:

[A, ϕ]k := [Aϕ,s0

]k ∧ [ϕ]A,k (1)where, the formula [Aϕ,s0

]k onstrains the fk(ϕ) symboli k-paths to be valid
k-paths of A, while the formula [ϕ]A,k enodes a number of onstraints thatmust be satis�ed on these sets of k-paths for ϕ to be satis�ed. One thistranslation is de�ned, heking satis�ability of a RTECTL formula an bedone by means of a SAT-solver.



158 Bo»ena Wo¹na-Szze±niak, Agnieszka Zbrzezny, Andrzej ZbrzeznyIn order to de�ne the formula [A, ϕ]k we proeed as follows. We assumethat eah state s of A is enoded by a bit-vetor whose length, say r, dependson the number of loal states of �omponent� automata. Thus, eah state sof A we an represent by a vetor w = (u1, . . . , ur) of propositional variables(usually alled state variables), to whih we refer to as symboli states. A �nitesequene (w0, . . . , wk) of symboli states is alled a symboli k-path. Sine, ingeneral, we may need to onsider more than one symboli k-path, we introduea notion of the j-th symboli k-path, whih is denoted by (w0,j , . . . , wk,j),where wi,j are symboli states for 0 ≤ j < fk(ϕ) and 0 ≤ i ≤ k. Note that theexat number of neessary symboli k-paths depends on the heked formula
ϕ, and it an be alulated by means of the funtion fk.The propositional formula [Aϕ,s0

]k is de�ned over symboli states wi,j, for
0 ≤ i ≤ k and 0 ≤ j < fk(ϕ), in the following way:

[Aϕ,s0

]k := Is0(w0,0) ∧

fk(ϕ)−1
∧

j=0

k−1
∧

i=0

R(wi,j , wi+1,j) (2)where Is0(w) is a formula that enodes the initial state s0 of A, and R(w,w′)is a formula that enodes the transition relation of A.The next step is the translation of a RTECTL formula ϕ into a proposi-tional formula [ϕ]A,k := [ϕ]
[0,0]
k , where k ≥ 0 is a bound, [ϕ]

[m,n]
k denotes thetranslation of ϕ at the symboli state wm,n, and it is de�ned indutively asfollows:

• [true]
[m,n]
k := true, • [false]

[m,n]
k := false,

• [p]
[m,n]
k := p(wm,n), • [¬p]

[m,n]
k := ¬p(wm,n),

• [α ∧ β]
[m,n]
k := [α]

[m,n]
k ∧ [β]

[m,n]
k , • [α ∨ β]

[m,n]
k := [α]

[m,n]
k ∨ [β]

[m,n]
k ,

• [EXα]
[m,n]
k := (1)

fk(ϕ)−1
∨

ll=0

H(wm,n, w0,ll)) ∧ [α]
[1,ll]
k , if k > 0

(2) false, otherwise

• [E(αUIβ)]
[m,n]
k :=fk(ϕ)−1

∨

ll=0

(H(wm,n, w0,ll) ∧
k

∨

i=0

([β]
[i,ll]
k ∧ In(i, I) ∧

i−1
∧

j=0

[α]
[j,ll]
k )),

• [EGIα]
[m,n]
k := fk(ϕ)−1

∨

ll=0

H(wm,n, w0,ll) ∧

(1)

right(I)
∧

j=left(I)

[α]
[j,ll]
k , if right(I) ≤ k

(2)
k−1
∨

l=0

(H(wk,ll, wl,ll) ∧
k−1
∧

j=min(left(I),l)

[α]
[j,ll]
k ), otherwise.



Verifying RTECTL properties of a train ontroller system 159The following theorem, whih an be proven by indution on the lengthof a RTECTL formula, expresses the orretness and the ompleteness of thetranslation presented above.Theorem 2 Let A be a model, and ϕ a RTECTL formula. Then for every
k ∈ IN, A |=k ϕ if, and only if, the propositional formula [A, ϕ]k is satis�able.3. A faulty train ontroller systemTo evaluate the BMC tehnique for RTECTL, we analyse a salable onurrentsystem, whih is a faulty train ontroller system (FTC) (adapted from [7℄).The system onsists of a ontroller, and n trains (for n ≥ 2), and it is assumedthat eah train uses its own irular trak for travelling in one diretion. Atone point, all trains have to pass through a tunnel, but beause there is onlyone trak in the tunnel, trains arriving from eah diretion annot use itsimultaneously. There are olour light signals on both sides of the tunnel,whih an be either red or green. All trains notify the ontroller when theyrequest entry to the tunnel or when they leave the tunnel. The ontrollerontrols the olour of the olour light signals, however it an be faulty, andthereby it does not serve its purpose. Namely, the ontroller does not ensurethe mutual exlusion property: two trains never oupy the tunnel at the sametime.
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Figure 1: A network of automata for train ontroller systemAn automata model of the FTC system is shown on Figure 1. The spei-�ations for it are given in the universal form, i.e., they are expressed in theRTACTL language:
ϕ1 = AG[0,∞]

(

InTunnel1 → AF[1,∞](InTunnel1)
),

ϕ2 = AG[0,∞]

(
∧n−1

i=1

∧n
j=i+1 ¬(InTunneli ∧ InTunnelj)

),
ϕ3 = AG[0,∞]

(

InTunnel1 → AF[1,n+1]

(
∨n

i=1 InTunneli
)).



160 Bo»ena Wo¹na-Szze±niak, Agnieszka Zbrzezny, Andrzej ZbrzeznyThe formula ϕ1 states that it is always the ase that whenever Train 1 is inthe tunnel, it will be in the tunnel one again within a bounded period oftime, i.e., within n time units for n ≥ 1. The formula ϕ2 represents the fatthat trains have exlusive aess to the tunnel. The formula ϕ3 expresses thatit is always the ase that if Train 1 is in the tunnel, then either he or othertrain will be in the tunnel during the next n+ 1 time units.All the above formulae are not true in the model for FTC, and for everyspei�ation given, there exists a ounterexample. This was shown by meansof the BMC method for RTECTL and testing the formulae ψi = ¬ϕi (for
i = 1, 2, 3), whih are the negations of the assumed universal spei�ationsand are interpreted existentially.For the tests we have used a omputer equipped with AMD phenom(tm)9550 Quad-Core 2200 MHz proessor and 4 GB of RAM, running UbuntuLinux with kernel version 2.6.35-28-generi-pae, and we have set the timeout to3600 seonds, and memory limit to 3072 MB. We have used the state of the artSAT-solver MiniSat 2. The experimental results are shown in Table 1. Inpartiular, we present there the results for the formulae ϕ1, ϕ2, and ϕ3, andthe maximum number of trains we were able to model hek by means of ourBMC method for RTECTL.To get the experimental results in Table 1, we started with a propositionalenoding of a network of automata that models FTC. To this end we haveenoded the states of the network, in partiular the initial state, and the tran-sition relation. An example of suh enoding for two trains and a ontroller,we present below.Let SV = {p1, p2, . . . } be an in�nite set of state variables. A Booleanenoding of all the loal states of the two automata representing trains is thefollowing:

Train 1 Train 2

state bit2 bit1 formula state bit4 bit3 formula

away1 0 0 ¬p1 ∧ ¬p2 away2 0 0 ¬p3 ∧ ¬p4

wait1 1 0 ¬p1 ∧ p2 wait2 1 0 ¬p3 ∧ p4

tunnel1 0 1 p1 ∧ ¬p2 tunnel2 0 1 p3 ∧ ¬p4

Controller

location bit6 bit5 formula

green 0 0 ¬p5 ∧ ¬p6

red 0 1 p5 ∧ ¬p6

faulty 1 0 ¬p5 ∧ p6Given the above, it is easy to see that eah state of the network of automatamodelling the FTC system an be represented by a valuation of a symboli



Verifying RTECTL properties of a train ontroller system 161state w = (p1, . . . , p6). Then, a propositional formula Is0(w), whih enodesthe initial global state of the onsidered system, is the onjuntion of threeformulae that enode all the loal initial states, i.e.
Is0(w) = (¬p1 ∧ ¬p2) ∧ (¬p3 ∧ ¬p4) ∧ (¬p5 ∧ ¬p6)Furthermore, let w = (p1, . . . , p6), w

′ = (p′1, . . . , p
′
6) be two di�erent symbolistates. A propositional formula R(w,w′), whih enodes all the transitionsof the onsidered system is de�ned as the disjuntion of formula that enodesingle transitions:

R(w,w′) approach1 ∨ in1 ∨ out1 ∨ approach2 ∨ in2 ∨ out2

approach1 ¬p1 ∧ ¬p2 ∧ ¬p′1 ∧ p
′
2 ∧ (p3 ↔ p′3) ∧ (p4 ↔ p′4) ∧ (p5 ↔ p′5)

∧(p6 ↔ p′6)

in1 ¬p1 ∧ p2 ∧ p
′
1 ∧ ¬p′2 ∧ (p3 ↔ p′3) ∧ (p4 ↔ p′4) ∧ (¬p5 ∧ ¬p6∧

p′5 ∧ ¬p′6 ∨ ¬p5 ∧ ¬p6 ∧ ¬p′5 ∧ p
′
6 ∨ ¬p5 ∧ p6 ∧ ¬p′5 ∧ p

′
6)

out1 p1 ∧ ¬p2 ∧ ¬p′1 ∧ ¬p′2 ∧ (p3 ↔ p′3) ∧ (p4 ↔ p′4)∧

(p5 ∧ ¬p6 ∧ ¬p′5 ∧ ¬p′6 ∨ ¬p5 ∧ p6 ∧ ¬p′5 ∧ ¬p′6)

approach2 ¬p3 ∧ ¬p4 ∧ ¬p′3 ∧ p
′
4 ∧ (p1 ↔ p′1) ∧ (p2 ↔ p′2) ∧ (p5 ↔ p′5)

∧(p6 ↔ p′6)

in2 ¬p3 ∧ p4 ∧ p
′
3 ∧ ¬p′4 ∧ (p1 ↔ p′1) ∧ (p2 ↔ p′2) ∧ (¬p5 ∧ ¬p6∧

p′5 ∧ ¬p′6 ∨ ¬p5 ∧ ¬p6 ∧ ¬p′5 ∧ p
′
6 ∨ ¬p5 ∧ p6 ∧ ¬p′5 ∧ p

′
6)

out2 p3 ∧ ¬p4 ∧ ¬p′3 ∧ ¬p′4 ∧ (p1 ↔ p′1) ∧ (p2 ↔ p′2)∧

(p5 ∧ ¬p6 ∧ ¬p′5 ∧ ¬p′6 ∨ ¬p5 ∧ p6 ∧ ¬p′5 ∧ ¬p′6)number of BMC MiniSat 2
ϕ k fk(ϕ) trains variables lauses se MB se MB
ϕ1 4 2 1000 4251246 12747733 217.9 553.5 2081.0 902.0
ϕ2 16 1 8 4349 12418 0.1 2.0 1882.3 32.0
ϕ3 4 2 240 292798 876949 7.7 39.6 1851.0 676.0Table 1: Experimental results4. ConlusionsIn this paper we gave a SAT-based symboli approah to bounded modelheking of onurrent systems modelled by network of �nite automata. Wefoused on the properties expressed in RTECTL. The method has been im-plemented, and tested on the standard benhmark � a faulty train ontrollersystem. The benhmark has been arefully seleted in suh a way as to revealthe advantages and disadvantages of both approahes.
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Abstrat. M/M/n/m queueing systems with idential servers are well known in

queueing theory and its appliations. The analysis of these systems is very simple

thanks to the fat that the number of ustomers η(t) in the system at arbitrary time

instant t forms a Markov hain. The main purpose of this paper is to analyse the

M/M/n/m system under assumption that its servers are di�erent, i.e. they have

di�erent parameters of servie time.

1. The analysis of lassial M/M/n/m queueing system

Let us onsider the lassial M/M/n/m queueing system (m < ∞). Let a be

an arrival rate of ustomers, µ be the parameter of servie time distribution.

This system is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: A graph of the lassial M/M/n/m queueing system (m < ∞)

Denote ρ = a/(nµ). In the ase ρ < ∞ the steady state exists, and we

have the following equations for steady state probabilities pk = P{η = k}:
{

apk−1 = kµpk, k = 1, n,

apk−1 = nµpk, k = n + 1, n + m,
(1)
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where η is the stationary number of ustomers present in the system,

k = 0, 1, . . . .
It an be easily shown [1℄ that the solution of this system has the form:

pk =















(nρ)k

k!
p0, k = 1, n,

nnρk

n!
p0, k = n + 1, n + m.

(2)

The value p0 = P{η = 0} is obtained from the normalization ondition
∑n+m

k=0
pk = 1. If m = ∞, the graph of the system is similar. In this ase η(t)

is a birth-death proess and we an also obtain pk probabilities (if ρ < 1) from
analogous equations. The �nal formulas are also very similar.

Assume now that µi is a servie time distribution parameter of the ith
server in the system, i = 1, n and these parameters may be di�erent. The

problem appeared for the �rst time in [2℄,[3℄ and [4℄. In this ase it is possible

that arriving ustomer has to hoose one of free di�erent servers. Hene we

must de�ne the disipline of suh a hoie. We shall analyze the following

disiplines:

1. RANDOM CHOICE.

If there are k free servers, an arriving ustomer hooses every free server

with the same probability 1

k
. Suh systems will be denoted as M/M/n/m-

NHRC (non-homogeneous servers with lassial random hoie).

2. FASTEST SERVER CHOICE.

An arriving ustomer hooses the fastest server. Suh systems will be

denoted as M/M/n/m − NHFC (non-homogeneous servers with the

fastest server hoie).

We shall desribe the behaviour of the system by the following generalized

Markovian proess:

(η(t), i1(t), i2(t), . . . , il(t)), (3)

where l = min(η(t), n) and i1(t), i2(t), . . . , il(t) is the sequene of the numbers
of busy servers written inreasingly. If η(t) = 0, the proess redues to η(t).

The proess (3) is haraterized by the following funtions:

P0(t) = P{η(t) = 0}; (4)

Pkf1f2...fl
(t) = P{η(t) = k, i1(t) = f1, i2(t) = f2, . . . , il(t) = fl},

k = 1, n + m. (5)
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It is lear that if k ≥ n, then the proess η(t) an be understood as a birth-

death proess and we an rewrite funtions from (5) as Pk(t) = P{η(t) = k}.
If k < n, we have

Pk(t) = P{η(t) = k} =
∑

{F n

k
}

Pkf1f2...fk
(t), (6)

where {Fn
k } is the set of all ombinations of the set {f1, f2, . . . , fk}.

Now we shall investigate these systems in some speial ases and try to

�nd formulas for pk in the general ase.

2. Analysis of M/M/2/m�NHRC and M/M/3/m�

NHRC queueing systems

Let us onsider the generalization of M/M/n/m queueing system with two

non-idential servers and random hoie of a free server. Denote as µ1, µ2

the servie time parameters for the servers. We will also use the notation:

ρ = a
µ1+µ2

. A graph of suh a system is presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: A graph of the M/M/2/m − NHRC queueing system (m < ∞)

To desribe a behavior of the system we introdue the following Markovian

proess:

(η(t), i1(t), . . . , il(t)), (7)

where l = min(η(t), 2).
The proess (7) is haraterized by the following funtions:

P0(t) = P{η(t) = 0}; (8)

P11(t) = P{η(t) = 1, i1(t) = 1}; (9)

P12(t) = P{η(t) = 1, i1(t) = 2}; (10)

Pk(t) = P{η(t) = k}, k = 2,m + 2. (11)
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The Kolmogorov equations for these funtions have the form:

P ′
0(t) = −aP0(t) + µ1P11(t) + µ2P12(t); (12)

P ′
11(t) = −(a + µ1)P11(t) +

a

2
P0(t) + µ2P2(t); (13)

P ′
12(t) = −(a + µ2)P12(t) +

a

2
P0(t) + µ1P2(t); (14)

P ′
2(t) = −(a + µ1 + µ2)P2(t) + a(P11(t) + P12(t)) + (µ1 + µ2)P3(t); (15)

P ′
k(t) = −(a+µ1+µ2)Pk(t)+aPk−1(t)+(µ1+µ2)Pk+1(t), k = 3,m + 1; (16)

P ′
m+2(t) = −(µ1 + µ2)Pm+2(t) + aPm+1(t); (17)

P0(t) + P11(t) + P12(t) +

m+2
∑

k=2

Pk(t) = 1. (18)

In the steady state (if ρ < ∞) we obtain the following equations for probabil-

ities p0, p11, p12 and pk that are limits of funtions (8)�(11) for t → ∞:

ap0 = µ1p11 + µ2p12; (19)

(a + µ1)p11 =
a

2
p0 + µ2p2; (20)

(a + µ2)p12 =
a

2
p0 + µ1p2; (21)

(a + µ1 + µ2)p2 = a(p11 + p12) + (µ1 + µ2)p3; (22)

(a + µ1 + µ2)pk = apk−1 + (µ1 + µ2)pk+1, k = 3,m + 1; (23)

(µ1 + µ2)pm+2 = apm+1; (24)

p0 + p11 + p12 +

m+2
∑

k=2

pk = 1. (25)

The solution has the form:

p11 =
a

2µ1

p0; (26)

p12 =
a

2µ2

p0; (27)

p1 = p11 + p12 =
ap0

2
(

1

µ1

+
1

µ2

); (28)

pk =
ap0

2

(

1

µ1

+
1

µ2

)

ρk−1, k = 2,m + 2. (29)
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Formulas (28)�(29) an be rewritten as

pk =
ap0

2

(

1

µ1

+
1

µ2

)

ρk−1, k = 1,m + 2, (30)

where the value of p0 an be obtained from the normalization ondition (25):

p0 =

[

1 +
a

2

(

1

µ1

+
1

µ2

) m+2
∑

k=1

ρk−1

]−1

. (31)

If we investigate M/M/2/∞−NHRC system in the steady state (ρ < 1),
formulas (30) for probabilities pk will be the same, but the relation (31) will

have a simpler form (in this ase we use formula for the sum of geometri

series).

If we analyse M/M/3/m−NHRC system (ρ = a
µ1+µ2+µ3

) and write anal-

ogous equations, we will obtain the following results:

p1 =
ap0

3

(

1

µ1

+
1

µ2

+
1

µ3

)

; (32)

pk =
a2p0

6

(

1

µ1µ2

+
1

µ1µ3

+
1

µ2µ3

)

ρk−2, k = 2,m + 3; (33)

p0 =

[

1 +
a

3

(

1

µ1

+
1

µ2

+
1

µ3

)

+
a2

6

(

1

µ1µ2

+
1

µ1µ3

+
1

µ2µ3

) m+3
∑

k=2

ρk−2

]−1

.

(34)

Analysis of M/M/n/m − NHRC for n > 3 is more ompliated beause

the number of equations is inreasing exponentially and it is di�ult to �nd

the exat solution. But obtained results let predit the general solution for

the arbitrary number of servers in the following form:

pk =























ak(n − k)!p0

n!

∑

{F n

k
}

1
∏

xi∈F k
n

µxi

, k = 1, n − 1,

ak(n − k)!p0

n!

∑

{F n
n }

1
∏

xi∈F n
n

µxi

ρk−n, k = n, n + m,

(35)

where Fn
k denotes a k-element subset of an n element set.
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3. Analysis of M/M/2/m − NHFC queueing system

In this ase, if we assume that µ1 > µ2, then we will not have the transition

0 → (1, 2) in the graph presented in Fig. 2, and the transition 0 → (1, 1)
parameter will be equal to a.

So in this ase we have the following equations in the steady state:

ap0 = µ1p11 + µ2p12; (36)

(a + µ1)p11 = ap0 + µ2p2; (37)

(a + µ2)p12 = µ1p2. (38)

The rest of equations for the funtions pk will be the same as in (22)�(25).

The solution of this system has the form:

pk =
a(a + µ2)(µ1 + µ2)p0

µ1µ2(2a + µ1 + µ2)
ρk−1, k = 1,m + 2; (39)

p0 =

[

1 +
a(a + µ2)(µ1 + µ2)

µ1µ2(2a + µ1 + µ2)

m+2
∑

k=1

ρk−1

]−1

. (40)

The general analysis for n ≥ 3 is ompliated and prediting general for-

mulas for pk is not easy.
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Abstrat. Mathematial ompetene is the ability to develop and use mathematial

thinking for solving various problems in everyday situations. The proess of aquiring

mathematial ompetene is strongly determined by attitudes to mathematis. In

this ontribution, we examine the attitudes of students towards mathematis during

their transition to post-seondary institutions.

1. Introdution

Mathematis is a part of human ulture. Its piees of knowledge, methods and

proedures are transferred to all parts of human ativity. One of those parts

is, obviously, eduation. Mathematial eduation is not an independent part

of eduation. Mathematis undoubtedly develops ognition of every student,

and with its methods and devies it is predetermined to beome an instrument

for the development of ability for onstruting knowledge.

Attitudes are the variables that play an important role in teahing math-

ematis. They represent an assumption about an eduational and learning

proess, about students and their knowledge. Thus attitudes funtion as og-

nitive and emotional �lters through whih we are able to explain and judge

our knowledge and experiene. For this reason we onsider attitudes and

their development as a key variable in the ontinuing eduation proess. It

should be taken into onsideration that students of the mathematis teahing

programme are oming with attitudes towards mathematis and its teahing.

However, many studies have on�rmed the fat that teahers eventually use
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the teahing methods whih have been used in their own eduational proess.

Attitudes of students are ontinuously hanging and developing. This hange

of attitudes and the way of thinking are re�eted in the way they learn.

2. Survey of students' attitudes towards mathematis

In the proess of grant projet realization we arried out the survey of students'

attitudes towards mathematis during an initial phase of their studying. For

the survey, the students of three among the seven faulties of the University

of �ilina were seleted. The faulties di�er not only in their �eld of study and

pratial orientation but also in entrane exam requirements.

⋄ The �rst faulty orientation is tehnial, and students are aepted with-

out maths entrane test.

⋄ The seond faulty fouses on eonomi setors, and students have to

write an entrane test with relatively low math requirements.

⋄ Speialized areas of study of the third faulty are eonomis of transport

and ommuniations, and students have to write an entrane test with

higher math requirements in omparison with the seond faulty.

Among the two hundred survey respondents, seventy were from the �rst

faulty, seventy from the seond faulty and sixty respondents from the third

faulty. Multidimensional oneption of attitudes, whih reognizes 3 om-

ponents � emotional reations, on�dene onneted with an objet and be-

haviour towards an objet, had been used as a theoretial basis of a question-

naire [2℄. The test onsisted of 15 questions and students ould hoose one

from �ve or six answers. The o�ered answers were saled so that it ould be

possible to sort out positive and negative attitudes towards teahing mathe-

matis, self-evaluation of individual mathematial abilities, student's ideas of

a good way of teahing seondary shool mathematis and hanges in attitudes

towards mathematis after entering the university.

In this paper we present some of the results of our survey. One of them is

the answer to the question onerning students applying for entry to partiular

faulties and their seondary shool results. It is reasonable to assume that

the faulties whih require entrane exams in the form of tests (also tests

from mathematis) aept more students with higher preonditions for study

suess, i.e. with better results. The results of our survey, whih on�rm this

fat, are presented in Table 1 and Figure 1.
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Evaluation of results from se-

ondary shool mathematis

Faulty I Faulty II Faulty III

a) exellent 10.00% 10.00% 15.00%

b) exellent or very good 15.71% 42.86% 33.33%

) very good or good 37.14% 20.00% 36.67%

d) good 28.57% 20.00% 13.33%

e) fair/su�ient 8.57% 7.14% 1.67%

Table 1: Seondary shool study results

Figure 1:

Positive and negative self-evaluation of attitudes of students is analyzed by

another test item, results of whih are presented in Table 2 and Figure 2. It an

be seen from the results that regardless of the entrane exams, mathematis

is a di�ult subjet for appliants and they are not able to learn it with ease.

Mathematis is among Faulty I Faulty II Faulty III

a) the most di�ult subjets 25.71% 27.14% 30.00%

b) di�ult subjets 42.86% 48.57% 43.33%

) semi-di�ult subjets 28.57% 20.00% 23.33%

d) easy subjets 0.00% 4.29% 3.33%

e) the easiest subjets 2.86% 0.00% 0.00%

Table 2: Di�ultness of mathematis learning
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Figure 2:

The problems in learning mathematis are losely related to its popularity.

For this reason we inluded question in the survey designed to analyze the

popularity of mathematis among students. The results are summarized in

Table 3 and Figure 3.

What is your relationship to

mathematis?

Faulty I Faulty II Faulty III

a) I really do not like mathe-

matis

12.86% 2.86% 3.33%

b) I do not like mathematis

beause I often do not un-

derstand it

14.29% 14.29% 16.67%

) It depends on a urrent

topi

40.00% 45.71% 35.00%

d) I enjoy mathematis if I un-

derstand the urrent topi

28.57% 34.29% 45.00%

e) Mathematis lessons belong

to my most favourite ones

4.29% 2.86% 0.00%

Table 3: Popularity of mathematis
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Figure 3:

It has been shown by our survey that the negative attitudes are predomi-

nantly observed among the students who did not have to deal intensively with

mathematis during their senior year at a seondary shool. Very surprising

is the fat that also positive attitudes towards mathematis prevail among

students of this group.

Views of importane of math-

ematis in future areer

Faulty I Faulty II Faulty III

a) Mathematis is very impor-

tant for my future areer

12.86% 2.86% 3.33%

b) I will ertainly need math-

ematis from time to time

14.29% 14.29% 16.67%

) I will use mathematis only

marginally

40.00% 45.71% 35.00%

d) I do not think I will need

mathematis in my future

areer

28.57% 34.29% 45.00%

e) I hope I will not need math-

ematis in my future areer

4.29% 2.86% 0.00%

Table 4: The neessity of mathematis
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Figure 4:

The question of importane of mathematis in student's perspetive job is

presented by Table 4 and Figure 4. Aording to the presented results, posi-

tive attitudes of Faulty I and Faulty II students and negatives attitudes of

students of Faulty III prevail in the survey. We did not expet this onlusion.

In Introdution we have mentioned that the attitudes of students are in the

ontinuing development and hange during their study. Thus we also analyzed

whih period of their studies they onsider to be the point when their attitudes

hanged. This is presented in Table 5 and subsequently by Figure 5.

When did the hange happen? Faulty I Faulty II Faulty III

a) During the �rst four years

of basi shool

1.43% 1.43% 1.67%

b) During the seond four/�ve

years of basi shool

12.86% 4.29% 3.33%

) At seondary shool 50.00% 45.71% 41.67%

d) It did not happen 24.29% 25.71% 41.67%

e) I am not able to deide

when it happened

11.43% 22.86% 11.67%

Table 5: The period of hanges of attitudes towards mathematis
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Figure 5:

As we tested the opinions of students at the very beginning of their univer-

sity studies, only the periods of primary and seondary shools were inluded.

The survey shows that the hanges of attitudes towards mathematis (or no

hanges) are harateristi for students of all three types of faulties.

3. Conlusion

In this paper not all the results and onlusions of all tested items are pre-

sented. In spite of this fat, the presented seletion indiates that study results

of university students are strongly determined by their prior shooling, during

whih their attitudes towards mathematis usually worsen. It has been shown

that too demanding tasks, inorretly-hosen rate of teahing, the hoie of in-

adequate language and negative attitudes of mathematis teahers have a bad

impat on students. At the same time, the periods of primary and seondary

shool are key periods for the formation of students' attitudes towards math-

ematis.

We note that the results presented in this paper are, to some degree, in�u-

ened by the omparatively small number of respondents of the survey. But

in spite of this fat, they represent an inentive for further study of students'

attitudes towards mathematis and its teahing during the seondary-tertiary

transition, and for the researh of methods positively in�uening these atti-

tudes. This inludes, for instane, ativating methods developing motivation

and reativity of students during the proess of mathematial eduation [1℄

and positive attitudes of mathematis teahers at universities.
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Abstrat. Curriulum enrihment priniple is one of the approahes in eduation

of mathematially gifted students. Usage of didati omputer games ould be one

of the possibilities of aomplishment.

1. Introdution

Curriulum enrihment priniple is one of the ways of reating proper ondi-

tions at shool, that is to say by modifying eduational ontent, helping the

gifted pupil's to develop their apaities in an optimal way. It brings enrih-

ment of knowledge, interests and abilities beyond the regular urriulum.

The enrihment should be divided in three levels (broadening, deepening,

and enrihing the urriulum) and should be foused mainly on developing

higher order thinking proesses, self-reliane in problem solving and reativity.

The enrihed urriulum should follow the abilities, knowledge and needs of

a gifted pupil [1, 3℄.
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Current urriular douments designated for elementary shools support

using omputers for eduation of mathematis. They also onstitute problem

solving and solving of nonstandard appliation problems as one of the four

main topis of mathematial eduation at elementary shools. A nonstandard

appliation problem is alled a problem that has to be solved by using not

frequent methods or di�erent methods that pupils know in their lasses. One

of the ways of reahing this intent is the appliation of didati omputer

games to mathematis teahing.

There are a lot of programs or didati games based on a mathematial

problem, so we piked one of them.

2. Didati omputer game "4COLORS"

This is one of the older (a DOS program) but very usefull game based on the

four olour theorem. It states that four olors are su�ient to olor any map

so that regions sharing a ommon border reeive di�erent olors.

It is very easy to demonstrate the mathematial indution proof to ele-

mentary shool pupils by using the "4COLORS". We have to keep in mind

the omplexity of this kind of proof. During solving the next problem we an

see that the pupils gifted with mathematis an omprehend. Mathematial

indution is a dedutive proess whih is spei� for mathematiians but not

for pupils (the mathematiian in the �rst steps of his heuristi strategy solves

using indution; in the ase he �nds "something" he proves by inferene).

Let us solve a problem:

Is it possible to olor all of the regions in the plane devided by the given num-

ber of lines using only two olors, so that regions olored by the same olor

share only points � verties? If it is possible, what is the number of lines that

aomplish requirements?

There is a geometri harater of this problem, problem solving by using

"4COLORS" is very rational. We have to draw a new map. Beause of some

software problems we have to draw a retangle at �rst. That is the plane.

Then draw a line in this retangle. Now the plan is divided in two areas. It

is easy to olor this map by using only two olors. Beause of the software

problems we have to use the third olor to olor the area outside the retangle.

After that the program displays that we managed the task. Then we an

draw a new map (a new retangle) with two lines inside. The plane is divided

into four areas. Again, there is no problem to olor the map using only two

olors. We are able to ontinue with drawing three lines, four lines, et. and

eah time we are able to solve the problem. At this moment the pupil ould
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dispute. What if this four lines would be plaed in a di�erent way? How many

qualitatively di�erent situations are possible when we plae four lines inside

the plane? Do we have to solve eah situation partiularly? Considering this

questions, this stadium is very suggestive for eah pupil beause they notify:

I am not evidently able to verify my hypothesis (there is always a solution for

any number of lines despite their positions in a plane) in the way of solving

the problem, for example, for 1, 2, . . . , 10 lines. That is pupil's dilemma that

allowes us to perform mathematial indution. We have to notify that the most

of statement haraters valid for all natural numbers introdued to pupils are

easily provable. In the most ases the pupil "proves" for n = 1, 2, 3 and then

he delares: it is proved for all natural numbers.

Mathematial indution (sometimes alled full indution) is onneted with

mathematial axiomatis, so it is ompliated for beginners. Hene we an

present it to the pupils as a fat:

If any mathematial statement is true for some natural number

k and if validity for n + 1 follows from the validity of the statement

for any natural number n, then the statement is valid for all natural

numbers greater than or equal to number k.

Now we reword the �rst task:

Demonstrate that it is possible to olor all areas of a plane so that any pair of

areas olored by the same olur ontats only in their verties, without regards

to the number of the lines dividing the plane.

The solving proess is demonstrated by using "4COLORS".

1. The plane is divided by one line and these two areas are olored by

di�erent olors. The statement is valid for k = 1.
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2. Let us draw two retangle planes in one piture. Draw some lines into

the left plane and then draw the lines the same way into the right

plane and add one more line. Now we have two maps. Color by two

olors the left map. In this ase we manage to do it � we do not

have to be a�raid of failure aused by di�erent positions of the lines.

Why it is so we demonstrate later. So in the left map the statement

is valid for n. Let us olor the right map. The added line devides the

retangular plane into two areas. One of them is olored by the same

olor as in the left map. The other area has to be olored by the other

olor used in the left map. The result has to be the requested oloring.

In the ase we draw the "added line" from the right map into the left olored

map, there would be some areas where the "added line" goes through (there

are the requirements broken) and some areas where does not (there are the

requirements aomplished). But there is simple solution how to aomplish

the requirements in the areas with "added line". We have to use the other

olor in one of the two areas divided by the "added line" and olored by the

same olor.

In the left map there are n + 1 lines, on the ground of verity of the left

map (verity for n) we proved verity of the right map (for n + 1). Finally,

the "added line" was plaed randomly and so we have solved the problem of

di�erent positions of the lines � it does not matter at all!

On the ground of the full indution, the statement is valid for any random

natural n.
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The usage of "4COLORS" for this problem solving is very apposite

beause pupils have an oppurtunity to go through the seond indution

step many times, as long as they understand its logial struture. After

that they an understand dedutive proedure of mathematial indution

proof.

They also understand that validity for k (in this ase k = 1) is basi;

the validity of statement for n + 1 following from the validity of statement

for n does not su�e in order to verify the validity for n ≥ k or for all n.

At this moment we an give the pupils an idea of the mathematial indution

by using domino: let us have a row of domino stones, the indution step means

that if the �rst stone falls, the next stone is hit and falls too (the step means

that the �rst (or kth) stone really falls).

In the task the ruial fats are that a line devides a plane into two disjoint

areas and two lines an share only one point. So if we mention this fats, we

an generate the next task.

Demonstrate that all the areas of a plane divided by a random number of

irles/ellipses are olorable by two olors, so that two areas olored by the

same number ontats just in verties.

Solution of this problem is analogous to the solution of the �rst task and is

learly shown in Figures.
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Abstrat. The aim of the paper is to present some of the results of an analysis

of eduational needs whih was arried out among students of the Primary shool

teaher training study programme at Palaký University Olomou and whih was

foused on the mathematial and didatial ompetenies of those students.

1. Introdution

Sine the beginning of this year, the Department of Mathematis at Palaký

University, Faulty of Eduation has been dealing with an ESF (European So-

ial Fund) projet alled IMAKOS. The projet aim is to enhane the quality

of the mathematis omponent of the future primary shool and speial shool

teahers professional training. It is to be ahieved by means of the innovation

of the eduational ontent of all the subjets, tehnial, mathematial as well

as didati ones.

To meet the projet goals, it was above all neessary to arry out an analysis

of the eduational needs of Primary shool teaher training and Primary shool

teaher training and speial pedagogy study modes students, with respet to
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their mathematial and didati ompetenies. The data were obtained by

means of a non-standardized questionnaire and a didati test in mathematis

assigned to the students.

Along with the analysis of the mathematial subjets eduational ontents

within the abovementioned study programmes taught at our faulty, as well as

at other faulties, e.g. at the Faulty of Eduation of the University of Pre²ov

or at the Faulty of Eduation of Matej Bel University in Banska Bystria, we

also took a deep look at the situation in the "Mathematis and its appliations

within the framework of primary eduation" training area.

At the level of primary eduation, the training area of "Mathematis and

its appliations" is mostly based on ative learning ativities, i.e. the work

with mathematial objets and the use of mathematis in real-life situations.

This provides students with the knowledge and skills needed in everyday life

and thus makes them mathematially literate. Due to the vital role whih

it plays, mathematis is present at every stage of the primary eduation and

represents a prerequisite for further studies of any kind. Within the training,

a deep omprehension of the elementary thinking proesses and mathematial

notions and the interonnetions between them are emphasized. Step by step,

the pupils adopt partiular notions, algorithms, terminology, symbolis and

their appliations (see FEP BE [2℄).

Students graduated from grammar shools apply and are aepted, above

all, for the studies in the abovementioned study programmes, but there are

also many fresh students oming from pedagogy institutes as well as from other

voation shools, i.e. nursing, agriulture, tehnial shools, and apprentie

training enters. At the beginning of the studies they are all surprised by the

neessity of learning mathematis as well as the didatis of mathematis and

one frequently runs aross the statement suh as "I've never been muh keen

on or good at mathematis." At start they do not quite grasp the signi�ane

of the tasks being a part of their introdution to mathematis at the faulty.

That is why we aim at the development of the key ompetenies whih students

should dispose of, in ompliane with the reation and development of the key

ompetenies set in FEP BE [2℄.

2. Analysis of students' eduational needs through
an investigation questionnaire

During the initial attempts to identify the eduational needs of the students,

we used a questionnaire foused on the usefulness of the professional train-

ing within the future teahers pregraduate preparation (ompiled by Kalhous

and Horak [1℄), whih we have slightly modi�ed to serve the purposes of our

researh. The questionnaire was handed out to 54 �rst-year students and to
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44 students in the seond year of the Primary shool teaher training study

programme. It omprised 20 items (statements). On the basis of their personal

experienes, assumed knowledge, thoughts and feelings onneted with their

dealing with mathematis as a shool subjet, on the one hand, and their being

taught mathematis within the framework of the didati preparation, on the

other hand, the students were asked to assess the usefulness of the given skills

(knowledge) in their future oupation, i.e. that of a primary shool teaher of

mathematis. The assessment was arried out by hoosing one of the numbers

on a 5-degree sale, whereas the number 1 meant topmost quality, the number

2 � quality, 3 � relative quality, 4 � no quality, 5 � absolute lak of quality,

N � unable to assess).

Chart No 1 for the 1
st and 2

nd year students

t1 Mastery of tehnial elements of mathematis

t2 Appropriate use of the mathematial terminology and symbolis

t3 Ability to solve a learning task in mathematis

t4 Ability to manage pupils' ativities onneted with solving a learning task in math-

ematis

t5 Ability to formulate (reate) learning tasks in mathematis in ompliane with the

teahing goals

t6 Ability to ompile a quality didati test in mathematis

t7 Ability to set the eduational goals

t8 Ability to motivate a pupil in an appropriate way

t9 Ability to work with the material didati instruments (teahing aids, omputers)

t10 Ability to assess a textbook used in teahing mathematis

t11 Aquaintane with and ability to use adequate teahing methods

t12 Ability to asses pupil's performane

t13 Ability to identify the internal as well as the external onditions making for e�e-

tive learning mathematis on the side of the pupil

t14 Understanding the neessity of a permanent self-eduation in mathematis and its

realisation in pratie

t15 Awareness of the most wide-spread learning disabilities (dysalulia) and ability

to deal with them

t16 Ability to reognize a mathematially-gifted pupil and to develop his/her gift

t17 Ability to make on the spot deisions regarding typial as well as unusual peda-

gogial situations

t18 Ability to projet (plan) one's own pedagogial ativities

t19 Awareness of the alternative didati proedures and ability to apply them

t20 Ability to ommuniate with the pupils

To illustrate the seleted sample of students, we attahed hereunder a hart

demonstrating the response rate aross the sample. In the �rst line, labelled

valid, the number of the students having answered the partiular question is

stated. In the missing line, on the other hand, the number of the students

who, for one reason or another, did not respond to the partiular item of the
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questionnaire or did not feel ompetent to assess the extent to whih a ertain

ability might be important for their future job, is stated.

Chart No 2: Response rate aross the sample

The hart makes it obvious that with some items students had no di�ul-

ties onsidering the level of neessity of the given abilities for their future job.

This is true for the following abilities: t2, t9, t14, t20; possibly also: t1, t3.

All of them may be regarded as the premises for the basi abilities and om-

petenies every teaher should possess. However, oming to other premises,

a large number of the students found it impossible to respond. They were as

follows: t10, t13, t15. In our opinion, the reason why some students hose the

N answer in response to these premises probably was onneted with their

limited professional experiene, i.e. limited knowledge in the given area of

interest, whih is demonstrated by the hart below showing the response rate

in partiular years of study.

Chart No 3: Response rate aross the whole sample

Chart No 4: Response rate aross the whole sample

The results show that with inreasing age, whih brings about more knowl-

edge from the studies, the ability to shape one's opinion grows.

Let us have a more detailed look at the struture of the responses.

The table shows that with all items (exept items 1 and 14) students of

higher years tend to prefer new skills and knowledge whih they aquired

in the ourse of their studies and whih they had not run aross before.
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Chart No 5: Response rate in per ents

of of of of absolute unable

topmost quality relative no lak of to

quality quality quality quality assess

1st year 40. 74 37.04 20.37 1.85 0 0
t1

2nd year 22.73 43.18 29.55 2.27 0 2.27

1st year 25.93 50 18.52 5.56 0 0
t2

2nd year 29.55 40.91 25 4.55 0 0

1st year 44.44 37.04 12.96 3.7 0 1.85
t3

2nd year 47.73 40.91 11.36 0 0 0

1st year 40.74 33.33 16.67 1.85 0 7.41
t4

2nd year 68.18 20.45 6.82 2.27 0 2.27

1st year 22.22 35.19 27.78 9.26 0 5.56
t5

2nd year 40.91 38.64 13.64 4.55 0 2.27

1st year 27.78 44.44 22.22 1.85 0 3.7
t6

2nd year 63.64 25 6.82 2.27 0 2.27

1st year 35.19 31.48 25.93 3.7 0 3.7
t7

2nd year 43.18 34.09 13.64 6.82 0 2.27

1st year 64.81 22.22 9.26 1.85 0 1.85
t8

2nd year 79.55 13.64 2.27 2.27 0 2.27

1st year 38.89 40.74 18.52 1.85 0 0
t9

2nd year 63.64 27.27 9.09 0 0 0

1st year 9.26 50 22.22 5.56 0 12.96
t10

2nd year 13.64 43.18 36.36 6.82 0 0

1st year 35.19 37.04 18.52 3.7 0 5.56
t11

2nd year 43.18 52.27 4.55 0 0 0

1st year 61.11 27.78 7,41 0 0 3,7
t12

2nd year 81.82 18.18 0 0 0 0

1st year 22.22 44.44 20.37 1.85 0 11.11
t13

2nd year 36.36 47.73 11.36 4.55 0 0

1st year 11.11 53.7 31.48 3.7 0 0
t14

2nd year 6.82 54.55 34.09 4.55 0 0

1st year 37.04 25.93 18.52 5.56 1.85 11.11
t15

2nd year 68.18 13.64 15.91 2.27 0 0

1st year 35.19 33.33 24.07 3.7 0 3.7
t16

2nd year 50 36.36 13.64 0 0 0

1st year 38.89 37.04 16.67 1.85 0 5.56
t17

2nd year 52.27 43.18 4.55 0 0 0

1st year 40.74 40.74 12.96 0 0 5.56
t18

2nd year 56.82 34.09 9.09 0 0 0

1st year 12.96 57.41 16.67 9.26 0 3.7
t19

2nd year 29.55 45.45 25 0 0 0

1st year 77.78 16.67 5.56 0 0 0
t20

2nd year 95.45 4.55 0 0 0 0
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A very interesting phenomenon is also the inrease in the number of respon-

dents who do not believe that it is absolutely neessary to possess tehnial

knowledge. This illustrates quite preisely the urrent situation in eduation.

Students do not require any deepening of the existing tehnial knowledge

whih, aording to them, will be of no use in their job and whih they on-

sider as su�ient for them. At the same time, they emphasize de�ienies in

other areas. They also regard further progress in mathematis oming with

every year of studies as less important.

3. Conlusion

Another basis for the analysis of the eduational needs was a didati test,

again assigned to the 1
st and 2

nd year students of Primary shool teaher

training study programme. Our aim was to get the students aquainted with

some tasks whih primary shool pupils solve in the 5
th grade, right from

the start of their studies. Their own performane should help the students

realize the neessity of self-training, of an independent logial thinking, and

of developing on�dene in one's own abilities, et.

Through the analysis of investigation questionnaires and of tests results we

aquire valuable information whih, along with the analysis of the ontent of

urriula douments, oneptual and methodial materials (i.e. urrent syllabi

of the partiular study modes) relating to the teahing mathematial subjets,

enable us to identify the eduational needs of the survey group.
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Abstrat. A pilot study onerning rudimentary knowledge of triangles and spatial

imagination is submitted to 7th-grade pupils of an elementary shool and students of

the same age at a grammar shool. The theory is important but pratial problems

are more interesting for students. Problems in spatial imagination allow a teaher to

speify the level of students' mathematial abilities. The aim of this pre-researh is

to ompare knowledge of pupils of an elementary shool and a grammar shool.

Nowadays more pratie than theory is getting to the enter of interest in

eduation at shools. Pupils need to �nd some bridges between theory and

pratie.

In mathematis, geometrial problems are a good onnetion between the-

ory and pratie. Pupils use their theoretial knowledge to onstrut onrete

tasks. At �rst, many questions in geometry seem to be theoretial and pupils

need to apply a spatial imagination to resolve these problems.

27 pupils of a grammar shool in Lan²kroun and 32 pupils of an elementary

shool in Letohrad were tested on 20 April 2011. Pupils were of the same

age (2nd grade of the grammar shool, 7th grade of the elementary shool).

Pupils answered ten questions onerning basi geometrial knowledge about

triangles. The results of the researh are summarized in the tables below with

the following symbols used:
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+ . . . orret answer

− . . . inorret answer

0 . . . missing answer

Question 1: The point of intersetion of medians separates medians:

a) exatly in the middle

b) shorter parts of medians are halves of longer parts

) noway, beause the medians do not interset themselves

d) without rules

Results of 7th grade of 2nd grade of

question 1 the elementary shool the grammar shool

+ 16% 33%

− 81% 67%

0 3% 0%

Question 2: The midpoint of the insribed irle of a triangle lies in the

point of intersetion of:

a) bisetors of angles

b) bisetors of sides

) altitudes

d) medians

Results of 7th grade of 2nd grade of

question 2 the elementary shool the grammar shool

+ 53% 30%

− 47% 70%

0 0% 0%

Question 3: The altitude of a triangle is:

a) the straight line going through the vertex of a triangle and orthogonal

to the opposite side

b) the line with outside points � the vertex of a triangle and the heel of

orthogonal going through the vertex of a triangle to an opposite side

) the length of a segment as in item b)

d) the line with outside points � the vertex of a triangle and the midpoint

of the opposite side
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Results of 7th grade of 2nd grade of

question 3 the elementary shool the grammar shool

a (+) 65% 44%

b (+) 13% 19%

 (+) 3% 0%

d (−) 16% 33%

0 3% 4%

The third question is a speial question. Three answers are orret. Only

answer d is inorret.

Question 4: The midpoint of the irumirle of a triangle lies at the point

of intersetion of:

a) bisetors of angles

b) bisetors of sides

) altitudes

d) medians

Results of 7th grade of 2nd grade of

question 4 the elementary shool the grammar shool

+ 34% 37%

− 63% 63%

0 3% 0%

Question 5: The point of intersetion of altitudes separates altitudes:

a) exatly in the middle

b) noway, beause the altitudes do not interset themselves

) shorter parts of altitudes are halves of longer parts

d) without rules

Results of 7th grade of 2nd grade of

question 5 the elementary shool the grammar shool

+ 22% 26%

− 66% 74%

0 12% 0%
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Question 6: There are two interior angles of 40◦ in a triangle. This triangle

is:

a) equilateral

b) obtuse-angled and isoseles

) obtuse-angled and equilateral

d) aute-angled and isoseles

Results of 7th grade of 2nd grade of

question 6 the elementary shool the grammar shool

+ 16% 56%

− 84% 41%

0 0% 3%

Question 7: The sum of the measure of aute angles in a right-angled triangle

is:

a) 80◦

b) 90◦

) 100◦

d) 180◦

Results of 7th grade of 2nd grade of

question 7 the elementary shool the grammar shool

+ 44% 67%

− 56% 33%

0 0% 0%

Question 8: It is not true that in an obtuse-angled isoseles triangle:

a) one of the medians is perpendiular to the opposite side

b) it is axially-symmetrial

) a bisetor of one of angles is perpendiular to the opposite side

d) the midpoint of the irumirle of a triangle is the same as the midpoint

of insribed irle, the entre of gravity and the point of intersetion of

altitudes

Results of 7th grade of 2nd grade of

question 8 the elementary shool the grammar shool

+ 25% 26%

− 56% 70%

0 19% 4%
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Question 9: The entral transversal line of a triangle is:

a) the line with outside points � the vertex of a triangle and the midpoint

of its opposite side

b) the line whih is the onneting line of the midpoints of two sides of

a triangle

) the line whih is the onneting line of the vertex of a triangle and the

midpoint of its opposite side

d) the line going through the midpoint of a triangle

Results of 7th grade of 2nd grade of

question 9 the elementary shool the grammar shool

+ 25% 48%

− 47% 45%

0 28% 7%

Question 10: The measure of interior angles in the obtuse-angled isoseles

triangle is:

a) di�erent, depending on the size of sides

b) two of these angles are the same and the third one is the omplement to

180◦

) we are not able to determine it

d) 60◦

Results of 7th grade of 2nd grade of

question 10 the elementary shool the grammar shool

+ 44% 89%

− 47% 11%

0 9% 0%

The pupils of the grammar shool were more suessful than the pupils

of the elmentary shool in the majority of questions. The better group was

formed by the pupils of the grammar shool, but there was nobody with full

sore � 10 points, while at the elementary shool there was one pupil with

10 points.

The group of pupils of the elementary shool was better only in two ques-

tions (number 2 and 3). The worst answers in both groups were to question 5.

The least good answers at the elementary shool were to questions number 1

and 6 and at the grammar shool to questions number 5 and 8. Mistakes in
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question 8 ourred probably beause this question was in negation. To ques-

tion number 3 there were three good answers, but nobody marked all of them.

The majority of pupils hose the answer a (an altitude of a triangle is a straight

line going through the vertex of triangle and orthogonal to the opposite side).

Di�erent results at two shools are in�uened by more fators. Some prob-

lems ould be aused by inattention of the part of pupils, nontraditional

form of validation of knowledge, and lak of maturity for the orret, in-

dependent and aurate understanding of basi onepts of plane geometry.

Eah of the shools uses di�erent shool texts and there are di�erent teahers,

too. The better results had pupils of a grammar shool, what was expeted

beause a grammar shool is the seletive shool.
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Abstrat. Over the past 25 years highly suessful methods for geometry theorem

proving have been developed. We will use elementary and understandable examples

to show the nature of the tehniques for veri�ation of geometri onstrutions made

with interative geometry environment and for proving geometri statements. In ad-

dition to some informations about the WinGCLC software with spei� language, we

look at the system GeoThms that integrates Automati Theorem Provers, Dynami

Geometry Tools and a database. The abovementioned system provides an environ-

ment suitable for new ways of studying and teahing geometry at di�erent levels.

1. Introdution

Dynami geometry software (DGS) is the most widely used software for mathe-

matis in eduation. DGS allows the user to reate omplex geometri on-

strutions step by step using free objets suh as free points, onstrut new

objets depending on the existing ones (for instane, the line passing through

two distint points) and then move the starting points to explore how the

whole onstrution hanges. The orresponding �gure is updated in real time.

There exist a large number of free and ommerial software1 (e.g. Baghera,

Cabri, Cinderella, Dr. Geo, Eukleides, WinGCLC, GeoGebra, Geometer's

Skethpad, Geometrix, Geometry Expert (GEX), Geometry Explorer, Géo-

plan, GeoNext, GeoProof, KGeo, KIG, Non-Eulid, OpenEulide, WinGeom).

Interative geometry software an help teahers to illustrate abstrat onepts

in geometry and students may explore and understand the seret of plane

geometry on their own. Therefore, DGS systems are used for two ativities:

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynami_geometry_software
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(1) to help a student to reate geometri onstrutions; (2) to help a student

to explore a �gure, invent onjetures, and hek fats.

From the beginning, various kinds of DGS have been the paradigm of new

tehnologies applied to mathematis eduation, area where they have found

their most appliations. Their onveniene in the lassroom is almost unan-

imously praised by eduation experts. However, questions have been raised

on the in�uene or interation of the use of DGS on the development of the

onept of proof in shool urriula [2℄. Sometimes, formal proofs have been

replaed by the onstrution of a great number of examples of a on�guration,

what has ome to be known as a visual proof.

Geometry is also an important area for automati theorem proving (ATP),

the �eld of using automated methods for reating mathematial proofs. The

exatness and broad theoretial foundation that is present in geometry and

the beauty and elegane of geometry make it a wonderful platform for experi-

mentation and testing for new algebrai and other methods.

Several DGS systems with proof-related features an be roughly lassi�ed

into two ategories [5℄:

• systems that permit one to build proofs;

• systems that permit one to hek fats using an automated theorem

prover.

A breakthrough in automated geometry theorem proving (AGTP) is made

by Wen-Tsün Wu. Restriting himself to a lass of geometry statements of

equality type, in 1977 Wu introdued a method whih an be used to prove

quite di�ult geometry theorems e�iently. Here we would like to remind

that Wu's method annot deal with theorems involving inequalities.

AGTP has two major lines of researh [4, 9℄: the syntheti proof style and

the algebrai proof style. Algebrai proof style methods are based on reduing

geometri properties to algebrai properties expressed in terms of Cartesian

oordinates. Syntheti methods attempt to automate traditional geometry

proof methods. The syntheti methods provide traditional (not oordinate-

based), human-readable proofs. In both ases (algebrai or syntheti) we laim

that the AGTPs an be used in the learning proess.

2. WinGCLC software

WinGCLC pakage is a tool whih enables produing geometrial �gures (i.e.

digital illustrations) on the basis of their formal desriptions. This approah

is guided by the idea of formal geometrial onstrutions. A geometrial on-

strution is a sequene of spei�, primitive onstrution steps (elementary

onstrutions). Figure desriptions in WinGCLC are usually made by a list
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of de�nitions of several (usually very few) �xed points (de�ned in terms of

Cartesian plane, e.g. by pairs of oordinates) and a list of onstrution steps

based on that points.

WinGCLC uses a spei� language for desribing �gures. The GCLC lan-

guage onsists of the following groups of ommands: de�nitions, basi on-

strutions, transformations, drawing ommands, marking and printing om-

mands, low level ommands, Cartesian ommands, ommands for desribing

animations, ommands for the geometry theorem prover. These desriptions

are ompiled by the proessor and an be exported to di�erent output formats.

There is an interfae whih enables simple and interative use of a range of

funtionalities, inluding making animations.

The theorem prover (GCLCprover) built into WinGCLC is based on Chou's

algorithm for proving geometry theorems (area method, see [1℄). This method

belongs to the group of syntheti methods. The main idea of the method is to

express hypotheses of a theorem using a set of onstrutive statements, eah

of them introduing a new point, and to express a onlusion by an equality of

expressions in geometri quantities suh as ratio of direted parallel segments

AB/CD (where AB denotes the signed length
2 of a segment AB), signed area

SABC (the area of a triangle ABC with a sign depending on the order of the

verties A,B and C3) and Pythagoras di�erene PABC = AB
2
+ CB

2
− AC

2

as a generalization of the Pythagoras equality (for details see [8℄).

The proof is then based on eliminating (in reverse order) the points in-

trodued before, using for that purpose a set of appropriate lemmas. After

eliminating all introdued points, the urrent goal beomes a trivial equal-

ity that an be simply tested for validity. At all stages, di�erent expression

simpli�ations are applied to the urrent goal.

Let us take next elimination lemma and one example:

Lemma 1. Let SABY be the signed area of a triangle ABY for distint points

A,B and Y . For ollinear points Y,U and V it holds

SABY =
UY

UV
SABV +

Y V

UV
SABU .

Example 1 (of elimination tehnique). Let Y be a point on a line passing

through a given point W and parallel to a line UV , suh that WY = rUV ,

2If we presribe a diretion from A to B as positive, then AB = |AB| and BA = −|AB|.
3
SABC is positive if we move along the perimeter of a triangle from the vertex A to B

and C anti-lokwise.
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where r an be a rational number, a rational expression in geometri quanti-

ties, or a variable. Then it holds:

SABY = SABW + r(SABV − SABU ).

The onstrutions aepted by GCLCprover are: onstrution of a line

given by two points; an intersetion of two lines; the midpoint of a segment;

a segment bisetor; a line passing through a given point, perpendiular to

a given line; a foot from a point to a given line; a line passing through a given

point, parallel to a given line; an image of a point in a given translation; an

image of a point in a given saling transformation; a random point on a given

line.

Let us onsider the triangle area theorem as an example:

Example 2 (Triangle area theorem). Eah median divides the triangle into

two smaller triangles whih have the same area.

Proof (using the method). Let ABC be a triangle, and M be a midpoint of

AB. We �rst translate the goal into its equivalent using the signed area:

SAMC = SMBC .

The proof is atually to eliminate a point M . Using Example 1, the above

equality of signed areas an be redued to the expressions as follows:

SAMC = SCAM = SCAA +
1

2
(SCAB − SCAA),

SMBC = SBCM = SBCA +
1

2
(SBCB − SBCA).

The new goal is:

1

2
SCAB =

1

2
SBCA.

The proof is ompleted as SCAB = SBCA.

We an use WinGCLC to validate the previous statement by desribing

the onstrution and proving the property for given three �xed distint points

A,B,C with M being the midpoint of AB. The WinGCLC ode for this

onstrution and the orresponding illustration (LATEX output), are shown in

Figure 1. It an be heked (using GCLCprover) that a median CM divides

a triangle ABC into two smaller triangles (△AMC and △MBC) whih have

the same area, i.e. SAMC = SMBC . This statement an be given in the ode

of GCLC language by the following line:
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point A 10 10

point B 70 10

point C 55 35

midpoint M A B

drawsegment A B

drawsegment B C

drawsegment A C

drawsegment C M

cmark_b A

cmark_b B

cmark_t C

cmark_b M
A B

C

M

Figure 1: Example 1

prove { equal { signed_area3 A M C } { signed_area3 M B C } }

The prover produes a short report of information on number of steps

performed, on CPU time spent and whether or not the onjeture has been

proved. For our example we have:

The theorem prover based on the area method used.

Number of elimination proof steps: 2

Number of geometri proof steps: 7

Number of algebrai proof steps: 9

Total number of proof steps: 18

Time spent by the prover: 0.004 seonds

The onjeture suessfully proved.

The prover output is written in the file triangle_area.tex.

The prover also generates a proof in LATEX form (in the �le proof.tex). We

an ontrol the level of details given in the generated proof. The proof on-

sists of proof steps. For eah step, there is an explanation and its semanti

ounterpart. This semanti information is alulated for onrete points used

in the onstrution. For our example (in Figure 1), we will get the following:
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(1) SAMC = SMBC , by the statement

(2) SCAM = SBCM , by geometri simpli�ations

(3)

(

SCAA +

(

1

2
(SCAB + (−1 · SCAA))

))

= SBCM , by Lemma 29 (M eliminated)

(4)

(

0 +

(

1

2
(SCAB + (−1 · 0))

))

= SBCM , by geometri simpli�ations

(5)

(

1

2
SCAB

)

= SBCM , by algebrai simpli�ations

(6)

(

1

2
SCAB

)

=

(

SBCA +

(

1

2
(SBCB + (−1 · SBCA))

))

, by Lemma 29 (M eliminated)

(7)

(

1

2
SCAB

)

=

(

SCAB +

(

1

2
(0 + (−1 · SCAB))

))

, by geometri simpli�ations

(8) 0 = 0 , by algebrai simpli�ations

Q.E.D.

3. GeoThms

GeoThms4, is a framework that links DGS (GCLC and Euklides), AGTP

(GCLCprover), and a repository of geometry problems (GeoDB), providing

a ommon web interfae for all these tools (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: GeoThms � Regular Users Page

Integration of GeoThms with dynami geometry software and automati

theorem provers and its repository of theorems, �gures and proofs give the

user the possibility to browse easily through the list of geometri problems,

their statements, illustrations and proofs, and also to use interatively the

drawing and proving programs (see Figure 3).

4GeoThms is a set of PHP sripts of top of a MySQL database and is aessible from

http://hilbert.mat.u.pt/GeoThms.
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Figure 3: GeoThms � Theorem Report

As a web servie GeoThms emphasizes [6℄: (1) a simple interfae based on

using geometrial spei�ation languages of the underlying geometrial tools;

(2) a low ommuniation burden. A basi ommuniation, onerning desrib-

ing geometrial onstrutions and onjetures, is based on formal languages

of the underlying geometrial tools. Within GeoThms, data are presented in

textual form as GCLC ode, or as XML rendered as HTML, and graphial

form as JPEG image, or as SVG image. When adding new geometrial tools,

it will be su�ient to develop onverters from its format to XML and vie

versa. This enables onverting from any format to any other, and onsequently

makes usable the whole of the repository to any geometrial tool.

4. Conlusion

In this paper we present some advantages of interative geometry sys-

tem WinGCLC, automated theorem prover GCLCprover, and geometry

framework GeoThms. The built-in module is based on the area method for

Eulidean geometry. The main advantage of this method is that eah step of

the generated proof has lear geometri meanings and the proofs are gener-

ally elegant. The omputer program based on the area method has produed

proofs of more than 500 geometry theorems, some of whih are even shorter

than those given by geometry experts. A drawbak is that the students must

be taught the "area axioms" instead of the standard Eulidean axioms.
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Abstrat. Some beautiful and powerful mathematial ideas are hard to present

to students beause of the involved abstrat language (notation, de�nitions, the-

orems, proofs, formulas) and lak of time. Animation and �mathematial experi-

ments� provide a remedy. In the �eld of stohastis, the Galton board experiment

presents several fundamental stohasti notions: a random event, independent ran-

dom events, the binomial distribution, limit distribution, normal distribution, inter-

pretation of probability, and leads to their better understanding. Random walk is

a natural generalization of the Galton board. We use random walks as a motivation

and presentation of basi priniples of fuzzy random events and fuzzy probability.

Fuzzy mathematis and fuzzy logi generalize lassial (Boolean) mathematis and

logi, re�et everyday experiene and deision making and have broader appliations.

Experimenting with random walks also sheds light on the transition from lassial to

fuzzy probability.

1. Introdution

Probability and statistis are onsidered to be important and useful om-

ponents of the general mathematial eduation. Unfortunately, due to the

abstrat language of mathematis (notation, de�nitions, theorems, proofs,

formulas) and lak of time it is usually hard to present students with some

beautiful and powerful stohasti ideas. A possible remedy is to work with

animation and �stohasti experiments�.
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Internet soures provide numerous and detailed information about experi-

ments with the Galton board, see for example:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bean_mahine,

http://animation.yihui.name/prob:bean_mahi,

http://www.ju.edu/math/isep/Quinunx/Quinunx.html,

http://mathworld.wolfram.om/GaltonBoard.html.

Experimenting with the Galton board enables us to present several funda-

mental stohasti notions and laws, for example, a random event, independent

random events, the binomial, normal, and limit distributions, interpretation of

probability and so on, in a natural way, and leads to their better understand-

ing. Our goal is to study the Galton board and some of its generalizations

from the viewpoint of random walks and fuzzy probability. We believe that our

approah provides a vehile to onvey to students basi ideas of both lassial

and nonlassial �elds of stohastis and sheds some light on the transition

from lassial to fuzzy probability (f. [1℄, [4℄). The latter one re�ets everyday

experiene and deision making and has broader appliations.

In this paper we onentrate on �nite random walks, but the in�nite ones

onstitute another important topi to be inluded into �stohasti experi-

ments�, see for example

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_walk.

Here we would like to point out a surprising fat that even a very small hange

of the probability p(l) = p(r) = 1/2 (going left or right) in the symmetri one-

dimensional random walk to p(l) = 1/2 + 0.01, p(r) = 1/2 − 0.01 leads to

a very nonsymmetri behaviour, see

http://artax.karlin.m�.uni.z/ maim1am/pub/antoh/pdf.

The next steps in animation should be relationships between the Galton

board and the Moivre-Laplae limit theorems leading to the normal distribu-

tion, various laws of large numbers, and limit theorems. �But that's another

story�, as Rudyard Kipling would say.

2. The Galton board

Aording to http://mathworld.wolfram.om/GaltonBoard.html the Galton

board, also known as a quinunx or bean mahine, is a devie for statisti-

al experiments named after English sientist Sir Franis Galton. It onsists

of an upright board with evenly spaed nails (or pegs) driven into its upper half,

where the nails are arranged in staggered order, and a lower half divided into

a number of evenly-spaed retangular bins. The front of the devie is overed

with a glass over to allow viewing of both nails and slots. In the middle of

the upper edge, there is a funnel into whih balls an be poured, where the di-

ameter of the balls must be muh smaller than the distane between the nails.
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The funnel is loated preisely above the entral nail of the seond row so that

eah ball, if perfetly entered, would fall vertially and diretly onto the up-

permost point of this nail's surfae. Eah ball follows a path starting at the

enter nail, then bounes either right or left and so on, and ultimately lands

in one of the bins.

Shematially, it an be visualized via a graph starting with one vertex v00

on the level zero, ontinuing with two verties v10, v11 on the level one and so

on, ending with N + 1 verties (bins) vN0, vN1, . . . , vNN on the level N , see

Figure 1.

Figure 1: Visualization of of a ball path via a graph

The Galton board is onneted to the binomial distribution in the following

way. Eah time a ball hits one of the nails, it an boune left (or right) with

some probability p(l) (right with the probability p(r) = 1 − p(l)). For sym-

metrially plaed nails, balls will boune left or right with equal probability,

so p(l) = p(r) = 1/2. The probability that a ball (after hitting N − 1 nails)

ends in the nth bin, n = 1, 2, . . . , N , is

P (n) =

(

N

n

)

p(l)np(r)N−n.

Even a novie in probability should be able to appreiate how experiment-

ing with the Galton board is related to random walks. Indeed, the path of

a ball an be viewed as a random walk on the graph of Galton board. The

paths onstitute a disrete probability spae and we o�er an alternative way

how to alulate the probability of a path. To this end, we reall the notion of

a onditional probability.
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Let us repeat some random experiment N times independently (the out-

omes do not depend on the previous experiments). We onsider two events A
and B, nB is the number of ourrene of B (we assume nB > 0), and nA∩B

is the number of their joint ourrenes (we ount only ourrenes of A when

B has ourred). Then
nA∩B

nB
=

nA∩B/N

nB/N

means that the onditional probability of A given B should be de�ned as

P (A|B) =
P (A ∩ B)

P (B)
.

Of ourse, we assume that P (B) > 0 and the de�nition is based on the inter-

pretation of probability via relative frequeny.

QUESTION: What is the probability of the path (v00, v10, . . . , vN0)?

Figure 2: Events as sets of paths

Denote by A(v00, v10) the set of all paths going trough v10, A(v00, v11) the set
of all paths going trough v11, and A(v00, v10, v20) the set of all paths going

trough v10 and then through v20.

It is easy to see (Figure 2) that P
(

A(v00, v10)
)

= P
(

A(v00, v11)
)

= 1/2 and

A(v00, v10, v20) ⊂ A(v00, v10). Further,

P
(

A(v00, v10, v20)|A(v00, v10)
)

= P
(

A(v00, v10, v21)|A(v00, v10)
)

= 1/2.

Thus

P
(

A(v00, v10, v20)|A(v00, v10)
)

=
P

(

A(v00, v10, v20) ∩ A(v00, v10)
)

P
(

A(v00, v10)
)

implies that P
(

A(v00, v10, v20)
)

= (1/2)2.
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Repeating the reasoning, we arrive to the onlusion that the probability

of the path (v00, v10, . . . , vN0) equals (1/2)N . Analogously, we an alulate

the probability of any other path: it is equal to (1/2)N . So, we ended up

with a lassial (disrete) probability spae the elementary events of whih

are exatly the paths of balls in the Galton experiment.

3. Walking on the Galton board

The random walk on the lassial Galton board is rather simple. Eah vertex

vNk, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N , is absorbing, other verties are not. From any other

vertex a ball an proeed to two adjaent verties on the next level with equal

probability 1/2. We an study �two step walks� or �k step walks� and ask

about the orresponding onditional probabilities. In suh ases ombinatoris

su�es. On a more ompliated board, a ball at eah vertex an proeed to

more than two points on the next level and the onditional probabilities an

vary from one level to the next level, and then ombinatorial methods do not

su�e. We believe (see the next setion) that fuzzy probability o�ers a natural

approah to suh random experiments.

The original Galton board an be used for less traditional experiments.

We mention two of them. First, let us imagine that inside the board there is

another funnel pointing to some �xed vertex vij whih fores all the balls to

through it. We an study the relationships between the (disrete) probability

spaes desribing the modi�ed experiment and the original one. Seond, let us

imagine that behind the board a magnet is plaed to in�uene the fall of balls.

This time it is impossible to alulate the probabilities of individual paths but,

using statistial tests, we an arry out a large number of experiments and

test whether the magnet has an impat on the experiment. Similar �statistial

ativities� an be arried out in the ase of the �rst modi�ed experiment.

A less traditional approah to walking on the Galton board is to study

the transition of balls from a given level to the next one. Eah level an

be viewed as a disrete probability spae, the transition an be studied as

a transformation of one probability spae into another, and the onseutive

transitions an be hained as the ompositions of transformations.

4. Transformations

Let Ω = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωm} be a �nite set, let p be a probability funtion on Ω,

i.e. 0 ≤ p(ωi) ≤ 1 and
∑m

i=1 p(ωi) = 1. Then (Ω, p) is said to be a disrete

probability spae. Note that to eah probability funtion p on Ω there or-

responds a probability measure P de�ned on subsets of Ω and, for disrete

probability spaes, there is a natural one-to-one orrespondene between prob-

ability funtions and probability measures. In what follows, all the probability

spaes will be disrete.
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De�nition 1. Let (Ω, p) and (Ξ, q) be probability spaes. Let T be a map of

Ω = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωm} into Ξ = {ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn} suh that

q(ξj) =
∑

ωi∈T←(ξj)

p(ωi) for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} suh that q(ξj) > 0.

Then T is said to be a transformation of (Ω, p) to (Ξ, q). If Ξ is a set of real

numbers, then T is said to be a random variable.

Eah transformation T an be visualized as a system of pipelines going

from Ω to Ξ, through whih p �ows and results in q, see Figure 3 (f. [1℄, [2℄).

Figure 3: Transformation of a probability spae

Let (Ω, p) and (Ξ, q) be probability spaes. It is natural to ask the following

question: Does there always exist a transformation of (Ω, p) to (Ξ, q)? The

answer is NO.

Indeed, for probability spaes (Ω, p) and (Ξ, q), if Ξ has more points than Ω,

p(ωi) = 1/m for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, and q(ξj) = 1/n for all j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
then there is no transformation of (Ω, p) to (Ξ, q).

As shown in [1℄ and [2℄, if we replae the lassial pipeline (sending the

whole amount of eah p(ωi) to exatly one ξj) by a more omplex pipeline

(sending eah p(ωi) proportionally to several/all points of Ξ), then the answer

is YES. The solution, alled a �fuzzy transformation�, is based on Figure 4.

Observe that our omplex pipeline is determined by a speial matrix

A = (aij)m×n, and the orresponding �fuzzy transformation� of p on Ω into q
on Ξ an be desribed as follows: q (as a vetor) is the (matrix) produt of p
(as a vetor) and A. The ith row of A

qi = (ai1, ai2, . . . , ain)

is a probability funtion on Ξ, and aij an be interpreted as the probability

of �transition� from ωi to ξj ∈ Ξ, see [3℄.
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Figure 4: �Fuzzy transformation� of a probability spae

De�nition 2. Let A = (aij)m×n be an m-by-n matrix suh that all aij are

non-negative and
∑n

j=1 aij = 1 for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then A is said to be

a generalized stohasti matrix. Further, if ai,j ∈ {0, 1} for all indexes, then

A is said to be a risp generalized stohasti matrix. If m = 1, then A is

ondensed to a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) and is alled a stohasti vetor. If m = n,
then A is alled a stohasti matrix.

Note that the produt of two generalized stohasti matries A = (aij)m×n

and B = (bij)n×l is a generalized stohasti m-by-l matrix (in partiular, the

produt of a stohasti vetor and a generalized stohasti matrix is a stohas-

ti vetor).

De�nition 3. Let (Ω, p), Ω = {ω1, . . . , ωm}, and (Ξ, q), Ξ = {ξ1, . . . , ξn}, be
probability spaes. Let A = (aij)m×n be a generalized stohasti matrix. Let

TA be a map of Ω into the set of all probability funtions on Ξ de�ned by

TA(ωi) = (ai1, ai2, . . . , ain), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

If q = pA, then TA is said to be a fuzzy transformation of (Ω, p) to (Ξ, q).

Let (Ω, p) and (Ξ, q) be probability spaes. De�ne A = (aij)m×n as follows:

q = (ai1, ai2, . . . , ain), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

Let TA be the orresponding map of Ω sending eah ωi into q.

Lemma 1. TA is a fuzzy transformation of (Ω, p) to (Ξ, q).
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Note that there are other (non trivial) fuzzy transformations of (Ω, p) to

(Ξ, q), and fuzzy transformations are related to probability funtions on the

produt Ω × Ξ suh that p and q are marginal probabilities, see [3℄.

Let (Ω, p), Ω = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωm}, (Ξ, q), Ξ = {ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn}, and (Λ, r),
Λ = {λ1, λ2, . . . , λl} be disrete probability spaes. Let A = (aij)m×n and

B = (bij)n×l be generalized stohasti matries suh that TA is a fuzzy trans-

formation of (Ω, p) to (Ξ, q) and TB is a fuzzy transformation of (Ξ, q) to

(Λ, r). Let C = (cij)m×l = A×B and let TC be the orresponding map of Ω
into probability funtions on Λ.

Lemma 2. TC is a fuzzy transformation of (Ω, p) to (Λ, r).

5. Generalized random walk

A generalized random walk an be viewed as a �nite series of suessive fuzzy

transformations �governed� via the produt of onstituent matries. Indeed,

for l = 1, 2, . . . , N , let (Ωl, pl), Ωl = {ωl1, ωl2, . . . , ωlml
}, be disrete prob-

ability spaes and, for l = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, let Al be generalized stohasti

matries suh that TAl
is the orresponding fuzzy transformation of (Ωl, pl)

to (Ωl+1, pl+1).
The starting point (top vertex) an be viewed as a trivial probability spae

(Ω0, po), where Ω0 onsists of just one point {ω00} and p0(ω00) = 1. Formally,

p1 an be viewed as the �fuzzy image� of p0 and (Ω1, p1) an be viewed as the

fuzzy transformation of (Ω0, po) (via Tp1
). Consequently,

pN = p1A1A2 . . .AN−1

enables us to alulate the probability of �a generalized random walk starting

at ω00 ends up at ωNk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,mN �.

The fat that we send a point (elementary event) to a probability measure

has de�nitely a quantum nature and haraterizes the transition from lassial

to fuzzy transformations [1℄.
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Abstrat. In this artile we present some theoretial approahes in mathematis

eduation, espeially in Poland and Hungary, with pratial examples. We also de-

sribe some aspets of using ICT in mathematis eduation and ooperative learning.

1. Introdution

Didatis of mathematis is very young researh �eld whih will �nd its po-

sition in the system of researh subjets. Aording Szendrei [10℄, didatis

of mathematis is a spei� researh �eld whih develops atual questions of

mathematis eduation, understanding and harater of mathematial notions

in teahing proess. A lot of questions are onneted with other researh sub-

jets suh as psyhology, pedagogy, soiology, philosophy and so on. For this

reason we an use in didatis of mathematis the results and methods of

other researh subjets. Szendrei formulates the following goals for researh

in mathemati eduation:

• Theoretial bakground of teahing and learning mathematis.

• Constrution and struture of mathematis and their in�uene on pro-

ess of gaining knowledge in mathematis eduation.

• Di�ulties of the proess of gaining knowledge in mathematis edua-

tion.
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• Eduation of mathematis as a ognitive proess.

• Heuristis and disovering as a tool of knowledge and proess of edua-

tion.

• Relationship between mathematis, ulture and ommunity.

• Soial proesses in teahing and learning mathematis.

• Behavior, attitudes and thinking of pupils in mathemati eduation.

• Modern tehnologies, their possibilities and borders in mathematis

eduation.

2. View of Tamás Varga

Tamás Varga in his work [12℄:

• would like to �nd suitable models for teahing set theory, algebra, fun-

tions and logi,

• would like to �nd omplex view by building of notions,

• reommends to use open problems in whih a pupil tries to �nd suitable

model for problem solving,

• reommends that the teahing proess must be based on the inter-

nally motivation of pupil through the suitable motivational tools (games,

problems of real live, using history of mathematis and so on).

Figure 1
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Pálfalvi [7℄ shows one example used by Tamás Varga from shool probability:

We have four ubes with following signing of the walls:

I: 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3

II: 0, 0, 4, 4, 4, 4

III: 1, 1, 1, 5, 5, 5

IV: 2, 2, 2, 2, 6, 6

We have now the game for two players. The player wins, if he throws the

bigger number. Game situations aording to di�erent ubes an be shown by

the following shemata (the grey squares are for the situations when ubes in

olumns win, see Figure 1).

From the tables we see that the ube IV is "better" than the ube I and

the ube II is "better" than the ube IV, but the ube I is "better" than II.

(The relation is not transitive). The relations between ubes are shown by the

following shema (the arrow is oriented to the "better" ube):

Figure 2

This example illustrates how it is possible to meet paradoxes in stohastis,

whih was also shown by Pªoki [8℄.

3. Cooperative learning in mathematis eduation

Cooperative learning has many appliations in mathematial eduation.

Aording to Jablonský [3℄, this learning has �ve essential priniples:

1. Development of positive interdependene.

2. Assurane of fae-to-fae promotive interation.

3. Strengthening of individual aountability and personal responsibility.

4. Improvement of interpersonal and small groups skills.

5. Re�etion of group proessing.
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Nowadays this type of learning is very important for development of soial

skills of pupils. Some eduational projets onerning reation of teahing

materials for GeoGebra Wikipedia an be realized in e�etive way only in the

ase if these materials are prepared by groups of pupils.

4. ICT in mathematis eduation

Aording to Oldknow and Taylor [6℄, we an identify at least three reasons

for promoting the integration of Information and Communiation Tehnologies

(ICT) in mathematis teahing at shools:

Desirability: From the students side, the use of ICT may stimulate their mo-

tivation and uriosity; enourage them to develop their problem-solving

strategies. From the teahers side, the use of ICT may improve their

e�ieny, release more time to address students individually, stimulate

re-thinking their approah to teahing and understanding.

Inevitability: Many �elds of publishing have moved from printing to ele-

troni form. This applies to onferene proeedings, referene works suh

as enylopaedias, small-irulation textbooks, speial journals, et.

Publi poliy: In Slovak National Curriulum ISCED 1, 2 and 3 there is de-

�ned that Mathematis as a subjet belongs to the group "Mathematis

and Working with Information".

Aording Gun£aga, Fulier and Eisenmann [2℄, implementation of ICT in

eduation brings more open questions whih are ommon for mathematis

eduation:

• The use of whih tehnologial tools in learning mathematis are impor-

tant and relevant to di�erent groups (primary shools, high shools and

universities)?

• What role an di�erent ICT instruments play in making eduation more

e�ient?

• What e�ets do the new tools and tehnologies have onerning the

ognitive proesses?

• What has to be hanged in the urriulum of shool mathematis?

• How has the use of ICT hanged the urriulum of shool mathematis

so far?
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In last years the open soure software GeoGebra has been often used. Nowa-

days it is aessible in 50 language versions. This system joins together the

omputer algebra system, dynamial geometrial software and spreadsheet.

Its big advantage onsists in user friendly harater and possibility to reate

dynamial HTMLWebPages with interative pitures (see www.geogebra.org).

Teahing materials developed by this software is possible to �nd on the

GeoGebra Wiki. Its Slovak version is step by step reated now, and we are

interested in ooperation in this developing proess with teahers in shools,

pupils and students � future teahers at universities. Some examples an be

found in [1, 4, 5, 11℄.

5. Conlusions

In the teahing proess, the teaher plays an important role. ICT does not

hange this, beause the omputer and software are only tools, not goals.

Pólya [9℄ formulated the following ten pratial rules for the mathematis

eduation. The teaher should

1) have interest in professional harater of his teahing.

2) know professional harater of his teahing.

3) know the enter of attration of teahing and the fat that the best way

for the teaher is the way whih he �nds himself.

4) know the images of the pupils. What do they expet? What is di�ult

for them?

5) not only give the pupils professional knowledge, but also develop their

working abilities (orretness of the algorithm and its steps).

6) teah pupils how to disuss.

7) teah pupils how to prove.

8) develop using by pupils heuristi methods for problem solving, �nd non-

visible general rules.

9) not show the pupils the solution of the problem, but motivate them to

�nd their own solution.

10) not overextend the pupils by the lot of teahing material, but motivate

them to learn with understanding.
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Abstrat. Signi�ant di�erenes are observed in seondary eduation of mathemat-

is in the Czeh Republi. It makes signi�ant obstales during tertiary eduation

studies, beause many of students do not �nish its �rst study year. Therefore there is

a need to ontinuously evaluate their mathemati abilities and perform appropriate

hanges in study ourses.

1. Introdution

In the frame of the urriular reform in the Czeh Republi there are develop-

ing and implementing frame urriula (RVP) preeded by more strit standard

urriula. In the sope of partiular shools they are alled shool urriula

(SVP) whih are derived from RVP. The �rst RVP for seondary shools was

aepted in 2007, and from 2009 �rst groups of shools started to teah a-

ording to shool urriula1. In omparison with old urriula, although they

desribe ompulsory and optional topis, they are more �exible than the old

ones. This leads to high imbalane of students' mathematial knowledge from

shool to shool. In the Table 1 we an observe ontinuity of old urriula

and new RVP. Partiular types of shools are the following: G � Gymnasium

(preparation for university studies), SPS � industrial shool (preparation for

pratie in several tehnial branhes), SOS � integrated shool (speialized

branhes for pratie), OA � seondary business shool (eonomially oriented

for pratie), SOU � seondary eduation for pratie in a trade.

1Introdution of RVP and SVP is dividend into 4 phases that should be �nished by 2012.
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Table 1: Comparison beetween topis of RVP on gymnasium and speialized

shools and old urriula from 1999/2000.

In Table 2 there is the number of hours for the whole period of eduation

on the type of shool.

Table 2: Minimal hours of mathematis aording to the shool type by RVP.

Aording to the mentioned above we an predit these results:

1. Di�erenes between gymnasium and other types of shools should be

�nd espeially in the topi �propositional logi�.
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2. Further di�erenes should be not only in topis but partiularly in deep

of the knowledge.

3. All shool leavers should have worse knowledge in topis �analyti geo-

metry, omplex numbers and di�erential and integral alulus�. In the

ontrary, they should have strong knowledge of �number operations,

equations, funtions, series, statistis and geometry�.

We performed researh among students of �rst year university study through

questionnaire.

2. Researh and hypotheses

Do orrespond di�erenes between types of seondary shools with the distri-

bution of topis in RVP? Whih topis are taught well in seondary eduation

and whih we have to improve in the �rst year of university studies? Does

knowledge of students depend on the type of seondary eduation (several

types of seondary shools)? Does knowledge of students depend on the type

of study �eld attended?

We performed the abovementioned researh by the form of questionnaire

given to students of �rst year at Faulty of Siene, University of Ostrava.

The sample inludes 787 students, we generalized results also for minor sub-

set, where we are only observing mainstream �elds for Faulty of Siene.

Questions were grouped aording to mathematial topis into the following

ones: sets, numerial �elds (SET), propositional logi, proofs (LOGIC), fun-

tions (FUNCTION), equations, inequations (EQUATION), fundamentals of

the di�erential and integral alulus (MA), ombinatoris (COMB), probabil-

ity, statistis (STAT), analytial geometry (GEOM).

We have devised questions in these topis and we performed analysis upon

the sale. Every student an evaluate knowledge in the sale 1 � 5 (subtopis

of above), where 1 is the minimal knowledge and 5 is the maximal knowledge.

The method Analysis of variane (ANOVA) has been used. We analyzed

results upon the seondary shool attended and study �elds 2.

At �rst, we divided answers only into two lasses: �I've never hear about it�

and �other answers�. We got the reply to the �rst question. Aording to parti-

tion of topis in RVP/old urriula, di�erenes between seondary shools pro-

viding preparation for pratie (SPS, SOS, OA, SOU) and seondary shools

providing preparation for university studies (G) would be espeially in the

topi LOGIC and next di�erenes would be rather at an intensity of knowl-

edge. But results of the researh does not orrespond with the assumptions

(see Table 3). Likewise strong onsiousness in the topi MA does not or-

respond to the fat that this topi is not obligatory at seondary shools
2They are marked as �eld's odes in the following text.
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already sine year 1999. On the ontrary, in the long term �xed subjets

at all seondary shools, probability and statistis have weak position in the

onsiousness of respondents.

Table 3: Perentage of students' knowledge.

3. Data analysis and results

Results of ANOVA showed statistially signi�ant di�erenes between shools

in overall results - F-ratio = 24.96, i.e. Prob. level < 0.000001.

Another interesting result is showed by the Tukey-Kramer Multiple

Comparison Test:
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From the base test we an onlude that hypothesis about di�erene be-

tween shools has been aepted (zero-hypothesis rejeted). From additional

tests given above, we an see that the level of math knowledge is similar at

G, OA and SPS shools. Contrary, SOS and SOU shools have statistially

signi�ant di�erenes from the �rst mentioned shool.

If we analyse preisely the topis mentioned, we get these results against

fator of shool. We used the MANOVA Test. We an also rejet zero hy-

potheses for every partiular topi. From following graphs we an observe that

di�erenes (not statistially proved) are espeially in MA and LOGIC, where

pratie shools attendants have slightly worse results against other shools.

In the end we veri�ed whether knowledge of students depends upon the

study �eld. We used the Bonferroni (All-Pairwise) Multiple Comparison Test

and obtain the following results:
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So we annot rejet the zero hypothesis that all students of di�erent pro-

grammes have the same results.

4. Conlusions

The analysis of the results shows signi�ant di�erenes between the type of

seondary shools. Pratially oriented shools have low level of mathematial

preparation, so we an establish speial ourses for these students. Also topis

are not balaned (but not statistially). This means that we have to fous to

logi and mathematial analysis.
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Abstrat. The problem of students' understanding and mastering mathematis is

urrently one of the most emphasized topis of expert publi disussion. New ways

of teahing mathematis more e�etively and attratively are being searhed for.

The information soiety brings new alternatives nowadays; it enables us to hange

established and rigid forms and methods in teahing. While searhing an answer to

the question why the student attitudes toward mathematis are so often negative and

what ould in�uene this situation in a positive way, we onduted a survey realized

under the program ITMS � Flexible and attrative study at the University of �ilina

for the needs of the market and knowledge-based soiety.

The paper presents some of the outomes whih have ensued from the data ob-

tained in the projet realization. 200 students from three faulties of the Univer-

sity of �ilina were addressed in the survey (Faulty of Civil Engineering, Faulty

of Operation and Eonomis of Transport and Communiations, Faulty of Speial

Engineering), in whih their attitudes toward mathematis were deteted as well as

the fators determining these attitudes.

1. Introdution

Nowadays there is a lot of dissussion among sienti� ommunity about stu-

dents' problems with understanding and omprehending mathematis.
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Sometimes, it is onsidered that mathematis annot be learnt, you sim-

ply either have apriori talent or not. The aim of the survey, whih we have

performed during the projet ITMS � Flexible and attrative study at the Uni-

versity of �ilina for the needs of the market and knowledge-based soiety, is

to analyze the fators that a�et students ability to understand Mathematis.

During the projet we surveyed 200 students of University of �ilina studying

at Faulty of Civil Engineering, Faulty of Soial Engineering and Faulty of

Operation and Eonomis of Transport and Communiations.

We foused on the analysis of attitudes and opinions of students of math-

ematis whih they expressed in the submitted questionnaire. This question-

naire had 15 questions while responses saling has 3 levels. Students expressed

how they like the style of teahing mathematis and where or not mathemat-

is is an important and interesting subjet, how muh time do they spend for

preparing for lessons and how they atually understand the disussed urriu-

lum, how di�ult is that urriulum for them.

We got a lot of interesting material whih was subjeted to the qualitative

statistial analysis.

In this artile we present only a few partial results and our main target is to

identify the fators whih have positive impat on understading mathematis

and study results of students in this subjet.

2. Analysis of the qualitative haraters

We used χ2− test for ontingeny table k × m to verify dependene of eah

pair of the qualitative haraters A and B. The harater A was aquiring k

ategories and the harater B was aquiring m ategories.

We tested the null hypothesis:

H0 : the haraters A and B are independent, versus

H1 : the haraters A and B are dependent.

The test statistis is

χ2 =

k∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

(fij − oij)
2

oij
, (1)

where fij are observed frequenies, oij =
fA

i fB
j

n
, i = 1, 2, ..., k; j = 1, 2, ...,m.

The rejetion region is χ2 > χ2
α((k − 1)(m − 1)), where χ2

α((k − 1)(m − 1)) is
the ritial value of χ2− distribution with (k − 1)(m − 1) degrees of freedom.

The degree of statistial dependene between the observed qualitative har-

aters A and B is assessed using the ontingeny oe�ient C and the Cramer
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oe�ient V whih are de�ned as

C =

√

χ2

n + χ2
, V =

√

χ2

n (h − 1)
, (2)

where n is a sample size and h = min(k, m).

A\B B1 B2 ... Bm fA
i

A1 f11 f12 f1m fA
1

A2 f21 f22 ... f2m fA
2

: ... :
Ak fk1 fk2 ... fkm fA

k

fB
j fB

1
fB
2

... fB
m n

Table 1. The ontingeny table of the observed frequenies.

3. Veri�ation of formulated hypotheses

We formulated 3 hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1. The style of teahing mathematis determines the

level of its understanding.

To determine where or not the style of teahing mathematis and the level

its understanding by students are independent we used the χ2−test of in-

dependene. We use α = 0.05. We observed the following haraters: the

harater A � the style of teahing matemathis and the harater B � the

level of understanding mathematis by students. The harater A takes the

ategories: A1 = very good, A2 = sometimes onvenient, sometimes inonve-

nient, A3 = mostly inonvenient. The harater B takes the ategories: B1 =

the subjet matter is understood most of the time, B2= the subjet matter is

understood at 50% of lessons, B3= the subjet matter is rarely understood.

We tested the null hypothesis:

H0 : the style of teahing mathematis and the level of its understanding

are independent, versus

H1 : the style of teahing mathematis and the level of its understanding

are dependent.

The test statistis is χ2 = 5.5089. The ritial value with (k−1)(m−1) = 4
degrees of freedom is χ2

0.05(4) = 9.49. The rejetion region is χ2 > 9.49.
Sine χ2 = 5.5089 ≤ 9.49, the hypothesis H0 is not rejeted. It is evident
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that the style of teahing mathematis and the level of its understanding are

independent (Figure 1). The value of the ontingeny oe�ient is C = 0.1638
and the value of the Cramer oe�ient is V = 0.1174. The values of these

oe�ients indiate that between the analyzed qualitative haraters A and

B there exists the small degree of onnetion.
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Figure 1: The bar hart of observed frequenies of haraters A and B.

Hypothesis 2. The time devoted to training for lessons of mathe-

matis signi�antly a�ets the level of understanding mathematis.

To determine where or not the time spent for training for the mathemat-

is lessons and the level of understanding mathematis by students are in-

dependent we used the χ2−test of independene. We observed the following

haraters: the harater A � the time spent for training for the mathematis

lessons and the harater B � the level of understanding mathematis. The

harater A takes the ategories: A1 = more of time spent in omparison with

others subjets, A2 = the same time as for other lessons, A3 = less time in

omparison with other subjets. The harater B takes the ategories: B1 =

the subjet matter is understood most of the time, B2 = the subjet matter is

understood at 50% of lessons, B3 = the subjet matter is rarely understood.

We tested the null hypothesis:

H0 : the time spent for training for the mathematis lessons and the level

of understanding mathematis are independent, versus

H1 : the time spent for training for the mathematis lessons and the level

of understanding mathematis are dependent.

The test statistis is χ2 = 9.6552. Sine χ2 = 9.6552 > χ2

0,05(4) = 9.49,
the hypothesis H0 is rejeted. It is evident that the time spent for training

for the mathematis lessons and the level of understanding mathematis are

dependent (Figure 2). The value of the ontingeny oe�ient is C = 0.2146
and the value of the Cramer oe�ient is V = 0.1554. The values of these
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oe�ients indiate that between the analyzed qualitative haraters A and

B there exists the small degree of the onnetion.
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Figure 2: The bar hart of observed frequenies of haraters A and B.
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Figure 3: The bar hart of observed frequenies of haraters A and B.

Hypothesis 3. Positive attitude to mathematis signi�antly a�ets

the level of understanding mathematis.

To determine where or not the positive attitude to mathematis and the

level of understanding mathematis by students are independent we used the

χ2−test of independene. We observed the following haraters: the harater

A � the positive attitude to mathematis and the harater B - the level of

understanding mathematis. The harater A takes the ategories: A1 = I

like mathematis only if I understand the urriulum, A2 = my attitude to

mathematis depends on a topi whih we learn, A3 = I do not like math-

ematis. The harater B takes the ategories: B1 = the subjet matter is

understood most of the time, B2 = the subjet matter is understood at 50%
of lessons, B3 = the subjet matter is rarely understood. We tested the null

hypothesis:
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H0 : the positive attitude to mathematis and the level of understanding

mathematis are independent, versus

H1 : the positive attitude to mathematis and the level of understanding

mathematis are dependent.

The test statistis is χ2 = 16.89. Sine χ2 = 16.89 > χ2

0.05(4) = 9.49, the
hypothesis H0 is rejeted. It is evident that the positive attitude to mathe-

matis and the level of understanding mathematis are dependent (Figure 3).

The value of the ontingeny oe�ient is C = 0.2791 and the value of the

Cramer oe�ient is V = 0.2055. The values of these oe�ients indiate that

between the analyzed qualitative haraters A and B there exists the small

degree of onnetion.

4. Conlusion

Our researh brings two interesting results. Espeially, we have veri�ed the

generally-known fat: the intrinsi motivation of students to arry out any

ativity is neessary. For mathematis teahers this means to fous their

e�orts on reating and applying the hosen teahing methods in suh a way

that students an understand the importane of mathematis for everyday

pratie and they will be more motivated intrinsially. The time spent for

preparing for mathematis lessons is an important fator for understanding

mathematis. It was proved that not only the time spent by students for

preparing for lessons, but also their aessibility are important.

The seond result proved that in mathematis eduation the motivation

is more important than the teahing method itself. The replies of the re-

spondents also on�rmed that the attitude to mathematis is already formed

in high shool. Students' suess in learning mathematis at the university

depends mainly on the knowledge whih they aquired in high shool. Veri�-

ation of the hypothesis number 1 on�rmed this fat. The methods used in

teahing mathematis at the university are not so important as the motivation

of students and the time of preparing for mathematis.
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Abstrat. In ontemporary onepts of shool eduation one suggests a far-reahing

integration of teahing ontents. The integration is aimed to help shool hildren to

gain a omprehensive world piture, stimulate their ativeness, develop some reative

attitudes of the shool hildren toward mathematis and elaborate various forms of

organizing lasses. Aording to the experiene with integrating mathematis with

other teahing subjets, there are di�ulties in realizing the aims mentioned above.

In this artile some reasons for these di�ulties will be disussed at large.

1. The main assumptions of integration

The term �integration� in its broadest sense suggested by The Ditionary of

Foreign Words means to build a whole from separate parts. The �integration�

is a proess of joining something to one whole, bringing together, ompleting.

In turn, the integration of teahing aording to The Popular Enylopedia is

a teahing method aimed to highlight the relations between all the teahing

subjets and to present siene as a whole.

The onept of integration in teahing is not new. Its development was

made due to a new breeding trend in the 19th and 20th enturies whih was

opposed to The Herbart Shool of Pedagogy.

A new onept, alled integrated teahing, whih aneled the traditional

division of teahing into teahing subjets and the lesson system, was elabo-

rated for the needs of elementary eduation. The assumptions of the onept

were premises to a new approah to the system of teahing ontents relying

on the main-topi entered integration of teahing stu�.
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The �rst attempts of teahing integration on a larger sale were made in

Poland after the World War II. In 1990s A. Szyszko-Bohusz introdued the

term of holisti pedagogy [6℄.

Aording to the holisti teahing one needs to understand oneself in sur-

rounding reality rather than to gain enylopedi knowledge. This leads to

a hange of subjet-based teahing into searhing for orrelations between

teahing subjets. As a onsequene, the overall onept of reality instead of

partial knowledge of single phenomena is to be presented to shool hildren.

The introdution of the onept of fully integrated teahing in the urriu-

lums of 1�3 levels and blok teahing in 4�6 levels of elementary eduation

has been in progress for more than 10 years. The idea of realizing the integra-

tion of teahing by intersubjet eduational paths is suggested to be applied

to all eduational levels. Correlated subjet-based teahing is an appropriate

base for transsubjet teahing [1℄ whih relies on getting the borders between

the lassial branhes of siene disappeared and fousing on the analyzed

problem, phenomenon or proess.

The theoretial assumptions of integrated teahing are properly elaborated

and fully aeptable. The other thing is their fatual, not only delarable

realization.

2. Mathematis and the onept of integrated
eduation

Mathematis is a subjet whih is seriously di�ult to be integrated with

other teahing subjets.

• Although the introdution of integrated teahing in 1�3 levels has been

in progress for 10 years, some publishing houses keep publishing separate

ourse books for the stage of eduation.

• The Great-Poland's gymnasium and high shool students realized some

hosen topis as projets within the program e-Szkoªa Wielkopolska for

one year [7℄. Basially, the projets were to integrate mathematial-

natural subjets. Only 16 out of 350 ompleted projets partially on-

erned mathematis. Moreover, the so alled �mathematial� projets,

on the ontrary to the so-alled �natural� projets, enrihed students'

mathematis knowledge to a minimal extent. They regarded some well

known problems presented in a more attrative form, e.g. symmetry in

arhiteture, fashion and art, perentages in everyday life, our neighbor-

hood in numbers.
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• The projet �Preshoolers� inluding some very interesting suggestions

of eduational paths integrating the ontents of natural sienes for

6-year-old hildren was one of the three rewarded projets of e-Szkoªa

Wielkopolska. What is symptomati, the projet laks mathematial

ontents despite of its authors' reativity. Apparently, the authors laim

that teahing mathematial terms annot be orrelated with other on-

tents in an attrative way for hildren.

• The onnetion of mathematial and natural ontents o�ers di�ulties

even to the authors extensively desribing their orrelation [3℄. Although

the authors note that there is a number of intersubjet relations within

mathematial-natural subjets, they diretly mention only physis,

astronomy, hemistry, biology, and geography.

3. The reasons for the di�ulties

Why is mathematis not prone to integration with other subjets? It seems

that there are several reasons.

First of all, mathematis is formal on the ontrary to all natural subjets,

i.e. physis, hemistry, geography, and nature.

One an desribe it in the following literary form:

Let's imagine a razy tailor who keeps sewing all possible lothes. He knows

nothing about people, birds or plants. He isn't interested in the world and its

exploration. He keeps sewing lothes. He doesn't know for whom, he doesn't

think of it. The tailor takes are of only one thing: he wishes to be onsistent.

Every time he starts sewing a new piee of loth, he makes ertain assumptions.

They aren't always the same but he proeeds aording to the assumptions and

wishes not to make them ontraditory. There always have to be lothes, not

bunhes of blindly sewed tatters. He brings ready lothes to a big storage. If

we ould get there, we would �nd the lothes for people, entaur, uniorn and

for the reatures whih haven't been invented yet. The great number of lothes

would be of no use. Everyone admits that the never-ending job of the tailor

is sheer madness. Mathematis works as the tailor does. Mathematis builds

strutures, but no one knows for whom. Perfet models, but a mathematiian

doesn't know of what the models are. He isn't interested in it. He does what

he does beause suh an ativity is possible ( . . . ) [4℄.1

1Author's individual translation of Stanisªaw Lem's quotation.
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Therefore, both the subjet of the researh and the methods used in math-

ematis and natural sienes are ompletely di�erent. The essene of math-

ematial reativity is to operate in the world of abstration. A physial ex-

periment, observations and onlusions are su�ient only in the elementary

stages of mathematis teahing and then they an be used to a limited extent.

Eventually, one always needs a formal explanation.

Seondly, mathematis is a language. The statement The world of nature

is written in the language of mathematis formulated by Galileus nearly four

enturies ago is presently onsidered to be obvious. Nevertheless, one needs

to have at least a very basi ommand in a language to be able to speak

it. Besides, the knowledge of the language is prior, not simultaneous, to its

use in desribing various phenomena, whereas the shool hildren mathematis

knowledge is little. What is more, mathematial ontents get redued in every

hange of the general eduation urriulum. High shool �nal year students

do not know, e.g. that a veloity is the derivative of distane with respet to

time beause they do not know the term �derivative�. Student an get to know

numerous impressive examples of fratals, but their knowledge is redued to

the ability to reognize the shapes beause the shool knowledge of mathe-

matis is insu�ient to enable them to understand the rules of onstruting

fratals.

Another di�ulty in the integration de�ned as a orrelation of mathematis

with other teahing subjets is a onstrution of the shool hildren mathe-

matis knowledge. In mathematis one onstruts �new terms by means of

the previosly introdued terms�. It resembles a onstrution of an inverted

pyramid. One should systematially build �oor by �oor and it is time-

onsuming. Shool hildren need to know some mathematial terms, e.g. in

physis or geography, muh earlier than they learn them during mathematis

lessons.

The terms whih shool hildren use in everyday life, e.g. binominal num-

bers and perentages, are also disussed in more advaned stages of mathemat-

is teahing at shool. Real everyday needs and shool mathematis are losely

related in early eduational stages. Four basi operations on rational numbers,

measuring, weighing, time alulations, alualting the area and the perimeter

of a simple geometri �gure, perentages and proportions are neessary skills

in everyday life. The mathematial operations mentioned above tend to be

often done with alulators. The appliations of mathematis to everyday life

are numerous but trivial. In more advaned stages of mathematis teahing

there is a larger disrepany between shool mathematis and everyday needs.
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In everyday life one makes no use of e.g. polynominals and quadrati equa-

tions. On the other hand, the mathematis knowledge of shool hildren re-

mains too little to show its more ompliated appliations. The real

appliations of mathematis generally require muh more advaned mathe-

matis tools than the ones of a �nal year high shool student. Therefore, the

possibilities to motivate shool hildren to learn mathematis by showing its

appliations are on�ned.

Aside from the problem-entered and teahing-ontent-entered integra-

tion, one also onsiders a key-ompetene entered integration [5℄. Mathe-

matis is traditionally thought to be leading in teahing logial reasoning,

whereas the role of mathematis in teahing reative attitudes is unapprei-

ated.

The literature onerning reativity is on�ned to present literary, plas-

ti, musi or tehnial reativity of shool hildren. The manifestations of

suh reativity are muh easier to be doumented and exposed than the mani-

festations of mathematial reativity. The rule is to regard mathematial

reativity as an area of advaned ompetenes. It is mentioned at the very

end of the list of ahievements of mathematial eduation, whereas reativ-

ity annot be the end of mathematis learning but the way of handling it.

Unfortunately, the requirement of mathematial reativity is not often re-

speted by speialists in mathematis eduation, authors of ourse books and

teahers [2℄.

4. Conlusion

The spei� nature of mathematis as a formal branh of siene is partially

re�eted in the spei� nature of shool mathematis among the group of

mathematial-natural subjets. This spei� nature auses numerous di�ul-

ties in integrating mathematis with other teahing subjets. Nevertheless,

one should not refrain from supporting the integration beause it is the only

way to overome innumeray.
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Abstrat. In this paper we present the results of researh whih was onduted

in years 2006/2007 and 2007/2008 on groups of students of Pedagogial University

of Craow. The results are related with the role of the omputer in the proess

of solving the tasks on the funtions with parameter, disovering some properties

of funtions, formulating statements desribing observed regularity and �nding the

method of proof.

1. Introdution

The seond half of the XX entury and the beginning of the XXI entury are

the period of rapid development of omputer tehnology. Its importane in

various �elds of human life onstantly inreases so it is no wonder that it also

gains entrane to eduation. Throughout the world, many people arry out

researh on the e�etive use of omputer tehnology in teahing and learning

mathematis. One of the issues is an attempt to answer the questions: How

to use e�etively omputer tehnology to shape the image of mathematial

onepts? and: How to help learners to develop reative ativity? The work

in this �eld was also arried out at the Pedagogial University of Craow.

The results of this researh an be found in the papers [2℄, [3℄, [4℄, [6℄ and [8℄,

among others.
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2. Methodologial notes

Our results presented in this paper were obtained during attempts to use the

omputer in the formation of some mathematial onepts in the proess of

solving ertain tasks. In these studies, we used the omputer to help students:

• to �nd the solutions to the problem onerning the properties of fun-

tions with the parameter,

• to justify the orretness of the obtained solutions,

• to disover ertain properties of funtions and formulate them in math-

ematial language and disover methods of proof.

We were interested in �nding answers to the following researh questions:

• How an a omputer with appropriate software help understanding the

ontent of the mathematial problem?

• Can a omputer be useful in disovering the solution to a mathematial

problem?

• How muh an a omputer help to deepen understanding the mathemat-

ial onepts?

• How muh an a omputer be useful in disovering methods of proof of

observed fats?

Some results onerning these issues have already been signaled in our paper

in 2005. In this paper we present results of our researh whih was onduted

in years 2006�2008 among three groups of postgraduate students (Group A �

a group of 14 people in the aademi year 2006/2007, Group B � a group of

18 people in the aademi year 2006/2007, Group C � a group of 17 people

in the aademi year 2007/2008). The researh involved 49 students. Most

of them were teahers who widened their mathematial knowledge to get the

right to teah this subjet. Their study lasted three semesters. During their

studies they had to learn many new mathematial ontents. We expet that

the use of omputer an be a positive motivation for them to try to solve more

di�ult tasks.

As the researh tools we used the sets of tasks with the parameter whih

relate to the properties of elementary funtions and questionnaire whih on-

tains twelve questions on the previous experiene of using a omputer and an

opinion on the role of the omputer in the lass of mathematial analysis and

future plans related to the use of the omputer. We use the following working
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methods: observation of students' work, disussion with students, analysis of

homework solutions and questionnaires. Researh were onduted aording

to the following plan:

1. Students work on solutions sets of tasks in pairs without the aid of

a omputer.

2. Common disussion about the obtained solutions with use of a omputer

during the disussion.

3. Students working alone � solving homework.

4. Students omplete the questionnaire.

5. Analysis of the olleted material and putting the researh hypotheses.

Researh started with work on tasks without a omputer. The idea was to

hek whether students will feel the need to use a omputer. In our researh

we used three tasks. The �rst of them onerned a linear funtion fm(x) =
(2m−3)x+3, where m is a real parameter. The idea was to investigate whether

students pereive that a hange of the loation of plots of these funtions

depends on a hange of the value of the parameter m. We will not analyze

this task in urrent paper, beause it is already desribed in other papers. In

the task 2 the goal was to answer the question: what an be said � depending

on the parameter m � about the domain and the set of values for the following

funtions: gm(x) = 1
fm(x) and hm(x) =

√

fm(x), where fm is de�ned as in

Task 1. We hose this task to researh how the respondents understand the

onept of omposite funtions and if they are able to indiate those funtions'

domains and sets of values. In addition, we were interested to see whether

they an designate the limit ases. Task 3 deals with the desription of the

position of a plot of the funtion f(x) = ax2 + bx + c depending on the real

values of the parameters a, b, c. The solution of this task an help you to

analyze graphs of funtions drawn on a omputer. In our researh we used

programs Derive 5.0 and Wykresy 3 (Graphs 3). We wanted to hek our

assumption that the loation of the graph when you hange the oe�ient b

will be di�ult to desribe for students. The role of homework and use of

omputers in solving problems will be disussed in another paper.

Wykresy 3 is a simple program useful for drawing graphs of funtions.

This program allows us to enter formulas and draw graphs of funtions with

a parameter. Using it one an observe how the position of the graph depends

on the parameters. The program is available at

http://www.up.krakow.pl/mat/komputery/prokomp.html.
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The questionnaire was anonymous and onsisted of 12 questions divided

into three groups. The �rst group inludes general questions about omputer

use by students during independent problem solving or during lasses in shool.

The seond group onsists of questions onerning the role of a omputer

during the exerise and in the proess of solving problems. Students have to

indiate one from �ve situations whih have ourred:

a) a student independently disovered the solution and the omputer did

not help in any way,

b) a student independently disovered the solution and a omputer on-

�rmed the obtained result,

) a student independently disovered a way to solve the problem and om-

puter simulations helped him to �nd an error in reasoning,

d) a student has not disovered the solution and understand how to solve

them after the analysis using omputer,

e) a student has not disovered the solution and a omputer did not help

him in any way.

In this group there was also a question whih presentation helped them better

to disover and formulate the observed hypothesis. The last group of questions

onerned the respondents subjetive feelings about omputer-aided teahing.

They were asked about whether:

• more topis should be implemented in a similar way?

• the partiipant is satis�ed that the lasses were onduted using a om-

puter?

• the respondent would like to use a omputer in the future in the lass-

room?

3. Analysis of results

Students onsidering the family of funtions fm(x) = (2m − 3)x + 3 should

observed that the point (0, 3) belongs to the graphs of all funtions from this

family. For m > 1.5 these funtions are inreasing, for m < 1.5 these fun-

tions are dereasing, and for m = 1.5 the funtion fm is onstant. Researh

has shown that the greatest di�ulties for students were aused by onstant

funtion. Most respondents generally did not inlude it in the solutions. Only
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after using a omputer one notied that it meets the onditions of tasks 1

and 2. This is probably beause the respondents do not have yet well formed

onept image of linear funtion (see [7℄). They did not see that in the family

under onsideration there is a onstant funtion whih has slightly di�erent

properties from other funtions of this family. Therefore, in a situation om-

pliated by the use of a parameter, students did not re�et on the limiting

ase whih orresponds to the funtion f(x) = 3 ([1℄). Regarding to the task

2, it should be notied that the domain of the funtion gm is the set of real

numbers without the root of the funtion fm for m �= 1.5 or the set R for

m = 1.5. However, the domain of the funtion hm is the set of real numbers

for whih the funtion fm takes the non-negative values, and the whole R,

when m = 3. The answers to general questions show that almost 45% of re-

spondents use a omputer while solving tasks independently, and 67% use it

at their lessons. This fat an arouse optimism, but let us notie here that the

most of the teahers were not learners of mathematis. The most frequently

reported methods used were:

• Drawing graphs of funtions;

• Searh the web de�nitions, theorems and examples of the solutions;

• Perform alulations and hek the results of various ativities, in par-

tiular, for operations on matries, alulating determinants, solving

systems of equations or the tasks from statistis and eonomis.

Analysis of responses to the question about the role of a omputer during

solving the tasks shows that 6% of the students solved the task without the

help of a omputer and 30% sought on�rmation of the orretness of their

solution by omputer. Approximately 17% of respondents knew the way to

solve the task, but using a omputer has deteted errors in their solution.

The largest group (about 47%) were people who ould not solve the task and

understood the solution after the analysis of drawings on the omputer sreen

viewing. A group of students, representing 11% of respondents, were not able

to solve a task and usage of a omputer did not help them.

From these data we an onlude that the appropriate use of a omputer

an ontribute to understanding the solution of the problem. It is still an open

issue whether a student an independently use a omputer to �nd a solution.

Observation of students' work while solving the task 3 showed that they

do not really know how to graph the funtion hanges when the parameter

b is hanging and the numbers a and c are onstant. The �rst way to use

a omputer in the lass was to show students an image made using the program

Derive 5.0 (see Figure 1).
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Analysis of this Figure does not lead the students loser to the disovery

of a omplete solution, although there are some hypotheses. Illustration using

Wykresy 3 whih allows observation of hanges in variable values has led the

students to the formulation of appropriate hypotheses. In this ase, the plot

moves along a parabola with the equation y = −ax2 +c, as shown in Figure 2.

Analysis of the vertex oordinates led one of the respondents to justify the

orretness of an appropriate solution.

Figure 1. Figure 2.

The fat that this result was on�rmed by a mathematial operations surprised

55% of respondents. At the same time, almost 80% of study partiipants were

in favor of the use of dynami presentations that really helped them to under-

stand the solution. Moreover 98% of the �nal workshop partiipants expressed

their satisfation with this form of work and 90% would like to partiipate in

similar ativities in other subjets. There ourred some surprising answers

to questions about use of a omputer in lasses onduted by respondents.

Only 33% of respondents expressed the willingness to use a omputer in their

lessons. Comparing this response with answers to general questions, we an

see a perentage derease of the number of people who need to support their

teahing with omputers.

4. Conlusions and researh hypotheses

The onduted observations have revealed a ertain behavior of students dur-

ing solving tasks with a omputer. Most respondents sought for a solution by

empirial observations, i.e. by examining the orrelation between the graph

and the spei� parameter value. Thereby, obtaining a orret solution is

not the intuitive feel of proving the orretness of their observations. Suh
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a behavior is already known and also ourred in other studies of this type

(f. [3℄). Answering researh questions, it should be notied that a omputer

with appropriate software an be helpful in �nding a solution, but requires that

the user knowledge and skills mathes to software suitable for the problem un-

der onsideration. The knowledge of mathematial onepts related with the

problem whih ours and some experiene of students in the reative ation

are also neessary.

During the researh students do not hoose the software by themselves,

but they use the software suggested by the teaher. Moreover, in the ase

of di�ulty one ould ask the teaher for the help. It was also observed in

some tasks that there ourred di�ulties in interpreting data visualization

on the sreen. Possible auses of this phenomenon onsist in inomprehension

terms in the task and inexperiene in the use of parameter expressions. In

independent work on a task one may also do not reeive omputer appliation

skills as a tool for exploration of reative solutions.

We note that nearly half of study partiipants said that they understood

the task solution by working with omputer. In our view, it is an argument

for the use of this tool in the teahing proess.
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Abstrat. The artile presents a stohasti graph as a tool enabling us to show the

equality of the event probability without alulating the probability as suh. A very

important fator here is that the disussed events ome from di�erent probabilisti

spaes being models of spei� Markov hains.

Introdution. Let us onsider a random board game gx−y. The board on-

sists of two irles: ov and ow. At the beginning, there are x oins inside the

irle ov and y oins inside the irle ow. Let us assume that x + y = 3 and

y �= 3. There are two players, Ga and Gb, in the game. They take turns and

toss 3 oins plaed on the game board. The oins that show heads stay in

the irle they were originally plaed in. The oins that show tails hange

their irle. If all the oins end up in the irle ow after the toss, the player

who tossed them wins. Let us assume that the player Ga takes the �rst run

(see [2]).
Later, in the artile we will answer the question: whih of the games g3−0,

g2−1 and g1−2 is the best (gives the best hane to win) for the player Ga and

whih is the best for the player Gb.

We will mark the experiment onduted in the game as δx−y. Let Ax−y

means that the player Ga wins and Bx−y means that the player Gb wins.

The random experiment δx−y is onduted in several phases. Eah single

phase onsists of a oins toss and plaing them in the irles. The experiment

status after the nth phase is a pair (vn, wn), where vn means the number of

oins plaed in the irle ov and wn means the number of oins plaed in the
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irle ow after this phase. As vn + wn = 3, the experiment status after the

nth phase is de�ned by the number vn. The possibilities here make a set

S = {0, 1, 2, 3}. We an interpret them as the graph loops. The beginning of

the game beomes the start loop and the experiment status before the game

(the 0 stage) beomes the edge loop (see [1℄). Let us mark the probability of

the experiment going from the j to the k status as pjk. If pjk > 0, we onnet

the j and k loop points on the graph with a line. Then we write the number

pjk next to the line. This way we get a stohasti graph and a game board

simultaneously.

I. Let us start with the game g3−0. The graph and the stages of onstruting

it are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.

This graph is a partiularly useful tool of argumentation while alulating

the probability of a ertain player vitory in the game.

We all the phases 0, 1 and 2 the inner ones. We an notie that one

the experiment δ3−0 gets to one of the inner stages, the next toss will lead it

either to the 0 state with the probability 1

8
or to another inner state with the

probability 7

8
. These symmetries prove that the graph from Figure 1 redues

to that from Figure 2.
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Figure 2.
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The ourse of the game and its result an be registered if we inlude the

time whih it takes. Figure 3 shows the graph of the experiment δ3−0 after

this modi�ation.
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Figure 3.

The player Ga an win only if the experiment after an even toss takes the

0 stage of the graph from Figure 2 or, whih is really the same, the 01

stage of the graph from Figure 3. The player Gb an win if the experiment

after an odd toss takes the 0 stage of the graph from Figure 2 or, whih is

really the same, the 02 stage of the graph from Figure 3. From the above

interpretations we an see that:

1) In the ase of the graph from Figure 2 we get

P (A3−0)=
1

8
+

(

7

8

)2

·
1

8
+

(

7

8

)4

·
1

8
+ . . . =

1

8

1 − (7

8
)2

=
8

15
and P (B3−0)=

7

15
.

2) Let P (A3−0) = x and P (B3−0) = y = 1 − x. We know from the graph

shown in Figure 3 that

x =
1

8
+ x ·

(

7

8

)2

, so x =
8

15
and y =

7

15
.

So the player who starts the game has a better hane to win it.
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II. Let us onsider the game g2−1. The δ2−1 experiment status at the begin-

ning of the game is 2. Figure 4 shows the stohasti graph of the experiment

δ2−1.

Just like in the previous game g3−0, one the experiment δ2−1 gets to one

of the inner stages, the next oins toss leads it either to the 0 stage with the

probability 1

8
(the player who started the game wins it) or to another inner

stage with the probability 7

8
. So we an see that the graph of this experiment

is isomorphi to the one from Figure 2 (and, onsidering the time, to the graph

from Figure 3), so

P (A2−1) =
8

15
and P (B2−1) =

7

15
.

III. It is easy to see that when we onsider the game g1−2 we get a graph (as

its board) isomorphi to the graphs of the games g3−0 and g2−1. Hene,

P (A1−2) =
8

15
and P (B1−2) =

7

15
.

Finally we get:

P (A3−0) = P (A2−1) = P (A1−2) =
8

15

and

P (B3−0) = P (B2−1) = P (B1−2) =
7

15
.

Summary. The �nal onlusion of our deliberation is surprising: the players

hane to win does not depend on the experiment status at the beginning

of the game, the player who starts the game wins it with the probability 8

15

and the player who takes the seond turn tossing the oins wins it with the

probability 7

15
.
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Abstrat. In this paper, we give the proposition of didati disussion on the

existene of solutions of some equations ontaining expressions with absolute value.

We are interested in the possibility of applying the method of oneptual problem-

solving. Under this term we understand suh a proedure, in whih the solver is not

limited to the automati appliation of the de�nition of the absolute value, but he

an rejet some ases based on his mathematial knowledge. To do this, one must

make use from various features of this onept � not only from its de�nition.

1. Introdution

In the paper [1℄, we inluded remarks on solving several types of equations

ontaining terms with the absolute value. There we paid attention on the

oneptual problem-solving, i.e. the proedure of solving based on the use of

theorems whih involve the absolute value. We also set this method against the

algorithmi method of solving, i.e. the proedure whih bases on mehanial

use of absolute value de�nition and onsidering ases deriving from the range

of formulas' appliability.

In the urrent paper, we present some examples of problems whih are

generated by the disussion of existene of solutions to the following equation:

|f(x)| + |g(x)| = m, (1)

where f : D1 → R, g : D2 → R and D1 ∩ D2 �= ∅ and m is an arbitrary

real number. We are interested in the possibility of applying the oneptual

problem-solving method in referene to equations of this type.

Issues listed below may provide a basis for building mathematial tasks

and problems whih, thanks to the use of oneptual problem-solving method,

allow us to intense reative mathematial ativity.
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2. Exemplary issues

First, let us notie that equation (1) has a solution only if m belongs to the

set of values of the funtion x → |f(x)| + |g(x)|. However, indiation of this

set sometimes is importunate. The form of equation (1) ensues the following

prerequisite for existene of solution to this equation:

Theorem 1. Let f : D1 → R and g : D2 → R with D1 ∩ D2 �= ∅ be given

funtions and let m be an arbitrary real number. If equation (1) has a solution,

then m is a nonnegative number.

Non-negativity of the number m is not the su�ient ondition for existene

of the solution to equation (1). This is evidened by the following example.

Example 1. Let us onsider the equation

|x2 − 4| + |3x| = m.

The analysis of the graph of the funtion x → |x2 − 4| + |3x| for x ∈ R

demonstrates that the values of the funtion are obviously nonnegative. We an

also notie that the disussed equation does not have solutions for 0 ≤ m < 4.

x

y

f(x)=|x2−4|+|3x|

1

1

Figure 1.

To �nd the su�ient onditions for existene of a solution we start with

the proof of the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let f : D1 → R, g : D2 → R and D1 ∩ D2 �= ∅. Let A and B

designate the following sets:

A = {x ∈ D1 ∩ D2 : f(x)g(x) ≥ 0}, B = {x ∈ D1 ∩ D2 : f(x)g(x) < 0}.

Therefore,

max(|f(x) + g(x)|, |f(x) − g(x)|) =

{

|f(x) + g(x)|, x ∈ A,

|f(x) − g(x)|, x ∈ B.
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Proof. Let x ∈ A. Then |f(x) + g(x)| = f(x) + g(x), when f(x) and g(x)
are nonnegative, or |f(x) + g(x)| = −f(x) − g(x), when f(x) and g(x) are

negative, and |f(x) − g(x)| = f(x) − g(x), when f(x) ≥ g(x) or

|f(x) − g(x)| = −f(x) + g(x), when f(x) < g(x). Hene, it follows that

max(|f(x) + g(x)|, |f(x) − g(x)|) = |f(x) + g(x)|.
For x ∈ B we have

|f(x) + g(x)| =

{

f(x) + g(x), x ∈ B and f(x) + g(x) ≥ 0,

−f(x)− g(x), x ∈ B and f(x) + g(x) < 0,

and

|f(x) − g(x)| =

{

f(x) − g(x), x ∈ B and f(x) − g(x) ≥ 0,

−f(x) + g(x), x ∈ B and f(x) − g(x) < 0.

Therefore, it ensues that max(|f(x) + g(x)|, |f(x) − g(x)|| = |f(x) − g(x)|,
whih ends the proof.

In posterior deliberations we will make use of the known feature of the

absolute value of real number.

Lemma 2. For arbitrary real numbers p, q the following equation is satis�ed

|p| + |q| = max(|p + q|, |p − q|).

The following theorem is true.

Theorem 2. Let f : D1 → R, g : D2 → R and D1∩D2 �= ∅ be given funtions

and let m be an arbitrary nonnegative real number. Equation (1) has a solution

if and only if there exists the number x0 ∈ D1 ∩ D2 suh that the following

onditions hold

|f(x0) + g(x0)| = m and |f(x0) − g(x0)| = m,
or

|f(x0) + g(x0)| = m and |f(x0) − g(x0)| < m,
or

|f(x0) + g(x0)| < m and |f(x0) − g(x0)| = m.

Proof. If equation (1) has a solution, then there exists the number

x0 ∈ D1 ∩ D2 suh that

|f(x0)| + |g(x0)| = m.

It follows herefrom and from lemma 2 that

max(|f(x0) + g(x0)|, |f(x0) − g(x0)|) = m, (2)

and, in onsequene, onditions ontained in the thesis of the led theorem.
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Let us presume that there exists x0 ∈ D1 ∩ D2 whih satis�es disjuntion

of onditions from the led theorem. Thus, equation (2) holds and on aount

of lemma 2 we reeive that x0 is the solution of equation (1).

In the quoted paper [1℄, we onsider equation (1) in whih funtions f and

g satisfy the ondition

∃ c∈R∀x∈D1∩D2
|f(x) − g(x)| = c,

and the funtion |f(x) + g(x)| is boundless from the top in its domain. The

below theorem is the generalization of theorem 5 from the mentioned paper.

Theorem 3. Let f : D1 → R, g : D2 → R and D1 ∩ D2 �= ∅ be given

funtions, h1(x) = |f(x) + g(x)|, h2(x) = |f(x) − g(x)|, x ∈ D1 ∩ D2 and let

m be an arbitrary nonnegative real number.

a) If
∃ c∈R+∀x∈D1∩D2

|f(x) − g(x)| = c (3)

and m ∈ h1(D1 ∩ D2), hene equation (1) has a solution if and only if

c ≤ m. (4)

b) If
∃ c∈R+∀x∈D1∩D2

|f(x) + g(x)| = c (5)

and m ∈ h2(D1 ∩ D2), hene equation (1) has a solution if and only if

the inequality (4) holds.

Proof.

a) Let us assume that equation (1) has the solution x0 ∈ D1 ∩ D2. Then,

by lemma 2 and ondition (3), we have

max(|f(x0) + g(x0)|, c) = m,

hene inequality (4) holds. Let us assume that inequality (4) holds.

From (1), lemmas 2 and (3) we have

|f(x)| + |g(x)| = max(|f(x) + g(x)|, c) = m.

Hene, from (4) we reeive the inequality |f(x) + g(x)| ≤ m. The fat

that m ∈ h1(D1 ∩D2) shows that there exists the number x0 ∈ D1 ∩D2

whih satis�es equation (1).

b) The proof of this part of the theorem is arried out in analogial fashion.
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Assuming (3) or (5), it follows from theorem 3 that equation (1) an be

replaed by the equation

|f(x) − g(x)| = m or |f(x) + g(x)| = m.

Let us onsider the following example.

Example 2.

a) The equation |ax+b|+|ax+c| = m, where a, b, c, and m are given real numbers,

has a solution on the strength of theorem 3a) if and only if |b − c| ≤ m. Thus,

it an be replaed by the equation |2ax + b + c| = m (ompare [1℄).

b) The equation | − x2| + | − x2 + 2| = m has a solution on the strength of

theorem 3b) if and only if m ≥ 2. Thus, it an be replaed by the equation

| − 2x2 − 2| = m.

) Theorem 3 does not determinate the number of solutions of equation 1. For

example, the equation | sinx| + | sin x + 2| = m has in�nitely many solutions

for m = 2 (see Figure 2).

x

y

f(x)=| sin x|+| sin x+2|

π
2

1

Figure 2.

In Figure 2, the graph of the funtion f(x) = | sin x|+ | sin x + 2| is presented.

The ondition for existene of solution to the onsidered equation annot be

desribed by means of theorem 3, beause the absolute values of the sum and

the di�erene of the funtions are not boundless. Simultaneously, this equation

an be replaed by the equation |2 sin(x) + 2| = m if m ∈ [2, 4].

At the end we will solve the problem of existene of solutions to equation

(1) with additional assumption.

Theorem 4. Let f : D1 → R, g : D2 → R and D1∩D2 �= ∅ be given funtions

and let m and k be arbitrary positive real numbers. Equation (1) has a solution

whih satis�es the ondition

f2(x) + g2(x) = k2 (6)

if and only if m ∈ [k, k
√

2].
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Proof. From (6) and (1) we obtain the equation

|f(x)| +
√

k2 − f2(x) = m,

assuming that |f(x)| ≤ k. Hene we get the equation

2f2(x) − 2m|f(x)| + m2 − k2 = 0,

whih has a solution for m ≤ k
√

2. Moreover, if we square equation (1) and

take into aount ondition (6), then we obtain that m ≥ k, whih ends the

proof of the theorem.

Let us notie that if f(x) = sin x and g(x) = cos x, then k = 1. The

following onlusion is derived from theorem 4.

Conlusion 1. The equation

| sin x| + | cos x| = m

has a solutions if and only if m ∈ [1,
√

2].

From onslusion 1 it follows that the set [1,
√

2] is the set of values of the

funtion x → | sin x|+ | cos x|. This fat may explain the frequent appearane

of the following task in many of the tasks olletions:

Solve the equation

| sin2 x| + | cos2 x| =
√

2.

3. Summary

Issues presented in this paper and some similar issues were onsidered at lass

with students of Mathematis Teahing Faulty. Observations of students'

work and researhes arried out in other groups (see [1℄) indiate that there

our great di�ulties of learners in formulation of hypotheses, inluding the

neessary onditions and su�ient onditions for relevant fats. Surveyed

students have onsidered equations mainly by putting partiular values into

formulas. This type of attitude an be explained by some mathematial im-

maturity of students in the �eld of general mathematial reasonings.
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Abstrat. Let X and Y be two independent random variables, either disrete or

ontinuous. The question is "what is the probability distribution of Z = X + Y "?

Clearly, the probability distribution of Z = X + Y is some ombination of fX and

fY whih is alled the onvolution of fX and fY . It is denoted by ∗. We have

fZ(t) = fX+Y (t) = fX(t)∗fY (t). In this paper it is shown how we an use geometrial

probability spaes to �nd (without onvolution) the distribution of random variable

Z = X + Y .

1. Introdution

A random variable is one of important notions of the probability alulus.

Of partiular importane are ontinuous random variables beause they have

appliations in mathematial statistis, eonomis, theory of insurane, and

physis. Mathematial tools used for examining these random variables are

rather ompliated (the harateristi funtion, the Riemann�Stieltjes inte-

gral, the notion of the funtional onvolution). In the works [2℄, [3℄ and [4℄ it

is presented how it is possible to use geometrial probability spae for examin-

ing ontinuous random variables. In this work we suggest a method of �nding

the umulative distribution funtion and the density funtion of the sum of

independent ontinuous random variables, with the use of the geometrial

probability spae.

2. Basi de�nitions

To begin with, we reall de�nitions and theorems whih are essential for sub-

sequent part of this work.
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De�nition 1. Let (Ω,Z, P ) be any probability spae. A random variable in

this probability spae is de�ned as any funtion X from the set Ω in R that

satis�es the ondition:

{ω ∈ Ω : X(ω) < x} ∈ Z for any x ∈ R. (1)

Theorem 1. If X is a random variable in the probability spae (Ω,Z, P ) and

B is the set of Borel subsets of a straight line and PX is a funtion de�ned by

formula:

PX(A) = P ({ω ∈ Ω : X(ω) ∈ A}) for any A ∈ B, (2)

then the triple (R,B, PX) is also the probability spae.

De�nition 2. Let X be a random variable in the probability spae (Ω,Z, P ).
The funtion PX de�ned by formula (2) on the set of Borel subsets of a straight

line is alled the probability generated on a straight line by the random variable

X or the distribution of the random variable X, and the triple (R,B, PX)
is alled the probability spae generated on the straight line by the random

variable X.

De�nition 3. A funtion FX de�ned on R by the formula

FX(x) = PX((−∞, x)) for any x ∈ R

is alled the umulative distribution funtion (also the umulative density fun-

tion) or brie�y the distribution funtion of a random variable X.

De�nition 4. A random variable X, for whih there exists suh a nonnegative

and integrable funtion fX de�ned on R that

FX(x) =

∫ x

−∞

fX(t)dt,

is alled ontinuous, and its distribution PX is alled a ontinuous distribution.

The funtion fX is alled the density of a random variable X or the density

of a distribution PX .

De�nition 5. Random variables X1,X2, . . . ,Xn from the same probability

spae (Ω,Z, P ) are alled independent if for any Borel sets B1, B2, . . . ,

Bn on a straight line, the events A1, A2, . . . , An, where Aj = {ω ∈ Ω: Xj(ω) ∈
Bj} for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, satisfy the following ondition:

P (A1 ∩ A2 ∩ . . . ∩ An) = P (A1) · P (A2) · . . . · P (An).
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De�nition 6. Let Ω be a subset of k-dimensional Eulidean spae

(k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) having the positive k-dimensional Lebesgue measure, let Z
be a set of subsets of the Ω set having the Lebesgue measure and let P be

a funtion de�ned on Z by the formula:

P (A) =
ml(A)

ml(Ω)
, where ml denotes the Lebesgue measure. (3)

The triple (Ω,Z, P ) is alled the geometri probability spae, and P is alled

the geometri probability.

3. The sum of two independent uniform random
variables � the lassial method

Let X and Y be independent random variables with uniform distributions and

let

fX(t) =

{
1 if 0 < t < 1,
0 otherwise,

fY (t) =

{
1 if 1 < t < 2,
0 otherwise.

Let Z = X + Y .

The graphs below illustrate the method of determining the density funtion

of the random variable Z.

t

fX(t)=

{

1, if t ∈ (0, 1),
0, if t ∈ R \ (0, 1)

0 1

1

t

fY (t)=

{

1, if t ∈ (1, 2),
0, if t ∈ R \ (1, 2)

0 1 2

1

v

fX(t−v)

0t

1

v

fY (v)

0 1 2

1
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1◦ t≤1

fX(t−v)·fY (v) = 0⇒ fX∗fy(t) =
∞∫

−∞

fY (v)fX (t−v)dv = 0

v

fX(t−v)

0t

1
fY (v)

0 1 2

1

2◦ 1<t<2

fX∗fY (t) =
∞∫

−∞

fY (v)fX (t−v)dv = (t−1)·1 = t−1

v

fX(t−v)

0 t

1
fY (v)

1 2 v

fX(t−v)·fY (v)

0 t1

1

3◦ t=2

fX∗fY (t) =
∞∫

−∞

fY (v)fX (t−v)dv = (2−1)·1 =1

v

fX(t−v)=fY (v)

0

1

1 t=2 v

fX(t−v)·fY (v)

0 t=21

1

4◦ 2<t<3

fX∗fY (t) =
∞∫

−∞

fY (v)fX (t−v)dv = (2−(t−1))·1 =−t+3

v

fX(t−v)

0 t

1
fY (v)

1 2 v

fX(t−v)·fY (v)

0 t−1

1
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5◦ t≥3

fX(t−v)·fY (v)=0 ⇒fX∗fY (t) =
∞∫

−∞

fY (v)fX (t−v)dv = 0

v

fX(t−v)

0 t

1
fY (v)

1 2

We have:

fZ(t) =







0 for t ≤ 1 ∨ t ≥ 3,

t − 1 for 1 < t < 2,

−t + 3 for 2 < t < 3.

4. The sum of two independent uniform random
variables � the alternative method

Let us onsider independent ontinous random variables X and Y with the

density funtions fX and fY . Let

ΩXY := {(x, y, z) ∈ R
3 : 0 ≤ z ≤ fX(x)fY (y)}

and let Z be a family of subset of the set ΩXY having the Lebesque measure.

Let us notie that ml(Ω) = 1. The triple (Ω,Z, P ), where P (A) = ml(A),
is a geometrial probability spae. The probability spae (Ω,Z, P ) will be

alled the basi geometrial probability spae of independent random variables

X and Y .

Let X and Y be independent random variables with uniform distributions

and

fX(t) =

{
1 if 0 < t < 1,
0 otherwise,

fY (t) =

{
1 if 1 < t < 2,
0 otherwise.

Let Z = X + Y ,

ΩXY ={(x, y, z)∈ R
3 : 0 < x < 1, 1 < y < 2, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1} = (0, 1)×(1, 2)×[0, 1],

and X : Ω → R be given by the formula X(x, y, z) = x, whereas Y : Ω → R

be given by the formula Y (x, y, z) = y. Let us de�ne

AX(t) = {(x, y, z) ∈ ΩXY : X(ω) < t} = {(x, y, z) ∈ ΩXY : x < t}

for t ∈ R.
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The graphs below illustrate the method of determining the distribution

funtion of the random variable X.

αt
Y = {(x, y, z) ∈ R

3 : y = t}

αt
Y

1 y

1

z

x
1

2t

t ≤ 1, AY (t) = ∅

1

y

x

21t

y = t

FY (t) = mL(AY (t)) = mL(∅) = 0

fY (t) = F
′

Y (t) = 0

αt
Y = {(x, y, z) ∈ R

3 : y = t}

αt
Y

1 y

1

z

x
1
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AY (t)−→

1 < t < 2

1

y

x

21 t

y = t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

t−1

AY (t)

FY (t) = mL(AY (t)) = (t−1) · 1 · 1 = t−1

fY (t) = F
′

Y (t) = (t − 1)′ = 1

αt
X = {(x, y, z) ∈ R

3 : y = t}

αt
Y

1 y

1

z

x
1

2

t

t ≥ 2, AY (t) = Ω

1

y

x

21 t

y = t

FY (t) = mL(AY (t)) = mL(Ω) = 1

fY (t) = F
′

Y (t) = 0

The umulative distribution funtion of a random variable X is expressed

by the formula:

FX(t) =







0 if x ≤ 0,
t if 0 < t < 1,
1 if t ≥ 1.
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Hene it follows that the density funtion of a random variable X is given

by the formula:

fX(t) =

{
1 if 0 < t < 1,
0 if t ≤ 0 ∨ t ≥ 1.

Reasoning in a similar way, one may state that Y is a ontinuous random

variable for whih

fY (t) =

{
1 if 1 < t < 2,
0 if t ≤ 1 ∨ t ≥ 2.

It may be easily shown that random variables X and Y are independent

random variables.

Let us now onsider a random variable Z = X + Y . We have:

Z(x, y, z) = x + y for (x, y, z) ∈ (0, 1) × (1, 2) × [0, 1].

Now we determine the umulative distribution funtion of the random variable

Z. Let

AZ(t) = {(x, y, z) ∈ (0, 1) × (1, 2) × [0, 1] : x + y < t}

for t ∈ R.

The graphs below illustrate the method of determining the distribution

funtion of the random variable Z.
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αt
Z = {(x, y, z) ∈ R

3 : x + y = t}

αt
Z

1 y

1
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x 1

2

AZ(t)−→

2 < t < 3

1

y

x

21 t

y=−x+t
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−t+3

AZ(t)

FZ(t)=mL(AZ(t))=(1− (−t+3)2

2 )·1= −t2

2 +3t− 7
2

fZ(t) = F
′

Z(t) = (−t2

2 +3t− 7
2 )′ = −t + 3

}

−t+3

αt
Z = {(x, y, z) ∈ R
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Z

1 y

1

z

x 1

2
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t ≥ 3

1

y

x

21

y=−x+t

AZ(t)=Ω

FZ(t) = mL(AZ(t)) = mL(Ω) = 1

fZ(t) = F
′
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We have:

FZ(x)=







0 for t ≤ 1,
t2

2 − t + 1
2 for 1 < t ≤ 2,

−t2

2 + 3t − 7
2 for 2 < t < 3,

1 for t ≥ 3,

fZ(t) =







0 for t ≤ 1 ∨ t ≥ 3,

t − 1 for 1 < t < 2,

−t + 3 for 2 < t < 3.
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1
FZ(t)

1 2 3 t
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5. Conlusion

It is worthwhile to solve the problems presented above with the students at

mathematis teahers training majors. Proving the theorems with elemen-

tary methods with the use of mathematial analysis and geometrial methods

allows us to onsider the elements of probability alulus in a di�erent (than

traditional) way. Quite elementary tools make the presented problems simple

to understand and to operative use.
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Abstrat. Eletroni support of teahing is a prospet of future eduation, espeially

for students of tertiary eduation. Sine 2005/2006 aademi year the study at the

Faulty of Eduation, University of Pre²ov, has been implemented by the ombination

of methods. Mathematial disiplines have been taught in the form of ontat lasses

and eletroni support through LMS Moodle. The artile analyzes the importane

of the eletroni support for mathematial eduation and professional training of

prospetive teahers in the elementary stage.

1. Introdution

Current higher eduation training of future teahers in the primary stage re-

quires inorporation of modern tehnologial instruments into the pedagogial

proesses. Eletroni support beomes an inseparable part of eduation. The

point of departure is, on the one hand, the utilisation of information tehnolo-

gies, and the modi�ation in the oneption of didati system of mathematis,

on the other.

Aording to Sholzova [4℄, the proess of oneptual and urriular trans-

formation of mathematial eduation in the �eld of Pre-shool and Elementary

Eduation put forth new hallenges for modernisation of ontent, methods and

forms of undergraduate training. We think that a need for suh a transforma-

tion dwells also on a follow up graduate �eld of study � Teahing in Primary

Stage.
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Utilisation of e-learning in teaher training has found its way also at the

Faulty of Eduation, University of Pre²ov. Sine the 2005/2006 aademi year

we have strived for the e�etive inorporation of e-learning into eduation in

both undergraduate and graduate levels of study programmes. The e-ourses

are aessible at http://moodle-pf.unipo.sk/. Seleted e-ourses o�ered by the

Faulty of Eduation, University of Pre²ov, are analysed in [2℄, [3℄, and [5℄.

2. Aims and methods of the researh

The aim of this researh was to obtain information on the employment of

eletroni support for teahing at the Faulty of Eduation, University of

Pre²ov. The prinipal method of the survey was a questionnaire. The students

ould express, via questionnaire, their views on utilization of eletroni support

of teahing during their own study. The questionnaire was distributed to full-

time students who studied in 2010/2011 aademi year in the Teahing in

Primary Stage �eld of study. The researh sample inluded 62 students of the

1st year and 49 students of the 2nd year � full-time students of the graduate

degree programme. In reating and analyzing the questionnaire items we

departed from Coufalová questionnaire [1℄.

3. Researh �ndings

We were trying to identify the information soures utilized by the students

during their study of mathematial disiplines.

Real utilization of information resoures during study of mathematial dis-

iplines are presented in Table 1.

Table 1

Average utilization of

Information resoure the information resoure

1st year 2nd year

Higher eduation textbook (sriptum) 100.00 % 93.88 %

Notes from ontat lasses

(letures, seminars) 100.00% 95.92%

Sholarly literature (from library) 75.58% 77.55%

Internet ourses delivered by Moodle 95.16% 87.76%

Internet information (www pages) 67.74% 51.02%

Disussions with peers 67.74% 51.02%

Consultations with tutor 19.35% 16.33%

Consultations with teaher of mathematis

in primary or seondary shool 4.84% 10.20%

Other resoures 0.00% 2.04%
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The students have utilized primarily traditional information resoures. This

on�rmed the prevailing trend from the undergraduate (Bahelor) degree level

in whih the dominant position was oupied by the speialized higher edua-

tion textbooks and the notes from ontat lasses (either letures or seminars).

Relatively important position was held by the eletroni ourses designed

for the Moodle interfae. Another group of information resoures inludes

sholarly literature, information from Internet (www pages) and disussions

with peers. We have registered a derease in interest in the information from

Internet, whih might be attributed to a more ritial approah to onsuming

unreviewed information due to a higher level of students' expertise.

The seond questionnaire item reads: "If I have an aess to all informa-

tion resoures o�ered, in whih order would I use them?" Students had to

rank the list of resoures following the riterion of importane when studying

mathematial disipline (the sale ranged from 1 to 9). The o�ered options

with their average order position regarding their usage are presented in the

following Table 2.

Table 2

Average order position

Information resoure of information resoure

by students' preferene

1st year 2nd year

Higher eduation textbook (sriptum) 2.00 2.33

Notes from ontat lasses

(letures, seminars) 1.84 1.84

Sholarly literature (from library) 4.02 4.51

Internet ourses delivered by Moodle 2.97 3.49

Internet information (www pages) 6.24 6.18

Disussions with peers 5.87 5.86

Consultations with tutor 5.74 5.24

Consultations with teaher of mathematis

in primary or seondary shool 7.50 7.08

Other resoures 8.79 8.73

The presented data indiate that the position of the most preferred infor-

mation resoure is again taken by the ontat lasses in the form of leture

or seminar and the information obtained from higher eduation textbooks.

Another group representing the information resoures of omparable rating

(from the aspet of their utilization) are eletroni ourses designed for the

Moodle interfae and sholarly literature. Consultations with tutor of the
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given ourse, disussions with peers and information from Internet pages form

the third ategory. Consultations with teaher of mathematis in primary or

seondary shool are the least preferred information element.
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Figure 1

In the third questionnaire item we have foused on �nding students' opinion

on the usefulness of e-learning in their study. The �ndings, presented in the

form of graph (Figure 1), indiate that almost all the students in the observed

years of study onsider e-ourses during their study as very useful or useful.

Based on the given data, we �nd e-ourses designed in the Moodle interfae

to be a suitable omplement for full-time students.

Table 3

Average hoie

Study unit in LMS Moodle of unit element

1st year 2nd year

Conise outline of a leture in eletroni

format (e.g. Word doument) 98.39 % 90.91 %

Colletion of exerise 88.71 % 54.55 %

Eletroni test with feedbak 77.42% 68.18%

Complementary study materials

(e.g. video sequenes) 62.90% 59.09%

Disussion forum for eletroni onsultation

of study problems 17.74% 18.18%

Other 1.61% 4.55%

In the following part of the questionnaire we wanted to establish what the

eletroni ourse designed in the Moodle should ontain. The data from the
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analysis of this item are presented in Table 3. Based on the data, we onlude

that students' views orrespond with the view of Tur£áni [6℄ on the struture

of an e-ourse in whih eah unit should ontain theory (outline of a leture,

in our ase), exerises (batteries of task, in our ase) and a test (self-orretive

on-line tests, in our ase).

Based on the above �ndings, the eletroni ourses designed for mathemat-

ial disiplines in the Teahing in Primary Eduation programme have the

following struture:

� Theoretial points of departure (elements from mathematial domains)

� Exerises (olletions of tasks)

� Pedagogial interpretation (follows from mathematial domains)

� Tests (self-orreting on-line tests).

In Table 4 we present students' reasons for preferring the Moodle system.

Table 4

I have used the Moodle system beause Average hoie of study unit

(you an enter more options) 1st year 2nd year

It is a soure of new information

neessary for study 98.39 % 87.76 %

I have aess to new information

at any time 90.32 % 83.67 %

It o�ers a possibility of taking

self-orretive tests (immediate feedbak) 33.87% 8.16%

It o�ers an opportunity to onsult

with tutor (teaher) 1.61 % 8.16 %

It was required by a tutor 6.45% 4.08%

It opens possibilities to onsult with other

students (e.g. via disussion forum) 0.00% 4.08%

From the given data we onlude that time independene and relevane of

study elements are the dominant fators in utilizing an e-ourse during study.

Very important element in e-ourses is a possibility of taking self-orretive

on-line tests. 33.87 % of the respondents from the 1st year labelled it as

a reason for utilizing Moodle. However, taking advantage of the onsulta-

tions with tutor via the Moodle system did not appear as a strong fator of

e-ourses preferene. We attribute the given �nding to the relative amount

of time neessary for written eletroni ommuniation and inadequate skills

of students to formulate their study question.
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4. Conlusion

Based on the survey results, it is possible to onlude that mathematial train-

ing of the students of the Teahing in Primary Stage programme supported

by e-learning is a tool whih enables students (and tutors) more e�ient use

of their ontat meetings. From full-time students' point of view, eletroni

support of mathematial training is a preferred information resoure. Thus,

in suh a ase Moodle is a suitable tool enabling the proessing, presentation

and distribution of eletroni study units.

From the aspet of tutor, it is neessary to employ new information teh-

nologies, on the one hand, and to adapt individual elements of urriulum to

the needs of e-learning, on the other.
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Abstrat. In the ontribution we present a speimen of outomes obtained from

a pilot researh onduted during a projet aimed at veri�ation of the new Czeh

urriulum for pupils with speial eduational needs. We inlude tasks falling into the

area of mathematial literay, whih enable us to haraterize pupils' ompetenes.

1. Introdution

Mathematis is regarded as an important part of eduation and of ultural and

historial bakground of a person. It is a tool of orientation in the world and

a tool of not only thinking and predition but also a tool for solving routine

and unusual real-life problems and tasks. Mathematial literay inludes (f.

European Commision: Seond report on the ativies of the Working Group

on Basi Skills, 2003 ) a set of knowledge, whih a person is able to apply in

areas suh as family budget, shopping, travelling and free time, of speial skills

(suh as the use of mathematial terminology or units, the use of tools and

means � ICT). This means that people are able to reognize and understand

mathematial problems, study them and use mathematis in their private

life, work or among friends or relatives as onstrutive, ative and pondering

itizens [2℄.

The supplement of Framework Eduation Programme for Elementary

Eduation on eduation of pupils with slight mental handiap stresses the

fat that "an area of eduation is based on pratial ativities, appliation of
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mathematial knowledge in real life, strengthens the ability to think logially

and enhanes spae imagination. Pupils aquire basi mathematial onepts

and symbols and tehniques and their possible usage. They learn to be preise,

to apply rules of mathematis, to use alulators and mathematial software.

Mathematis penetrates all the basi eduation, gradually helps pupils to a-

quire mathematial literay and teahes them skills whih they an use in

pratie" [6, p. 22℄.

2. Aims and methodology of researh

In our researh we give a speimen of outomes of a pilot researh onduted

during "Eduation of Children, Pupils and Students with Speial Eduation

Needs", whih is the �rst Czeh researh aimed at veri�ation of e�ieny of

hanges introdued by the new urriulum for pupils with speial needs.

The pilot researh was performed in November and Deember 2008 at two

elementary shools in Kyjov and Olomou. It veri�ed the methodology of

data aquisition on a referene sample of 15 pupils hosen from the omplete

sample of pupils of the last year of elementary shool by means of pratially

performed random sampling. Based on the experiene obtained during the

pilot researh, the test materials, whih are going to be used during the main

researh, were adjusted.

The test materials onsist of three main parts haraterized by the area of

ompetene studied:

1. soio-personal and work ompetene,

2. ompetene of a reader and language ompetene,

3. mathematial ompetene.

We tested orretness and ompleteness of solution. The time alloated for the

test was 1 lesson (= 45 minutes). After the letor hands in the worksheets, he

or she omments the test (e.g. "read the test arefully, mark orret answers

in a ertain way � irle them, inlude or side alulations, et."). The tested

pupils are allowed to use their alulators.

3. Tasks and expeted outomes of the subjet matter

1. Multiply 99 by 1,2,3, et., 8, 9 respetively. Can you say whether (and

why) the results are interesting?

99 ·1 = . . . , 99 ·2 = . . . , 99 ·3 = . . . , 99 ·4 = . . . , 99 ·5 = . . . , 99 ·6 = . . . ,

99 · 7 = . . . , 99 · 8 = . . . , 99 · 9 = . . . ,
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2. Count and omplete the table:

Goods 1 kg 2 kg 3 kg 4 kg

Flour 14.70 K£

Rie 23.40 K£

Spaghetti 45.90 K£

Verify the alulations (use alulator) and round the results to tens.

Figure 1: Perentage of students who ompleted the table orretly.

3. Eve deided to prepare a salad for her mothers' birthday. She will need

half a kilo apples, two bunhes of radishes, half a kilo of tangerines and

kiwis. The pries at the supermarket she went to were:

Apples (1 kg) . . . 22 K£, Tangerines (1 kg) . . . 35 K£, Radishes (bunh)

. . . 6 K£, Kiwi (1) . . . 3 K£

How muh is Eve going to pay for all the salad ingredients?

Pupils solve real-life situations and simple alulations of �nanial math-

ematis (tasks with money � shopping, savings, loans).

4. Complete the table using orret units:

Side of the square 30 mm 6 m 10 m

Perimeter of the square 16 m

Area of the square 25 m2
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Compare the data in the �rst and seond olumns:

The side of the square inreased by . . . mm, the perimeter inresed by

. . . mm and the area of the square inreased by . . . m2.

5. In the morning Phillip spends 10 minutes washing himself. Then he

eats his breakfast, whih takes him 15 minutes, brushes his teeth for 5

minutes. His walk to shool is 20 minutes long. The lessons start at 8

o'lok. What time does Phillip have to get up in order not to be late

for shool?

A) at 8 o'lok B) later than half past eight

C) before 7 o'lok D) at 7:15

Pupils manage simple proedures to �nd length, weight and time. They

use the aquired data to desribe reality and in simple alulations (hange

of units of time, weight, time).

4. Researh results

We are going to disuss solution of tasks 2 only. Pupils results (n = 15) are

given in graphs and ommented. However, before the data is onsidered, we

must mention that the test in mathematis was the last one to take at both

shools. Pupils at both shools were visibly tired and some even demotivated

to solve yet another set of tasks. This might have in�uened pupils attention

and are with whih the tasks were worked out. On the other hand, the letor

(based on experiene with the pupils) suggested that it was not tiredness but

lak of mathematial ompetene that aused the failure of some pupils.

Figure 2: Perentage of students who veri�ed the results orretly.
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Figure 3: Perentage of students who rounded the results orretly.

We divided the solution of the task into three steps: ompleting the table

(see Fig. 1), veri�ation (see Fig. 2) and rounding (see Fig. 3). This division

provedto be optimal during evaluation. As far as ompleting the table is

onerned, three possible senarios ourred � for details see Fig. 1. The

pupils either ompleted the table orretly or wrote numbers without any

sense (or having onsulted the letor omitted this part beause they did not

know the way the task should be solved). Alternatively, they ompleted the

�rst olumn only, i.e. dubbled the numbers.

Five pupils veri�ed the solution while the remaining ten either did not

perform any veri�ation, or the veri�ation was not orret. It ould seem

that Figures 1 and 2 do not math as more pupils alulated the task then

veri�ed the solution. However, some pupils who used their alulators did not

inlude veri�ation. Solving the task orretly and performing veri�ation are

independent and there indeed were pupils unable to dedue the way to verify

the results from the orret numbers in the ompleted table.

Only 3 out of 15 pupils rounded all numbers orretly. For details see

Fig. 3. These three pupils passed all three parts of the task. Simultaneously,

they are the best solvers of all tested areas. Thus we ould onlude that

mathematial skills are a ertain measure of intelletual abilities of the tested

group of pupils.

5. Conlusion

There are signi�ant di�erenes between the pupils as far as solutions of the

above tasks are onerned. The omparison of all three areas of the test re-

sulted in the following �nding: pupils who were very suessful in linguisti
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and mathematial parts of the test posses more elaborate and visible non-

verbal ommuniation means. On the other hand, pupils errors indiate an

overall low level of mathematial ompetenes. Pupils had problems with un-

derstanding word problems. As it was emphasized in [7℄, this is often a result

of low level of reading omprehension. Even in spite of this fat, pupils were

better at solving linguisti tasks. Solutions and results of some pupils might

suggest that deimal numbers were a big problem. Some students even om-

puted the results orretly but did not write the deimal point. We treated

suh solutions as orret if all other omputations and solutions were orret.

This is also true for solutions with small mistakes whih an be obviously at-

tributed to lak of attention instead of insu�ient knowledge of mathematis.
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Abstrat. In the shool year 2009/10 a mathematis ahievement test was onduted

on a sample of 576 students in the 3th grade of shool. A mathematial skills test

examined the ability to omplete both simple and omplex tasks. It also tested their

aptitude for the appliation of knowledge to pratial and problemati situations.

The skills heked were mastered at a level of about 65%. Skills in geometris were

at a lower level - around 37%. Problem solving ability was mastered at a very low

level. One of the reasons is that shool pupils are usually under teaher guidane while

solving simple typial tasks. Rarely do they solve them independently or olletively.

The teaher does not allow the student to err in searh of a solution, and problemati

tasks rarely be found in textbooks.

Poor results in mathematis in the matriulation exam, the �nal gymnasium

exam and the �nal primary shool test ontinuously onern everyone, es-

peially the people responsible for Mathematial eduation, inluding maths

teahers. Constant hanges to the Curriulum, whih sometimes give the

impression of manipulation of it, are not bene�ial to solid mathematial edu-

ation. The four stages of it, where teahers of one stage often do not know the

mathematial ontent learnt by the students in earlier or later stages, do not

support onsistent mathematial eduation, but they often reate disparate

fragments of knowledge. Shool textbook publishers tend to "relieve" teahers

by the introdution of exerise books in whih a hild is limited to �lling in

the "blank spaes". This fat does not enourage student's self-reliane dur-

ing the solution of tasks. The limitation of the new Curriulum for the early
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shool eduation stage, aording to whih not more than 1/3 of students'

notes an be made in exerise books, has not brought satisfatory hanges.

The reason is that a teaher has already got used to "easy" work based on

"prepared materials".

What are the e�ets of this situation?

After the �rst shool term 2009/10, the researh on students' mathemati-

al ahievement was onduted on a sample of 576 students attending the III

grade of primary shool. A shool mathematial ahievement test, heking

the range of material learnt by a student at shool, was onduted [1℄. It

was a one stage test (without distinguishing tasks for partiular requirement

levels), however it ontained tasks both easy and omplex as well as of var-

ied di�ulty, whih demanded the skill to apply knowledge in pratial and

atypial problemati situations. The test examined the following skills:

• arithmeti,

• geometri,

• pratial,

• solving text-based tasks.

Two tasks, one text-based and the other related to geometri problems were

atypial and required the students to notie inter-relationships, skills whih are

not always developed during lasses in mathematial eduation. They will be

analyzed separately. A preise, yet straightforward and lear, answer oding

key showing orret and inorret responses has been developed, whih helped

to detet the mistakes most ommonly made by students. Basi indiators

depiting the results of the researh are shown in Table 1 as well as in the

graph (Figure 1).

Table 1. Collation of basi indiators desribing the test results

Number of subjets n 576

Maximum possible result X 33

Maximum result ahieved Xmax 32

Mean result X̄ 20.6

Median Xme 22

Mode Xmod 23

Standard deviation Sx 6.8

Soure: Self study
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Figure 1. Graph showing the distribution of the test results.

The median value, 22 points � with the mean result being 20.6 � indiates

that more than half of the subjets (61.5%) ahieved a result higher than the

mean. There were 71 poor results � below 12 points (X̄ − Sx) � onstituting

12.3% of all the subjets and there were 86 results higher than 27 points

(X̄ + Sx) onstituting 15% of all the subjets. The above distribution of the

test results ould be onsidered to be satisfatory, although it is worthwhile

analyzing the results ahieved in the partiular skills ategories.

Table 2. Distribution of the results ahieved in partiular skills ategories

Category of the skills Text Problem

being tested Arithmeti Geometri Pratial based based

tasks tasks

Maximum possible

result 9 4 8 11 5

Mean result 5.72 1.49 5.68 7.60 1.60

Perentage of tasks

solved in a ategory 63.60 37.15 71.03 69.10 31.94

Soure: Self study

Skills in the ategory the appliation of mathematis in pratial situations

have been the best aquired. The tasks tested the skill to read a thermometer,

to read a wath and to onvert units of weights and measures. The level

of arithmeti skills an be onsidered as low (63.6% of tasks solved) � the

skills to arrange numbers in order and to alulate the results of arithmetial

operations up to the number 100 were being tested.
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Text based tasks, espeially those regarding pratial situations, were not

too di�ult for the students either. An atypial task, requiring students to

notie a ertain inter-relationship, was an exeption. The task originated from

researh led by Miroslaw Dabrowski in 2005 in the projet: Third grade

primary shool students' basi skills test [2℄. Let us fous on the task.

Task 14

For 4 hoolate bars and 4 hoolates you have to pay 28 PLN. 3 of the

same hoolate bars and 4 of the same hoolates ost in total 23 PLN.

How muh is a hoolate bar and how muh is a hoolate?

Solution ........................................

Answer ..........................................

Students of elementary eduation, who were also solving the task, most

often started by making this set of equations:

{

4c + 4b = 28

3c + 4b = 23

A third grade pupil is fortunately not familiar with this method and solves

the task by applying the available information. In order to solve the task the

pupil had to notie the di�erene between the two purhases. In the seond

purhase one less hoolate bar was bought and the di�erene in the ost of

the two purhases represents the ost of one hoolate bar.

28 PLN − 23 PLN = 5 PLN ost of one hoolate bar

5 PLN · 4 hoolate bars = 20 PLN total ost of hoolate bars

from the �rst purhase

28 PLN − 20 PLN = 8 PLN total ost of 4 hoolates

8 PLN : 4 = 2 PLN ost of one hoolate

The ost of one hoolate an also be worked out by proper alulation

of the seond purhase. Some pupils depited the desribed situation whih

helped them to �nd the hidden values. A orret solution was the one in whih

the alulation or the result had been worked out on the basis of the depition

and there was a written answer. In this way 22.9% of the students tested

solved the task. Twenty students (3.5%) limited themselves to giving the

solution without writing the answer. These solutions an also be onsidered

to be partly orret. A group of students (8.5%) made an attempt to solve

the task, however they were unable to omplete it.

Unfortunately, as many as 65% of the students tested did not solve the

task orretly, inluding 39.4% of the students who did not make an attempt
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to solve it. For suh a large group the task proved to be too di�ult. As

mentioned above, the di�ulty did not lie in ompliated alulation, but in

notiing a relatively simple inter-relationship. The onlusion may be that the

students are not familiar with solving tasks whih require independent analysis

as well as notiing the inter-relationships between the desribed variables.

The geometri skills were tested by the use of two tasks. The �rst one

onerned the identi�ation of parallel and perpendiular segments � it was

solved by 35% of the students. The seond one required the students to notie

an inter-relationship in a pratial but atypial situation.

Task 5.

Around the swimming pool of measurements given in the piture, a pave-

ment of square paving stones with the measure of 1 m per side was made.

How many paving stones were used?

The task seems to be extremely easy as it is enough simply to draw a piture

of the pavement surrounding the swimming pool, whih helps to ount the

number of paving stones required. Several students dealt with the task in this

manner. They marked the square paving stones in the piture and gave the

result: 30 paving stones are needed.

The seond approah is to alulate by any method the perimeter of the

swimming pool, whih is a retangle, and then add the number of orner

paving stones to the result.
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However, it turned out that the number of paving stones required was

properly alulated by merely 12 of the students tested, whih represents 2.1%

of all the partiipants. Perhaps, if the initial piture had been drawn on graph

paper, more students would have notied the missing orner paving stones.

The vast majority of the students alulated the perimeter of the retangle

by the use of one of the following equations:

Per. = 2 × a + 2 × b or Per. = 2 × (a + b)

or simply by performing the following alulations:

2 × 8 + 2 × 5 = 26 or 2 × (8 + 5) = 26 or even 5 + 5 + 8 + 8 = 26.

71.4% of the tested students ompleted the alulation of the task with

the above result. As many as 14.4% of the students did not make an at-

tempt to solve the task, and 12% tried to solve it, however, they made errors

whih proved that they had not understood the instrutions, or made errors in

arithmeti alulation. Both of the presented tasks required the skill to seek

the inter-relationships, namely researh to disover mutual inter-relationships

between the items of the given information. At shool hildren solve simple

typial tasks usually with the guidane of a teaher. Rarely do they seek

the solution independently or olletively. The problem often �rst needs to

be notied and then individually formulated into a task. A teaher does not

allow a student to err in searh of a solution, and tasks with too little, too

muh or mutually exlusive data, whih ompelled a student to think, have

been removed from shool textbooks. Dorota Klus-Sta«ska has repeatedly

been highlighting the neessity to seek and researh within the framework of

mathematial eduation in her studies [3℄.

Can a lak of a partiular skill, namely the disability to solve problem tasks

� the lak of the ability to notie the inter-relationships between the items of

the provided information be pronouned on the basis of poor results in the

two hosen tasks? After all, as it has been shown above, the overall results are

not poor, they an even be onsidered to be satisfatory. The only problem

is that the majority of the tasks regarded the so-alled simple typial skills

onneted with arithmeti alulations.

However, the aquisition of mathematis is not only learning arithmeti and

the skill to apply it to simple situations, but primarily the proess of thinking,

sometimes also referred to as mathematial thinking. Thinking or reasoning

is a omplex mental proess whih onsists of seeking the inter-relationships

between onepts and dedutions. Mathematial thinking is unique in its

logial thinking based on the de�ned assumptions, logial rules � de�nitions,
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theorems, but at the same time in its need to pose questions � hypotheses,

although it is not always possible to answer them. It requires analysis and

synthesis. Logial thinking, often onsidered as mathematial thinking, is

neessary in every �eld of siene whih requires the skill to assoiate fats

with their mutual inter-relationships [4℄.

Therefore, a question should be posed: Are we onerned with students who

aquire knowledge at the level of simple shemes or with reative students who

have been prepared to solve even unompliated problem tasks? The size of

the group allows us to make a ertain generalization: students are unable

to solve atypial tasks. Where does the reason for this situation lie � in

the low e�etiveness of mathematial eduation in relation to the skills from

higher ategories of teahing aims?

In my opinion, the answer is relatively simple. The reason lies in shools.

A teaher is limited by the Curriulum whih "must be ompleted" by means

of textbooks and workbooks provided, whih allow a student only to "�ll in

blank spaes" instead of solving tasks independently.

Additionally, the introdued Curriulum reform and the retention of only

simple text tasks in elementary mathematial eduation, as well as the hange

of system where, at least for the present, there are six and seven year old

hildren in one lass of over twenty pupils, do not improve the e�etiveness of

shool eduation in the �rst stage of primary shool.

The onsequenes of this situation at the end of the VI grade are re�eted

in the results of the test whih takes plae at the end of the seond stage

of eduation. They are available on the website of the Central Examination

Board.

There is still the issue of the teaher � is he/she de�nitely prepared for

reative work with a hild within the framework of mathematial eduation?

However, this suspiion requires independent researh.
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Abstrat. The main issue of the artile is geometry, arithmeti and stohastis of

the die in hildren's mathematis. It is a well-known objet having mathematial

features whih an be used for developing mathematial skills at an elementary level.

We onsider not only geometrial and arithmetial aspets of mathematial eduation

but also the ombinatorial and stohasti ones.

1. The die and its WK feature as a mathematial
disovery

Today's die was reated from a ube by plaing di�erent numbers of spots

on its faes. The spots go in numbers from 1 to 6 and are plaed on the

ube in suh a way that spots on opposite faes add up to 7. Thanks to this

WK feature the die has a rih mathematial struture. This feature is often

unseen in shool textbooks (see [8℄, p. 17). Throwing the die is a random

experiment.

Let us start with a simple trik. A student throws the die (so that the

teaher does not see the result) and remembers the number of spots s1. Then

the student turns the die over and adds the number of spots on the opposite

side to the previous one. He does not reveal the sum s2. Now the student rolls

the die again and adds the number of spots to the sum s2. He does not reveal

the new sum s3 either. Now the teaher omes to the die, throws it, thinks

for a while and then gives the exat sum s3. Surprised students start asking

questions: How is that possible? How an we explain this? And all of them
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lead to an important one: Was it just a oinidene or maybe there is a rule

behind this? The WK feature beomes the enter of further argumentation.

Task 1. Roll the die and note down the number of spots you see. Turn the

die over and hek the number of spots on the opposite side of it. Repeat the

throwing a ouple of times, eah time hek up the opposite side spots. Can you

see anything unusual?

Creating student's own die from the ubi grid an also be a mathematial

ativity.

Fig. 1.

Task 2. There are some spots in some squares of eah grid in Fig. 1. Fill in the

missing spots in suh a way that will enable you to get the die out of eah grid.

Task 3. Eah side of the die has four neighbouring sides and one opposite side.

Whih squares will beome neighbours ith the side with four spots after we glue

up the grids from Fig. 1? Whih will beome the opposite side?

2. The die arithmeti

The WK feature of the die enables us to ount the spots on it quikly. Eah

pair of opposite sides has 7 spots together, there are 3 suh pairs, so the sum

of the spots equals the produt of 3 · 7.

Task 4. Roll the die and guess the number of spots on the side touhing the table.

Task 5. Roll two (three) die. How many spots are there on all the sides touhing

the table?

Task 6. Plae two (three) die on the table in suh a way that the number of

spots on their bottom sides is the highest.

Task 7. Every student builds a tower of two die on the table. The student who

gets the biggest number of spots on the side walls of the rower wins the game. Did

you manage to show the winner? Is it possible to win suh game if the students

build their towers of three die? Why?

Task 8. Explain the fat that there is no winner in the game desribed above no

matter how many die the students use.

Task 9. Can you plae the die on a table in suh a way that the spots on side

walls add up to 18? Why?
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Task 10. Roll the die and ount the spots on the four side walls. Repeat that as

many times as you like. Is it a oinidene that the spots on the die side walls

always add up to 14? Can you explain this?

Among the four side walls of the die there are two pairs of opposites, so

the sum of spots on them always equals 2 ·7. The number of spots on the side

walls of a tower does not depend on the die plaing, but only on the number

of ��oors�.

Task 11. Some of the die in Fig. 2 touh three walls of the room. How many

sides of the die are invisible in eah ase? How many spots are there altogether

on the invisible sides of the die in Fig. 2a, how many in Fig. 2b and how many in

Fig. 2?

Task 12. Roll four die and quikly (without turning them over) join them in

a 2 × 2 ombination. How many spots are there altogether on the invisible sides

of the die?

a) b) c)

Fig. 2.

We reate buildings using many die plaing them in suh a way that their

sides touh one another. Those touhing sides are invisible to us, so they are

the bak walls and some of the side walls. It is an arithmeti ativity to add

up all the spots on the invisible sides of all the die forming a tower.

Task 13. How many spots are there on the invisible sides of die in the building

A in Fig. 3, how many in the building B and how many in the building C? Why

is it not possible to state this number in the building D?

A B C D

Fig. 3.
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3. Odd and even numbers and elements of logi
in the die arithmeti

In the following tasks some elements of logi and dedution appear in the

ontext of the die and odd and even numbers.

Task 14. How many spots must appear on the die to give an odd number on the

bottom side?

From the WK feature we know that the number of spots on the bottom

side of the die is the di�erene between 7 and the number of spots on the

upper side. If the number of spots showing on the die is an odd number, then

the number of spots on its bottom side must be � as a di�erene of two odd

numbers � an even one.

Task 15. Casper threw three die. Eah of them showed an odd number of spots.

Casper laims that on the bottom sides of all the die the numbers of spots are

even. Is he right? Why?

Task 16. Melhior threw three die. Eah of them showed an odd number of

spots. Melhior laims the sum of the spots on the bottom sides of the die is an

even number. Is he orret? How do we explain this?

The WK feature auses the number of the bottom sides of the die being

a di�erene of 21 (21 = 3 · 7) and the sum of the spots showing on the upper

sides of the die. The number 3·7 is an odd one. The number of spots showing

is also odd (being the sum of three odd numbers), so the di�erene between

them (as a di�erene of two odd numbers) is even. Melhior is right.

Task 17. Baltasar threw three die and said that the number of spots he got was

odd. He also said that the number of spots on the bottom sides of the die is

even. Is he orret?

Task 18. Artie laimed that the tasks 16 and 17 were in fat one task (they both

deal with the same problem). Why is he wrong?

Task 19. Bart threw four die and said that the number of spots he got was

odd. He also said that (as in task 17 with three die) the number of spots on the

bottom sides of his die was even. Is he right?

Task 20. Artie invited Bart to a game: � On my mark we both roll one die eah.

Then we ount how many spots our die show together. If the number is odd

� I win, if it is even � you win, said Artie. The boys threw their die, but they

did not reveal the sores.

1. Both die showed odd numbers. Who won?

2. The number of the spots was more than 6 and dividable by 5. Who won?

3. Is it possible to state the winner if all we know is that the number of spots was

dividable by 5? Why?
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4. The die in spae geometry

The die will be moved in steps. Eah step means turning the die to one of

the side walls. Eah move direts the die into one of the four sides. Let

us implement the ompass names to distinguish the sides and assume the

movements our in snow and the spots leave marks in it.

North

EastWest

South

Fig. 4.

If the bottom side of the die has 6 spots, the front side has 3 spots and the

right hand side has 2 spots (Fig. 5), then we an move in the following ways:

� to the South, then the bottom side has 3 spots,

� to the North, the bottom side has 4 spots,

� to the West, the bottom side has 5 spots,

� to the East, then the bottom side has 2 spots.

All the possible markings after taking the �rst step are shown in Fig. 4.

Start

Finish

Fig. 5.

Task 21. Plae the die whih you see in Fig. 5 on the �start� square. On the

bottom side of the die there are 6 spots. You will move it by turning to its sides

along the way shown in Fig. 5. Before you atually turn the die, write down the

number of spots whih will show in the snow after your move in the following

squares of the route. Will it be the mark with one spot in the ��nish� square, as

shown in Fig. 5?

We an write down the markings in the snow left by the die moving along

the route from Fig. 5 as a following sequene:

6-4-1-2-6-5-4-1-3-6-5-1-4-2-6-5-1.
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Task 22. In the �start� square the bottom side of the die had 6 spots, the front

side had 3 spots and the right hand side had 2 spots. The ode of the die markings

is the sequene: 6-3-2-4-5-3-2-4-1-5-4-2-3. Draw the die route.

3

5 6 2

Start

Finish

Fig. 6.

Task 23. In the �start� square the upper side of the die has one spot, the front

side had 3 spots and the right hand side had 2 spots. Figure 6 shows part of the

die movements (we annot see the �rst three steps). Reonstrut the obliterated

steps.

5. Natural numbers as sums of two other natural
numbers

Task 24. Plae two die, the white one and the red one, in a row in suh a way,

that the numbers of spots showing add up to 7. How many spots are there on

the bottom sides of the die?

Figure 7 shows top views of four of the possible rows.

a) b) c) d)

Fig. 7.

Task 25. Plae three die, red one, white one and green one, in a row in suh

a way that the number of spots showing adds up to 11. How many spots are there

on the bottom sides of the die? Is it possible to arrange three die in a row in

suh a way, that the sum of the spots showing equals 19?

Task 26. Paul threw the die twie, but he did not reveal how many spots he

sored in the �rst or the seond roll. He only said that in the �rst trial he got 5

spots more than in the seond one. What was Paul's �nal sore?

Task 27. Gaweª rolled two die, the white one and the red one, but he did not

reveal the sores. He said that on the white die he got 3 spots more than on the

red one, and that his �nal sore was 7. How many spots did he get on the white

and how many on the red die?
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a) b) c)

Fig. 8.

Task 28. Plae three die, red one, green one and white one, on a table (the red

one �rst, then the white one and the green one third) in suh a way, that:

a) the spots on the white and green die add up to the number of spots on the

red one,

b) on the upper side of the white (middle) die there are more spots than on the

upper side of the red (left) one and more than on the green (right) one � is it

so in Fig. 8a?

) on the upper side of the red die there are less spots than on the white one,

and on the white die � less spots than on the green one,

d) the number of spots showing on the red die is a sum of the numbers of spots

on the white and green die,

e) on the upper side of the white (middle) die there are twie as many spots as

on the red one and on the upper side of the green die there are twie as many

spots as on the white one.

Task 29. Paul plaed red, white and green die in a row, but overed them with

his hands. He said that the white one shows two spots more than the red one,

the green one shows two spots more than the white one, and the total sore is 5.

How many spots are there on the upper side of eah die in this row?

6. The die ombinatorial aspet � di�erent ways
of showing the same problem

Task 30. Let us get bak to plaing two die (the white and red one) in a row

in a way that the total number of spots showing equals 7 (task 24). How many

ways of doing so are there?

The point here is to show the number 7 as a sum of two other natural num-

bers, remembering that the order of the die matters (we an easily distinguish

them), and to state an exat number of ways of doing so. Four possibilities

are shown in Fig. 7. The question of how many ways of doing so are there

touhes the theory of ombinations. We need to get 7 spots on the upper sides

of two die. We an see that the real question here is in how many ways we

an divide the set of 7 into two unempty sets. We are onsidering another,

but equal, aspet of task 30.
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7 = 2 + 5 7 = 5 + 2 7 = 1 + 6 7 = 3 + 4

Fig. 9.

Figure 9 shows seven spots in a row. In order to divide this set into two

we need to plae a line between any two neighbouring spots. The number of

spots preeding the line represents the number of spots showing on the white

die, and the number of spots following the line represents the number of spots

on the red die. There are six possibilities of plaing suh a line, so there are

six ways of plaing two die in a row and getting 7 spots on them both.

The interpretation of plaing the die in a row in a spei� way (so that

there are seven spots on the top) being the same as dividing the set of seven

spots into two parts suggests some ations having to be taken (arranging the

spots, plaing the line). Those ativities are di�erent from plaing the die on

a table haotially as they lead the student to the solution of the problem.

Four examples of plaing lines shown in Fig. 9 represent four solutions of

the task shown in Fig. 7.

7. Die triks, the die arithmeti and generalization
as mathematial ativity

Let us get bak to the trik with one die. Let x means the number of spots

sored in the �rst roll and y mean the number of spots sored in the seond

roll of the die. Let us onsider the equation:

x + 7 − x + y = 7 + y .

Eah of the left-side omponents represents an ation taken: roll of the die

(the number s1), turning it over (the number s2) and the seond roll (the

number s3). After the arithmeti transformation the left-side sum beomes

the sum of 7 and the sore of the seond roll, and the later we an still see, as

the die is still unmoved after the seond roll. So the number s3, whih was to

be guessed, is really the number of spots showing on the die enlarged by 7.

An important argument is the WK feature of the die, so our argumentation

is of arithmeti nature.

But the trik desribed above may reate another mathematial ativity,

whih is a generalization and inferring by analogies. We an modify this trik

by ompliating it a bit.

Now a student rolls two die, the red one and the white one, then he:

� ounts all the spots (the sum s1),

� turns the white die over and adds the number of spots showing to the

sum s1 (the sum s2),

� rolls the white die again and adds the sore to the sum s2 (the sum s3).
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The sum s3 may be guessed if we know the trik with the single die. If we

add 7 to the number of spots sored on the white die (both sides), we will

get the number guessed in the one-die trik. The sum s3 guessed in this trik

has one more omponent � the number of spots sored on the red die (and

this number is still visible, as the red die is still on the table). So the sum

s3 is really the sum of all the spots visible on the red and white die and the

number 7.

Task 31. Suggest a similar trik with two die (the red one and white one) in

whih both die will be thrown, turned and thrown again.

Task 32. Prepare a similar trik using three die in whih after the initial roll:

a) only the white die will be turned over and thrown again,

b) the red and green die will be turned over and thrown again.

In relation to the die triks desribed above an element of surprise appears

as an inspiration of mathematial ativities.

8. Die snakes and the die arithmeti

We will reate snakes using one white die and some red ones. The white die

will represent the snake head, and the red ones will form its tail. The tails

will be of di�erent length. In Fig. 10 we an see four suh snakes. The upper,

visible side of the white die will be the snake head top, the upper sides of the

red die will form the snake bak, and the bottom, invisible sides of the red

die will form the snake belly.

When we form suh snakes and hek the harateristi features of their

�body parts� a number of arithmetial tasks will appear, eah of them on-

neted to adding, subtrating and multiplying natural numbers. Some tasks

will refer to representing a number as a sum of two other numbers.

snake 1 snake 2 snake 3 snake 4

Fig. 10.

Task 33. For eah snake from Fig. 10 ount the number of spots on the head

top, on the bak and on the (invisible) belly. How many spots are there on all the

die forming the tail of eah snake?

snake's head snake's tail

Fig. 11.
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Task 34. Figure 11 shows the top view of a snake that was formed using one white

die and �ve red ones. Its tail length equals 5. Count the spots on its bak and

then on its bak and head top. How many spots are there on this snake's belly?

Task 35. Take �ve red die and the white one. Form a snake in suh a way that

on its head top there are 6 spots and on its bak there are six spots too. How

many di�erent snakes with six spots on their heads have tails with suh baks?

How many spots are there on suh snake's belly?

Task 36. Take �ve red die and the white one again. Form a snake that has the

total number of spots on the bak equal to the number of spots on the head top.

Try several suh snakes. What tail must a snake have if the number of spots on

its head is 5? Is it possible for suh a snake to have 4 spots on the head top?

What other head tops are not possible for suh a snake?

Task 37. Form a snake using �ve red die and the white one in suh a way that

its bak has 7 spots more than its head top.

Task 38. The snake tail is �ve die long. There are 5 spots on its bak. How

many spots are there on its belly?

Task 39. The snake tail is six die long. Is it possible for suh a snake to have

the same number of spots on the bak and on the head top?

Task 40. Can a snake with a �ve (six) die long tail have the same number of

spots on the bak and on the belly?

9. The die versus ertain, impossible and probable
random events

A oinidene may also be a reator of �die snakes�.

Task 41. Roll two die, the white and the red one. Form a snake without turning

the die. The white die beomes the snake head and the red one � the snake

tail.

1. How many di�erent snakes with a tail of one die are there?

2. How many spots an there be on the head and tail of suh a snake together?

Is it possible to get a snake of 13 spots? What about 2?

The number of snakes we an get is the same as the number of possible

sores of a two-die roll � 36. It is worth to note that all the sores are equally

probable. Let us onnet the two-die roll and form a snake with the following

events:

A = {there are 14 spots on all the sides of snake's head},

B = {there are 13 spots on both sides of snake's tail},

C = {there is one spot on snake's head top},

D = {there are 6 spots on one of the sides of the snake's head}.

It is easy to state that:
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� we are sure to get the result A every time, so A is a ertain event;

� it is not possible to get the result B at all, so B is an impossible event;

� getting the result C is not ertain but it is not impossible either, so C is

a probable event;

� it is also probable to get the result D.

Let us notie that whenever we get the event C we do not get the D at the

same time, and the other way round. There is no suh sore of a two-die roll

that would be propitious for both events C and D. So C and D are disjoint

events.

In the elementary mathematis eduation we will only deide whether two

events are equally probable or not and if not, whih of them is more possible

to appear. We will also laim some events to be very likely to happen and

some to have a slight possibility of happening.

Task 42. In a moment we will roll two die, the red one and the white one, and

form a snake. Before we do so, you an bet on the number of spots whih the

snake will have on both its head top and its bak. If your bet is orret, you

sore a point. What numbers an you bet on? Does it matter what number you

hoose? Why?

In the game desribed above we bet on one of the events:

Aj = {in a two-die roll the total number of spots sored is j}

where j = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. Those events are not equally probable.

Among them the event A7 has the best hane of appearing, beause there are

6 sores of the two-die roll propitious for it (eah of the remaining sums has

less than 6 possible sores). This reasoning about �the hanes of ertain event

happening� is orret as eah sore of the two-die roll is equally probable. It

is the most pro�table to bet on the event A7.

In the stohastis for everyone, we see two kinds of events as the most

important:

� almost ertain events whih are very likely to happen,

� almost impossible events whih are very unlikely to happen (see [4℄,

p. 146).

Let us onnet a six-die roll with two random events:

A = {every number of spots will show},

B = {one of the possible numbers of spots will not show on any die}.

The event A is almost impossible, the event B � almost ertain. Those stohas-

ti features of the events A and B an be disovered a posteriori in the lass-

room. The sores of many repeated six-die rolls are the qualitative (not

quantitative) estimation of the probability of those events. The organization

of the data gathered is disussed in [4℄ and [7℄.
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Task 43. You have lost your die. What an you replaed it with? How? Can you

�make� the die out of four oloured spheres?

The ways of replaing the die with an urn with three or four spheres of

di�erent olours are disussed in [4℄ (pp. 76-79).
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Abstrat. Mathematial literay is an ability to be developed not just in pupils but

also in teahers. It is a onstituent part of their undergraduate teaher training. The

ourses listed under the programmes of study o�ered by the Faulty of Eduation,

University of Pre²ov provide a platform for developing mathematial literay of stu-

dents � prospetive teahers in primary shool. The ourses syllabi inlude OECD

PISA tasks. They are utilized as means of exploration of theoretial starting points

in ertain domains of arithmeti and algebra. The artile o�ers the task analysis

arried out from the aspet of the present elements of mathematial literay. We

also present some examples of the way how partiular primary mathematis topis

from the syllabus are interpreted in terms of mathematial literay.

1. Introdution

Developing students' mathematial literay is a part of undergraduate train-

ing of primary shool teahers. Spei� subjet training in the given area

is a preondition for teaher's ompetene to reate and formulate tasks and

ativities whih develop pupil's mathematial literay. OECD PISA interna-

tional assessment sheme de�nes mathematial literay as "individual's apa-

ity to identify and understand the role that mathematis plays in the world,

to make well-founded judgements and to use and engage with mathematis in

ways that meet the needs of that individual's life as a onstrutive, onerned

and re�etive itizen" ([2℄, p. 7).

The team at the Department of Mathematial Eduation, Faulty of Edua-

tion, University of Pre²ov has been researhing sine 2010 the projet aimed

at raising standards of subjet spei� preparedness of primary teahers to
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develop pupils' mathematial literay re�eting on the ontext of urriular

reform as well as the OECD PISA and IEA TIMSS shemes. In view of the

above ontext, more tasks on developing mathematial literay and ompe-

tene have been inluded into the modules and ourses of teaher training.

Surveys arried out at the Faulty of Eduation, University of Pre²ov

aimed at determining students' standards of mathematial literay indiate

that "among the most problemati areas of mathematial literay of students

� prospetive teahers in pre-elementary and elementary stage are: interpre-

tation of data from graphs and tables" ([3℄, p. 84). The authors of the survey

state that some of the students have di�ulty to solve the tasks in whih it

is neessary to apply lower seondary stage mathematis suh as reading and

writing deimals, roman numerals, perentage alulus, divisibility of natural

numbers, elementary geometri and arithmeti terminology, and proessing

data from tables and graphs. The above results were obtained from the anal-

ysis of student's solutions of the test whih inluded the released items from

OECD PISA.

2. Arithmeti and algebra with didatis

Arithmeti and Algebra with Didatis is a ourse inluded into undergraduate

teaher training programmes of study. The aims of the ourse are set as

follows:

� to aquire the essential mathematial knowledge from arithmeti and

algebra, followed by didati transformation of them in onformity with the

objetives of teahing mathematis in primary shool as stipulated in the State

Programme of Eduation ISCED 1;

� to introdue possible didati interpretations of the theoretial knowledge

in teahing mathematis in primary shool;

- to identify relationships between the notions from the theoretial domains

of arithmeti and algebra, and onepts developed in the minds of pupils of

junior shool age.

The ourse integrates the theoretial knowledge of arithmeti and algebra

with didati interpretation of it in teahing primary mathematis. The ourse

ontains the following elements of mathematial literay:

Competenes at the level of reprodution: mastery of mathematial termi-

nology, reprodution of what is learnt, applying learnt algorithms and identi-

fying analogy.

Competenes at the level of onnetions: solving problems with known

elements, linking several known methods, and the use of more omplex pro-

edures.

Competenes at the level of re�etion: the use of mathematial symbols

and language.
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3. Funtions and dependene relations

Tasks ontaining elements of mathematial literay, in the form of model situ-

ations and assignments, are used when presenting theoretial essentials of suh

notions from arithmeti and algebra whih are used in primary mathematis

on the level of propaedeutis (introdution). A funtion is one of the basi

notions in algebra. This domain is inluded in the state mathematis urriu-

lum in the Sequenes, Relations, Funtions, Tables and Graphs themati area.

The given themati area provides for both �nding quantitative relations and

presentation of types of their systemati hanges. Dependene relations are

represented in the form of tables, graphs and diagrams [5℄.

Thinking in funtions is important for resolving real life problems. Its

rudiments start to be developed muh earlier than the notion of a funtion is

exposed in teahing mathematis. Children aquaint with dependene rela-

tions as early as in pre-shool and primary shool. The proess of onstruting

onept of funtion is long-term and starts with solving tasks of propaedeuti

harater. In our view, it is important for primary mathematis teahers to

be aware of those proesses. By introduing the tasks taken from the real-

life situations with the elements of mathematial literay to undergraduate

mathematial primary teaher training we strive to develop subjet-spei�

and pedagogial ompetenes of students, thus enhane their preparedness for

teahing pratie.

The notion of a funtion is introdued in shool mathematis only in lower

seondary stage, but the �rst oneptualisations of elementary funtions as

linear funtion and diret proportionality are already developed through some

primary shool ativities.

In view of the above, the ativities fousing on didati proessing and

interpretation of tasks on funtions are inluded in the Arithmeti and Alge-

bra with Didatis ourse. Students are presented with theoretial points of

departure suh as: the de�nition of the notion of a funtion, the domain of

de�nition of a funtion, the range of a funtion and the harateristis of the

notions of dependent and independent variable. Elementary funtions suh

as onstant funtion, linear funtion and diret proportion are de�ned as well

as the ways in whih they an be assigned: by algorithm, where algorithm

of a funtion is given by the formula for alulating the values of dependent

variable, by table of funtion values, and by Cartesian graph.

The theoretial part of the given themati area is made aessible through

presenting the above notions in onrete examples. The analysis of task solu-

tions is followed by another stage in whih theoretial notes � de�nitions and

harateristis of the notions relevant in the given domain � are explained.

The above approah utilizes the elements of onstrutivist pedagogy in whih
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knowledge is onstruted in human mind on the basis of his/her experiene

with solving task and experimenting [1℄.

OECD PISA 2003 released items are utilized by us in the themati areas of

Solving Applied Tasks and Tasks Developing Spei� Mathematial Thinking.

In the following part, we will introdue two tasks developed for the purpose

of testing mathematial literay, used in teahing a funtion. Before that,

however, OECD PISA testing tasks will be haraterised.

4. Charateristis of tasks from OECD PISA testing

Eah PISA task ontains three omponents: situations or ontext, mathemat-

ial ontent and ompetenes. Situations or ontexts refer to real life. Math-

ematial ontent is subdivided into four parts: quantity, spae and shape,

hange and relationships, and unertainty. Relationships are given by a vari-

ety of representations, inluding symboli, graphi, tabular and geometrial.

Unertainty refers to probabilisti and statistial phenomena and relations.

Competenes are abilities whih ould be drawn upon in solving onrete task

or problem. They are divided into three levels:

� the level of reprodution: routine linkage, reprodution of pratised

proedures;

� the level of onnetion: utilising pratised proedures when solving new

problems with di�erent domains of mathematis, inludes tasks of diver-

gent harater;

� the level of re�etion: tasks aimed at argumentation, abstration, reation

and utilisation of new algorithms and the use of mathematial apparatus

in unknown situations.

5. Tasks on mathematial literay used in teaher
training

The task named Growing Up (M150Q01, M150Q02, M150Q03) ([2℄, p. 12) is

from the Change and Relationships group, reommended for the themati area

of Numerial Operations, Funtions and Reading from Graphs. It is aimed

at ompetenes at reprodution and onnetion levels. The task ontains the

elements of assigning funtion and dependene relation by graph or table.

Growing Up ([2℄, p. 12)

Youth grows taller. In 1998 the average height of both young males and young females

in the Netherlands is represented in the graph (Figure 1).

Question 1: Sine 1980 the average height of 20-year-old females has inreased by

2.3 m, to 170.6 m. What was the average height of a 20-year-old female in 1980?

Question 2: Aording to this graph, on average, during whih period in their life

are females taller than males of the same age?
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Figure 1

Question 3: Explain how the graph shows that on average the growth rate for girls

slows down after 12 years of age.

Charateristis of the task:

Question 1: Solving the task does not require reading the data from the graph. It is

indiretly formulated verbal task whih relies on subtration of deimal numbers.

This part of the task is solved by students without problems.

Question 2: This part of the assignment requires reading and interpreting the data

from the graph. It is important to identify a graph whih represents the dependene

of the female average height on age and the dependene of male average height on

age. The data from both graphs are ompared, whih leads to the orret answer.

On the bakground of the graph, the notions of the domain of de�nition of a funtion

(the values of age), the range of a funtion (the values of average height), dependent

and independent variable (the average height is dependent on the age), a graph of

a funtion, data on the x-axis and y-axis are explained to students. The funtion in

the task is given by a graph.

Question 3: This part of the item requires reading and interpretation of the data

from the graph as well as the ability to argue and give the rationale for his/her idea.

Sine the properties of a funtion (monotoniity: inreasing and dereasing) are not

de�ned yet, the students are expeted to provide answers using impreise mathemati

terminology. The response should refer to the hange of the gradient of the graph

for the dependene of female height on age.

The reasoning may be based on omparing the given values in the graph, in the

period after 12 years of age in the female group. Transription of the data from the

graph an also be used:

10 years � 140 m

12 years � 155 m. In the period preeding the 12th year of age (two years), the

inrease is by 15 m. The yearly growth is 7.5 m.

20 years � 172 m. The period after the 12th year (by the 20th year, i.e. in 8 years)

the growth is only at about 17 m. The yearly growth is only 2 m.
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Age intervals an be arbitrary, but the result or the reasoning for the given fat

are important. From the given data it is obvious that the aeleration of female

growth has dereasing tendeny after the 12th year of age.

Alternatively, it is possible to inlude transription of the data from the graph

into a table and interpret the rationale on the basis of the information from Table 1.

Table 1

Age Interval Height in the Given Period Growth

10. � 11. 140 � 145 m 5 m

11. � 12. 145 � 155 m 10 m

In a two-year period there is 15 m growth, i.e. 7.5 m a year in average.

Table 2

Age Interval Height in the Given Period Growth

12. � 13. 155 � 160 m 5 m

13. � 14. 160 � 165 m 5 m

14. � 15. 165 � 167 m 2 m

15. � 16. 167 � 169 m 2 m

16. � 17. 169 � 170 m 1 m

17. � 18. 170 � 170.5 m 0.5 m

18. � 19. 170.5 � 171 m 0.5 m

19. � 20. 171 � 171.5 m 0.5 m

The growth in eight-year period is 16.5 m, i.e. 2 m a year in average. From the

above data it follows that aeleration of female growth after the 12th year of age is

dereasing.

Building upon the presented ontextual situation, it is possible to formulate an-

other task aimed at the third level of ompetenes � re�etion, for example, to om-

pare the aeleration of female and male growth in the given periods and give reasons

to one's answers. The task is of divergent harater due to the possibility of di�erent

solutions. A student an use the data represented in graphs or transform them into

a table, and the answer will follow from the data presented in the table.

The task Exhange Rate (M413Q01, M413Q02, M413Q03) inludes a Quantity

domain. It develops ompetenes on reprodution and re�etion levels and ould be

lassi�ed under Diret Proportionality themati area. Therefore, it is inluded in

the Arithmeti and Algebra with Didatis syllabus in the part whih deals with the

theoretial fundaments of an elementary funtion - diret proportion.

Exhange rate ([2℄, p. 14)

Mei-Ling from Singapore was preparing to go to South Afria for 3 months as an

exhange student. She needed to hange some Singapore dollars (SGD) into South

Afrian rands (ZAR).

Question 1: Mei-Ling found out that the exhange rate between Singapore dollars

and South Afrian rands was: 1 SGD = 4.2 ZAR
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Mei-Ling hanged 3000 Singapore dollars into South Afrian rands at this exhange

rate. How muh money in South Afrian rands did Mei-Ling get?

Question 2: On returning to Singapore after 3 months, Mei-Ling had 3 900 ZAR

left. She hanged this bak to Singapore dollars, noting that the exhange rate had

hanged to:

1 SGD = 4.0 ZAR

How muh money in Singapore dollars did Mei-Ling get?

Question 3: During these 3 months the exhange rate had hanged from 4.2 to 4.0

ZAR per SGD. Was it in Mei-Ling's favour that the exhange rate now was 4.0 ZAR

instead of 4.2 ZAR, when she hanged her South Afrian rands bak to Singapore

dollars? Give an explanation to support your answer.

Charateristis of the task:

The task is aimed at propaedeutis of diret proportion and at assigning a funtion

by algorithm. We have devised a task for students in whih they were expeted to

reate an algorithm for a funtion on the basis of the given information.

Question 1 is aimed at the interpretation of a simple mathematial model, and the

solution requires applying multipliation of deimal numbers.

1 SGD = 4.2 ZAR

3 000 SGD = x ZAR

3 000 × 4.2=12 600 (ZAR)

Diret proportionality is used, i.e. the amount of SGD will inrease as many times

more as will the amount of ZAR: inrease in the value of one variable is in diret

proportion to the inreasing value of another variable.

Question 2 requires the interpretation of a simple quantitative model (diret propor-

tionality) and applying it together with basi deimal numbers numeri operation.

It is important to identify the operation to be applied.

3 900 ZAR = x SGD

4.0 ZAR = 1 SGD

3 900:4=975 (SGD)

It is a diret proportionality relation when the rule of three is proper: the ratio

3 900:4 equals to the ratio x:1.

The students reate algorithm of the funtion from the task: y = 4.2x; y = 4x. On

the bakground of the algorithm struture it is easy to identify diret proportionality.

Question 3: this part of the task is about explanation and reasoning of one's own

thinking proedure. For example, it su�es to verify how many Singapore Dollars

one gets at the exhange rate of 4.2 ZAR = 1 SGD

3 900 ZAR = x SGD

3 900:4.2 = 928.57 SGD

From the given, it is obvious that at this exhange rate one get less SGD for

3 900 ZAR than at the exhange rate whih was urrent to the date (she got

975 SGD). Lower exhange rate is more pro�table. It is not neessary to use nu-

meri operations and state exat sum whih she would get at the given exhange

rates. Reasoning, though, must be preise and lear. There is also an option to

draw the graphs of both funtions with the table of domain and range values, and to

present own reasoning based on the given data from the graphs and the table.
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5. Conlusion

We have outlined one possibility to develop mathematial literay of prospe-

tive primary shool teahers. Teahers should realize that in teahing mathe-

matis they an take advantage of real situations whih orrespond with the

inner world of junior shool age hildren [4℄. In the future, more tasks whih

ontext re�ets real life situation will be inluded into the urriulum of the

programmes taught at the Faulty of Eduation, University of Pre²ov. The

tasks of the given harater are instrumental in presenting not only pedagog-

ial approahes to the partiular domains of mathematis but also theoretial

points of departure of the given problem.
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Abstrat. In the ontribution, the development of ombinatorial thinking of ele-

mentary shool students is disussed. A set of problems inluding their elaboration

with di�erent solving strategies is also presented.

1. Introdution

Combinatoris plays a very important role in the development of mathematial

thinking. Its importane is primarily in the development of logial thinking

and ommon ombination skills. But it an also be onsidered as the basis for

subsequent probabilisti problem solving.

In partiular, it is a part of the high shool (seondary shool) urriulum,

where it is restrited to lassial problems of forming groups of subjets and

determining the number of all groups that meet spei� onditions. Usually, it

is not a part of the elementary shool urriulum, only in some math-foused

shools their students get in touh with it.

Some elementary shool students solve ombinatorial problems already in

the 5th grade when they take tests to get into a grammar shool ("gym-

názium"). Apart from the tests, they also solve them during mathematial

ompetitions or while taking various quizzes. On the seond level of elemen-

tary shools, students also solve ombinatorial problems but only intuitively
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by using their ommon sense or by substituting random �gures without using

formulas or general ombinatorial priniples.

We fous on the development of ombinatorial thinking on the basis of

problem solving. The attention is paid to various solving strategies without

the use of given ombinatorial relations with progressive problems and building

up the theory of ombinations.

It is important to realize that ombinatoris is tightly linked to other math-

ematial branhes. We need to solve several problems dealing with ombina-

tion of letters, numbers, et. And that is why we believe that the development

of ombinatorial thinking is very important and should be initiated as soon

as possible.

2. Basi onepts of ombinatoris

In daily life we need to solve problems in whih we ompile ertain groups

of objets. We want to know the number of suh groups and the order of

partiular elements. For example, an ie hokey oah who forms groups

of players needs to form all possible groups plus to know who is going to

play a ertain position. Therefore the order of players in every group is very

important.

When a shool prinipal builds the shedule of lasses, he does this it the

same manner as the hokey oah forms groups of players. He forms groups of

lasses in whih their order is important. Combinatoris an help us solve suh

problems. Combinatoris examines groups (subsets) of elements whih are

taken out of a ertain basi group (set). Depending on whether the elements

in the subsets may or may not be repeated, we di�erentiate several kinds of

groups of elements � subsets with repetition and without repetition. We also

reognize ordered and disordered subsets.

We hoose k from n given elements of a �nite set N (k ∈ N,n ∈ N) of all

natural numbers and form (dis)ordered k-tuples. To �nd all the possibilities we

an apply basi ombinatorial rules (the rule of sum and the rule of produt),

basi de�ned onepts (permutation, variation, and ombination), or a list

of all possible solutions (a table hart, a logial tree, et.). We an also use

some solving strategies based on the graph theory (graphial illustration of

the problem, et.).

Combinatoris an be also used in many other mathematial branhes,

partiularly in algebra (the representation theory of groups), in the number

theory and the game theory, in geometry, in topology, and mathematial anal-

ysis. Now we will fous on the appliation of basi ombinatorial rules in the

development of ombinatorial ideas and students' solving strategies.
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2.1. The rule of sum (addition priniple)

The rule of sum is the �rst rule of ombinatoris. We use it when we need to

�nd all possible solutions of a problem or to set a rule while reating those solu-

tions. It is good to divide the examined objet (the given numbers, the number

of ontestants, et.) into a few mutually disjoint groups A1, A2, . . . , Ak and

look into eah group/set separately. Let A1, A2, . . . , Ak be �nite sets. If a set

A1 inludes n1 elements, a set A2 inludes n2 elements,. . . , Ak inludes nk

elements and if every two from these sets are disjoint (Ai ∩Aj = ∅) for i �= j;

i, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, then the number of all elements of the union of sets

A1 ∪ A2 ∪ . . . ∪ Ak =

k⋃

i=1

Ai (1)

is equal to

n1 + n2 + . . . + nk =
k∑

i=1

ni. (2)

At the end, we ount the numbers of obtained solutions in eah group.

2.2. The rule of produt (multipliation priniple)

The seond ombinatorial rule, the rule of produt, is a bit more ompliated

than the �rst one. When forming groups of two elements, we often know

how many ways are there to selet the �rst and the seond element, while

the number of options of seleting the seond element does not depend on the

way the �rst element was seleted. Let the �rst element an be seleted by m

ways and the seond element by n ways. Then the ouple of those elements

(m,n) may be seleted by m · n ways. This harateristi may be generalized

for the seletion of k-tuples. If a set A1 onsists of n1 elements, a set A2 of n2

elements, and a set Ak of nk elements, then the number of all possible ordered

k-tuples is equal to

n1 · n2 · . . . · nk =
k∏

i=1

ni (3)

2.3. The onept of order and dupliation of elements

Understanding the onept of a dis-/ordered k-tuple onsisting of ertain n

elements with or without the possibility of repetition of the elements is very

important. The orret omprehension may be further developed on the ba-

sis of problem solving without the use of ombinatorial rules and priniples.
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For elementary shool students, working with numbers is the most natural

ativity � formation of numbers aording to given rules. While doing that,

they pratie terminology (a number, a digit, a single/double digit number,

et.). We an use tasks fousing on formation of numbers due to their divisi-

bility, parity, the order of digits, et.

We must not forget the students motivation � the way we set problems,

their relevane and appliation in daily life, and the whole elaboration of them.

There is a set of problems below in whih there are some examples of problems.

To solve them, basi ombinatorial rules may be used.

3. Set of problems

U1 Form all possible double digit numbers by using the digits 1, 2, 3, 4.

The digits must not be repeated.

U2 How many even natural numbers an be formed by using the digits given

below? Eah digit an be used only one.

a) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

b) 0, 1, 2, 3, 5

U3 How many six-digit natural numbers an we get by using the digits 1

and 2 if no twos an be next to eah other?

U4 There are �ve tikets available. There is the digit "1" written on three

of them, the digit "2" on one of them, and the digit "3" on another one.

How many �ve-digit numbers an we get using the tikets?

U5 Determine how many three-digit natural numbers are there:

a) if eah digit in their deimal reord ours only one

b) if some digit in their deimal reord ours at least twie

U6 How many natural numbers bigger than 15 an be formed using the

digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5? Eah digit an be used only one (must not be

repeated).

U7 Va²ek forgot his shoolmate's phone number. All he remembers is that

it is a nine-digit number and starts with 23. No digits an be repeated

and it is divisible by 25. Determine how many possible phone numbers

are there?
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When solving given problems, we fous on illustration. Pupils are given e.g.

playing ards or ards with numbers and are led to systematially reord all

possibilities.

4. Examples of problem solving

U1

Students are given multi-olored ards with digits 1, 2, 3, and 4 on them.

While they are forming pairs, they need to realize that the digits must not be

repeated (i.e. no two pairs an have the same olor, Figure 1 (right)).

Figure 1: Double digit numbers � U1

Another possibility is to use a table diagram. This method is very well-

arranged. In an arranged diagram a student rosses out numbers in whih the

same digit is used twie.

U5

In the following example, the emphasis is put on the lari�ation of the basi

onepts whih are used by teahers and students. At �rst, we read the task

and then we take a loser look at it to prevent potential misunderstanding

of the task. Everything is done illustratively to enourage the kids to ask

questions. They then use logi to solve the task.

A teaher asks questions suh as:

• How many digits does a three-digit number have?

• What does "the deimal notation" mean?

• What is in the �rst, seond, and third plae of a three-digit number?

• Read the given number and tell me how many units, tens, and hundreds

it has.

• What is the smallest/largest three-digit number?
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Figure 2: Logial tree � U5

Note: We explain to the kids that between these double digit numbers there

are all three-digit numbers and that we will take only these ones that meet the

onditions of the task.

The assignment: Determine the number of all three-digit natural num-

bers suh that in their deimal notation eah digit appears only

one.

Proedure of problem solving:

• We determine how many di�erent digits an be in the plae of hundreds,

tens, and units.

• We tell the kids that in the �rst plae there must not be the digit 0

beause if it was there, then it would not be a three-digit but a double

digit number.

• In the seond plae there may be all the digits 0-9 exept for the digit

whih is already in the �rst plae. That way we meet the assignment

that says that eah digit an appear only one.

Another proedure:

We make a logi tree whih will help the kids to �nd all possible solutions

(Figure 2) and to understand the priniple of the given task. We ask them

questions, so they use logi to �nd solutions. We ask them questions suh as:

• What digit an be in the �rst plae?
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• If the digit 1 is in the �rst plae, what digits an be in the seond plae?

• Can the digit 1 be both in the �rst and in the seond plae? Why/why

not?

• Can the digit 0 be in the �rst plae? Why/why not?

• What digits an be in the third plae if there is the digit 1 in the �rst

plae and the digit 2 in the seond plae?

• How many three-digit numbers whih meet the onditions are there?

The kids must keep in mind that eah digit an appear only one, i.e. it

must not be repeated. In the piture (Figure 2), possible steps how to reord

the reation of numbers are shown.

The kids will notie that there are 9 possibilities of the reord of the �rst

plae of a three-digit number (digits 1�9). There are also 9 possibilities in

the seond plae (digits 0�9 exept for the digit whih is already in the �rst

plae, i.e. 10 − 1 = 9). And in the third plae, there are 8 possibilities of the

reord (digits 0�9 exept for the digits in the �rst and in the seond plae,

i.e. 10 − 2 = 8). In every hain oriented by the �rst digit, there is 9 · 8 = 72
possible solutions. In the end they will ount the total of all solutions whih

is 9 · 72 = 648 solutions.

U7

In this last example of problem solving, we will pay attention to students'

motivation � there is a real situation whih they are familiar with. The use

of ombinatorial rules and priniples is fairly obvious. As another element of

motivation, a olored piture is used. Di�erent possibilities are in di�erent

olors (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Phone number � U7
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5. Conlusion

In the ontribution, a possible proedure how to develop ombinatorial think-

ing of primary shool students and to build their knowledge struture without

the understanding of basi ombinatoris is outlined. The emphasis is put

on the development of solving strategies, reative approah of a teaher and

a student, motivation, and pratial appliation of gained knowledge.
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Abstrat. Many hanges in the urriulum of mathematis have been made during

a few last years. Frequent hanges arry ertain onsequenes. Pupils whih �nish

high shool may possess di�erent knowledge in di�erent years. This is beause they

may have various ranges of eduational material (di�erent from those of their older

or younger olleagues). Additionally, some parts of shool mathematial material

are more di�ult to learn than others. Unfortunately, sometimes teahers tend to

treat them ursorily. The planimetry is suh a spei� �eld of mathematis whih

requires spei� thinking and analysis. It is neessary to redue suh di�erenes in

knowledge and skills, to supplement laks of knowledge of students of the �rst year

mathematis study. It is neessary to use the suitable tools to do this quikly and

e�etive. Utilization of interative GeoGebra based simulations and visualizations

may be helpful in suh a situation. Perfet o-operation with the interative white-

board and possibility of delivering didati materials by Internet are their additional

advantage.

We will show examples of suh materials relating to similarities in our presenta-

tion. They are a part of developing projet � the ourse of geometrial transforma-

tions on the plane. It is addressed to students of the �rst year of mathematis study.

However, these materials an be used at high shool level during additional ativities

aording to pupils interests.
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1. Introdution

During several reent years we observe many hanges made in Polish urriu-

lum of mathematis. Frequent hanges bring ertain onsequenes. Pupils

�nishing the seondary shool next years an possess di�erent knowledge.

Pupils �nishing high shool in suessive years an possess di�erent knowl-

edge, beause they are obliged by somewhat di�erent range of the material

(di�erent from the range of their older or younger olleagues) [1℄. Teahers

at high shools at various stage realize partiular portions of the material de-

pending on the various quantity of hours. On the other hand, the beginning

of studies at university is a serious hallenge for a young man. Appearing

in a ompletely new environment, oming aross a new system of work and

eduation, operating in new realities with di�erent requirements � this is the

problem for high shool student at the beginning of the studies.

Universities try to undertake various ations whih ought to make easier

student's entry in the new reality and to help math new requirements. They

have also notied the program di�erenes and very often organized equalizing

lessons for new students. Suh help is organized using various ways, forms and

knowledge depending on needs and possibility. Fousing attention on tehno-

logial development of soiety, aessibility to various soures of knowledge

exhanged by Internet et., we should use available resoures for suh lessons.

in this situation, using of suitable ICT tools an support the proess of learn-

ing, improve it, an make problems, terms and questions more aessible for

students. Suh a didati material an be partly realized in traditional way,

during study at the university, and partly by Internet, e.g. by e-learning plat-

form. It ertainty allows to save time and �nane, and also it makes possible

individualization of the proess of learning. The projet, whih started up

in 2002 under diretion of dr. T. Ratusi«ski in Institute of Mathematis at

Pedagogial University of Craow, is an example of suh a material [2℄. It

is an answer to the abovementioned laks, a trial of solution of the appeared

problem.

2. Course of geometry

A ourse of elementary geometry is one of subjets realized in �rst year of

studies sine years. It is pereived as very useful for young students starting

not easy mathematial studies. The subjet area and the way of realization of

its urriulum an help students to understand what higher mathematis is,

and also to beome aquainted with its speial language. In the urriulum

there is a large part of material onentrated on transformations (e.g., the

properties of isometry, similarity of �gures or geometrial onstrutions).
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Young students beginning studies at a high shool should �ll laks for the

short time. In view of the range of hanges in the urriulum, this is a very

serious problem. That is why the e-learning ourse of elementary geometry

was reated as a supplement to studies realized in traditional way (Figure 1).1

Figure 1. The main page of the ourse.

Contents of teahing were organized in themati bloks. The respetive

parts of the ourse are onentrated on onrete transformations, for exam-

ple, suh as main isometries, entral symmetry, axial symmetry, translation

symmetry, translation, rotation, similitude, similitarity, onhoid transforma-

tion, the power of a point, inversion, some kind of �glued� transformation and

many others.

All units onsistituting the whole ourse are losely related with eah other.

Materials relating to respetive transformations ontain links to essential on-

tents at the atual stage. All pages of the whole projet have standardized

graphi and ardinal omponents and navigation. Students often have prob-

lems with understanding the idea of a new aquainting term. Working with

abstrat terms, it is often hard to assimilate them or imagine a suitable model.

That is why the prinipal part of presented materials inlude theoretial knowl-

edge whih students ought to assimilate during study.

1The legends in Figures being sreen images are in Polish.
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Students an beome familiar with terms, their de�nitions and properties

in easy way thanks to utilization of interative onstrutions made with DGS

(Dynami Geometry Systems) like GeoGebra (Figure 2). The huge advantage

of suh a solution is the possibility of their multi-regeneration. Utilization of

interative onstrutions helps to analyze deeper mathematis problems step

by step. Students an also modify geometrial objets used in the onstrution

and observe positions or others properties of onstruted �gures. It is possible,

for example, to disover terms, to observe properties of �gures, to notie how

a �gure hanges in transformation depending on its shape or initial bearing.

Suh an approah makes it possible to look at the whole ontents and also

failitates investigation of speial ases.

Figure 2. Interative de�nition of similarity.

Proofs are essential omplements to the theoretial part of the ourse. Ap-

plying the formal notation, saving logial sequene of reasoning, the proofs

are next ativities whih are not easy for students. In the ourse, proofs are

often introdued in interative way.

Students an analyze the presented notation and observe illustrating �gures

in the part of materials. Sometimes a proof is important to learn itself, and in

suh a situation interative didati material an manage students to beame

an ative author of them (Figure 3). For example, the text of the proof is
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displayed on a sreen step by step and ontains ertain gaps whih should be

�lled in with orret statements. The only way to pass eah step of proof is

to hoose the orret answer. Interesting solutions used in the ourse are tips

whih appear after inorret answers. They ought to help students to orret

their mistakes. In suh a way a omputer beomes a helper in the proess of

getting knowledge, and a student is not only a reproduer of skilled theory,

but beomes its reator.

Figure 3. Example of short ative proof.

The ourse also ontains various types of tasks and problems. Using the

ourse, solving the problems, students an evaluate not only their knowl-

edge and aquired skills, but also the stage of understanding the properties

of transformations. A part of problems should be oneived so that their

solution allows us to make ertain observations, notie properties and make

orret notations. There are many types of tests, for example, a single and

multiple hoie, a task to make opinion about truth of a statement (Figure 4),

a problem of the type TRUTH/FALSE, a omplementing text with gaps and

others.

Every time when students display eah page of the ourse, all the problems

are �new�, they regenerate. This allows to avoid mehanial approah to solved

problems. Order of problems or answers hanges eah time automatially

(numerial data also hange). Eah time a omputer shows only a part (hosen

problems) from the large base of questions and tasks. Additionally, the ourse
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has lists of themati tasks in text �les whih students an use for independent

repeating the omposed material.

The huge advantage of material prepared in suh a way is individualization

of learning proess. A student himself deides how he an work with the

ourse. The aessibility of material, the way and form of work with it allows

students to deide how muh they are engaged and how many time they spend

on it. Students an pass the hosen part of materials many times for repetition

or for supplement knowledge.

Figure 4. Example of self evaluation task.

Some fragments of the ourse also ontain additional tips and information

whih students an display if they reognize that they need them. There are

also some uriosity fats in the ourse suh as, for example, physial look at

mathematial transformations, materials relating to utilization of geometry in

physis, and also some popular mathematial theorems and �gures of their

disoverers.

3. Conlusions

The desribed ourse an be used by e-learning platform or by Internet

website (what is more and more popular solutions). Suh an approah to pro-

ess of teahing / learning based on traditional method supported by online
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materials (blended learning) allows us to approah mathematis in the fun-

tional way. The bases of this oneption were founded by A.Z. Krygowska,

and she said that it is unusually essential oneption beause �the e�ient

harater of mathematis omes out in the pupil mathematial language in

every situation� [3℄.

The desribed oneption onentrate on solving problems through exeut-

ing onsiously ations. Pupils an name and rank them. The searh of the

solution an be ative: the use of the method of tests and mistakes, or through

utilization of already known shemes. The use of suh e-learning ourse al-

lows us to pass every stage of the solution step by step. A teaher is able to

organize sensible problemati situations and lead pupils from onrete ations

through oneivable ones to mathematial abstrations.

The ourse based on blended learning method has one more advantage �

the phenomenon of soial failitation [4℄. It onsists in suh a fat that new

material is assimilated more easily without observers. The stress does not

generate, a pupil does not at under the pressure. He works in the own pae,

in onditions onvenient for him. A teaher ought to turn the attention at

this fat when planning work for students. The �rst ontat with some new

problems an be held by e-learning platform.

The desribed didati material was prepared, used and veri�ed in lasses

with students of the �rst years of mathematis studies during several last years.

The presented ourse turned out be also helpful for pupils of high shools

interested in mathematis. Utilization of units of the ourse is possible as the

whole ourse and as respetive fragments. The ourse is also perfetly suitable

as a material for use at extended lessons at high shool (during additional

ativities) as well as a material for �lling laks of students knowledge at the

beginning of mathematis studies.
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Abstrat. We an reate many ativities when we plae geometrial problems to

solve in lass. For example: analyzing questions, making observation, disovering

property of geometrial objets, searhing the dependenes among them, making

hypotheses, making argumentation, proving, investigation of speial ases and many

others. Using traditional didati resoures auses that the abovementioned ativities

may be di�ult for pupils at every level of eduation. It is also hard to explore the

onsidered problems. That is why it is legitimate to searh how to use ICT to support

pupils in this proess. Using GeoGebra based materials is an interesting idea for this

purpose. Well made interative materials an be used during normal lessons as well

as during additional ativities. Suh a solution may inrease understanding of the

problem, and also allows a teaher to disuss with pupils extraurriular mathematis

ontents.

1. Introdution

The proess of teahing mathematis is very di�ult one. However, when we

look at it globally, we an distinguish, with a onsiderable simpli�ation, four

omponents [1℄:

• forming mathematial terms,

• mathematial reasoning,

• task solving,

• establishing mathematial language.
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The main aim of this paper is not to show examples of using ICT at lessons

of mathematis, but to show reasons of suh utilization in almost eah om-

ponent. Our researh is based on the ourse of geometrial properties of

triangles. It onsist of interative GeoGebra based didati materials. The

investigation took plae in the 1st and 2nd lasses of high shool (64 pupils

being 16-18 years old). The pupils who approahed investigation are from uni-

versity lasses with mathematial - physial - omputer siene pro�le. During

everyday work they apply ICT in the wide meaning of this word. Utilization

of supplies of e-learning platform as well as Internet or graphi alulators

and omputer programmes for these pupils are as natural as in traditional

lasses handiwork of auxiliary �gure on sheet of paper. So as the �gure is not

the proof for pupils in the typial lass, so for these lasses simulations and

inspeting tens of examples for given problem is not su�ient. However, they

use GeoGebra for realization of illustration, for visualization their hypotheses

willingly. Let us see what kind of didati material they work on preferably.

2. Interative de�nition

The interative material made in GeoGebra programme is able to show an

objet of the de�nition in any but �xed instane and also to illustrate indi-

vidual properties of this term. Suh a help leads pupil aross the term in

dynami way. Suitably prepared didati material an turn pupils' attention

to all onditions of the de�nition in the visual way. The traditional de�nition

auses that very often pupils have large problems in retrieval of the essene

of the de�nition. As a result, it is hard to them to show an example, instane

or ontrary instane for de�ned objet. They have also problems to deide

whether the given objet ful�ls the de�nition or not. Our interative de�ni-

tion turns pupils speial attention to neessity of ful�lment of all onditions

desribed in de�niens (so that de�niendum sets) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Dynami de�nition of the height of a triangular.
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With suh interative de�nition, pupils an easily observe what is essen-

tial in the de�nition. Not only olors (whih an be used in the traditional

de�nition) takes important part in this material. The possibility of testing

any ombination of onditions, whih the de�ned objet has to ful�l, is es-

sential for this didati help. The "transparent lear �gure" desribing the

objet, on whih elements (properties) hosen by a pupil appear, allows for

more solid understanding of the de�nition. Suh a form of the performane

de�niendum failitates deiding whether the given mathematial objet is an

instane, ontrary instane or extreme ase of the de�ned objet. The possi-

bility of disovering a property of terms diretly appearing from the de�nition

is another important aspet of this material. The example of observation of

suh a dependene is the fat that the midperpendiular marks the midpoint

of the segment as the entral symmetry �gure.

3. Disovering properties of terms and formulating
hypotheses

The observation is the most frequent aspet of ICT used by teahers at mathe-

matis lessons. Simulations provoke formulating hypotheses and an help with

their veri�ation. Pupils during the work with presented materials also formu-

late hypotheses whih they prove during the learning of new material. Pupils

enounter the possibility of observing property of mathematial objet and

then formulate hypothesis (for example, when studying midperpendiular).

The aim of pupils' investigation is to explore that points from midperpendi-

ular are evenly distant from both ends of the segment (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Simulation provokes formulating hypotheses.

During investigation of properties of mathematial objets, the main aim

is not to onentrate on the possibility of observation of very wide spetrum

of examples, whih lead to deep visualization and assurane of the notied

hypothesis, but to prove it in the formal way. GeoGebra an help to reate

suh a tool whih will lead pupils aross entire formal proess of prove.
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4. Proof (proving of disovered properties)

The traditional proof represents entire progress of reasoning at ones (as you

an see in Figure 3).

Figure 3. Example of "traditional proof" ard to supply.

In suh tasks pupils fous on supplement of laking symbols, often making

this "thoughtlessly" beause, e.g. one of the steps is inexpliable (very often).

We an also present traditional proofs using the interative help made with

GeoGebra (Figure 4).

The ative ard presenting the proof leads pupils by ertain dedutive

progress of reasoning step by step, illustrating the geometrial interpretation

on dynami �gure simultaneously. Pupils annot see the entire proof at one,

so it does not distrat their attention. They an fous on the essential elements

of the proof at the moment. Pupils have to pass all the steps (earlier stages)

to see the last one. Suh a dynami proof an blok next steps if there is, for

example, inappropriate position of one of mathematial objets (Figure 5).

The next di�ulty is the fat that the majority of proofs in mathematis

begins from words, e.g.: Let ABC be any �xed triangle ... This formulation

"any �xed" very often auses (even for students) feeling of internal ontradi-

tion. We establish any ase for whih we guide the proof (in normal proofs).

Establishing any mathematial objet, we onsider the onrete instane but

without onrete properties, exept for those from the foundations. Fixed,
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Figure 4. Example of GeoGebra's "interative proof".

beause we have to guarantee invariability of all the parameters during the

whole proof (nothing an be hanged during the proof). For example, we

annot aept the position of the point A at one moment and then alter its

position in the midst of the proof. This will ause so many hangesin objets

depending on the point A that you really should begin the proof from the

beginning. This is a di�ult element of the proof even for students. It is

inexpliable why the proof is orret for every (any) objet but the proof

is guided only for the �xed one. Pupils often feel the need of verifying the

theorem for other ases (speial ases) even if they are onvined of the truth

of the theorem. Using the dynami ard made in GeoGebra, it makes possible

the proof appears step by step and is equipped by suitable omments. It allows

to turn attention on essentials of the given dynami �gure. In GeoGebra a

�gure is always dynami, and it an be hanged at any time without losing

the idea of the proof. Pupils an test (during the proof) how the proof will

behave for the speial ases (e.g. for retangular triangle or equilateral one).

Suh an approah allows shoolhildren to avoid fear that the proof is guided

for one �xed (onrete) triangle, but not for all ones with the given properties.

GeoGebra an help teahing argumentations and proving in suh a way.

5. Tasks and mathematis problem solving

Pupils during their mathematial eduation meet various types of tasks. Teah-

ers spend few time for onstrutional problems beause of long time for their

realization and often beause of manual pupils skill (mainly during the on-

strution itself). A pupil reates the range of mathematis through the prism

of solved problems [2, p. 3℄, so it is important to dediate them a little more
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Figure 5. Example of GeoGebra's "interative proof".

time. Pupils get to know what is mathematis? and what an it be? when

they solve atively and suitably the well-hosen mathematial problems [2℄.

GeoGebra an be a generator of some tasks for pratie, for testing, verifying

and evaluating the assimilated material. We will show suh an example of the

onstrutional problem.

The solution of a onstrutional problem onsists in the following stages:

analysis of onstrution, desription of onstrution, proof of orretness, dis-

ussion of existene of solution and the numbers of solutions, possibility of

realization, onstrution [3, p. 78℄. While reminding pupils the terms ne-

essary to expand their knowledge of geometry of triangle using appliation

representing the de�nition of mathematial objets, they replenish knowledge

with onstrution of introdued de�niendum. The onstrution an be de-

sribed with dynami ommentary whih will turn pupils' attention at stages

of onstrution or any possible kind of simulations.

Struggling with the onstrutional problem, pupils �rst have to pass its

analysis. In "traditional onditions" we �nd the existene of mathematial

objet desribed in ontent of the problem and approah to realization of

auxiliary �gure. Suh a help is �xed for one onrete ase, while the omputer

programme allows us to hange quikly the initial foundations and to observe

the onsequenes (hanges in objets related with them). GeoGebra an show

dynami �gures and allows to verify observations related with the positions

of objets depending from eah other. It is more easily to hoose the proper

neessary statements for proving hypothesis in this way. The ative �gure

allows to verify quikly whether the hosen statement, whih we want to use

in a proof, is orret or not for atual situation. During hange of initial points

(or others properties of a �gure) the program hanges objets related with it

automatially, but it never hanges mathematial rules (based on the objets

dependene and mathematis statements). Let us look at an example � the

problem of the heights in a triangle.
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Pupils usually identify the height of a triangle as the segment whih is

perpendiular to the base (at the "bottom" of the triangle) having the end at

the opposite apex. When we make suh a onstrution in an aute triangle,

we usually do not pereivethe problem. The remaining heights give rise to the

problem when a triangle is retangular or obtuse.

When we make wrong onstrution of the perpendiular to a segment (but

not to a line enlosed the base), the program displays that in this situation

an obtuse triangle does not have three heights, but only one (in Figure 6 the

segments marked as dotted just disappear). This fat should indue pupils to

re�etion and searh of the essene of the mistake.

Figure 6. Heights in an obtuse triangle.

The desription of onstrution is the next step of solving a onstrutional

task. Usually pupils make many mistakes at this stage. GeoGebra based

didati material an also help with it. Let us look at another example � the

irumirle and the inirle of a triangle.

Teahers teahing irumsribed or insribed polygons begin from the sub-

jet of the irumirle and the inirle of a triangle. Very often pupils simplify

both problems to a question of �nding the position of the enters of the sought

irles. But suh an approah to the task an ause next mistakes.

At �rst onstrution pupils �nd the point of intersetion of midperpen-

diulars of sides of a triangle and then plot the irumsribed irle. The

onstrution is orret, beause it su�es to guarantee that the irle rosses

through verties of a triangle (it is not neessary to know the radius of the

irle). It is harder in the seond situation, but pupils do the same. They

�nd the point of intersetion of interior angle bisetors of a triangle and try to

plot the inirle immediately. The new problem appears beause there is no

point whih the sought irle must enlose. Usually they forget to onstrut

the tangeny point. Our investigation shows that pupils often onstrut the

inirle by:
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• intersetion the interior angle bisetor and opposite side of a triangle;

• a point not belonging to a triangle, just to make the irle inside the

triangle;

• a point belonging to the side of a triangle (Figure 7).

When we have an equilateral aute triangle, it seems to be the orret

onstrution. However, when we hange the position of verties of a triangle,

we will see our mistake. If we would proeed this wrong proedure working

with a sheet of paper, we get the "orret looking" inirle in the inorret

way. We would not have onsiousness that the solution of the onstrutional

task had serious laks.

Figure 7. "Inirles" in a triangle.

GeoGebra (like other DGS programs) is ruthless and unfeeling in suh

situations. It shows all the shortomings in the onstrution, informs about all

the inauraies. Suh an experiene is partiularly valuable for future teahers

who will teah suh mathematis whih they know themselves. Next essential

aspet of using DGS programs is the possibility to analyze the protool of the

onstrution (Figure 8).

Every objet from desription of the onstrution has exat onnetion

with the objet from protool of the onstrution. Every mathematial objet

is registered in the protool in suh a way that it shows all the onnetions

with other objets. Next steps of solution onsist in the searh of answers to

questions relating quantities of solutions and feasibility of the onstrution.

The properties of GeoGebra desribed above help in deteting onditions for

both of them. A teaher should prepare suitably the didati material to make

it easy.
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Figure 8. Protool of the onstrution.

GeoGebra makes possible the limitation of aess available tools (remov-

ing temporarily needless ions from interfae). The program also allows us

to reate new tools more adapted to the onrete situation. Simulations with

suh a program also make easier proving orretness of solution that is the last

element of onstrutional task. We teah pereption of properties of mathe-

matial objets and dependene between them with help of ICT in suh a way.

Figure 9. New interfae of GeoGebra.
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6. Conlusions

Our investigation showed that interative didati materials an be suessful

use for:

• illustration of new mathematial terms onsidering the neessary and

su�ient onditions (for better understanding of de�nition);

• observation of properties of mathematial objets (to expand and inten-

sify mathematis knowledge and to make reasoning);

• formulation of the notied hypotheses and their veri�ation (to teah

proving);

• solution of tasks and mathematial problems (to make mathematis rea-

soning).

Didati material based on Interative GeoGebra an shape mathemati-

al terms while formulating de�nitions and during the simulations. It an

lead pupils via mathematial reasoning or provoke them to solve mathematis

problems during simulation, proofs and onstrutions. Introdued materials

interlae all the omponents of the proess of teahing mathematis. Prepa-

ration of suh appliations is very time-onsuming, but well prepared materi-

als represent valid mathematial questions in the alternative, reative way for

pupils. This kind of didati material (as ours investigations showed) obtained

the reognition of students beause it enlarges their hanes of understanding

mathematis.
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Abstrat. The paper is devoted to orret understanding of the notation for the

power set. Often this notation is mistaken with a power of the number 2. The orret

de�nition of the power set is presented as well as several task whih an serve for

strengthening the understanding of this notion.

1. Introdution

In the paper [3℄ the author paid attention to students' erroneous understanding

of the notation 2X . For example, there appear the following understanding of

this notation:

2N = {20, 21, 22, . . . , 2n, . . . },

2N = {{20}, {21}, {22}, . . . , {2n}, . . . },

if X = {a1, . . . , an}, then 2X = {{2a1}, . . . , {2an}}.

It seems to us that these mistakes an be easily reti�ed referring to the

following de�nition:

De�nition 1.

2X = {Y : Y ⊆ X}.

In this ase there is no doubt that it is neessary to determine a set (or, more

preisely, a family) of all the subsets of the set X.
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It is obvious that

2∅ = {Y : Y ⊆ ∅} = {∅},

2{a} = {Y : Y ⊆ {a}} = {∅, {a}},

2{a,b} = {Y : Y ⊆ {a, b}} = {∅, {a}, {b}, {a, b}}.

A family 2{a,b}, i.e. a family {Y : Y ⊆ 2{a,b}}, onsists of 16 sets.

It should be noted that appearane of the number 2 in the notation 2X an

suggest to somebody that this notation onerns the power of the number 2

or some set of powers of the number 2.

Appearane of the number 2 an be lari�ed referring to the notion of

the set of transformations of one set into another or to the notion of the

harateristi funtion of a given set as well as to the notion of set power or

set ardinal number.

A set of all transformations of a set X into a set Y is denoted by the symbol

Y X . The following notations are equivalent:

f ∈ Y X , f : X → Y, X →
f

Y.

If V denotes a universe, then the harateristi funtion fZ of a set Z

(Z ⊆ V )) is de�ned as follows:

De�nition 2.

fZ(a) =

{

1 if a ∈ Z,

0 if a ∈ V − Z.

From the power theory (the theory of ardinal numbers) it is known [4℄ that

if
=

X= m,
=

Y = n, where m and n are arbitrary ardinal numbers, then

Y X = (
=

Y )
=

X = nm.

If X is an arbitrary set and Y = {0, 1}, then the power set 2X is equipotent

to the set {0, 1}X . Therefore

2X = 2
=

X =
({

0, 1
})

=

X
= {0, 1}X .

If we suppose that V = X, then the set {0, 1}X is a set of all the harateristi

funtions of a set Z ontained in X.

Example. If X = {a, b}, Y = {0, 1}, then Y X = {0, 1}{a,b} = {f1, f2, f3, f4},
where

f1(x) = 0

f2(x) = 1

}

for arbitrary x ∈ {a, b},
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f3(x) =

{

1 if x = a,

0 if x = b,

f4(x) =

{

0 if x = a,

1 if x = b.

Then Y X = {0, 1}{a,b} =
(

{0, 1}
){a,b}

= 22 = 4
=

X .

The funtions f1, f2, f3, f4 are the harateristi funtions of the sets ∅,
{a, b}, {a}, {b}, respetively.

Suppose that a set X is �nite and ontains n elements (X = n). Calulating
the number of all the subsets of a set X, we obtain:

(

n
0

)

� the number of empty sets
((

n
0

)

= 1
)

,

(

n
1

)

� the number of one-element sets,

(

n
2

)

� the number of two-element sets,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(

n
n

)

� the number of n-element sets
((

n
n

)

= 1
)

.

From the Newton formula (x + y)n =
n
∑

k=0

(

n
k

)

xn−kyk for x = 1, y = 1 we

get
n
∑

k=0

(

n
k

)

= 2n. Therefore, the number 2X is equal to the number of all the

subsets of a set X.

It an be assumed that some troubles related to set theory appear if we

speak about family of sets or about family of family of sets. This is on-

neted with the fat that in the onsiousness of many people there are two

oneptions of a set [1, 2℄:

� in distributive sense (set-theoreti),

� in olletive sense (mereologial).

For example, in distributive understanding of the notion of a set a one-

elemnt set is identi�ed with its element: ({a} = a, {{a}} = {a}).
Sometimes, the features of operations on numbers are extended to set-

theory operations. For example, there appear the following equalities:

2A ∩ 2B = 2A∪B , (A ∪ B) − B = A, B ∪ (A − B) = A,

but the �rst of these equalities is valid when A = B, the seond one when

A ∩ B = ∅, and the third when B ⊆ A.
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The task on �nding the following sets an serve for strengthening the un-

derstanding of the notion of power set:

1. inf(2X , 2Y ), sup(2X , 2Y ),

2. 2X ∩ 2Y , 2X ∪ 2Y , 2X − 2Y , 2X −� 2Y ,

where X = {a, b, c}, Y = {b, c, d}, and " −� " is the operation of sym-

metri di�erene: (A −� B = (A − B) ∪ (B − A)),

3. 2{a} − {a}, 22{a}
− 2{a},

4. 2X ∩ 2V −X , where V = {a1, a2, . . . , an}, X = {a1, a2, . . . , an−1}.
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Abstrat. Figurate numbers have simple geometri illustration: polygonal numbers

an be represented by polygons, pyramidal numbers by pyramids, prismati numbers

by prisms, and trapezoidal numbers by trapezoids. The numbers mentioned above

an be de�ned by formulae
1
or an be haraterized by some arithmeti sequenes

of higher degrees whih allow to obtain the orresponding formulae [3℄. Figurate

numbers due to their geometrial illustration and intersting properties an be of

interest for shool pupils.

1. Arithmeti sequenes of higher degrees

For arbitrary sequene {an} : a1, a2, a3, . . . we an alulate the sequene of

the �rst �nite di�erenes {∆1an}

∆1a1 = a2 − a1, ∆1a2 = a3 − a2, ∆1a3 = a4 − a3, . . . (1)

and the sequenes of suessive di�erenes

∆k+1ai = ∆kai+1 − ∆kai, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . k = 1, 2, 3, . . . (2)

Using the method of omplete mathematial indution it an be proved

that an arbitrary term of a sequene {an} an be desribed by the following

formula (see [1, 4℄):

1This method was used by W. Sierpi«ski in the book [5℄ in de�nitions of triangle and

tetrahedral numbers.
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an =

(

n − 1

0

)

a1+

(

n − 1

1

)

∆1a1+

(

n − 1

2

)

∆2a1+. . .+

(

n − 1

n − 1

)

∆n−1a1. (3)

It is evident that to de�ne the nth term of a sequene {an} it is su�ient to

(know) have the �rst term and the di�erenes: ∆1a1, ∆2a1, . . . , ∆n−1a1.

A sequene {an} is alled an arithmeti sequene of the degree m

(m = 1, 2, . . . ) if and only if the sequene {∆man} is onstant and di�ers

from the zero sequene. A onstant sequene will be alled an arithmeti

sequene of the zero degree.

It follows from Eq. (3) that an arbitrary term of an arithmeti sequene of

the degree m is expressed as:

an =

(

n − 1

0

)

a1 +

(

n − 1

1

)

∆1a1 +

(

n − 1

2

)

∆2a1 + . . .+

(

n − 1

m

)

∆ma1. (4)

To determine the di�erenes ∆1a1, ∆2a1, . . . ,∆ma1 we draw up the fol-

lowing table

❛
❛

❛
❛

❛
❛

❛
❛

❛
❛

❛
❛

❛
❛❛

a1

∆1a1

a2 ∆2a1

∆1a2 ∆3a1

a3 ∆2a2
.
.
.

∆1a3 ∆3a2

a4 ∆2a3

∆1a4
.
.
.

.

.

.

a5
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(5)

2. Polygonal numbers

For sequenes with general terms

(a) an = n,

(b) an = 2n − 1,

() an = 3n − 2,

(d) an = 4n − 3,
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(e) an = 5n − 4,
. . . . . . . . . . . .

(f) an = (s − 2)n − (s − 3), s = 3, 4, 5, . . .

the sequenes of partial sums
2
have the following form, respetively:

{t(3)(n)} : 1 3 6 10 15 21 28 . . .

{t(4)(n)} : 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 . . .

{t(5)(n)} : 1 5 12 22 35 51 70 . . .

{t(6)(n)} : 1 6 15 28 45 66 91 . . .

{t(7)(n)} : 1 7 18 34 55 81 112 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

{t(s)(n)} : 1 s 3s− 3 6s − 8 10s − 15 15s− 24 21s − 35 . . .

Elements (terms) of a sequene {t(s)(n)} are alled s-gonal numbers.

Hene, there are trigonal numbers, square (quaternal) numbers, penta-

gonal numbers, hexagonal numbers, et.

Geometrial illustration of these numbers is as follows:

Trigonal numbers:

1 3 6 10 15

Square numbers:

1 4 9 16 25

2The nth partial sum for a sequene {an} is a1 + a2 + . . . + an
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Pentagonal numbers:

1 5 12 22 35

Hexagonal numbers:

1 6 15 28 45

The sequenes {t(s)(n)} (s = 3, 4, . . . ) are arithmeti sequenes of

the seond degree. The general term of a sequene {t(s)(n)} an be

determined by the method of suessive di�erenes using table (5) and

equation (4). The table of di�erenes for this sequene has the form:

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
��
1

s − 1
s s − 2

2s − 3 0
3s − 3 s − 2

3s − 5 0
6s − 8 s − 2

4s − 7
.
.
.

.

.

.

10s − 15
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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As t(s)(1) = 1, ∆1t(s)(1) = s − 1, ∆2t(s)(1) = s − 2, then, using

Eq. (4), we obtain:

t(s)(n) =

(

n − 1

0

)

· 1 +

(

n − 1

1

)

(s − 1) +

(

n − 1

2

)

(s − 2),

i.e.

t(s)(n) =
n

2
[n(s − 2) − s + 4]. (6)

Therefore trigonal, square, pentagonal, hexagonal, and heptagonal num-

bers an be de�ned using the following equations:

t(3)(n) =
n

2
(n + 1), t(4)(n) = n2,

t(5)(n) =
n

2
(3n − 1), t(6)(n) =

n

2
(4n − 2),

t(7)(n) =
n

2
(5n − 3).

Many properties of s-gonal numbers an be found in books [2, 5℄.

3. Pyramidal numbers

If for a sequene {t(s)(n)} the sequene of partial sums is reated, then

a sequene {T (s)(n)} is obtained being an arithmeti sequene of the

third degree. Elements (terms) of this sequene are alled s-gonal pyra-

midal numbers.

The sequenes of trigonal, square, pentagonal, hexagonal, heptagonal,

. . . , s-gonal pyramidal numbers have the following form

{T (3)(n)} : 1 4 10 20 35 . . .

{T (4)(n)} : 1 5 14 30 55 . . .

{T (5)(n)} : 1 6 18 40 75 . . .

{T (6)(n)} : 1 7 22 50 95 . . .

{T (7)(n)} : 1 8 26 60 105 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

{T (s)(n)} : 1 s + 1 4s − 2 10s − 10 20s − 25 . . .

respetively.

To determine the general term of a sequene {T (s)(n)} draw up a table

of suessive di�erenes:
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�
�

�
�
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�
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�
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�
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�

�
�
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��

1
s

s + 1 2s − 3
3s − 3 s − 2

4s − 2 3s − 5 0
6s − 8 s − 2

10s − 10 4s − 7
.
.
.

.

.

.

10s − 15
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

20s − 25
.
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.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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For the sequenes under onsideration we have

T (s)(1) = 1, ∆1T (s)(1) = s

∆2T (s)(1) = 2s − 3, ∆3T (s)(1) = s − 2.

Using Eq. (4), we obtain

T (s)(n) =

(

n − 1

0

)

·1+

(

n − 1

1

)

s+

(

n − 1

2

)

· (2s−3)+

(

n − 1

3

)

(s−2),

i.e.

T (s)(n) =
n

6
[n2(s − 2) + 3n − (s − 5)]. (7)

This eqiuation an be written as

T (s)(n) =
n

6
(n + 1)[n(s − 2) − (s − 5)]. (8)

Indeed:

n2(s − 2) + 3n − (s − 5) = n2(s − 2) + 3n + (s − 2) + 3 =

(n2 − 1)(s − 2) + 3(n + 1) = (n + 1)[(n − 1)(s − 2) + 3] =

= (n + 1)[n(s − 2) − (s − 5)].

For sequenes {T (3)(n)}, . . . , {T (7)(n)}, aording to Eq. (8), the gen-

eral terms have the form:

T (3)(n) = n

6
(n + 1)(n + 2), T (4)(n) = n

6
(n + 1)(2n + 1),
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T (5)(n) = n2

2
(n + 1), T (6)(n) = n

6
(n + 1)(4n − 1),

T (7)(n) = n

6
· (n + 1)(5n − 2).

In the book [5℄ many properties of trigonal pyramidal numbers being

elements (terms) of the sequene T (3)(n) an be found.

4. Prismati numbers

Let m be an arbitrary natural number distint from 1. Consider the

sequene:

m, 2(m + 1), 3(m + 2), 4(m + 3), 5(m + 4), . . .

and reate for it the sequene {P (m)(n)} being the sequene of partial

sums:

{P (m)(n)} : m, 3m + 2, 6m + 8, 10m + 20, 15m + 40, . . .

It is easy to see that the above sequene is an arithmeti sequene

of the third degree. The general term of this sequene ab be found

drawing up a table of suessive di�erenes

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
��

m

2m + 2
3m + 2 m + 4

3m + 6 2
6m + 8 m + 6 0

4m + 12 2
10m + 20 m + 8 0

5m + 20 2
.
.
.

15m + 40 m + 10
.
.
.

6m + 30
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

21m + 70
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Then we have

P (m)(1) = m, ∆1P (m)(1) = 2m + 2,

∆2P (m)(1) = m + 4, ∆3P (m)(1) = 2.
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Using Eq. (4), we obtain

P (m)(n) =

(

n − 1

0

)

m+

(

n − 1

1

)

2(m+1)+

(

n − 1

2

)

(m+4)+

(

n − 1

3

)

·2

or

P (m)(n) =
n

6
(n + 1)[3m + 2(n − 1)]. (9)

Elements (terms) of the sequene {P (m)(n)} are alled prismati numbers

of the range m (m ≥ 2.)

The sequenes of prismati numbers of the seond, third, and forth

range have the form:

{P (2)(n)} : 2 8 20 40 70 . . . P (2)(n) = 1
3
(n + 1)(n + 2)

{P (3)(n)} : 3 11 26 50 85 . . . P (3)(n) = n

6
(n + 1)(2n + 7)

{P (4)(n)} : 4 16 32 60 100 . . . P (4)(n) = n

3
(n + 1)(n + 5)

Using prism, the prismati numbers have the following geometrial

illustration:

m = 2

2 8 20 40
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m = 3

11 50263

It should be noted that faes of a prism illustrating prismati numbers

being triangles an be interpreted as orresponding trigoanl numbers,

whereas lateral faes of a prism being trapezes as trapezoid numbers.

For numbers m = 2, m = 3, m = 4, . . . , m = s we obtain the

following sequenes of trapezoid numbers:

{R(2)(n)} : 2 5 9 14 20 . . .

{R(3)(n)} : 3 7 12 18 25 . . .

{R(4)(n)} : 4 9 15 22 30 . . .

............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

{R(s)(n)} : s 2s + 1 3s + 3 4s + 6 5s + 10 . . .

The general term of the sequene {R(s)(n)} an be found based on

a table of suessive di�erenes:

❍
❍

❍
❍

❍
❍

❍
❍

❍
❍

❍ s

s + 1
2s + 1 1

s + 2 0
3s + 3 1

s + 3 0
4s + 6 1

s + 4
.
.
.

.

.

.

5s + 10
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Hene, we have R(s)(1) = s, ∆1R(s)(1) = s + 1, ∆2R(s)(1) = 1.
Using Eq. (4), we obtain

R(s)(n) =

(

n − 1

0

)

s +

(

n − 1

1

)

(s + 1) +

(

n − 1

2

)

or

R(s)(n) =
n

2
(n − 1 + 2s). (10)

The sequene {R(s)(n)} is an arithmeti sequeme of the seond degree.

Aording to (10), the sequenes {R(2)(n)}, {R(3)(n)}, {R(4)(n)} have
the following general terms:

R(2)(n) =
n

2
(n + 3), R(3)(n) =

n

2
(n + 5), R(4)(n) =

n

2
(n + 7).

Summarizing we state that all the types of the abovementioned �gu-

rate numbers an be haraterized by some arithmeti sequenes of the

seond or third degree.
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Abstrat. The artile deals with the geometri imagination in relation to intelligene

tests. During an exploratory investigation of geometri imagination of pupils aged

15-18 years, a non-standardized test was reated and evaluated, testing the partial

and ombinative abilities of students of this age group. The test onsists of 40 tasks,

and its evaluation proess also ontains a omparison of the results based on gender

and mathematis mark.

1. Prologue

For movement in our world we should have an aptitude, whih allows us to

orient in the spae, to be aware of loation of our body and its parts in the

spae, to pereive the interrelation in the spae. Varied names are used for

this aptitude, e.g. Visual Thinking, Spatial Ability, Visualization, et.

Gardner [2℄ talks about the spatial intelligene. He says: �Prime is ap-

titude, whih seures the aurate pereption the visual world. It allows to

transform and to modify original perepts and it makes notions from own

visual experiene without further outward stimulus.�
We de�ne Geometrial Spatial Imagination as a �set of abilities, whih relate re-

prodution and antiipation, stati and dynami ideas about shapes, about attributes

and about relations between geometrial �gures in spae� [4℄.

Restruturing shool mathematis often aused a onsiderable diversion from tra-

ditional parts of geometry. More time was given to more modern, more attrative

parts of mathematis whih are more pratial. The limitation of geometry was

justi�ed by lak of time and inappliability of traditional geometry. These remarks

an be onsidered as tangible. The total ontribution of geometry is important in

a balaned eduation system. It should not be omitted.
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2. Test of triangles

The geometrial spatial imagination is tested e.g. by standard Test of squares,

whih is a part of Amthauer I-S-T tests of universal intelligene and it omes

out from Rybakov �gures. We reated a didatial test based on the similar

priniple. We divide an irregular plane �gure into two parts only with one ut.

Then we put together these two parts to reate an equilateral triangle. The

test, its administration and results are the omponents of Jana Slezáková's

dissertation [7℄. This dissertation was suggested at the Faulty of Siene of

Palaký University in Olomou. The test was reated and used in the ESF

projet alled �The spotting of talents for the ompetitiveness and work with

them�, the area of assistane �The tantamount opportunities for hildren and

pupils, inluding the pupils with a speial eduational needs�, the registration

number CZ.1.07/1.2.08/02.0017.

The test was reated so as:

• it was interesting for pupils and it inreases the interest in geometry,

• the teahers an easily apply it in teahing,

• it is used for the age ategory 15 � 18 years,

• it is foused on the geometrial spatial imagination.

The author reated a oordinate grid of equilateral triangles and looked up

various irregular �gures, whih an be divided into two parts with only one

ut and put together into the equilateral triangle (only in our fantasy). The

author reated 40 plane �gures in the �rst stage. These �gures were tested by

a small number of students and then the test was adapted. Two groups about

40 problems arised. The �rst group of problems � The geometrial spatial

imagination (TP1) is for the age ategory up to 15 years, the seond group of

problems � The geometrial spatial imagination (TP2) is for the age ategory

from 15 years. In both ases it is an unstandard test of geometrial spatial

imagination, whih is easily usable for a mathematis teaher.

The task of researh was to �nd out whether the mark in maths and the

result in the test are related, whether there exists a loseness of boys results

and girls results. It also should order the problems by di�ulty.

The test was arried out in June in shool year 2009/2010, and 1690 pupils

of a grammar shool took part in this test. 548 of them (234 boys and

314 girls) were up to 15 years old (the seond lass, the fourth form) and

1142 of them (421 boys and 721 girls) were older than 15 years (the �fth form,

the sixth form, the �rst lass, the seond lass). It was realized at the faulty

grammar shool, whih is binded by ontrat with Faulty of Siene, Palaký
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University in Olomou. We tried to �nd out the quality of our surveying and

we ompared the validity and reliability with values of standard IQ test � Test

of squares.

Figure 1: The order of the tasks aording to orret answers in the test TP2.

3. Results

Here we present only the results of the test of the imagination � TP2 for the age

group over 15 years.

Table 1 shows the relationship between suess in the test TP2 and the mark

in mathematis (represents the average sore for eah group of pupils aording to

marks in mathematis, inluding their average point di�erene in %).

The table shows that pupils, whih have the mark 1, are learly better than pupils

with the marks 2 or 3. An interesting result is that pupils with the mark 1 were better

than pupils with the marks 2 or 3 in eah task. This result was not on�rmed in the

test of lower grammar shool pupils. Next testing [7℄ demonstrated the orrelation

between suess in the TP2 test and the mark in mathematis.

We also attempted to illustrate the sequene of tasks in the TP2 test with their

evaluation by the number of orret answers. Now we an see how tasks were di�ult

for eah group and how they would be sorted. Table 2 shows the average sore for

all the 1142 pupils in various tasks in the test TP2.

Figure 1 shows how tasks are sorted on the basis of test results of eah group

(partiularly for girls, boys, pupils with the marks 1, 2, and 3).

Our results shows how to sort tasks aording to inreasing di�ulty. The task

numbers are as follows: 14, 9, 2, 30, 3, 28, 21, 7, 33, 38, 23, 15, 25, 36, 1, 34, 27, 32,

16, 8, 5, 40, 39, 13, 4, 29, 20, 24, 18, 17, 10, 11, 22, 26, 31, 6, 12, 35, 37, 19.

Figure 2 shows the dependene between a gender and the test results.
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Overall Di�erene Di�erene Di�erene

Task results Mark 1 Mark 2 Mark 3 between between between

1 and 3 2 and 3 1 and 2

1 81.0 89.2 80.8 76.6 12.6 4.2 8.4

2 91.6 93.7 93.2 89.7 4.0 3.5 0.5

3 89.8 94.9 90.4 87.2 7.7 3.2 4.5

4 70.8 82.9 71.2 67.2 15.7 4.0 11.7

5 76.0 88.6 79.1 68.4 20.2 10.7 9.5

6 55.4 60.1 59.3 52.3 7.8 7.0 0.8

7 86.2 91.8 88.1 82.7 9.1 5.4 3.7

8 78.2 88.6 78.8 76.9 11.7 1.9 9.8

9 92.4 94.9 94.6 89.4 5.5 5.2 0.3

10 62.3 78.5 63.3 58.1 20.4 5.2 15.2

11 62.2 75.9 64.7 58.1 17.8 6.6 11.2

12 54.5 72.2 55.4 48.0 24.2 7.4 16.8

13 74.3 86.7 75.1 69.6 17.1 5.5 11.6

14 93.3 96.8 95.5 91.5 5.3 4.0 1.3

15 82.9 91.8 86.4 76.6 15.2 9.8 5.4

16 78.3 89.9 79.1 72.6 17.3 6.5 10.8

17 62.6 76.6 65.3 55.3 21.3 10.0 11.3

18 66.8 77.2 68.4 56.8 20.4 11.6 8.8

19 43.8 60.8 43.8 39.5 21.3 4.3 17.0

20 68.0 81.0 70.3 59.6 21.4 10.7 10.7

21 88.4 93.0 89.8 86.0 7.0 3.8 3.2

22 61.3 69.0 66.7 54.4 14.6 12.3 2.3

23 83.8 91.1 83.6 81.2 9.9 2.4 7.5

24 68.0 75.9 71.5 63.2 12.7 8.3 4.4

25 82.8 88.0 85.9 81.2 6.8 4.7 2.1

26 60.9 77.2 61.6 55.0 22.2 6.6 15.6

27 79.7 88.6 82.5 73.3 15.3 9.2 6.1

28 89.8 93.0 91.2 86.9 6.1 4.3 1.8

29 68.3 82.3 72.9 59.0 23.3 13.9 9.4

30 91.0 95.6 92.9 89.1 6.5 3.8 2.7

31 57.4 67.1 57.6 55.3 11.8 2.3 9.5

32 78.8 89.9 80.5 72.0 17.9 8.5 9.4

33 86.1 94.3 86.4 83.3 11.0 3.1 7.9

34 80.0 87.3 84.2 75.1 12.2 9.1 3.1

35 53.4 69.6 54.8 47.7 21.9 7.1 14.8

36 82.7 91.8 84.2 77.8 14.0 6.4 7.6

37 52.1 69.0 50.0 48.3 20.7 1.7 19.0

38 84.4 93.0 87.3 78.4 14.6 8.9 5.7

39 74.6 86.7 76.0 67.8 18.9 8.2 10.7

40 75.2 86.1 78.2 68.4 17.7 9.8 7.9

14.5 6.5 8.0

Table 1: The relationship between suess in the test TP2 and the mark in mathe-

matis.
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TP2 Did not

(1142) Solved: Corret Wrong solve

n n % n % n %

u1 1119 925 81.0 194 17.0 23 2.0

u2 1068 1046 91.6 22 1.9 74 6.5

u3 1089 1025 89.8 64 5.6 53 4.6

u4 980 809 70.8 171 15.0 162 14.2

u5 1088 868 76.0 220 19.3 54 4.7

u6 1091 633 55.4 458 40.1 51 4.5

u7 1040 984 86.2 56 4.9 102 8.9

u8 1009 893 78.2 116 10.2 133 11.6

u9 1092 1055 92.4 37 3.2 50 4.4

u10 900 711 62.3 189 16.5 242 21.2

u11 828 710 62.2 118 10.3 314 27.5

u12 754 622 54.5 132 11.6 388 34.0

u13 975 848 74.3 127 11.1 167 14.6

u14 1104 1065 93.3 39 3.4 38 3.3

u15 1037 947 82.9 90 7.9 105 9.2

u16 1069 894 78.3 175 15.3 73 6.4

u17 849 715 62.6 134 11.7 293 25.7

u18 945 763 66.8 182 15.9 197 17.3

u19 696 500 43.8 196 17.2 446 39.1

u20 997 776 68.0 221 19.4 145 12.7

u21 1073 1010 88.4 63 5.5 69 6.0

u22 799 700 61.3 99 8.7 343 30.0

u23 1023 957 83.8 66 5.8 119 10.4

u24 881 776 68.0 105 9.2 261 22.9

u25 1051 946 82.8 105 9.2 91 8.0

u26 912 695 60.9 217 19.0 230 20.1

u27 991 910 79.7 81 7.1 151 13.2

u28 1058 1025 89.8 33 2.9 84 7.4

u29 910 780 68.3 130 11.4 232 20.3

u30 1065 1039 91.0 26 2.3 77 6.7

u31 953 655 57.4 298 26.1 189 16.5

u32 963 900 78.8 63 5.5 179 15.7

u33 1027 983 86.1 44 3.9 115 10.1

u34 977 914 80.0 63 5.5 165 14.4

u35 821 610 53.4 211 18.5 321 28.1

u36 1013 944 82.7 69 6.0 129 11.3

u37 713 595 52.1 118 10.3 429 37.6

u38 1032 964 84.4 68 6.0 110 9.6

u39 905 852 74.6 53 4.6 237 20.8

u40 953 859 75.2 94 8.2 189 16.5

Table 2: The average sore for all pupils in various tasks.
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Figure 2: The dependene between a gender and the test results.

The investigation (average points from test of boys and girls) of grammar shool

pupils shows a big di�erene between the results of boys and girls. Girls were better

than boys only in seven tasks (1, 6, 9, 11, 28, 30 and 34). The largest di�erene of

overall average points was for task 28, it was 11.5% for girls. Also next investigation

[7℄ shows that there is a orrelation between suess in the test solution TP2 and

a gender of pupils.

4. Conlusion

Another goal was to determine the quality of our measurements and to om-

pare the values of validity and reliability with a standardized IQ test � squares.

The values of reliability, validity of measurement are in the following tables.

Statistial proedure of SPSS program whih determines the value of the

Cronbah alpha and the oe�ient for the split-half method was used for

reliability. Validity was veri�ed by using the orrelation between the mark in

mathematis and test results.

Spearman's orrelation oe�ient was used for �nding the right relations

between tests. It allows to determinate quantitatively how lose is the on-

netion between variables whih were used for reating orders.

These tables show how high is the grade of reliability for the test TP2. This

value is higher than reliability IQ test - Test of squares. (When reliability is

higher (lose to +1), then preision is higher too). Reliabity is r = 0, 837 for

test TP2 and reliability for IQ�test of squares is r = 0, 812 [9℄.

The mark in mathematis was hosen as a riterion to assess statisti

validity. Preditive validity was used as well as in the ase of square test.
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Reliability Statistis

Part 1 Value .831

Cronbah's N of Items 20(a)

Alpha Part 2 Value .80

N of Items 20(b)

Total N of Items 40

Correlation Between Forms .727

Spearman�Brown Equal Lenght .842

Coe�ient Unequal Lenght .842

Guttman Split-Half Coe�ient .837

a The items are: u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u9, u10, u11, u12, u13, u14, u15, u16, u17, u18,

u19, u20.

b The items are: u21, u22, u23, u24, u25, u26, u27, u28, u29, u30, u31, u32, u33, u34, u35, u36,

u37, u38, u39, u40.

Case Proessing Summary

N %
Cases Valid 324 28.4

Exluded(a) 818 71.6

Total 1142 100.0

a Listwise deletion based on all variables in the proedure.

Reliability Statistis

Cronbah's Alpha N of Items
.902 40

Table 3: Values of reliability for split-half method in test TP2.

Correlation(researh1d)

Correlation are on signi�ane level p < .05

Summarize the ondition: TP="TP2"

and researh="JS"

Variable Mark Points Corret (% )

1.0000 −.2162 −.1981

Mark N = 973 N = 973 N = 973

p = � p = .000 p = .000

−.2162 1.0000 .7823

Points N = 973 N = 1142 N = 1142

p = .000 p = � p = .000

−.1981 .7823 1.0000

Corret (% ) N = 973 N = 1142 N = 1142

p = .000 p = .000 p = �

Table 4: Values of preditive validity for test TP2.
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Based on the results and from the tables, we an state that our measure-

ments on the signi�ane level of 0,05 an be onsidered valid.

It an be said that the test TP2 is suitable for verifying the level of geo-

metri imagination of pupils of grammar shools.
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Appendix. Test TP2. Divide the polygon using only one setion so that the trans-

fer of one part to another (only in the imagination) reates an equilateral triangle.

1. 2. 3.
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7. 8. 9.

10. 11. 12.

13. 14. 15.
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19. 20. 21.

22. 23. 24.
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Abstrat. In the ontribution the results of the same set of mathematis tasks given

to two di�erent pedagogy students groups are ompared. It deals with omparison

of these two examinations' results. The �rst group of students was represented by

appliants for mathematis pedagogy studies, and the test was applied as an entrane

exam in 1985 and 2001. The seond group was represented by students of the same

�eld of study at the beginning of their studies in 2010. These students did not sit for

an entrane exam beause of low number of appliants at that time. The omparison

shows a signi�ant deline of urrent students' ompetenes whih are neessary for

solving mathematial tasks.

1. Introdution

Mathematis � in the sense of �eld of study � has a basis harater at the uni-

versities preparing future seondary shool teahers. This basi knowledge is

usually onsidered essential when speaking about e�etive teahing. To teah

mathematis well and with pleasure it is neessary to aquire a spei� way of

working in mathematis. Next to mastering amount of basi knowledge it re-

quires reating ones own math world in whih rystallize your experiene with

mathematis onepts, algorithms and mathematis tasks solutions in various

ontexts. �Mathematis annot be mastered just by memorizing de�nitions,

onepts and theorems, but we have to work with them at the same time� (see

Brinková [1, p. 6℄).
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University teahing of mathematis subjets has gone through a lot of or-

ganizational and ontextual hanges due to an altered philosophy of preparing

future teahers. Intuitive experiene hand in hand with some researhes (e.g.

PISA OECD) indiate dereasing level of seondary shool graduates' mathe-

matis ompetenes, their knowledge is super�ial, episodi and formal. Uni-

versities need some inventory showing the level of their preliminary knowledge

in the most objetive way.

Convenient instrument for measuring the level of their mathematial knowl-

edge is onsidered to be the analysis of solving tasks. This analysis ould

beome a tool for getting an image of future students.

2. Aims, methods and investigation tools � didati
test and its analysis

The faulties on eduation in the Czeh Republi have no entrane exams

at the moment. Their results would show appliants' level of mathematis

knowledge. Departments of mathematis obtain only the information about

the �nal marks in mathematis, whih is a very distorted information due to

di�erent ways of teahing at di�erent types of seondary shools, the amount

of mathematis lessons and other fators. Those students, who start to study

teahing mathematis at the faulty of eduation, ome from various types

of seondary shools � from training institutions and grammar shools at the

same time. It was neessary to start solving this situation and to �nd out how

deep is this lak of knowledge, what ould be the way to solve this negative

phenomenon.

Within the projet obtained in Students' grant ompetition in 2010 the

researh was done. It took plae at four universities: Faulties of Eduation

at Palaky University in Olomou, Masaryk University in Brno, University of

Ostrava and University of Constantin Philosopher in Nitra in Slovakia. The

aim of this researh was to ompare the urrent state of �rst grade students'

mathematis ompetenes at the beginning of their university studies to wider

researh done in 1985.

The aims were

• to ompare the results of entrane exams by appliants for studies in 1985

with results of the same test written by �rst year students in 2010,

• to analyze the olletion of tasks,

• to �nd out whether these results might have been in�uened by some

external or internal fators.
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In June 2010 we did the pre-researh at the Department of Mathematis

at the Palaky University in Olomou. We wanted to ompare the results

in the similar test given to appliants in 1985 and �rst year students. This

test onsisted of 6 various tasks, the same for both groups of students. These

tasks are based on the evaluation standards for grammar shools.

Thematially it orresponds to main area of seondary shool mathematis:

• Linear and quadrati equations and their systems

• Rational funtions, powers and roots

• Analytis geometry

Changes in urriulum led to ontent modi�ation of omparative test, for

this reason some topis suh as trigonometry, ombinatoris, sequenes and

others were removed from the test. Table 1 shows the results of hosen groups

of students (S1 = appliants for studies in 1985, S2 = hosen group of the �rst

year students at Faulty of Eduation in Olomou). Solutions are divided

into A, B and C groups with A = orret solution, B = partial solution, C =

inorret solution.

Task Relative frequeny of results in S1 and S2 (%)

number A A B B C C

(Group (Group (Group (Group (Group (Group

S1) S2) S1) S2) S1) S2)

1 68.7 45 12.5 10 18.7 45

2 37.5 7.5 25 35 37.5 57.5

3 37.5 0 6.2 30 56.3 70

4 25 2.5 25 2.5 50 95

5 21.4 2.5 42.9 27.5 35.7 70

6 33.3 17.5 46.7 60 20 22.5

Table 1: Proportional results in both tests

The test results showed suh a huge desent of mathematis knowledge

that we deided to reate a brand new test with tasks orresponding to ol-

letion of exerises from PISA researh. It requires the most of all elementary

shool knowledge, three-dimensional imagination, ability to use mathematis

in everyday life and other tasks showing the level of students' mathematis

knowledge.
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Figure 1: Results of group S1 Figure 2: Results of group S2

It onsisted of 10 tasks (some of them had two parts orresponding with

eduational framework), 8 of whih were open tasks and 1 task losed due

to demanding interpretation of results. Tasks were put together this way:

Task 1 � student modi�es mixed number and solves addition and multiplia-

tion of frations

Task 2 � student uses a rule of three

Task 3 � student forms and solves situations in divisibility of natural numbers

Task 4 � student solves perentage task, uses other mathematis relations

Task 5 � student solves the situations interpreted by proportion

Task 6 � student solves real situations, uses mathematis tools

Task 7 � open task � student skethes and onstruts orthoenter and the

insribed irle of a triangle

Task 8 � student uses three�dimensional imagination

Task 9 � student solves goniometrial funtions, skethes graphs of sine and

osine

Task 10 � student solves a quadrati equation

Tasks are orresponding with individual wholes of Eduational Framework

for Elementary and Seondary Shools and are based on Fuhs' evaluation

standards from 1994.

Altogether 203 students partiipated on the researh done at the univer-

sities in the Czeh and Slovak Republis. Graph 3 represents a histogram of

test results frequeny.

Graph shows better results in omparison to the �rst testing lap. But

realizing the level of tasks (elementary shool exerises) it is surprising that

a lot of students reahed less than average marks. At the same time the in-

ternational researh PISA OECD monitored the biggest deterioration of our

students' knowledge sine 2003.
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Figure 3: Histogram of test results frequeny

In our researh we were disussing possible reasons for this knowledge de-

line. Besides possible soial and psyhologial fators, we were looking for

some other we ould support by numbers.

The aim of a short questionnaire was to �nd out the relation between

the result in the test and the type of seondary shool of partiular student.

Another fator may be a gender of probed students.

Two hypotheses were reated:

H01 � There is no relation between the test result and a gender of probed

students

H11 � There is a relation between the test reset and a gender of probed

students

H02 � There is no relation between the test result and the type of seondary

shool

H12 � There is a relation between the test results and the type of seondary

shool

Statistis on�rmed the dependene on the type of shool, on the other

hand, it showed that a gender of a student does not in�uene mathematis

knowledge.

3. Conlusion

Researh enquiry provides us with rih data whih will allow not only

desription, but also ausal analysis, relating to the third researh aim.

Using these results, we have on�rmed our expetations about the dereasing
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level of mathematis knowledge of students at the beginning of their univer-

sity studies. The results support us in a long-term trend that signalizes low

permanene of mathematis knowledge and points out the di�ulties on-

neted with seondary shool mathematis teahing when onsidering �nal

state exams. Standard, traditional mathematis urriulum has not beome

a steady �equipment� of future mathematis teahers.

Problems with insu�ient mathematis tools, when onsidering students

at the beginning of their studies, are being disussed and are still urrent.

The level of knowledge reahed in the test is being ompared with eduational

urriulum. But it has a prognosti aspet at the same time � it allows us

to judge the preonditions for good studies in a proper �eld of study, preon-

ditions for suess later at work, and it an beome an inspiration for subjets'

innovation at the faulties preparing future mathematis teahers.
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Abstrat. Quadrilaterals are more di�ult than triangles for some students of

elementary shools. This pilot study ompares knowledge of quadrilateral of pupils

of elementary shools and pupils of the same age at grammar shools. Some students

prefer algebra to geometry, beause it inludes pratial problems. The aim of this

pre-researh is to �nd out di�erenes in knowledge of quadrilaterals between pupils

of elementary and grammar shools.

1. Prologue

This pre-researh deided to ompare the knowledge of the quadrilaterals of

the elementary shool pupils with pupils of the same age at a grammar shool.

Knowledge was tested by a didati test, whih is less ommon form of testing

knowledge of mathematis and very unusual form of testing of knowledge of

geometry. Pupils usually meet with the tasks, where they onstrut some

objet but the test to understand the de�nitions of objets is unusual. Good

understanding and knowledge of these terms may help pupils to solve ommon

types of problems.

2. The objetives of the researh

The researh was arried out on pupils in the eighth and ninth grade of

elementary shool and ompared with existing researh on pupils in the same

age of a grammar shool [4℄. The aim was to ompare how the urriulum of
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quadrilaterals managed pupils at an elementary shool and a grammar shool.

Pupils got an unstandardized didati test (see Appendix) whih ontains

9 questions with multiple hoie form of answers.

3. Respondents

Testing was arried out in shool year 2010/2011 at an elementary shool in

Letohrad (34 pupils from the eighth grade, 18 pupils from the ninth grade)

and ompared it with the researh onduted in shool year 2008/2009 at

a grammar shool with 159 pupils [4℄.

4. Analysis of data

The relative frequeny of responses was summarized in the following Table,

and we ompared it with data already obtained from testing pupils at a gram-

mar shool.

The frequeny of orret answers is omparable for pupils of both shool

for many questions.

Almost the same ratio of pupils of both shools orretly answered the

question No. 1. Pupils of the elementary shool know that three elements are

not enough for the onstrution of a quadrilateral. But only 21% of pupils

know that they need �ve elements.

The question No. 2 was about the basi terminology and the majority of

pupils answered it orretly.

The number of orret answers for the question No. 3 was omparable for

pupils of both types of shools.

The question No. 4 was the major suess of grammar shool pupils. The

number of response B of elementary shool pupils was interesting. The pupils

meet squares and retangles very often in shool and life. It is very surprising

ignorane of a retangle.

Elementary shool pupils are a bit better in question No. 5. The question

No. 6 is similar to the previous question. The balaned answers of primary

shool pupils ould be aused beause the most pupils only guessed. When

we ompare this question with the previous one, we an see that a rhombus

is more understood than a parallelogram.

Results of question No. 7 were balaned, and pupils mastered a retangular

trapezoid similarly.

Deplorable results of question No. 8 for pupils of elementary shools show

sant knowledge of trapezium and its properties. The most surprising answer

is D (of the primary shool pupils).

The question No. 9 was balaned again. We an only mention the frequeny

of response C.
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Pupils of Pupils of

Question No. Answer elementary shool grammar shool

A 15 % 42 %

1 B 45 % 34 %

C 21 % 21 %

D 19 % 7 %

A 11 % 13 %

B 81 % 85 %

2 C 4 % 2 %

D 2 % 0 %

Didn't solve 2 % 0 %

A 9 % 0 %

3 B 17 % 23 %

C 15 % 8 %

D 59 % 69 %

A 4 % 6 %

4 B 68 % 36 %

C 26 % 51 %

D 2 % 7 %

A 17 % 17 %

B 9 % 25 %

5 C 47 % 32 %

D 25 % 26 %

Didn't solve 2 % 0 %

A 23 % 34 %

6 B 32 % 38 %

C 21 % 4 %

D 24 % 24 %

A 19 % 32 %

7 B 38 % 40 %

C 17 % 9 %

D 26 % 19 %

A 11 % 26 %

B 19 % 17 %

8 C 23 % 34 %

D 43 % 23 %

Didn't solve 4 % 0 %

A 40 % 32 %

B 17 % 21 %

9 C 24 % 32 %

D 15 % 15 %

Didn't solve 4 % 0 %

Table 1: The relative frequeny of responses of elementary and grammar shool

pupils.
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5. Conlusion

The test proved that the knowledge of pupils from both types of shools is

for the most part the same. Some errors ould be aused be inattention.

Some pupils ould be surprised with an unusual form of testing. Moreover,

the test was arried out at a substitute lesson and not immediately after

disussing the subjet matter. The results of both types of shool show that

pupils are not sure in de�nitions and relations of trapezoids and ommon

quadrilaterals. After studying triangles, the problematis of quadrilaterals

may be less disussed, and some onepts may not be adequately explained.
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Appendix

Question 1: How many omponents are needed to onstrut a general quadri-

lateral?

a) 3

b) 4

) 5

d) 6
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Question 2: Convex quadrilaterals an be divided into ommon quadrilater-

als, parallelograms and

a) rhombuses

b) trapezoids

) squares

d) retangles

Question 3: The diagonals of a rhombus are:

a) of the same length but do not biset eah other

b) of the same length and biset eah other

) perpendiular but do not biset eah other

d) perpendiular and biset eah other

Question 4: In whih quadrilaterals are the diagonals the axes of the internal

angles at the same time?

a) only in a square and in a rhomboid

b) only in a square and in a retangle

) only in a square and in a rhombus

) only in a square and in a trapezoid

Question 5: Two diagonals divide a rhombus into:

a) four equilateral triangles

b) four idential isoseles triangles

) four idential right triangles

d) two isoseles triangles and two idential equilateral triangles

Question 6: Diagonals always divide a rhomboid into:

a) two pairs of idential triangles

b) two pairs of isoseles triangles

) four idential triangles

d) a pair of right triangles and a pair of isoseles triangles
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Question 7: A right�angle trapezoid has four interior angles:

a) two aute angles, one obtuse angle, one right angle

b) one aute angle, one obtuse angle, two right angles

) one aute angle, two obtuse angles, one right angle

d) two aute angles, two right angles

Question 8: Selet a laim for any isoseles trapezoid:

a) we an draw the irumsribed irle

b) we an insribe the irle

) we an draw the irumsribed irle and also insribe the irle

d) eah of its diagonals divides it into two isoseles triangles

Question 9: Whih of the following statements do not apply to any rhombus:

a) we an draw the irumsribed irle and also insribe the irle

b) the intersetion of the diagonals has the same distane from all the sides

) its ontent is less than a square of the side length

d) the total size of every two adjaent interior angles has a size of 180◦
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kadenje peªniª funkj� prorektora ds. nauki i wspóªpray z zagrani¡.

Dnia 8 lipa 1997 roku otrzymaª z r¡k prezydenta RP tytuª naukowy pro-

fesora nauk humanistyznyh w zakresie logiki matematyznej.

Profesor Grzegorz Bryll posiada du»y dorobek naukowy, w tym 7 monogra�i

i pra zwartyh, 103 artykuªy naukowe, 5 skryptów, 8 artykuªów naukowo-

informayjnyh oraz 6 pra naukowo-badawzyh na zleenie przemysªu.

Oto niektóre z nih.

1. Grzegorz Bryll, Urszula Wybranie-Skardowska, Z bada« nad teori¡ zda«

odrzuonyh, Monogra�a Nr 22 WSP w Opolu, Opole (1969), ss. 218.

2. Grzegorz Bryll, Uzasadnianie zda« matematyznyh w szkole, WSI

w Opolu, Opole (1981), ss. 146.

3. Grzegorz Bryll, Metody odrzuania wyra»e«, Akademika O�yna

Wydawniza PLJ, Warszawa (1996), ss. 101.

4. Grzegorz Bryll, Zo�a Kostrzyka, Badania formalne nad logik¡ stoik¡,

O�yna Akademika (OAK), Warszawa (1998), ss. 116.

5. Grzegorz Bryll, Gra»yna Rygaª, Zadania matematyzno-�zyzne o ze-

garah, Wydawnitwo Nowik, Opole (2009), ss. 116.

6. Grzegorz Bryll, Robert Sohaki, Wybrane zagadnienia dydaktyki mate-

matyki, O�yna Wydawniza Garmond, Pozna« (2009), ss. 395.

Profesor Grzegorz Bryll wypromowaª ztereh doktorów: Zo�� Kostrzyk¡,

Roberta Sohakiego, Anett� Górnik¡, Zdzisªawa Kosztoªowiza.

Za swoj¡ dziaªalno±¢ naukow¡, dydaktyzn¡ i organizayjn¡ uzyskaª wiele

nagród i odznaze«, w tym Krzy» Kawalerski OOP, Zªoty Krzy» Zasªugi,

Medal Komisji Edukaji Narodowej oraz nagrody Ministra Nauki i Szkolnitwa

Wy»szego.

Profesor Grzegorz Bryll zawsze interesowaª si� matematyk¡, jednak jego

pasj¡ zawodow¡ byªa logika i, jak sam wspomniaª w jednym z wywiadów,

wydaªa mu si� ona pi�kniejsza. Grzegorz Bryll jest wspóªtwór¡ nowej dzie-

dziny w logie � teorii odrzuania wyra»e«.
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W »yiu naukowym Profesora ogromn¡ rol� odegraª profesor Jerzy

Sªupeki, o którym mówiª "mój mistrz".

Wspóªprauj¡ z profesorem Grzegorzem Bryllem przez aªy okres jego

pray w naszym Instytuie, lubiªam sªuha¢ wykªadów prowadzonyh przez

profesora. Sposób w jaki tªumazyª najtrudniejsze zagadnienia powodowaª,

»e wszystko wydawaªo si� proste. Bardzo starannnie pisaª na tabliy, zawsze

wszystko wyja±niaj¡ i komentuj¡. Nie korzystaª z notatek, ho¢ zawsze

miaª je bardzo starannie przygotowane. Profesor zawsze miaª zas dla studen-

tów, h�tnie z nimi dyskutowaª i rozja±niaª w¡tpliwo±i. Jako promotor pra

lienjakih i magisterskih sp�dzaª wiele godzin ze swymi seminarzystami.

Podobnie opiekowaª si� swymi doktorantami.

Dla mnie profesor Grzegorz Bryll jest te» mistrzem i ogrmomnym autory-

tetem zawsze podziwianym, zªowiekiem o nieskazitelnej kulturze osobistej.

W swej pray zawodowej staram si� post�powa¢ podobnie.

Gra»yna Rygaª

Akademia im. Jana Dªugosza w Cz�stohowie

�yzymy Panu Profesorowi Grzegorzowi Bryllowi du»o zdrowia i siªy do

kontynuowania aktywno±i naukowej i wydawnizej.

Redakja zasopisma "Prae Naukowe Akademii im. Jana

Dªugosza w Czestohowie, Matematyka"


